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Message from the Chairman 

 

 

 

The combustion community worldwide is positioning itself to maintain its leadership in contributing 

to the global process of decarbonisation. Throughout this transition, it evident that combustion of clean 

or “green” fuels will continue to power industry and transport while gradually reducing or eliminating 

the emission of pollutants. However, given the slow nature of this transition, co-firing of “green” fuels 

with fossil-based fuels will remain relevant for decades and until such a time when fully renewable 

“green” fuels become price-competitive and available in the quantities required by the relevant sectors. 

The Australian combustion community is playing a leading role in driving this transition with many 

researchers leading the efforts of investigating the utilization of “green” fuels and relevant blends for 

power conversion systems. 

 

Against this background, it is fitting that the 2021 Australian Combustion Symposium has adopted 

the theme of “Combustion for Decarbonisation”. Professor Hideaki Kobayashi has set the scene in the 

Bilger Lecture discussing the gradual penetration of hydrogen and ammonia in combustion systems 

both in Japan and internationally. The remaining papers for most of the first day have reinforced the 

message testifying to the depth of this research in Australia. It is notable that this conference has set a 

precedent in being the first ever Australian Combustion Symposium to be delivered in hybrid mode.  

 

As Chairman of the ANZ-Section and on behalf of all our membership and delegates, I would like to 

thank the local organizing committee in Queensland for their tireless work and dedication in making 

the 2021 Australian Combustion Symposium an outstanding success.  

 

 

 

 

Assaad Masri 

5 December 2021 
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Editorial  

 

In 2021, the Australian Combustion Symposium (ACS) was held in Queensland, in the beautiful city 

of Toowoomba. The symposium was jointly organised by The University of Queensland and the 

University of Southern Queensland. Due to continuing Covid restrictions, the symposium was held in 

a hybrid mode: the participants from Queensland could attend in person, while interstate and 

international participants joined the symposium online. Despite Covid restrictions, the overall number 

of participants exceeded 60, mostly representing Australian and international universities with some 

participation from the industry.  

 

The timing of the symposium marks the turning point in modern society when the world is about to 

face yet another wave of radical technological innovations and changes. This broadens the scope of 

the problems that combustion science will have to resolve in the coming years. While celebrating one 

of the greatest achievements of humanity – the controlled use of fire, which still remains our largest 

source of energy even today – combustion science is fully prepared to deal with these new challenges. 

The coming years are likely to be marked by the gradually increasing use of hydrogen, including 

hydrogen produced from renewable sources. These new trends are reflected in the symposium 

program.  

 

The symposium started with a Welcome to Country – a traditional Indigenous ceremony led by a 

highly respected Indigenous elder, Uncle Wayne Fossey. After the conference opening by the 

symposium Chairs, the participants were greeted by the Chair of the ANZ section of the Combustion 

Institute, Professor Assaad Masri. The symposium involved a conference dinner, which took place in 

one of the most picturesque places in Australia –Picnic Point – lunch in the beautiful Japanese Gardens 

at USQ and several less formal receptions. The remote participants were able to join the conference 

dinner online.  

 

The symposium organisers offered two options for participation: oral presentation with and without 

paper publication. More than 50% of the participants have chosen to publish their papers in these 

conference proceedings. In addition, five keynote addresses reflecting different areas of combustion 

science and a special review dedicated to cultural and technical aspects of the traditional use of fire 

were commissioned to be presented at the symposium and included in the proceedings. All published 

papers (including the papers submitted by the keynote presenters and conference organisers) have 

been blindly peer-reviewed under the supervision of the editors of the proceedings and revised 

accordingly.  

 

The principal keynote address that traditionally opens ACS presentations – the Bilger Lecture – was 

delivered this year by Professor Hideaki Kobayashi (Tohoku University). This outlined possibilities 

for effective cooperation between Australia and Japan in the production and utilisation of hydrogen 

and ammonia. The topic of using hydrogen in Australian industries was covered in the keynote 

presentation delivered by Professor Graham Nathan (University of Adelaide), while the fundamental 

aspects of ammonia oxidation were reviewed by Professor Peter Lindstedt (Imperial College London). 

The topic of realistic kinetic mechanisms was continued by Professor Mani Sarathy (King Abdullah 

University), while analysis of turbulent reacting flows was covered in the keynote address of Professor 

Andreas Kronenburg (University of Stuttgart), who examined the modelling of particle distributions 

under these conditions. Uncle Wayne Fossey presented a review dedicated to the traditional use of 

fire and performing controlled burns by Indigenous communities in Australia. The regular talks were 
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presented in 8 sessions with an emphasis on turbulent combustion, high-speed reacting flows, 

hydrogen, internal combustion engines and other topics of interest.  

 

The inaugural winner of the Bilger Early Career Researcher Award was announced at the symposium 

banquet. This is Australia’s most prestigious award in combustion science, which has been judged by 

a specially-appointed international panel. The award was conferred upon Dr Fatemeh Salehi in 

recognition of her highly innovative contribution to developing conditional methods and her 

promising ground-breaking research into two-phase flows. As usual, the best talks and papers 

presented by student participants are considered for a number of student awards, with one of these 

awards already announced at the symposium closing ceremony: Mr Douglas Proud has received an 

award for the best student oral presentation at the conference.  

 

 

 

 

 

Alexander Y. Klimenko,  

Andrew P. Wandel,  

Yuanshen Lu  

Carolyn Jacobs,  

Ingo Jahn,  

Ruth Knibbe,  

Victor Rudolph 

Pradeep Shukla,  

Anand Veeraragavan,  

Vincent Wheatley 

 

December 5, 2021  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Links:  

The symposium web:    https://www.anz-combustioninstitute.org/ACS2021/ 

The symposium blog:   https://acs2021queensland.blogspot.com/ 

 

 

https://www.anz-combustioninstitute.org/ACS2021/
https://acs2021queensland.blogspot.com/
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Symposium Organisers 

 

The Australian Combustion Symposium 2021 was jointly organised by the University of Queensland 

(UQ) and the University of Southern Queensland (USQ). It was held in a hybrid mode of in-person 

and online for the first time in its history during 21-24 November 2021. The in-person portion took 

place at University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, Queensland.  

 

 

 

Organising committee: 
Alex Klimenko (chair), UQ 

Andrew Wandel (co-chair), USQ 

Yuanshen Lu (secretary), UQ 

Anand Veeraragavan, UQ 

Ingo Jahn, UQ 

Carolyn Jacobs, UQ 

Pradeep Shukla, UQ 

Ruth Knibbe, UQ 

Vincent Wheatley, UQ 

Victor Rudolph, UQ 

 

 

 

Host committee: 
Andrew Wandel (chair), USQ 

Byrenn Birch, USQ 

Khalid Saleh, USQ 

Ahmad Sharifian, USQ 

Nam Mai-Duy, USQ 

David Buttsworth, USQ 

Fabian Zander, USQ 
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Programme  

Date/time McGregor College Dining Hall 
Brisbane local 
time (AEST, 
UTC+10h) 

  

Day 0, Sunday 21st Nov 

6:00 pm -9:00 
pm 

Registration and Reception – held at McGregor College Dining Hall 

 
Date/time Room A (Q402) – including Plenaries* Room B (Q501) – including Breaks** 

Day 1, Monday 22nd Nov 

9:00 am – 9:15 Welcome to Country (Chair Wandel) – Gumbi Gumbi Gardens Firepit (Acknowledgement Stone 4, 
near West St) 

9:30 am – 
10:00 

Opening (Chairs Klimenko & Wandel)   

10:00 -10:45  Bilger Lecture - Hideaki Kobayashi (Chair Masri) 

10:45 -11:15  Morning tea (30 min) 

11:15 am -
12:00 pm 

Keynote 1 - Gus Nathan (Chair Klimenko) 

12:00 pm -
1:30  

 Lunch (1.5 h) – Japanese Gardens (weather permitting) 

1:30 - 2:50 S1 Hydrogen (Chairs Dlugogorski & Knibbe) S2 High-speed combustion (Chairs O'Byrne & 
Wheatley) 

1 ACS21021 - Experiment and Simulation of 
Hydrogen Oxidation in the High-Pressure, Weak-
Ignition Regime 
Junqiu Jiang, Zhewen Lu, Yi Yang*, Michael Brear 

ACS21006 - Hydrogen Boundary Layer Combustion with 
Multi-Porthole Injector Arrays 
J. Sandral*, T. Vanyai, A. Veeraragavan and V. Wheatley 

2 ACS21012 - Toluene addition to turbulent H2/CH4 
flames in bluff-body burners 
Adam J. Gee *, Yilong Yin, Kae Ken Foo, Alfonso 
Chinnici, Neil Smith and Paul R. Medwell 

ACS21007 - Scramjet Combustion Mode Establishment 
and Stability in a Reflected Shock Tunnel 
W.O. Landsberg*, A. Veeraragavan 

3 ACS21013 - Visible and thermal radiation from 
toluene-doped hydrogen flames 
Douglas Proud*, Adam Gee, Paul Medwell, Neil 
Smith and Michael Evans 

ACS21016 - Atomic Oxygen in Supersonic Combustion 
Experiment Inflows 
T. Vanyai* and N.N. Gibbons 

4 ACS21022 - A comparative study of sound 
generation by turbulent hydrogen/methane 
premixed flames 
J.Z. Ho*, M. Talei, and R.L. Gordonl 

ACS21024 - Measurements of Density Fluctuations in a 
Scramjet combustor 
A. Ramprakash*, T.J. McIntyre, V. Wheatley and D.J. Mee 

2:50 - 3:15 Afternoon tea (35 min) 

3:15 - 4:00  Keynote 2 - Peter Lindstedt (Chair Wandel) 

4:10 - 5:00 pm Women in Combustion (social meeting) 

*Note: Welcome to Country 9:00 will be held in the Gumbi Gumbi Gardens on the USQ campus. 

**Lunch on Monday will be held in the Japanese Gardens.  
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Date/time Room A (Q402) – including Plenaries Room B (Q501) – including Breaks 
Brisbane local 
time (AEST, 
UTC+10h) 

  

 Day 2, Tuesday 23rd Nov 

9:00 am - 9:45 Keynote 3 - Mani Sarathy (Chair Lu) 

9:45 - 9:50 Sponsor Presentation – Kenelec Scientific 

9:50 - 10:20 Morning tea (30 min) - including networking with Kenelec Scientific 

10:20 am - 
12:20 pm 

S3 Turbulent flames (Chairs Talei & 
Veeraragavan) 

S4 Engines (Chairs Brear & Jahn) 

1 ACS21011 - A priori analysis of flame wrinkling 
factor models in a turbulent premixed round jet 
flame 
P. Panek*, D. Brouzet, M. Talei and R.L. Gordon 

ACS21005 - Cycle to cycle variations of in-cylinder flow in 
a high-tumble spark ignition engine 
D. Kim, L. Rao, S. Kook*, S.W. Lee and H.-k. Baek 

2 ACS21020 - LES/PDF Modelling of Turbulent 
Premixed Flames Using an MMC–Shadow Position 
Mixing Model Incorporating Detailed Chemistry 
Y. Shoraka*, S. Galindo-Lopez, M. J. Cleary, A. R. 
Masri, A. Y. Klimenko 

ACS21010 - Laboratory Simulation of Real-driving 
Emissions with a Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine 
G M Hasan Shahariar, Mojibul Sajjad, Timothy A. 
Bodisco, Thuy Chu-Van, Kabir Adewale 

3 ACS21038 - A Method for Solving Two-Stream 
Mixing using the Generalised Binomial-Langevin 
Multiple Mapping Conditioning Model 
Matthew du Preez, Andrew P. Wandel*, and R. 
Peter Lindstedt 

ACS21017 - A transition flame speed approach for large-
eddy simulation of a natural gas DISI engine 
M.R. Yosri*, T. Kar, M. Talei, R. L. Gordon, M.J. Brear 
and J. S. Lacey 

4 ACS21026 - An improved understanding of the 
stability of hydrocarbon flames with compositional 
inhomogeneity 
A.R.W. Macfarlane*, M.J. Dunn1, A.R. Masri 

ACS21014 - Preliminary experiments in a confined and 
pressurised jet-in-hot-coflow combustor 
Douglas Proud*, Michael Evans, Paul Medwell and Shaun 

Chan 

5 ACS21027 - Studying the Merging Fire Fronts in 
Field conditions 
A.I. Filkov*, B. Cirulis, T.D. Penman 

ACS21039 - Experimental investigation of iso-butanol-
acetone (BA) and diesel blend as an alternative fuel for 
CI engines 
S.J.M Algayyim* and A.P Wandel 

6 ACS21034 - On the unsteady effects of flamelet 
models in a turbulent line fire 
J. Lin*, H. Zhou, G. H. Yeoh and E. R. Hawkes 

ACS21040 - Near-field autoignition study of a premixed 
jet in a cross-flow 
H. Tummalapalli*, H.D. Ranadive, E.R. Hawkes, and A. 
Wehrfritz 

12:20 pm - 
1:30 

 Lunch (70 min) 

1:30 - 2:50 S5 Special topics (Chairs Jacobs & Medwell) S6 Flows with physical & chemical processes 
(Chairs Evans & Shukla) 

1 ACS21035 - A Multi-Density Incompressible Method 
for Industrial Scale Dispersion Calculations 
M.A. Abdel-jawad* 

ACS21029 - Study of electric arc dynamics inside a 
plasma torch under the influence of external magnetic 
field using a non-equilibrium model 
P. Jyothikrishna, A.Y. Klimenko, Pradeep Shukla, 
Kandasamy Ramachandran, Victor Rudolph 

 
2 ACS21030 - Development length in smooth 

channels with wall reactions 
M. M. Kratzer*, S.K. Bhatia and A. Y. Klimenko 

ACS21031 - Thermal Plasma Destruction of 
Perfluoroalkyl Substances: Experimental investigation 
and modelling studies 
L. Henderson, J. Perambadur, P. Shukla and Victor 
Rudolph 

3 ACS21019 - On Relations of Combustion and 
Systems Modelling 
A.Y.Klimenko 

ACS21032 - Supercritical CO2 Turbulent Flow and Heat 
Transfer Behavior in a Concentric Rotating Annulus 
Md. Uddin*, H. Gurgenci, A. Klimenko and Z. Guan 

4 
 

ACS21033 - Super-critical CO 2 Behavior in a Concentric 
Annulus Based on Ideal Gas and Real Gas Properties 
Md. Uddin*, H. Gurgenci, A. Klimenko and Z. Guan 

2:50 - 3:05 Afternoon tea (15 min) 

3:05 - 3:50 Keynote 4 - Andreas Kronenburg (Chair Cleary) 

4:00 - 4:30  CI section board meeting (Chair Masri) – Q501 and separate Zoom meeting 

4:30 - 5:00 pm CI section members meeting (Chair Masri) – Q501 

5:30 pm - 
10:00 pm 

Dinner (including zoom broadcasting from 7:15 and awards at 7:30pm) 
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Date/time Room A (Q402) – including Plenaries Room B (Q501) – including Breaks 
Brisbane local 
time (AEST, 
UTC+10h) 

  

Day 3, Wednesday 24th Nov 

9:00 am - 9:30 Special Invited Review - Indigenous Fire Practices - Uncle Wayne Fossey (Chair Wandel) 

9:30 - 10:00 Morning tea (30 min) 

10:00 am -
12:00 pm 

S7 Spray and Soot (Chairs Algayyim & 
Salehi) 

S8 Kinetics and Solid combustion (Chairs Brown 
& Yang) 

1 ACS21037 - Effect of Thermodynamic Pressure on 
Laminar Burning Velocity in Ammonia/Dimethyl-
ether Premixed Flames 
T. Cai, D Zhao 

ACS21025 - Decomposition of Carbonyl Sulfide 
Zhe Zeng, Bogdan Z. Dlugogorski*, Ibukun Oluwoye, 
Mohammednoor Altarawneh 

2 ACS21004 - An Experimental Study of Ignition and 
Combustion Characteristics of Single Droplets of 
Vacuum Residues 
Mingming Zhu*, Zhezi Zhang, Dongke Zhang 

ACS21028 - New Pathways for Formation of Toxic 
Species in Oxidation of 4-Chlorobiphenyl 
Song Hou, Bogdan Z. Dlugogorski, Eric M. Kennedy, 
John C. Mackie, and Mohammednoor  

3 ACS21023 - Modelling a dilute spray flame using 
the eddy dissipation concept 
Jordan Kildare*, Michael Evans and Paul Medwell 

ACS21015 - Partial oxidation of spent tyre pyrolysis oil for 
the production of carbon black 
Chiemeka Onyeka Okoye, Isabelle Jones, Mingming 
Zhu*, Zhezi Zhang and Dongke Zhang 

4 ACS21008 - Dilute spray flames of ethanol and n-
heptane in the transition to mild combustion 
D. B. Proud*, M. J. Evans, P. R. Medwell and Q. N. 
Chan 

ACS21009 - Freeboard Effects on Instabilities in a Fixed 
Bed Biomass Combustor 
Awais Junejo, Yasir M. Al-Abdeli* and Jacobo Porteiro 

5 ACS21003 - Reactive π-diradicals found in soot 
forming flames 
J. W. Martin*, L. Pascazio, A. Menon, J. Akroyd , K. 
Kaiser , F. Schulz, M. Commodo, A. D’Anna, L. 
Gross and M. Kraft 

ACS21018 - Effects of Constant and Staged Torrefaction 
Temperatures on the Biomass Combustion and Pyrolysis 
Sajid Riaz and Yasir M. Al-Abdeli 

6 ACS21036 - On the Combined Effects of 
Compositional Inhomogeneity and Ammonia 
Addition to Turbulent Flames of Ethylene 
W.R. Boyette*, S.A. Steinmetz, M.J. Dunn, W.L. 
Roberts, and A.R. Masri 

 

12:00 - 12:10  Joint meeting of ACS organisers, session chairs and CI board members (Q501 and zoom)  

12:00 pm - 
1:00 pm 

Lunch (1 h)  

1:00 - 1:15  Student award, closing and farewell (Q501 and zoom) 

1:15 - 2:00 pm Drinks with Australian Conference on Laser Diagnostics 

Note: 

Timing for Keynotes/Bilger lecture: presentation - 35 min; introduction + Q&A -- 10 min 

Timing for regular talks: presentations – no more than 15 min; introduction + Q&A -- 5 min 
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Bilger Lecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21000K 

Hydrogen and Ammonia Combustion − Japan’s Challenge and Technical 

Progress 
H. Kobayashi1, * 

1Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan 

 

Abstract 
There is a growing demand for fuel switching in the energy sector. In Japan, where a large amount of fossil fuel is imported, 

hydrogen and ammonia have been identified as the first feasibility choice as a fuel for decarbonized thermal power generation, and 

“Fuel Ammonia Industry” has been newly positioned as one of the government's “Green Growth Strategies”. The construction of a 

supply chain to import blue and green hydrogen and ammonia from overseas has been initiated as an international economic activity. 

In the field of decarbonized combustion science and technology, in addition to the development to improve the ammonia co-firing ratio 

in pulverized coal-fired power generation, research and development of liquid ammonia spray combustion, which can stably burn a 

large amount of ammonia in gas turbine power generation, is underway. 

Keywords: Hydrogen, Ammonia, Thermal power generation, Carbon neutrality, Ammonia spray combustion. 
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Keynote 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21001K 

New opportunities and challenges from a growing role for hydrogen in future 

low-carbon industrial processes  
G.J. 'Gus' Nathan*, Mehdi Jafarian, Woei Saw, Alfonso Chinnici, Zhiwei Sun, Maziar Arjomandi,  

Paul Medwell, Zhao Tian, Rey Chin, Tara Hosseini, Philip Ingenhoven, Peter Ashman, Greg Metha. 

Centre for Energy Technology 

The University of Adelaide, Adelaide 5005, Australia. 

 

Abstract 
Net-zero hydrogen (H2), that is H2 produced with net-zero CO2 emissions, is expected to play an important role in the 

decarbonizing of those high temperature processes used to produce basic materials such as iron/steel, alumina and 

cement/lime. Its use is expected to span being the dominant to a supplementary energy source, in combination with other 

energy types including electricity (e.g., via a thermal plasma or resistive heating), carbon-capture and storage/re-use and 

concentrated solar thermal energy, whose relative contributions will vary from process-to-process and region-to-region 

due by differences in commercial readiness, cost and technical challenges. The transformation to these new energy types 

is driven by the emergence of new markets for high-value low-carbon products, investor demand, new policies, carbon 

taxes and community expectation, together with the potential for lowering energy/heat costs in the emerging, low-carbon 

economy. Net-zero H2 is expected to be the dominant pathway to green steel because this route is the closest to market of 

the various technology options, and because it will begin to be economic in its own right when the cost of net-zero H2 

reaches the target of US$2/kg.  This will bring a range of opportunities and challenges, which is driving new research 

needs and opportunities, both for the technologies themselves, for the supply chains needed to deliver H2 with net-zero 

emissions and for improved predictive capability to de-risk the transition to utilize it in a highly bespoke industrial sector. 
Keywords: industrial process heat; hydrogen production; hydrogen combustion; hybrids; decarbonisation. 
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Session 1 Hydrogen 

 

ACS21021 

Experiment and Simulation of Hydrogen Oxidation in the High-Pressure, 

Weak-Ignition Regime 
Junqiu Jiang, Zhewen Lu, Yi Yang*, Michael Brear 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria 3010, Australia. 
 

Abstract 
This work investigates the oxidation of hydrogen in a turbulent flow reactor at pressure of 10 to 48 bar and temperature of 950 K 

with an equivalence ratio of 0.03. Pressure weakly promotes hydrogen oxidation at these conditions. Such impact is not only different 

from the inhibiting effect observed at 1-10 bar but also atypical of the usual promoting effect of pressure on reaction kinetics. Simulation 

of the measured species time history is conducted using existing chemical kinetic models, where significant differences are observed 

between model and experiment. Modification to the kinetic model proposed by Zhang et al. (Combust. Flame, 2017, p. 122) improves 

the prediction for a wide range of experimental data including those in this work and from the literature. 

Keywords: Hydrogen oxidation, high pressure, turbulent flow reactor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21012 

Toluene addition to turbulent H2/CH4 flames in bluff-body burners 
Adam J. Gee1, *, Yilong Yin1, Kae Ken Foo1, Alfonso Chinnici1, Neil Smith2 and Paul R. Medwell1 

1School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Adelaide, SA 5005 Australia 

2School of Chemical Engineering and Advanced Materials, University of Adelaide, SA 5005 Australia 

 

Abstract 
In the transition to renewable sources of energy, industries have begun to look at the integration of hydrogen for some high 

temperature applications. A key challenge which must first be addressed is the reduced thermal radiation of hydrogen flames compared 

with its sootier hydrocarbon counterparts. A novel solution to this may be to dope hydrogen flames with bio-oils to increase soot 

production and resulting enhanced thermal radiation. This study investigates the efficacy of toluene as a prevapourised dopant in pure 

and blended turbulent hydrogen/natural gas flames stabilised on bluff-body burners. Two bluff-body diameters (dBB) of 50 mm and 64 

mm are used to emulate the recirculation component of industrial systems. The results showed a positive non-linear relationship 

between toluene addition and heat flux for all gas blends and bluff-body diameter. The blended cases required less than 1 mol% toluene 

to meet equivalent natural gas heat flux and the pure hydrogen cases required approximately 4 mol%. Increasing the bluff-body 

diameter had a negative effect on the overall heat flux. Hydrogen with an addition of 10 vol% compared to 20 vol% in natural gas had 

opposite effects for each bluff-body diameter, where a dilution effect was seen in the larger 64 mm diameter, but a chemical promoting 

effect was seen in the smaller 50 mm diameter. 

Keywords: Hydrogen, Toluene, Radiation, Bluff-body 
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ACS21013 

Visible and thermal radiation from toluene-doped hydrogen flames 
Douglas Proud1, *, Adam Gee1, Paul Medwell1, Neil Smith1 and Michael Evans2 

1School of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia 
2UniSA STEM, University of South Australia, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095, Australia 

 

Abstract 
Hydrogen is a promising alternative fuel for the displacement of carbon emissions from hydrocarbons in a range of applications. 

Hydrogen flames differ from those of “conventional” fuels in several ways, particularly in their radiative properties, both in the visible 

and infra-red regions of the spectrum. This leads to the lack of a clearly visible flame in the case of hydrogen, which has significant 

implications from a safety perspective in domestic settings. Reduced radiative heat transfer from hydrogen flames can also affect 

efficiency in both domestic and industrial applications. In this paper, the effect of the addition to hydrogen of a small quantity (1% by 

mole) of a highly sooting fuel—namely toluene—is explored. The addition of toluene was found to have a profound impact on the flame 

visibility and radiative heat transfer properties. In addition to characterising the effect of toluene, the visibility of pure hydrogen flames 

is also investigated, with particular focus on the impact of sodium impurities which gives rise to the previously encountered orange 

colour of “pure” hydrogen flames. 

Keywords: Hydrogen flame, dual-fuelling, thermal radiation, soot formation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21022 

A comparative study of sound generation by turbulent hydrogen/methane 

premixed flames 
J.Z. Ho1, *, M. Talei1, and R.L. Gordon1 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Melbourne, VIC 3010, Australia 

 

Abstract 
This study presents a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) study of sound generation by turbulent, premixed hydrogen/methane 

flames. Two cases with 50% and 80% by volume of hydrogen in the mixture at the same Reynolds number of 10,300 were simulated. 

The average flame length is similar between the two, and the 50% case features a higher level of flame-turbulence interaction due 

higher velocity fluctuations relative to the laminar flame speed. The Overall Acoustic Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) of the 80% flame 

was consistently higher by about 3-5 dB than the 50% flame. This difference isfound to be primarily related to the high frequency range 

of the sound spectrum. A theoretical framework to examine the impact of the flame dynamics on sound generation is used. It is found 

that a higher laminar flame speed in the 80% case is the main reason that this case is louder. Also, increases in the contribution of 

annihilation events are the key mechanism by which hydrogen addition impacts sound generation. 

Keywords: Hydrogen, methane, turbulent premixed flames, sound. 
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Session 2 High-speed combustion 

 

ACS21006 

Hydrogen Boundary Layer Combustion with Multi-Porthole Injector Arrays 
J. Sandral1, *, T. Vanyai1, A. Veeraragavan1 and V. Wheatley1 

1School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD 4170 Australia 
 

Abstract 
Multi-porthole injector arrays (MPIA) are a proposed method to promote boundary layer combustion with the goal to reduce skin 

friction and heat transfer within a scramjet. It is not known how resilient this method is to other flow disturbances, such as mainstream 

fuel injection through a porthole. Experimental studies were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of an MPIA to promote 

boundary layer combustion, while also investigating the effects of a porthole injector. Hydrogen was injected through each injector via 

two separate fuel systems. Skin friction measurements taken downstream of the MPIA showed reductions of skin friction up to 64%. 

Heat transfer data also showed reductions. The introduction of the porthole injector diminished the reductions achieved by the MPIA, 

however the skin friction remained below the unfuelled value for a portion of the flow path. The introduction of the porthole injector 

also increased the heat transfer to above unfuelled values. Schlieren imaging of the flow revealed the porthole injector allowed deeper 

penetration from the MPIA, spreading the layer of fuel away from the wall and diminishing its effectiveness to promote boundary layer 

combustion. 

Keywords: Hypersonic, Hydrogen, Multi-porthole Injector Array, Skin Friction, Boundary Layer Combustion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21007 

Scramjet Combustion Mode Establishment and Stability in a Reflected Shock 

Tunnel 
W.O. Landsberg1, *, A. Veeraragavan1 

1Centre for Hypersonics, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, 

The University of Queensland, QLD 4107 Australia 

 

Abstract 
This paper examines the transient behaviour of the varying combustion modes of a Mach 8, scramjet combustor within a reflected 

shock tunnel. Flight-equivalent flows were delivered to the axisymmetric, cavity combustor via the T4 reflected shock tunnel. The 

combustor was fuelled with ethylene. Combustion modes were examined via static pressure sensors, with the full time-history of each 

sensor visualised. It was noted that, despite some sensors seeing measurement uncertainties during the test time, the progression to 

stable and steady combustion at supersonic, jet-wake anchored, and dual-mode conditions was achieved during the test time provided. 

Keywords: Supersonic combustion, scramjet, shock tunnel, dual-mode combustion. 
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ACS21016 

Atomic Oxygen in Supersonic Combustion Experiment Inflows 
T. Vanyai1,* and N.N. Gibbons1 

1School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD 4072 Australia 
 

Abstract 
Supersonic combustion experiments at hypersonic flight-equivalent conditions are frequently conducted in reflected shock tunnels. 

A downside of these experiments is the amount of radicals within the test flow that are ingested by an experimental model. Combustion 

is particularly sensitive to the atomic oxygen radical, O, which can cause dramatic reductions in ignition length at very low levels. Test 

flow compositions are typically simulated using a 5-species chemical reaction scheme that includes N2, O2, N, O and NO, resulting in 

significant mass fractions of O. However, studies have not observed these levels of O, indicating that the effect of freestream radicals 

may not be as dramatic as previously thought. This paper presents the hypothesis that by neglecting species, such as NO2, the chemical 

pathways to accurately remove O were being artificially limited. By considering a 6-species reaction scheme that includes NO2, the 

authors show that the mass fraction of O becomes negligible at supersonic combustion test conditions. 

Keywords: Supersonic combustion, Testing facilities, Chemical kinetics, Scramjets, Hypersonics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21024 

Measurements of Density Fluctuations in a Scramjet Combustor 
A. Ramprakash1, *, T.J. McIntyre2, V. Wheatley1 and D.J. Mee1 

1School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD, 4072 Australia 
2School of Mathematics and Physics, The University of Queensland, QLD, 4072 Australia 

 

Abstract 
In this study, a Focused Laser Differential Interferometer (FLDI) was used for the first time to measure the density differences, and, 

hence noise, generated due to supersonic turbulent combustion processes in a model 2-D axisymmetric scramjet engine. 

Measurements were taken at the front and back end of the combustor for unfuelled and reacting cases. The Power spectral density 

spectra plots show that the noise level generated inside the scramjet combustor for the unfuelled case is about two orders of magnitude 

more than that in the free stream. Further, at the rear end of the combustor, heat release due to supersonic combustion results in 

combustion-induced noise that is found to be higher than for the unfuelled case. Additionally, distinct tonal features were also observed 

for both cases. 

Keywords: FLDI, Scramjet, Supersonic combustion noise. 
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ACS21002K 

Fundamental Aspects of Ammonia Oxidation 
R.P. Lindstedt* 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2AZ, UK 

 

Abstract 
Ammonia has found use in combustion applications since the original patent by Lyon (US3900554A) relating to its use for nitric 

oxide reduction in flue gases through selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR). It is also a well-established component in the production 

of fertilisers with correspondingly efficient manufacturing processes. The recent interest in the use of ammonia relates to its use as a 

hydrogen rich energy carrier. The current paper presents selected fundamental aspects of ammonia oxidation put in a chemistry related 

context. Implications for the translation of the resulting understanding to the study of turbulent combustion of ammonia blends in 

practical devices are outlined. It is argued that the comparatively low laminar burning velocities and flame extinction characteristics of 

ammonia are likely to result in more prevalent local extinction events leading to a greater prevalence of non-topological flame 

structures. Furthermore, the enhancement of the fuel reactivity through the blending with more reactive components, such as 

hydrogen and hydrocarbons, will impact the extent and effectiveness of the temperature window where SNCR reactions are active. It 

is further suggested that the direct interaction of ammonia fragments with aromatic species (c.f. aniline) and the condition dependent 

increase of nitric oxide may impact the propensity to form soot. It is shown that use of ammonia as part of fuel blends results in a 

fundamentally different flame structure for the formation of oxides of nitrogen. Finally, recommendations are made in relation to 

research directions that can deliver the understanding required for the optimal practical use of ammonia as an energy carrier. 

Keywords: Ammonia, Oxidation, Chemistry, Turbulence, SNCR 
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ACS21003K 

A functional-group-based approach to modeling real-fuel combustion 

chemistry  
S. Mani Sarathy*, Xiaoyuan Zhang, and M. Khandavilli 

Clean Combustion Research Center, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, Thuwal, 23955-6900, Saudi 

Arabia 
1Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan 

 

Abstract 
Real fuels are complex mixtures of hundreds to thousands of molecules, and it is intractable to understand fully the combustion 

kinetics of each of these compounds.  The combustion community has evolved various approaches for dealing with such complex 

mixtures, such as the use of multi-component surrogates mixtures, lumped fuel chemistry modeling, and short reaction mechanisms. 

Here we present recent efforts to develop a lumped fuel chemistry modeling approach based entirely on the functional group 

distribution in a real fuel mixture (denoted as FGMech).  Our approach starts with a modeling framework like the recent HyChem 

approach by Wang et al. at Stanford University.  This approach is generalized by establishing a workflow to establish model parameters 

without the need for any combustion experiments on the real fuel.  Model parameters are developed following a data science approach 

coupled with simplified regression and group additivity models.  This paper presents the effectiveness of the FGMech approach in 

modeling the combustion chemistry of various transportation fuels and heavy residual gasification.   

Keywords: surrogates, functional groups, kinetics, heavy fuels, combustion 
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Session 3 Turbulent flames 

 

ACS21011 

A priori analysis of flame wrinkling factor models in a turbulent premixed 

round jet flame 
P. Panek1, *, D. Brouzet1, M. Talei1 and R.L. Gordon1 

1Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Melbourne, VIC 3001 Australia 

 

Abstract 
A DNS dataset of a turbulent, premixed, methane-air, round jet flame in the Thin Reaction Zones (TRZ) regime is analysed to assess 

the performance of algebraic models for the flame wrinkling factor used in Large-Eddy Simulation (LES). The models proposed by 

Charlette et al. [1], Fureby [2], and Muppala et al. [3] are studied. The parameters such as the wrinkling factor, the flame surface density 

and their conditional averages with the filtered progress variable are examined using the DNS data. It is shown that the performance of 

the models deteriorates for high levels of subgrid turbulent velocity. Furthermore, the decreasing trend of the average wrinkling factor 

from the unburnt side to the burnt side of the flame observed in this round jet flame is not captured by the models. Despite these 

discrepancies, the Charlette and Fureby models reproduce the DNS profiles of the conditionally averaged flame surface density with 

reasonable accuracy. The Muppala model considerably overestimates both the average wrinkling factor and flame surface density with 

the default constants. Overall, the results suggest that the performance of the models needs significant improvement for places where 

large errors are observed such as for flame annihilation events. 

Keywords: Combustion modelling, Premixed flame, Flame wrinkling factor, Large-Eddy Simulation. Preferred Colloquium: 
Turbulent Flames 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21020 

LES/PDF Modelling of Turbulent Premixed Flames Using an MMC – Shadow 

Position Mixing Model Incorporating Detailed Chemistry 
Y. Shoraka1,*, S. Galindo-Lopez1, M. J. Cleary1, A. R. Masri1, A. Y. Klimenko2 

1School of Aerospace, Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, The University of Sydney 

Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia 
2School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland 

Brisbane, QLD 4072, Australia 
 

Abstract 
This paper presents the first application of a novel multiple mapping conditioning model with a shadow position reference in 

LES/PDF modelling of a piloted premixed methane-air jet flame using detailed chemistry. The stochastic equations governing the 

temporal evolution of shadow positions encompass a diffusion coefficient correlated to the model parameter λ that represents the 

ratio between a reference turbulent propagation speed and the laminar flame speed. Therefore, in this approach, adjusting the actual 

turbulent propagation speed does not require varying the mixing constant, which could affect the flame’s inner structure and 

propagation speed at the same time. The obtained results show a significant difference between the predictions obtained for the inner 

structure of the flame using simple and detailed chemical mechanisms, which demonstrates the significance of incorporating detailed 

chemistry to obtain a more realistic prediction. Furthermore, the results demonstrate the sensitivity of the predicted flame length to 

the model parameter . In contrast, the predicted inner structure does not show considerable sensitivity to variations as expected. 

Keywords: Premixed combustion, Multiple mapping conditioning, MMC-LES, Shadow position. 
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ACS21038 

A Method for Solving Two-Stream Mixing using the Generalised Binomial-

Langevin Multiple Mapping Conditioning Model 
Matthew du Preez1, Andrew P. Wandel1, *, and R. Peter Lindstedt2 

1School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, University of Southern Queensland, QLD 4350 Australia 
2Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College London, London SW7 2AZ United Kingdom 

 

Abstract 
Newly-defined closures for the binomial-Langevin Multiple Mapping Conditioning (BLM-MMC) model are used to determine the 

proportion of stochastic particles that mix each time step. The parameter was previously treated as a constant. Two further 

developments were introduced to address the requirements associated with two-stream mixing configurations. First, the proportion of 

particles to mix is determined by requiring the MMC scalar variance to match the binomial-Langevin variance. To achieve this, particles 

are mixed using the Modified Curl’s model and a uniform random mixing amount until the scalar variance is lower than the binomial-

Langevin variance. To exactly match the variance, the amount of mixing for the final particle pair is calculated via deterministic sampling 

from the distribution so compliance is guaranteed. Second, a standard Gaussian variable is introduced and defined so that the mapping 

function of the binomial Langevin scalar corresponds to its conditional mean. This conventional conditioning variable is introduced 

because its distribution is always continuous, whereas during the initial mixing period for two streams the probability density function 

of the scalar must be discontinuous, leading to segregated mixing. These changes are shown to correctly model non-reacting 

homogenous mixing of two distinct streams. 

Keywords: Multiple Mapping Conditioning,Two-Stream Mixing, binomial Langevin model, Curl’s Mixing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21026 

An improved understanding of the stability of hydrocarbon flames with 

compositional inhomogeneity 
A.R.W. Macfarlane1,*, M.J. Dunn1, A.R. Masri1 

1School of Aerospace Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia 
 

Abstract 
This paper presents experimental data that extends the current understanding of flame stability improvement due to compositional 

inhomogeneity utilising the well-documented Sydney inhomogeneous burner. The focus here is on three gaseous hydrocarbon fuels: 

Methane (CH4), Ethylene (C2H4) and Propane (C3H8). The exploration of these light to heavier hydrocarbons (C1 – C3) enables a 

parametric study for a range of different air to fuel ratios (A/F) which correspond to different global jet equivalence ratios (φ). It was 

found that each fuel studied has a specific equivalence ratio where the improvement in flame stability due to inhomogeneity was the 

greatest. Between different fuels, the flame stability improvement was found to be well correlated with the air to fuel ratio.  

Keywords:  Inhomogeneous burner, Turbulent flames 
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ACS21027 

Studying the Merging Fire Fronts in Field conditions 
A.I. Filkov1, *, B. Cirulis, T.D. Penman 

1School of Ecosystem and Forest Sciences, University of Melbourne, VIC 3363 Australia 

 

Abstract 
Merging fire fronts have been known for rapid fire spread and developing into extremely destructive wildfires, resulting in increased 

injuries, property losses, and deaths. To date, there has been few studies characterising merging fire behaviours outside of the 

laboratory. In our study, we conducted two experimental harvested crop burns in Victoria, Australia, in March and April 2021 to better 

understand merging fire fronts. A UAV with a thermal camera was used to capture high-resolution fire propagation of 109 merging fire 

fronts. During experiments 50 junction fire fronts (32 forward and 18 backward), 24 coalescence fire fronts and 35 inward parallel fire 

fronts were studied. The median rate of spread (ROS) of forward junction fires was highest (2.02 m/s), followed by linear and backward 

ROS, 0.57 m/s and 0.18 m/s, respectively. The ROS of forward junction fires in the first burn was twice as high as in the second burn, 

suggesting the influence of local drivers such as weather or fuel. However, the ROS of backward fire fronts was similar between the two 

burns. The forward junction fires were, on average, 3 times faster than the linear fire fronts, irrespective of the burn. In some cases, 

this difference could be as much as an 18-fold increase. A deceleration of forward junction fires toward the end of merging was 

observed, but this process was insignificant and almost unnoticeable (slopes=0.001-0.034) in contrast to other studies. We observed 

an increase in the current junction angle over time for all initial junction angles (slopes=0.26-0.47) except of 60°-90°. These slopes are 

considerably higher than in other studies but are consistent with our previous results. Although the current angles become twice as 

large at the end of merging, the ROS did not decrease significantly in contrast to other studies. The differences observed between the 

laboratory and field experiments demonstrate the necessity for additional experiments to better understand the relationship between 

fuel, weather and merging of fire fronts. 

Keywords: Wildfires, Merging fire fronts, Junction fires, Spot fire coalescence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21034 

On the unsteady effects of flamelet models in a turbulent line fire 
J. Lin*, H. Zhou, G. H. Yeoh and E. R. Hawkes 

School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, University of New South Wales, NSW 2052 Australia 

 

Abstract 
Advanced combustion models play a significant role in facilitating predictive numerical simulations in fires, which remain challenging 

due to the complex interaction of turbulence, chemical reactions and radiation. Among those, flamelet models are one of the most 

tractable categories to promote in fire applications with its affordable cost. To this end, large-eddy simulations (LES) / flamelet modelling 

is implemented with an OpenFOAM-based solver, to investigate a turbulent line fire, which is a target case in the Measurement and 

Computation of Fire Phenomena (MaCFP) workshop and is experimentally investigated at University of Maryland (UMD). The objective 

of the work is to reveal the role of unsteadiness in flamelet models, which can be either introduced by scalar dissipation (χ) or radiation. 

It is revealed that the unsteady radiative flamelets should be considered in the model to yield reasonable prediction in temperature, 

implying the importance of radiation-induced unsteadiness. Comparatively, the c-induced unsteady effect contributes less significantly 

to determining the temperature, while it strongly affects the prediction of radicals such as OH. A time scale analysis further reveals the 

comparable characteristic time-scale for radiation, mixing and flamelet residence, which justifies the significance of both unsteady 

effects in this flame. 

Keywords: turbulent line fire, flamelet method, radiation, scalar dissipation, unsteadiness 
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Session 4 Engines 

 

ACS21005 

Cycle to cycle variations of in-cylinder flow in a high-tumble spark ignition 

engine 
D. Kim1, L. Rao1, S. Kook1,*, S.W. Lee2 and H.-k. Baek2 

1The University of New South Wales 
2Hyundai Motor Company 

 

Abstract 
Latest generation spark ignition engines are designed to achieve a high tumble ratio for enhanced mixing and faster flame 

propagation. The result is increased engine efficiency and higher power output. However, higher tumble flow magnitude might lead to 

increased cyclic variations, which would deteriorate the engine operation stability. The present study performs endoscopic high-speed 

particle image velocimetry (eHS-PIV) in production engines with varied tumble ratios to analyse the cyclic variations of flow field and 

spatially averaged flow magnitude. The experimental results showed that the higher tumble engine induces more intense lateral flow 

vectors during the piston compression, which causes a more complex flow structure near top dead centre than the lower tumble engine. 

From the data obtained for 100 engine cycles, the cyclic variations in the flow magnitude were measured initially lower for the higher 

tumble engine due to a more clearly defined flow structure. However, as the flow structure became more complex during the flow 

breakdown occurring near top dead centre, higher cyclic variations were measured in the flow magnitude for the higher tumble engine. 

This leaves an important task of flow magnitude and cyclic variation optimisation for the engine development. 

Keywords: SI engine, Tumble flow, Cyclic variation, eHS-PIV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21010 

Laboratory Simulation of Real-driving Emissions with a Heavy-Duty Diesel 

Engine 
G M Hasan Shahariar1,2, Mojibul Sajjad1,2, Timothy A. Bodisco3, Thuy Chu-Van1,2, Kabir Adewale 

Suara1,2, Zoran Ristovski1,2 and Richard J. Brown1,2 
1Biofuel Engine Research Facility, QUT, Brisbane, QLD 4000, Australia 

2International Laboratory for Air Quality and Health, QUT, Brisbane, QLD 4000, Australia 
3School of Engineering, Deakin University, 75 Pigdons Rd, Geelong, Victoria 3216, Australia 

 

Abstract 
The current study investigated the influence of driving style and traffic conditions on real-world transient emissions and fuel 

consumption of a heavy-duty diesel engine. Six different transient engine cycles classified as timid, normal and aggressive at peak and 

off-peak hour were developed from the real-world measurements performed using Portable emissions measurement systems (PEMS) 

on an urban route. The on-road engine parameters were converted to laboratory engine parameters using the guidelines of the US 

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40 Part 86. Gaseous and particle emissions and fuel consumption were measured and analysed for 

different driving styles and traffic conditions. The results have shown specific driving style has a significant impact on emissions than 

traffic conditions. Urban driving generates a lot of transient micro trips which significantly increase the turbocharger lag effects and 

overshoot emissions. 

Keywords: Transient cycle, NOx, CO, PM, Turbocharger lag. 
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ACS21017 

A transition flame speed approach for large-eddy simulation of a natural gas 

DISI engine 
M.R. Yosri 1, *, T. Kar1 , M. Talei1, R. L. Gordon1, M.J. Brear1 and J. S. Lacey2 

1Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010, Australia 
2Department of Mechanical Engineering, KU Leuven, 3001 Leuven, Belgium 

 

Abstract 
A transition flame speed approach is used for Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of a Compressed Natural Gas Direct Injection Spark 

Ignition (CNG DISI) engine. The G-equation combustion model is utilised in conjunction with the Reyes laminar and Damkӧhler turbulent 

flame speed models. In this transition approach, the flame propagates with a laminar flame speed until it reaches a specified cut-off 

radius, and then evolves with a turbulent flame speed. Three distinct cut-off radii of 2, 3, and 5 mm are used and the LES results are 

compared with the experimental and GT-POWER results. Changing the cut-off radius significantly impacts both the pressure trace and 

the Mass Fraction Burned (MFB) profile, highlighting the significance of correctly capturing the early stage of flame development. 

Consistent with the literature, a cut-off radius of 3 mm results in the best agreement with the experimental results. 

Keywords: CNG, Large-Eddy Simulation (LES), G-equation modelling, Direct Injection (DI), Flame Development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21014 

Preliminary experiments in a confined and pressurised  

jet-in-hot-coflow combustor 
Douglas Proud1, *, Michael Evans2, Paul Medwell1 and Shaun Chan3 

1School of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia 
2UniSA STEM, University of South Australia, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095, Australia 

3School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, UNSW, Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia 

 

Abstract 
Combustion in hot, low oxygen environments, such as mild combustion is not well understood at pressure. To meet this gap in 

understanding, a confined-and-pressurised jet-in-hot-coflow (CP-JHC) burner has been developed to facilitate optical diagnostics of 

turbulent flames in hot and vitiated coflows for the studies of flame stabilisation, structure and soot formation at elevated pressures. 

The CP-JHC burner has been designed for steady operation at 10 bar(a) with internal temperatures of up to 1975 K with a water-cooled, 

4.6-mm central jet issuing into a hot oxidant stream produced by a non-premixed natural gas/H2 burner. This work describes the key 

features and operational capabilities of the CP-JHC burner and presents a selection of results from initial experiments. Temperature 

measurements of the hot coflow with heat inputs of 8.7-17 kW are used to estimate the enthalpy deficit of the stream, with thermal 

efficiency increasing with increasing heat input, and decreasing with increasing pressure. Preliminary mean and instantaneous images 

of turbulent natural gas/H2 and C2H4 flames, with and without chemiluminescence filters, are discussed in context of ignition pathways 

and soot formation at elevated pressures to highlight the need for future studies in this newly developed burner. 

Keywords: Elevated-pressure combustion, Mild combustion, Turbulent flames, Chemiluminescence imaging 
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ACS21039 

Experimental investigation of iso-butanol-acetone (BA) and diesel blend as an 

alternative fuel for CI engines 
S.J.M Algayyim1, 2, * and A.P Wandel2 

1School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, QLD 4350, Australia 

2Al-Diwaniyah Water Department, Al-Diwaniyah Governorate, Al-Diwaniyah 58001, Iraq 

 

Abstract 
Bio-butanol is a potential fuel for compression ignition engines (CI) because of its beneficial physicochemical properties and its 

ability to be produced from agricultural waste through fermentation. The feasibility of using bio-butanol from biomass is not yet clear 

due to the high production cost caused by low yields and expensive processes for separating it from butanol-acetone (BA) fermentation. 

Instead using the intermediate fermentation products of butanol (that is BA) as a fuel has already been found to produce clean 

combustion. Butanol-acetone is, therefore, proposed as a fuel for CI engines which could lead to extra reductions in BA production cost, 

and could improve combustion by reducing temperature. Butanol produces in four isomers: n-butanol, iso-butanol, sec-butanol, and 

tert-butanol. The effects of iso-BA-diesel blends on combustion, performance and emission characteristics were investigated at three 

engine speeds and full load. The results were compared with neat diesel and 10% and 20% iso-BA-90% diesel blends. Brake power (BP) 

was slightly reduced while Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) increased for iso-butanol-diesel blends due to the low heating value. 

Exhaust gas temperature (EGT) and Nitrogen of oxide (NOx) emissions were reduced with the inclusion of iso-butanol in the test blends, 

relieving combustion and reaction temperature which resulted in NOx emissions reduction. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions were 

reduced due to the high oxygen content. However, unburnt hydrocoroubn (UHC) emissions rose due to iso-BA-diesel blend showing 

higher UHC because iso-butanol has the most terminal C single bond H bonds, so the reaction rate of iso-butanol in butanol-acetone is 

lower, resulting in insufficient time to complete the reaction, causing an increase in UHC emissions. Thus, iso-butanol-acetone could be 

a good alternative fuel for CI engines because of its production manner and reduced emissions. 

Keywords: iso-butanol, diesel engine, emissions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21040 

Near-field autoignition study of a premixed jet in a cross-flow 
H. Tummalapalli1, *, H.D. Ranadive1, E.R. Hawkes1, and A. Wehrfritz1 

1School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, University of New South Wales, NSW 2052 Australia 

 

Abstract 
In this work, we conduct an analysis of the ignition characteristics in the near field of a premixed jet flame in a vitiated cross flow, a 

configuration that closely represents the second stage of an axially staged gas-turbine combustion system. This concept has gained 

significant attention among gas-turbine manufacturers due to its greater fuel flexibility and lower NOx emissions. A premixed methane-

air jet with an equivalence ratio of 0.7 is injected into a vitiated cross flow comprising combustion products from a methane-air mixture 

at an equivalence ratio of 0.5 and atmospheric pressure. The simulation is performed using a compressible high-order accurate 

numerical solver (S3D). The simulation results show that the flame is lifted from the jet inlet with an anchoring point on the leeward 

side of the jet. Significant radical concentrations are found upstream of the anchoring point. Very close to the jet inlet, intermediate 

radicals are produced due to OH consumption. Whereas adjacent to the anchoring point, intermediates are due to autoignition 

reactions. Further, it is identified that coherent structures in the near field have an important role in the spatial location of autoignition. 

Keywords: axially staged combustion, direct numerical simulation, premixed jet in a cross-flow. 
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Session 5 Special topics 

ACS21035 

A Multi-Density Incompressible Method for Industrial Scale Dispersion 

Calculations 
M.A. Abdel-jawad1, * 

1Advanced Analysis Australia, 197 ST Georges Tce Perth WA, 6000 Australia 
 

Abstract 
Dispersion calculations using computational fluid dynamics for problems on an industrial scale are very time consuming and carry 

irreducible uncertainty. Generally, for industry-based problems, it is necessary to examine the effect of a release whether it be toxic or 

flammable over a large area which makes detailed calculations prohibitively time consuming and expensive. With a view to speed up 

the process, a method for modelling the dispersion of species using a multi-density incompressible Navier-Stokes solver is introduced. 

The method is set up within exploCFD: a hybrid analytical-numerical toolchain that relies on the open source CFD solver SU2, which 

does not have a facility for multispecies calculations. The analytical method uses what is termed a false temperature to calculate the 

density of the released material.    The approach is approximate but is far more accurate than many methods in use in industry which 

rely solely on conservation of mass. The proposed approach is also much faster than using a Lagrangian approach for tracing the 

species.  The method is used to model some of the BA Hamburg tests as part of the validation of the methodology. The results show 

very good agreement with the experiment falling mostly within a fraction of a percent of the measured value.  The predicted results 

from this method overwhelmingly sit within the band 50%-200% of the measured values which is the most commonly used Model 

Evaluation Protocol metric for dispersion models. 

Keywords: Toxic Dispersion, Flammable Dispersion, Fast Dispersion modelling 

 

 

ACS21030 

Development length in smooth channels with wall reactions 
M. M. Kratzer1, *, S.K. Bhatia2 and A. Y. Klimenko1 

1School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD 4072 Australia 
2School of Chemical Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD 4072 Australia 

 

Abstract 
In micro/nanoscale flows the assumption of a no-slip condition at solid boundaries becomes invalid and slip conditions must be 

considered. The presence of this wall slip increases the development region in micro/nanoscale channels. This work derives analytical 

expressions for the velocity profiles and an approximation to the slip length in a channel in the slip flow regime for a channel with slip 

governed by wall reactions, such as adsorption, in the limiting case of very small slip coefficient. 

Keywords: Reacting flows, Microfluidics, Nanofluidics, Wall reactions 

 

 

ACS21019 

On Relations of Combustion and Systems Modelling 
A.Y.Klimenko* 

SoMME, The University of Queensland, QLD 4072 Australia 
 

Abstract 
Modelling turbulent reacting flows offers a spectrum of well-developed modelling methodologies of varying complexity and 

precision. We review major classes of combustion models and examine the possibilities of extending these models for modelling general 

complex systems.   

Keywords: Turbulent combustion modelling, multiscale phenomena, chaotic order, complex systems. 
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Session 6 Flows with physical & chemical processes 

 

ACS21029 

Study of electric arc dynamics inside a plasma torch under the influence of 

external magnetic field using a non-equilibrium model  
P. Jyothikrishna1, A.Y. Klimenko2, Pradeep Shukla1, 3, Kandasamy Ramachandran4, Victor Rudolph1 

1School of the Chemical Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD 4067, Australia 
2School of the Mech. and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, QLD 4067, Australia 

3Queensland Alliance of Environmental Health Sciences, The University of Queensland, QLD 4067, Australia 
4Department of Physics, Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, 641046, India 

 

Abstract 
The magnetic induced arc rotation has a significant effect on the arc structure and the resultant flow field inside the plasma torch. 

A two-temperature and transient plasma fluid model is developed in OpenFOAM to study the electric arc dynamics under the influence 

of external magnetic field.  The arc rotation is created by imposing a constant axial magnetic field inside the torch to mimic the magnetic 

field generated by a permanent magnet or solenoid. The arc rotation observed in the present study is consistent with previous 

experiments and modelling works. The operating arc current is varied between 25A and 100A.  The non-equilibrium parameter, which 

measures the deviation of electron temperature over the heavy species, is observed to be higher around the arc column fringes where 

the incoming cold gas contacts with hot plasma. The difference between maximal temperatures of electron and heavy species increases 

as the arc current decreases. The results from the two-temperature models are also compared with the single-temperature model 

developed previously. 

Keywords: plasma fluid, electron temperature, external magnetic field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21031 

Thermal Plasma Destruction of Perfluoroalkyl Substances: Experimental 

investigation and modelling studies 
L. Henderson1, J. Perambadur1, P. Shukla1,2 and Victor Rudolph1 

1School of Chemical Engineering, University of Queensland, QLD 4067 Australia 
2Queensland Alliance of Environmental Health Sciences, University of Queensland, QLD 4067 Australia 

 

Abstract  
The defluorination of PFAS is investigated via thermolysis in a thermal steam-plasma reactor under a variety of experimental 

conditions including pollutant concentration, dosing rate and torch power. Accompanying computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulations were performed for PFBA destruction in order to assess the internal operation of the reactor and decomposition pathways. 

It was found that under most conditions, the thermal plasma torch was capable of achieving an excess of 99% defluorination, with the 

only trials failing to achieve this being those operating with a lower energy density. CFD simulations found that local thermodynamic 

equilibrium is achieved in the hotter regions of the reactor where the pollutant is completely destroyed, with trace quantities of 

unreacted PFBA persisting along the water-cooled reactor walls. These results indicate that as long as energy density and mixing are 

sufficient at the point of the pollutant injection, effective pollutant destruction can be achieved by the plasma reaction. 

Keywords: Perfluoroalkyl Substances, Thermal Plasma Destruction, Steam Plasma 
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ACS21032 

Supercritical CO2 Turbulent Flow and Heat Transfer Behavior in a Concentric 

Rotating Annulus 
Md. Uddin*, H. Gurgenci, A. Klimenko and Z. Guan 

School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, Queensland 4072 Australia 

 

Abstract 
Supercritical CO2 is already adopted in the industrial and power generation sector as a heat transfer fluid and its application is 

increasing worldwide. The concentrating rotating annulus turbulent flow is often encountered in external combustion turbomachinery 

utilizing supercritical CO2. In supercritical CO2 turbomachinery, the rotational speeds are high and there is a sharp axial temperature 

gradient.  Therefore, existing solutions cannot be readily adapted to this new problem.  The present study reports on supercritical CO2 

turbulent flow through a concentric annulus with the inner heated cylinder rotating and outer cylinder stationary. The computational 

mesh generation and solution for the given geometry were conducted using CFD fluent. The k-ω SST turbulent model was employed to 

obtain the simulation results. The entrance length axial velocity profile, turbulent characteristics, heat transfer coefficient, and friction 

coefficient were investigated along with varying clearance ratio and mass flow rate. The result showed that the one-fold increase in the 

annulus clearance causes an around the twenty-fold decrease in the entrance length to become the profile is fully developed.  The 

higher the mass flow rate greater the entrance length. The turbulent eddy frequency decreases with increasing clearance. The effect 

of clearance on the convection heat transfer coefficient and friction coefficient was found insignificant. 
Keywords: Concentric rotating annulus, Supercritical CO2 flow, Heat transfer coefficient, Friction coefficient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21033 

Super-critical CO2 Behavior in a Concentric Annulus Based on Ideal Gas and 

Real Gas Properties 
Md. Uddin*, H. Gurgenci, A. Klimenko and Z. Guan 

School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, The University of Queensland, Queensland 4072 Australia  

 

Abstract 
Supercritical CO2 turbine technology has already been introduced as the next-generation energy conversion technology utilizing 

supercritical CO2 as the working fluid where the heat of external combustion is transferred through the heat exchanger. The component 

development and optimum design of such technologies are often encountered to understand the supercritical CO2 flow behavior. The 

annulus flow is very common in supercritical CO2 external combustion turbomachinery. This study investigated the flow behavior of 

supercritical CO2 through the concentric horizontal annulus based on the ideal gas and real gas properties. The Ansys workbench was 

employed to generate the computational mesh and the steady-state k-ω SST turbulent model has been employed to obtain the solution 

in fluent. The model was validated using the experimental results. The axial pressure drop gradient and friction factor were investigated 

as a function of the Reynolds number and Taylor number. The stability of the Taylor-Couette flow was also investigated.  The result 

showed that the fluid properties have a significant effect on the pressure drop gradient whereas the effect is insignificant on the friction 

factor. The friction factor computed by the fluent were compared with the friction factor read from the moody chart and found a close 

agreement. The critical rotational speed found is 500 rad/s (Ta= 107) at which the flow transition expected from Couette flow to Taylor 

vortex flow through the annulus. 

Keywords: Concentric annulus, Supercritical CO2 flow, Pressure gradient, Friction factor, Taylor vortex. 
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ACS21004K 

Modelling Particle Synthesis in Turbulent Flames  
A. Kronenburg*,1, J. Kirchmann1, G. Neuber1 and F. Beyrau2 

1Institute for Combustion Technology, The University of Stuttgart, Germany 
2Institute of Fluid Dynamics and Thermodynamics, Otto von Guericke University, Magdeburg, Germany 

1Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan 

 

Abstract 
Modelling nanoparticle synthesis in turbulent flames faces enormous challenges due to the large range of scales that need to be 

covered and a certain lack of detailed measurements that allow for an unambiguous assessment and validation of sub-models that 

describe specific aspects of the synthesis process. For this reason, a new burner for spray flame particle synthesis has been developed 

and a coordinated research programme attempts to characterize the burner and the process dynamics with the aid of a variety of 

measurement techniques and simulation approaches. We present predictions using a multiple mapping conditioning approach as being 

representative for the quality of current modelling attempts but also show selected experimental results that highlight issues, uncer-

tainties and challenges that can be associated with design, characterization and modelling spray flame nanoparticle synthesis processes. 

Keywords: spray flame particle synthesis, multiple mapping conditioning 
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Special Invited Review 

 

 

 

 

Indigenous Fire Practices in Australia  
Wayne Fossey 

Vice-President, Bunya People’s Aboriginal Corporation 

 

Abstract 

This presentation reviews traditional use of fire in Australia, which has both spiritual and practical significance for Aboriginal 

communities. The Indigenous practices of fire and land management, which ensure balanced relationships with nature and eliminate 

devastating fires, are of special interest. 

 
Keywords: traditional fire practices and Indigenous cultures, cool burns, bushfires 

 

 

 

 
Uncle Wayne Fossey, vice-President of the Bunya People’s Aboriginal Corporation  

 

Uncle Wayne Fossey began working on a farm even before his teens. He served in the Australian 

army, succeeded in receiving a university education and became first a school teacher and then deputy 

principal and principal.  Uncle Fossey carried out research projects and programs dedicated to 

Indigenous education and well-being in his community and Australia-wide. His project investigating 

cases of female suicides among Indigenous girls reached Europe and America. Uncle Fossey’s work 

is also dedicated to preserving traditional Aboriginal culture. He is especially interested in traditional 

fire practices, which played an important role in Indigenous history and tradition --- these practices 

have not only cultural and historical value but also scientific significance introducing effective and 

balanced fire management into Australian conditions.  

 

Uncle Wayne Fossey is a community Elder from the Beenleigh area, vice-President of the Bunya 

People’s Aboriginal Corporation (BPAC), which was established in 2012, and the Elder in Residence 

for the University of Southern Queensland. BPAC is an innovative Aboriginal organisation that works 

with all people to care for country across the broader Bunya Mountains landscape.  
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Session 7 Spray and Soot 

 

ACS21037 

Effect of Thermodynamic Pressure on Laminar Burning Velocity in 

Ammonia/Dimethyl-ether Premixed Flames 
T. Cai, D Zhao* 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, College of Engineering, University of Canterbury, 
Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8041, New Zealand 

 

Abstract 
Ammonia (NH3)-based economy has been of great interest to replace conventional fossil fuels and thus mitigate carbon dioxide 

emissions. The present work considers blending ammonia with dimethyl ether (DME) to promote the flame speed of NH3 flames under 

elevated inlet pressures using the 1D freely propagating flame model in Chemkin-Pro 2019. For this, the reaction mechanism is first 

validated by comparing numerical results with the experimental data available in the literature. Operating NH3 in the presence of DME 

is found to enable the laminar burning velocity (SL) of NH3 flames to be enhanced significantly. Reaction pathway and sensitivity 

analyses reveal that this change is due to the enhanced reaction rate arising from the variation in the major reaction steps and the 

sensitivities. Furthermore, the inlet pressure is shown to play a critical role in the SL of binary mixtures, but minimally impact NH3/air. 

This difference is mainly because the relative importance of termination versus branching reactions for NH3/DME flames under high 

pressure conditions is more remarkable. In general, the present work offers a guideline on the selection of fuel flexibility, and sheds 

light on the pressure dependence and fundamental enhancement mechanism of NH3/DME-fueled flames. 

Keywords: Ammonia, Dimethyl ether, Laminar burning velocity, Pressure dependence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21004 

An Experimental Study of Ignition and Combustion Characteristics of Single 

Droplets of Vacuum Residues 
Mingming Zhu*, Zhezi Zhang, Dongke Zhang 

Centre for Energy (M473), The University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009, Australia 

 

Abstract 
The ignition and combustion characteristics of suspended single droplets of vacuum residues (VRs) were studied experimentally 

with a focus on the effect of asphaltene. Four VRs with different asphaltene content were tested and the droplet size, ignition delay 

time and flame duration were determined. Five stages of ignition and combustion of VRs were observed including (1) ignition of more 

volatile components evaporated from the droplet surface; (2) steay combustion of more volatile components evaporated from droplet 

surface; (3) splashing combustion of fuel vapours evaporated form droplet interior; (4) disruptive combustion due to the thermal 

decomposition of low volatile component (asphaltene) and (5) ignition and combustion of coke. The four VRs showed similar ignition 

delay time, suggesting that the ignition process of VRs was controlled by the vaporisation of more volatile components. 

Keywords: Asphaltene; Combustion; Droplets; Vacuum Residues 
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ACS21023 

Modelling a dilute spray flame using the eddy dissipation concept 
Jordan Kildare1, *, Michael Evans2 and Paul Medwell1 

1School of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Adelaide, SA 5000 Australia 
2UniSA STEM, The University of South Australia, SA 5095 Australia 

 

Abstract 
A steady state model of a piloted dilute spray burner was developed and validated against experimental data. A realisable k-epsilon 

turbulence model was implemented in a steady state simulation. The eddy dissipation concept for resolving turbulence-chemistry 

interactions was used, with a Lagrangian-Euler description for the droplet and continuous phase interactions. Velocity and temperature 

radial profiles were compared between computations and experimental data. The velocity profiles showed reasonable agreement closer 

to the jet exit, with over-predicted evaporation causing discrepancies away from the jet centreline. Temperature was better 

represented further downstream, with strong qualitative agreement, but over-prediction of temperature away from the centreline. 

This is likely also due to the enhanced evaporation observed making more reactants available. Adequate quantitative agreement for 

velocity and temperature is noted at all axial locations, with strong qualitative agreement, indicating that this model is appropriate to 

capture the main features of a reacting spray flame. OH radial profiles were compared against temperature profiles at different axial 

locations, noting a constant jet spreading rate, and peak temperatures occurring at the peak OH concentration. Future work will 

investigate the application of this model in a cross-flow, as well as addressing the over-prediction of droplet evaporation. 

Keywords: sprays, combustion, droplets, modelling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21008 

Dilute spray flames of ethanol and n-heptane in the transition to mild 

combustion 
D. B. Proud1, *, M. J. Evans2, P. R. Medwell1 and Q. N. Chan3 

1 School of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Adelaide, Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia 
2 UniSA STEM, University of South Australia, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095, Australia 

3 School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, UNSW, Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia 

 

Abstract 
The structure and stabilisation mechanisms of ethanol and n-heptane spray flames are investigated in this study. The burner 

configuration involves a dilute spray of dispersed droplets which is produced and transported via a carrier gas stream of air to the 

reaction zone, where the flames are stabilised by a hot coflow of combustion products. A range of coflow conditions were implemented 

for the different flame cases, allowing the effects of the coflow oxygen (O2) concentration and temperature to be examined 

independently. The resulting flames were analysed using three simultaneous laser diagnostic techniques, enabling the combined planar 

imaging of the hydroxyl (OH) and formaldehyde (CH2O) radicals, along with the location of droplets. For both fuel types, a noticeable 

shift in stabilisation behaviour was observed with a variation in the coflow O2 concentration from 11% to 3%, while the coflow 

temperature was not seen to have a significant impact. These flames also show an interesting departure from the typical behaviour 

observed for gaseous and prevaporised flames under similar conditions, particularly regarding the transition to the mild regime and the 

lift-off behaviour. 

Keywords: Spray combustion, Mild combustion, Laser diagnostics, Flame stabilisation  
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ACS21003 

Reactive π-diradicals found in soot forming flames  
J. W. Martin1,3,7,*, L. Pascazio3, A. Menon1, J. Akroyd1 , K. Kaiser4 , F. Schulz4 , M. Commodo5 , A. D’Anna6, 

L. Gross4 and M. Kraft1,2,3 
1Department of Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology University of Cambridge West Site, Philippa Fawcett Drive 

Cambridge, CB3 0AS United Kingdom 
2 School of Chemical and Biomedical Engineering Nanyang Technological University 62 Nanyang Drive Singapore, 

637459 
3Cambridge Centre for Advanced Research and Education in Singapore (CARES) CREATE Tower 1 Create Way, #05-

05 Singapore, 138602 
4IBM Research - Zurich Säumerstrasse 4 Rüschlikon, 8830 Switzerland 

5Istituto di Scienze e Tecnologie per l’Energia e la Mobilità Sostenibile, CNR P.le Tecchio 80 Napoli, 80125 Italy 
6Dipartimento di Ingegneria Chimica, dei Materiali e della Produzione Industriale Università degli Studi di Napoli 

Federico II P.le Tecchio 80 Napoli, 80125 Italy 
7Department of Physics and Astronomy, Curtin University, Kent St, Perth, WA 6102, Australia 

 

Abstract 
The formation of carbonaceous nanoparticles that grow into soot presents an ongoing challenge to the combustion community. In 

particular, what is the mechanism by which the gas phase aromatic soot precursors cluster to form nanoparticles? This transition is 

critical to understand to inhibit the formation of these toxic combustion products, but also to synthesis new carbon nanodots, fullerenes 

or graphene in flames and plasma gas environments. In this paper, evidence for new localised π-radicals is shown using high resolution 

atomic force microscopy and electronic structure theory that form thermally stable bonds in flames. Evidence is also shown for a π-

diradical enabled by these localised π-radicals. These reactions occur in a barrierless chain reactions that are thermally stable. Finally, 

using ab initio molecular dynamics the reaction mechanism between colliding diradicals is revealed with a significant enhancement due 

to internal rotors. These species provide promising candidates for the clustering species involved in soot formation and provide some 

new strategies to reduce soot emissions.  

Keywords: Soot, Inception, Nanoparticle, diradical 

 

 

 

 

 

ACS21036 

On the Combined Effects of Compositional Inhomogeneity and Ammonia 

Addition to Turbulent Flames of Ethylene 
W.R. Boyette1,*, S.A. Steinmetz2, M.J. Dunn2, W.L. Roberts1, and A.R. Masri2 

1King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), CCRC, Thuwal 23955-6900, Saudi Arabia. 
2School of Aerospace Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering, University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia. 

 

Abstract 
The paper is part of a broader program aimed at investigating the effects of co-firing clean fuels such as ammonia or hydrogen with 

hydrocarbons. The focus is on flame structure and stability as well as soot formation in turbulent mixed-mode combustion, which is 

highly relevant in practical combustors. While it is known that the addition of ammonia suppresses soot, visual inspection of 

compositionally inhomogeneous flames of ethylene-ammonia indicates a subdued level of soot suppression. Measurements of soot 

volume fraction, fv and laser-induced fluorescence in selected UV and visible bands are made in selected flames to test this hypothesis. 

The paper reports measured profiles of fv and LIF with a brief discussion of the results. It is found that, with the addition of ammonia, 

the peak soot volume fraction for inhomogeneous conditions is higher than that at the homogeneous limit. 

Keywords: mixed-mode combustion, turbulent flames, compositional inhomogeneity, ammonia 
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Session 8 Kinetics and Solid combustion 

ACS21025 

Decomposition of Carbonyl Sulfide 
Zhe Zeng1, Bogdan Z. Dlugogorski2, *, Ibukun Oluwoye3, Mohammednoor Altarawneh4 

1State Key Laboratory of Fire Science, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei 230026, PR China 
2Energy and Resources Institute, Charles Darwin University, Ellengowan Drive, Darwin, NT 0909, Australia  

3Curtin Corrosion Centre, Curtin University, GPO Box U1987, Perth, WA, 6845, Australia  
4Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering, United Arab Emirates University, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed 

Street, Al-Ain 15551, United Arab Emirates 
 

Abstract 
Reduced sulfur species (H2S, CS2 and COS) arise as important by-products in numerous industrial processes, such as recovery of 

sulfur from sour gases, gasification of coal and conversion of biomass. This contribution investigates the pyrolysis process of COS by 

combining jet-stirred reactor (JSR) experiments with the ab-initio calculations and kinetic modelling, to probe the unusual behaviour of 

carbonyl sulfide (COS) during its thermal conversion process. The experiments identified the pyrolysis of COS commencing at 1100 K in 

the process accompanied by the formation of CO and the disappearance of COS. However, the literature mechanism tends to 

underestimate the onset of pyrolysis of COS by 80 K. By conducting sensitivity analysis, we pinpoint the reaction COS + S → CO +S2 as 

the controlling step. This step displays different kinetics depending on the temperature range, due to intersystem crossing (ISC) process. 

The quantum chemistry calculations for COS + S → CO + S2 performed with CBS-QB3 method capture the intersection seam between 

the singlet and triplet reaction surfaces. For low temperature range (< 800 K), the reaction shifts from triplet reactants into the singlet 

pathway through the crossing-over point that exhibits a lower activation energy (Ea ≈ 9.8 kJ/mol). Under higher temperature (>1000 K), 

triplet pathway appears dynamically preferable due to its elevated exothermicity (i.e., more stable product species), although with 

higher activation barrier (Ea = 31.5 kJ/mol). The reaction mechanism based on this comportment leads to excellent agreement between 

the kinetic model and the experimentally-measured quantities, such as the onset temperature and the conversion profiles of detected 

species. 

Keywords: Carbonyl sulfide, pyrolysis, inter-system crossing (ISC), jet-stirred reactor (JSR), sulfur chemistry 

 

 

ACS21028 

New Pathways for Formation of Toxic Species in Oxidation of 4-

Chlorobiphenyl 
Song Hou1,3, Bogdan Z. Dlugogorski2, Eric M. Kennedy3, John C. Mackie3, and Mohammednoor 

Altarawneh4 
1State Key Laboratory of Environmental Criteria and Risk Assessment, Chinese Research Academy of Environmental 

Sciences, Beijing 100012, China  
2Energy and Resources Institute, Charles Darwin University, Ellengowan Drive, Darwin, NT 0909, Australia  

3School of Engineering, The University of Newcastle, Callaghan, University Drive, NSW 2308, Australia  
4Department of Chemical and Petroleum Engineering, United Arab Emirates University, Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed 

Street, Al-Ain 15551, United Arab Emirates 

 

Abstract 
We investigate the oxidation of 4-chlorobiphenyl (4-CB) in three laminar flow reactors: an alumina reactor exhibiting significant 

catalytic effects including promotion of O2 (1Δg) and chlorination-dechlorination reactions at temperatures as low as 350°C; a high 

purity quartz reactor which produced significantly lower O2 (1Δ) and negligible chlorination-dechlorination; and, a high purity quartz 

reactor with surfaces passified by a boron oxide coating, in which typical gas-phase oxidation behaviour was observed at elevated 

temperatures. The laboratory-scale apparatus consisted of a 4-chlorobiphenyl vaporiser and a laminar flow reactor equipped with a 

sampling system for intercepting the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and condensable products, such as polychlorinated dibenzo-

p-dioxins and dibenzofuran (PCDD/Fs). 3-Monochlorodibenzofuran (3-MCDF) and some important VOCs species were formed at low 

temperature by the effect of surface generated singlet oxygen (1Δg) in the alumina reactor and (to a lesser extent) in the high purity 

unpassified quartz reactor. The low and high temperature reaction mechanisms have been studied by quantum chemical techniques to 

explain formation of the product species. 

Keywords: VOC. PCDD/F, pollutant formation in fires, surface effects in flow reactors 
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ACS21015 

Partial oxidation of spent tyre pyrolysis oil for the production of carbon black 
Chiemeka Onyeka Okoye, Isabelle Jones, Mingming Zhu *, Zhezi Zhang and Dongke Zhang 

Centre for Energy (M473), The University of Western Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009, 

Australia 
 

Abstract 
Carbon black (CB) was prepared by partial oxidation of spent tyre pyrolysis oil (STPO) using a drop tube furnace. The effect of process 

variables, including the reaction temperature (Treaction: 1100 to 1400°C), residence time (Rtime: 5 to 60s) and feedstock to oxygen 

ratio (F/O: 0.002 to 0.009 v/v) on the yield and elemental carbon content of CB were examined and optimised using the response 

surface methodology (RSM). Treaction and F/O were shown to significantly influence both the yield and elemental C content of CB. The 

CB yield was strongly influenced by Treaction and Rtime, while CB properties was critically determined by Treaction and F/O. The optimal 

Treaction, Rtime and F/O were 1330.8°C, 60s and 0.009. The corresponding CB yield and elemental carbon content under the optimum 

conditions were 53.5% and 95.7%, respectively. Furthermore, the CB showed reasonably low ash (<0.03%), volatile (~0.5%), sulphur 

(<0.7%) and high C (≥ 95%) contents. The BET surface area and indicative average particle size were ~ 14 m2g-1 and <150 nm, consistent 

with group 8 rubber-grade CB from fossil fuel feedstocks. 

Keywords: Carbon black, Partial oxidation, Response surface methodology, Spent pyrolysis tyre oil 
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Freeboard Effects on Instabilities in a Fixed Bed Biomass Combustor  
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Abstract 
Biomass combustion at the lab scale is mostly performed using fixed bed configurations. In the counter current configuration, 

combustion air is staged and supplied both from beneath the packed fuel bed (primary air, Qp) and above the fuel bed (secondary air, 

QS). The location and amount of secondary air significantly influences combustion efficiency through combustion of post-bed volatiles 

in the freeboard. However, secondary air can also lead to instabilities which affect freeboard temperatures and may lead to incomplete 

combustion and noise-pressure coupling, both of which should be avoided. This paper into combustion instabilities examines the role 

of primary and secondary freeboard height along with secondary air staging ratios QS/(QS+QP)=0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, spanning globally 

fuel rich (QS+QP=300 L/min) or stoichiometric combustion (QS+QP=560 L/min). Results show that introducing secondary air at the later 

stage of 550mm downstream of the packed bed and QS/(QS+QP)=0.75 and 0.50 causes instabilities at both rich (300 L/min) and 

stoichiometric (560 L/min) conditions. Instabilities were also observed at rich conditions (300 L/min) if the secondary air is located closer 

to the packed bed (300 mm). The variation in post-secondary air freeboard height (secondary freeboard) did not generate any 

instabilities. Once initiated, the occurrence of these combustion instabilities was irregular (erratic) not periodic.  

Keywords: Fixed bed combustion, Biomass, Wood Pellets, Freeboard Height, Instabilities-. 
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Effects of Constant and Staged Torrefaction Temperatures on Biomass 

Combustion and Pyrolysis 
Sajid Riaz1 and Yasir M. Al-Abdeli1,* 

1School of Engineering, Edith Cowan University, WA, 6027 Australia 
 

Abstract 
Torrefaction is a thermal pre-treatment method used to enhance the thermochemical, hydrophobic, and grindability properties of 

raw biomass. It is typically undertaken in an inert or oxygen deficient environment. In this study, the sensitivity of woody biomass fuels 

to two types of heating commonly reported in torrefaction research were investigated. Biomass fuel, in the form of 6.5 mm pellets 

torrefied at 300 °C was subjected for 30 minutes in a tube furnace to either a (i) (sudden) “constant heating” or a (ii) “staged heating” 

involving a gradual ramp-up. This paper analyses torrefied fuel properties through TGA (and indictor of thermochemical properties) and 

an immersion testing method (to assess hydrophobicity). Thermogravimetric profiles highlighted the elimination of hemicellulose and 

the decrease in the cellulose fraction in both torrefied samples from (i) and (ii). However, the extent of degradation in holocellulose 

fraction of biomass was much higher in samples torrefied using (ii) staged heating compared to (i) constant heating. Furthermore, 

staged heating also showed better hydrophobicity than the latter. The overall results highlight the need for research (into torrefied 

biomass) to also report the temporal evolution of heating when studying torrefaction due to its apparent effect on the overall properties 

of biomass. 
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Hydrogen and Ammonia Combustion − Japan’s Challenge and 

Technical Progress  
H. Kobayashi1, * 

1Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan 

 

ABSTRACT 
There is a growing demand for fuel switching in the energy sector. In Japan, where a large amount of fossil fuel is imported, 

hydrogen and ammonia have been identified as the first feasibility choice as a fuel for decarbonized thermal power generation, and 

“Fuel Ammonia Industry” has been newly positioned as one of the government's “Green Growth Strategies”. The construction of a 

supply chain to import blue and green hydrogen and ammonia from overseas has been initiated as an international economic activity. 

In the field of decarbonized combustion science and technology, in addition to the development to improve the ammonia co-firing ratio 

in pulverized coal-fired power generation, research and development of liquid ammonia spray combustion, which can stably burn a 

large amount of ammonia in gas turbine power generation, is underway. 

 
Keywords: Hydrogen, Ammonia, Thermal power generation, Carbon neutrality, Ammonia spray combustion. 

 

1. Introduction 

There has been international criticism that Japan has 

been proactive in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

Most of Japan's energy sources are imported from 

overseas, and its renewable energy resources are not large. 

While Japan already has the world's largest amount of 

solar power generation per unit of land area [1], the 

development of offshore wind power is not easy due to 

the depth of the ocean. Furthermore, since the accident at 

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011, there 

has not been much progress in restarting nuclear power 

plants. In anticipation of the transition from engine to 

electric vehicles, the need to increase the amount of 

electricity derived from renewable energy sources and the 

need for decarbonized thermal power generation to 

compensate for the instability in renewable energy supply 

has been strongly recognized. 

In Japan, hydrogen has long been considered the fuel 

for decarbonized thermal power generation, but without 

cross-border pipelines, Japan needs to import hydrogen 

from overseas by ship, just like crude oil. However, the 

transportation cost of hydrogen is very high, and it has not 

been possible to find an optimal fuel switching strategy 

for conventional thermal power generation using fossil 

fuels by hydrogen alone. 

Against this background, Japan's national project “SIP 

Energy Carriers”, which was implemented for five years 

starting in 2014, developed technologies related to liquid 

hydrogen, MCH, and ammonia as carriers for transporting 

hydrogen from overseas (Fig.1) [2]. Among them, 

ammonia had the advantage of being a carbon-free fuel 

that can be burned directly. Therefore, as for ammonia, 

research and development was carried out not only as a 

hydrogen carrier but also for direct combustion in gas 

turbine power generation, pulverized coal-fired power 

generation, reciprocating engines, industrial furnaces and 

SOFCs. The summary of the results of this project can be 

seen elsewhere [3]. 

This paper first introduces Japan's policy, which has 

clearly started to move toward carbon neutrality since the 

SIP Energy Carriers Project, establishing a hydrogen and 

ammonia supply chain through international cooperation. 

In addition to a comparison of the differences between 

hydrogen and ammonia combustion, new efforts to study 

liquid ammonia spray combustion in gas turbines, which 

is expected to play an important role in the mid- to long-

term as a regulating power source for renewable energy.  

2. Decarbonization of Thermal Power 
Generation and Construction of Hydrogen 

and Ammonia Supply Chain 

European countries are actively working to eliminate 

coal-fired power generation, but in Japan and other Asian 

countries, coal-fired power plants accounts for a large 

percentage of their total power generation, so there is an 

urgent need to reduce the carbon footprint of coal-fired 

power generation. In Japan, high-efficiency coal-fired 

 

Fig. 1 Schematics of hydrogen production, transport, 

and various uses aimed in the SIP Project [2]. 
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power plants, such as IGCC, have been developed, but it 

has become difficult to respond to the international trend 

of decarbonization by improving power generation 

efficiency alone.  

In the SIP project, it was discovered that NOx 

emissions do not increase when ammonia with a heat ratio 

of 20% is co-fired in a pulverized coal boiler. Based on 

these results, in October 2020, JERA, Japan's largest 

thermal power company, announced a roadmap for 

decarbonized thermal power generation, aiming to reduce 

CO2 emissions by 20% by co-firing 20% ammonia by heat 

value in pulverized coal-fired power plants in Japan by 

2030, and to generate power with 100% ammonia by 

2040. Shortly thereafter, on October 26th, Prime Minister 

Yoshihide Suga declared that Japan would achieve carbon 

neutrality by 2050. The rapid changes in a short period of 

time had a great impact on Japanese companies and 

society, and various plans for decarbonization were 

announced one after another. In December 2020, the 

Japanese government announced the policy framework 

for carbon neutrality as the "Green Growth Strategy", and 

the "Fuel Ammonia Industry" was designated as one of 

the 14 priority sectors in addition to “Hydrogen Industry”. 

It also outlined an energy policy to import 3 million tons 

of fuel ammonia per year by 2030 and 30 million tons by 

2050, mainly to decarbonize thermal power generation. 

Since the current global production of ammonia is 

about 200 million tons per year and the international trade 

volume is about 13 million tons, Japan's planned import 

volume is very large. More importantly, since current 

ammonia production is based on natural gas, CO2 is 

emitted during ammonia production. Therefore, it is 

essential to shift to blue NH3, which captures, stores, and 

reuses CO2 during ammonia production, and green NH3, 

which is produced by electricity from renewable energy 

sources. Japan began importing large quantities of LNG 

in the 1970s. But now, to achieve carbon neutrality by 

2050, the Japanese government, many trading companies, 

and machinery companies have started to work together 

to build a so-called “Ammonia Supply Chain” from 

manufacturing to import of blue NH3 and green NH3, as 

well as hydrogen in the form of ammonia. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the Ammonia Supply Chain is 

expanding to include Australia, Middle Eastern countries, 

the United States, Canada, Russia, Southeast Asia, and 

other countries around the world. Whether to produce and 

export blue or green NH3 depends on the abundance of 

natural gas resources, the ease of CCS, and the abundance 

of renewable energy. Australia, which is rich in renewable 

energy resources, is an important partner for Japan, as it  

released Australia's National Hydrogen Strategy in 2019, 

stating that it will export green H2 and green NH3 [4]. The 

IEA report also states that ammonia is superior in terms 

of transportation costs when transporting large quantities 

of ammonia over long distances [5]. 

Table 1 shows a very recently announced new 

initiative by an alliance of trading companies, machinery 

companies, and energy companies between Japan and 

Australia. Many of the projects involve the joint 

development of green H2 and green NH3 and their export 

to Japan.  

Australia is a big country, and there are many off-grid 

areas where electric power supply is cut off. Since 

ammonia has excellent storage properties, ammonia 

produced from renewable energy is also expected to serve 

as an energy source that can be converted into electricity 

and heat on demand by gas turbines. International 

cooperation is expected in both the establishment of 

hydrogen and ammonia supply chains and the 

development of utilization technologies. 

3. Research of Hydrogen and Ammonia 
Combustion for Gas Turbine Power 

Generation 

The flexibility in adjusting the output power of gas 

turbine is an excellent characteristic that allows it to 

follow the fluctuations in renewable energy.  

With regard to the development of hydrogen gas 

turbines in Japan, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. (KHI) 

successfully developed 1 MW Dry Low NOx (DLN) gas 

turbine fuelled with singe hydrogen and begun 

demonstrating the supply of heat and power to urban areas 

[6]. Mitsubishi Power Ltd. (MHP) also succeeded in 

developing a wet-type hydrogen single-fuelled combustor 

for large and medium-sized gas turbines, and also, a DLN 

natural gas combustor co-firing with hydrogen of 30% 

volume ratio [7] 

As for ammonia gas turbine, FREA-AIST, Toyota 

Energy Solutions Inc. (TES) and IHI Corp. (IHI) 

 

Fig. 2 Schematics of expected ammonia supply chain to 

Japan over the world. 

Indonesia
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Canada
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Oman
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Russia

Table 1 Cooperation with Australia to construct 

international hydrogen and ammonia supply chain 

started lately. 

 

Announcement Alliance                                            Products

Nov 2020       Iwatani (JP), Stanwell (AU) Green H2

May 2021      Marubeni (JP), IHI (JP), Woodside Energy (AU)      Green NH3

May 2021      JERA(JP),  YARA(NO) at Pilbara region (AU)         Green NH3

Aug 2021      Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (JP), Origin Energy (AU) Green NH3

Sept 2021      Mitsui & Co. (JP), AWE (AU),                            Blue H2 and NH3

Storegga Geotechnologies (UK)                                with CCS
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successfully demonstrated 50 kW, 300 MW, and 2 MW 

class gas turbines power generation for gaseous single 

ammonia or co-firing with natural gas in the SIP project, 

[6]. 

As is well known, the significant difference in 

hydrogen and ammonia combustion characteristics is the 

laminar burning velocity. As shown in Fig. 3a, laminar 

burning velocities are highly correlated with adiabatic 

flame temperature and form groups depending on fuel 

types. Laminar burning velocities of hydrogen and 

ammonia are very different from those of the hydrocarbon 

group and this may be due to the difference in combustion 

chemistry. However, as shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, adding 

hydrogen to ammonia readily increases laminar burning 

velocity. Therefore, in ammonia combustion apparatuses 

such as IC engines, cracked hydrogen of ammonia is often 

added to improve combustion intensity.  

Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd. (MHPS) and 

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Engineering, Ltd. (MHI) 

developed a technology to co-fire cracked hydrogen of 

ammonia with natural gas using an ammonia cracking 

catalyst for large GTCCs [8]. This system eliminates the 

problem of low flammability and fuel NOx emission of 

ammonia combustion. It is also applicable to large 

GTCCs co-firing natural gas and hydrogen in Europe 

using DLN combustion technology mentioned above. 

However, it is supposed that the ultimate goal of 

developing gas turbines fuelled with a carbon-free fuel, 

which has excellent transport and storage properties, is to 

realize single ammonia combustion in large GTCCs, and 

technology development for this purpose is underway. 

The pressure in a gas turbine combustor depends on 

the power output, but generally ranges from 3 to 30 atm. 

At room temperature, ammonia is generally stored in the 

liquid state at about 10 atm. The latent heat of evaporation  

of liquid ammonia is large, about 7% of the lower heating 

value, and external heating is required to vaporize large 

amounts of ammonia for gas turbine power generation. In 

addition, external power is required to drive a gas 

compressor to supply gaseous ammonia to the gas turbine 

combustor. The heat required for vaporization in this 

system can be used from waste heat, but the system would 

be complicated and increases energy loss. There is also 

the problem of reduced responsiveness in adjustment of 

power. 

On the other hand, pressurization of liquid ammonia is 

easy and responsive. If liquid ammonia spray can be burnt 

in the gas turbine combustor, it is possible to simplify the 

equipment not only for small and medium-sized gas 

turbines but also for large GTCCs, and the performance 

as a regulating power source for renewable energy 

fluctuations can be improved. Furthermore, spray 

combustion of liquid ammonia is also an important 

technology for maritime ammonia diesel engines. 

The author's group, in collaboration with FREA-AIST 

and IHI, has succeeded in achieving stable spray 

combustion of liquid ammonia at atmospheric pressure 

[9]. IHI has also successfully demonstrated the power 

generation of liquid ammonia spray with a heat value ratio 

of up to 70% by co-firing with natural gas in a 2MW gas 

turbine [10]. However, the use of spray combustion of 

liquid ammonia in a wide range of internal combustion 

engine conditions requires the study of fundamental 

phenomena. In particular, it is necessary to clarify the 

effects of the flashing spray phenomenon under 

decompression boiling and the temperature drop due to 

the large latent heat of evaporation caused by the thermal 

properties of liquid ammonia. 

Figure 4 schematically shows the p-h diagram of 

ammonia. Liquid ammonia in a high-pressure cylinder at 

room temperature is at point F on the saturated liquid line. 

When liquid ammonia is injected into a combustor at 

lower pressure, the vapor-liquid equilibrium shifts from 

point F to point G, resulting in wet vapor. If it is injected 

into an atmospheric environment, decompression boiling 

occurs and the temperature drops to -33℃. During the 

process, flashing spray of liquid ammonia is formed. After 

that, heat is supplied to ammonia spray in the combustor, 

the wet vapor passes through the saturated vapor line, and 

the temperature rises further (point H e.g.,), and finally 

combustion occurs. When the pressure inside the 

combustor is high, for example, liquid ammonia 

pressurized to 20 atm is injected into a combustor at 10 

atm, decompression boiling does not occur as shown in 

points A-B-C. However, when the temperature of liquid 

ammonia is high, decompression boiling occurs in the 

points D-E. Even in a high-pressure environment where 

 

Fig. 3 (a) Group diagram of laminar burning velocity by 

fuel types and (b) effect of hydrogen addition on 

ammonia laminar burning velocity. xH2 denotes hydrogen 

mole fraction. 
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Fig. 4 p-h diagram of ammonia and phase changes by 

spray. 
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decompression boiling is unlikely to occur, because the 

critical pressure of ammonia is 112 atm. The latent heat 

of evaporation of ammonia is still high, and the 

temperature of ammonia spray decreases much more than 

that of liquid hydrocarbon fuel spray, which has lower 

latent heat less than 1% of the lower heating value. 

Figures 5a and 5b are instantaneous backlit images of 

water spray at room temperature, as well as liquid 

ammonia spray at 0°C, injected into an open space at 

atmospheric pressure by a hollow cone nozzle (Delavan 

WAD). In the water spray (Fig. 5a), a liquid film is clearly 

formed at the nozzle exit and breaks up to form droplets. 

The number density of droplets is large along the liquid 

film, and they spread evenly downstream. On the other 

hand, in the liquid ammonia injection (Fig. 5b), liquid film 

is hardly formed near the injector, and the flow with high 

droplet number density appears near the central axis 

downstream of the nozzle. 

Figures 6c and 6d show the visualization results using 

the SLIPI method with laser sheet [11], which is easy to 

observe the two-dimensional distribution even in the 

spray with high droplet number density. As inferred from 

the backlit images in Fig. 5a, the high intensity Mie 

scattering in the water spray is distributed around the 

liquid film and its extension region. On the other hand, in 

the liquid ammonia spray as in Fig. 5d, the high intensity 

Mie scattering is seen immediately after the spray nozzle, 

and it decreases downstream once and then increases 

again near the central axis region. 

Figure 6a shows a schematic diagram of the swirl 

burner used for the liquid ammonia spray combustion at 

atmospheric pressure [9]. Prior to the combustion test, the 

temperature of the liquid ammonia spray at the central 

axis of the combustor in cold flow was measured. The 

results are shown in Fig. 6b. Note that the supplied air was 

preheated to 500 K for the combustion test described 

below. It can be seen that the temperature downstream of 

the injection nozzle drops to about -40℃ regardless of the 

injection flow rate of liquid ammonia. Further 

downstream, the temperature rises to above room 

temperature due to the preheated air supply. In other 

words, it can be said that the temperature of the liquid 

ammonia spray drops significantly even when the supply 

air is preheated, which is expected to affect not only flame 

stability but also burnt gas emissions. 

Since liquid ammonia causes a flashing spray that 

breaks up and evaporates immediately downstream of the 

injection nozzle, a liquid film is hardly generated. 

Although the temperature of the flashing spray decreases 

significantly, the evaporation is accelerated by the heat 

supply from the outside air, and the spray number density 

decreases in the peripheral area. On the other hand, in the 

centre of the spray, the heat supply from the outside air is 

cut off and the low temperature state is maintained. Since 

the specific volume of the gas phase is small there and the 

streamlines are suppressed, the spray flow with high 

number density is maintained. Such a phenomenon was 

recently reproduced numerically by the analysis of 

Somarathne et al. [12]. 

Although the temperature at the centre of the liquid 

ammonia spray was greatly reduced, it was found that 

flame stabilization was possible by preheating supplied 

air as shown using a swirl burner shown in Fig. 7a. Figure 

7b shows the relationship between preheated air 

temperature and flame stabilization range. In a gas 

turbine, the air temperature rises during the compression 

process, which is a desirable condition for flame 

 

Fig. 6 (a) Schematics of the swirl burner to stabilizes 

LNH3 spray flame and (b) temperature profiles the LNH3 

spray measured on the central axis of the burner without 

flame. Air was preheated to 500 K [7]. 
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Fig. 7 (a) Direct photograph of a single fueled LNH3 

spray flame and (b) stable flame region in terms of 

equivalence ratio using the burner depending of 

preheated air temperature. 
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Fig. 5 Backlit images and SLIPI images: (a) H2O backlit; 

(b) LNH3 backlit; (c) H2O SLIPI; (d) LNH3 SLIPI. Flow 

rate of 0.054 L/min and injection pressure of 1.0 MPa 

using Delavan WAD 1.0 60 hollow cone nozzle. 
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stabilization, and the flame length of the spray flame is 

expected to be shorter because the characteristic time of 

the reaction decreases under high pressure. 

In liquid ammonia spray combustion, increased 

emissions of N2O (global warming potential close to 300) 

should be noted. The main N2O formation reaction in 

ammonia combustion is NO+NH=N2O+H. Since N2O is 

formed via NO, it is important to inhibit NO production. 

On the other hand, the reduction of N2O is mainly carried 

out by the two reactions, N2O+H=N2+OH and 

N2O+M=N2+O+M. Since these two N2O reduction 

reactions are temperature dependent, N2O reduction is 

inhibited if there are low temperature regions in the 

combustor. In the study of author’s group on liquid 

ammonia combustion with methane co-firing, N2O 

emissions did not increase [9], but recently Okafor et al. 

conducted liquid ammonia combustion tests with a 50 kW 

micro gas turbine combustor at 2.5 atm, and found that 

N2O emissions increased by 200 ppm with increasing fuel 

supply [13]. Although decompression boiling of liquid 

ammonia is effective for atomization, the large latent heat 

of evaporation may reduce not only the flame temperature 

but also the liner temperature, thereby suppressing N2O 

reduction. It is necessary to design the combustor to 

prevent the decrease of the liner temperature. 

4. Conclusions 

Decarbonized thermal power generation requires fuel 

switching, and Japan has chosen hydrogen and ammonia 

as the first feasible choice. The amount of hydrogen and 

ammonia needed is huge and must be blue or green in the 

future. Therefore, the establishment of a supply chain as 

an international economic activity has begun. In terms of 

utilization technology, research and development of 

combustion of liquid ammonia are considered important 

further, where interesting topics in combustion science are 

included. Extensive international cooperation is needed in 

ammonia production, supply chain construction, and 

utilization technology research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Net-zero hydrogen (H2), that is H2 produced with net-zero CO2 emissions, is expected to play an important role in the 

decarbonizing of those high temperature processes used to produce basic materials such as iron/steel, alumina and 

cement/lime. Its use is expected to span being the dominant to a supplementary energy source, in combination with other 

energy types including electricity (e.g., via a thermal plasma or resistive heating), carbon-capture and storage/re-use and 

concentrated solar thermal energy, whose relative contributions will vary from process-to-process and region-to-region 

due by differences in commercial readiness, cost and technical challenges. The transformation to these new energy types 

is driven by the emergence of new markets for high-value low-carbon products, investor demand, new policies, carbon 

taxes and community expectation, together with the potential for lowering energy/heat costs in the emerging, low-carbon 

economy. Net-zero H2 is expected to be the dominant pathway to green steel because this route is the closest to market of 

the various technology options, and because it will begin to be economic in its own right when the cost of net-zero H2 

reaches the target of US$2/kg.  This will bring a range of opportunities and challenges, which is driving new research 

needs and opportunities, both for the technologies themselves, for the supply chains needed to deliver H2 with net-zero 

emissions and for improved predictive capability to de-risk the transition to utilize it in a highly bespoke industrial sector. 
 
Keywords: industrial process heat;  hydrogen production; hydrogen combustion; hybrids; decarbonisation. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

The decarbonisation of the high temperature processes 

(1000C) used to convert minerals to the basic materials 

vital to the global economy, such as cement, lime, steel 

and aluminum, within the time frame of COP21, requires 

accelerated development of novel technologies spanning 

new energy supply chains, new technologies to allow the 

retrofit of current reactors to use new these new energy 

sources, through to the development and roll-out of next-

generation reactors that are purpose-designed for 

operation with net-zero emissions. The decarbonisation of 

this sector has been recognized as a global challenge 

because no systems are available commercially to allow it 

to achieve economically viable operation with net-zero 

emissions (Davis et al., 2018). Solving this challenge is 

also an important component of meeting the COP-21 

decarbonisation targets, since these high temperature 

processes are together responsible for 20% of global 

CO2 emissions (Davis et al., 2018). While cement/lime 

and iron/steel are the biggest single global contributors to 

CO2 emissions (each about 8%), alumina is the biggest 

single energy user in Australia (Lovegrove et al., 2020), 

which also makes a valuable contribution to the national 

economy with exports of some $8Bpa (ABARES, 2018). 

In addition, these plants are capital intensive and typically 

have an operational life of some 50 years. For these 

reasons, the investment in research and technology 

development and roll-out needed to convert these 

processes to net-zero emissions by 2050 has been 

estimated to exceed US$5T globally (ETC, 2020).  

An important aspect of meeting the COP-21 timeline will 

be the development of improved numerical models to de-

risk the design of each reactor.  This is because the current 

time-line to develop, upscale and demonstrate the new, 

low-carbon technologies for this sector is typically 20 

years, with a further 20 years for full deployment due to 

the bespoke nature of the sector, in which each plant is 

optimised for the ore-specific details of its feedstock 

(Williams and Schmidt, 2012). This slow development is 

attributable largely to the lack of reliable engineering 

design tools, such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

models, which retain significant uncertainty under these 

conditions, both because of the complexity of the 

transport mechanisms and because of the lack of detailed, 

high-fidelity data under relevant conditions. This results 

in excessive reliance on expensive large-scale testing 

involving trial and error, thus limiting the extent of 

optimisation. Hence there is also a need for the 

development of next-generation predictive models, which 

requires in turn access to extensive systematic and high-

fidelity data.  

For these reasons, the overall objective of the present 

paper is to summarize the key drivers and research needs 

to support this transition, with a particular focus on the 

role of hydrogen (H2) in the transition. 
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2. Economic Drivers 

The dominant economic driver to decarbonize the 

production of basic materials is shown in Figure 1, taken 

from the Energy Transitions Commission [13], for the 

cases of steel, cement and plastics. It can be seen that, 

even though decarbonizing the production of these 

materials adds some 50%, 120% and 275% to their direct 

production costs, based on currently known processes 

respectively, the impact on the final cost of a finished 

product, such as an automobile, building or plastic bottle, 

is only a few percent. This difference is because of the 

increase in value as a material is taken through the 

manufacturing process. Furthermore, there are a growing 

number of customers that are already prepared to pay for 

this small increase in cost to procure a carbon-neutral 

product. A wide range of other drivers are also emerging 

to overcome this price barrier.  These include the 

European Carbon Border Tax, investor demand and 

government incentives (Nathan et al., 2020). For this 

reason, a growing number of companies have already 

committed to achieve net-zero CO2 emissions by 2050.  

 

Figure 1: The increase in production cost needed to 

decarbonize the production of steel, cement and plastics 

relative to (left) the sale price of the material and (right) 

the cost of the finished higher value product [13].  

3. Potential options for CO2 mitigation 

Table 1 summarizes the main alternative technology 

pathways that are presently under development to 

contribute to the decarbonizing of the heavy industrial 

sector. These are electrification, the direct use of heat 

from concentrated solar thermal systems, H2, alternative 

fuels and CO2 capture, re-use and/or storage. It can be 

seen that each has complementary potential opportunities 

and challenges, which is expected to result in each having 

a role to play. In particular, the main aspects associated 

with each of these is as follows: 

• Electrification: This has been identified as a major 

potential pathway to net zero emissions owing to the 

rapid penetration of renewable electricity and falling 

prices of renewable generation. However, while 

resistive air heaters are commercially available to 

heat a gas, such as air, to temperatures of 

approximately 1450 C, limited information is 

available about the techno-economic performance of 

such systems in a realistic process configuration. 

Also, while other efficient electrical heating systems 

such as induction and electric-arc heaters are 

commercially available to very high temperatures, 

these are limited to the heating of specific materials, 

such as metals. Similarly, while plasma−based air 

heaters are available to heat gases to temperatures of 

up to 3000C, these have much lower efficiencies of 

40−50% and are also presently limited to much 

smaller scale than would be needed for alumina [45]. 

Furthermore, while the costs of renewable power are 

falling rapidly, this is only true intermittently, in 

contrast to thermal processes, which operate in 

steady-state conditions. Hence, further work is 

needed to identify how electrical heating can be 

introduced viably into high temperature industrial 

processes that heat non-conducting particles within 

a stream of air.  

• Concentrated solar thermal energy is 

commercially available for power generation, most 

typically heating molten salt as a thermal storage 

media to approximately 580C, to drive a steam 

turbine (IRENA, 2018). Its costs are falling at a 

similar rate to solar PV, although its rate of 

penetration is lower (IRENA, 2018). A number of 

higher temperature   systems are under development, 

with potential to achieve temperatures of 1000C 

(Ho and Iverson, 2014, Buck and Giuliano, 2019). 

However, not only are these technologies still pre-

commercial, they also need to be integrated with a 

hybrid or back-up system to be compatible with the 

continuous demand of an industrial process (Kueh et 

al., 2015). Furthermore, the costs of integration are 

not well established. Hence the future viability of 

this approach is also yet to be fully determined.  

 

Table 1: A summary of the main technology options 

under development to contribute to decarbonizing of high 

temperature industrial processes.  

Technol Temp 

(C) 

Stage of 

dev. 

Driver Barriers 

Electricity 

(net-zero)  
 

< 

1400 

C/A in 

other 

sectors 

Falling 

costs of 

RE  

T > 1400C, 

 Heating 

particles, 

cost 

Concentr.

Solar 

thermal  

< 580 C/A for 

electric. 

Direct 

use of 

heat 

T > 600C, 

Integration, 

cost 

Hydrogen 

(net-zero) 

> 

1500 

C/A –  Easy to 

retrofit 

Cost & scale 
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Carbon 

capture 

CCUS 

N/A C/A – 

at 

selected 

location

s 

Proces

s CO2  
 

Transport, 

cost, social 

licence. 

Alt. fuels 

(net-zero) 

> 

1500 

C/A –  Circula

r econ. 

Cost & 

availability 

Notes: C/A = commercially available; RE = renewable 

electricity 

• Carbon capture and storage/use (CCUS) is 

expected to be particularly important for the 

processing of carbonate ores, such as calcium 

carbonate, the dominant component of limestone, 

which is used to produce cement and lime. For these 

processes some 60―70% of the overall CO2 is 

derived from the limestone, rather than the fossil 

fuel. Furthermore, an ongoing demand for these 

materials is expected, despite the emerged of some 

alternative cementitious materials to displace some 

of the feedstock. Hence CCUS is attracting a lot of 

interest.  Nevertheless, while CCS has been 

demonstrated at commercial scale, its use is limited 

to certain geological locations. Furthermore, other 

barriers to its wide-scale implementation exist, 

including cost and social acceptance. 

Notwithstanding these constraints, there is also a 

potential for several carbon negative systems, such 

as those from which bio-derived CO2 is sequestered.  

• Alternative fuels are already an important element 

of the circular economy, particularly for cement 

manufacture, since the inorganic components and 

toxic components that derive from sources such as 

refuse-derived fuels can be readily absorbed in the 

cement product. While their availability is too small 

to meet all of the demands of the sector, they will 

continue to play a role in such niche applications. 

Furthermore, the anticipated availability of lower 

cost H2 offers potential to expand the use of 

alternative fuels by increasing capacity to use lower-

grade alternative fuels. 

• Hydrogen is attracting growing interest around the 

world as a carbon-free energy carrier (Nagashima, 

2018; COAG, 2020; Tlili et al., 2020)  because, 

while it is not available naturally as an energy 

source, it has strong potential to be manufactured 

with net-zero CO2 emissions in large scale and at 

costs that will make it competitive with other 

sources. For this reason, following the Japanese lead 

(Nagashima et al., 2018), many countries have 

adopted production cost targets of approximately 

US$2/kg or lower. In addition a growing range of 

technologies are under development to lower the 

cost of H2 production with net-CO2 emissions that 

either approach, reach or even exceed zero, with 

notable classes including electrolysis of water with 

renewable electricity, natural gas reforming with 

CCS, pyrolysis of natural gas and photo-catalysis 

(IEA, 2021). Nevertheless, further investment is also 

required for these technologies to overcome the 

remaining barriers, such as realizing the cost 

reduction that is needed and establishing the supply 

chains to deliver it at scale. This includes the need to 

lower cost, not only in the production, but also in the 

transport and storage of H2.   

Hydrogen blending with an existing fuel—typically 

natural gas—is seen as an accessible first-step in the 

transition to operation with 100% H2. Blending is needed 

to establish supply chains, generate markets and develop 

the regulatory framework (COAG, 2020; IEA, 2021).  

Across Australia, and elsewhere in the world, blending of 

a modest amount of H2 (5–20 vol.% H2) in natural gas is 

being adopted. A sufficiently low-level of blending is 

desired to enable combustion behaviour to not be affected 

significantly and allow the vast majority of processes to 

continue to operate as originally designed. Nevertheless, 

further work is needed to determine which blending 

scenarios will best ensure safety and reliability for the 

many devices in the market. Moreover, 10% H2 addition 

represents only around 3% energy input, so that this is 

more important for de-risking systems than emissions. 

Hence, approaches to accelerate technologies to use 100% 

H2 are also needed, including for intermittent operation on 

this fuel. Systems to provide fuel flexibility and rapid 

switching between energy sources, whose cost and 

availability fluctuate will become increasingly desirable 

to enable continuous operation while lowering cost.  

4. The role of hydrogen in iron & steel 

Hydrogen is expected to play a critical role in the global 

transition to net-zero steel production because this 

pathway is closest to market of the available options 

(Nathan et al., 2020). Indeed, although H2 can only 

partially displace coke in the dominant blast-furnace 

technology pathway, it has already been demonstrated as 

the dominant energy source in the less dominant, but also 

commercially proven pathway of direct reduced iron in 

shaft furnaces, which can then be converted to steel in an 

electric arc furnace, which is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: The near-commercial route of iron and steel 

manufacture using net-zero H2 from electrolysis to reduce 
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iron ore in a shaft furnace and produce hot briquetted iron, 

for conversion to steel in an electric arc furnace [46].  

 

The anticipated strong demand for net-zero H2 in iron 

making is among the key drivers for a price reduction in 

the cost of H2. This is because the establishment of a 

demand for large, industrial users is an important 

component of driving the investment in the supply chains 

to drive the cost reduction needed to achieve the targets 

for hydrogen (UK Roadmap, 2021).  

 

Notwithstanding the demonstrated potential to achieve 

net-zero steel production, significant investment is needed 

to overcome the remaining barriers of the presently higher 

cost and to generate sufficient improvement in new 

technologies to justify the substantial investment needed 

to replace current blast-furnace technology. Some of the 

emerging opportunities emerging to lower cost are those 

that bypass the intermediate process of iron pellets, such 

as by fluidized bed or flash reduction [39]. 

5. Challenges to the direct electrification of 
high temperature process heat  

While it is widely accepted that the direct use of electrical 

heating is among the potential options with which to 

decarbonize high temperature process heat, few detailed 

assessments are available of the technical or economic 

viability of this pathway. However, the recent assessment 

by Ingenhoven et al. [18] shows that complete 

electrification can be challenging despite the availability 

of technologies to provide heat at temperatures 

significantly above those required for the process. This is 

because the requirement to meet the endothermic demand 

of the process, requires that the temperature to which the 

gas stream must be heated electrically be significantly 

higher than the reaction temperature. Such a condition 

also potential to induce adverse impacts on the product 

quality. 

A simplified configuration of the plausible configuration 

assessed by Ingenhoven et al. [18] with which electrical 

heat (from renewable generators) could be used to retrofit 

alumina production is shown in Figure 3. This 

configuration proposes the use of commercially available 

resistive air heaters to heat the stream of warm air from 

which the majority of particles have been removed in the 

cyclonic heat exchangers. This location was chosen to 

mitigate the challenges of exposing high temperature 

resistive heaters to dusty environments, although it is 

noted that further dust removal may also be needed.    

An important aspect of this study is that the system shown 

in Fig. 3 can plausibly be retrofitted into a commercial 

process using commercially available electrical heating 

technology. This is important because the commercial 

barriers to demonstration of a new technology are far 

lower for a retro-fit configuration than they are for a 

green-field site, since the commercial barriers to building 

a new plant are already high for a proven technology and 

can easily be prohibitive if the technology is unproven. 

 
Figure 3: A simplified process model of a potential 

configuration with which electricity could be used to heat 

air with resistive heating prior to being introduced into the 

main furnace of an alumina calcination process [18]. 

Figure 4 shows that the fraction of the total thermal energy 

demand which is possible to displace with electricity, is 

limited by the temperature that can be achieved by the 

electrical heater. Note that this analysis was performed for 

a retrofit scenario, to avoid significant changes to the 

process (e.g. operation at the same velocities before and 

after the retrofit to prevent particle drop-out). 

Furthermore, operation at the temperature of 1500C, 

which is the maximum that can be achieved with 

equipment that is already commercially available, limits 

the electrical input to approximately 45%.  

 

 
Figure 4: The relative fraction of heating power that can 

be supplied with electrical resistive heating of a hot as 

stream to partially displace the combustion load (based on 

natural gas) to meet the process heat demands in the 

process shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the outlet 

temperature the electrical heater (adapted from [18]). 

 

Ingenhoven et al. [18] also found that the economic 

viability of complete electrification is likely to be more 

expensive than the use of natural gas with a carbon tax of 

US$100/tonne for all but the most optimistic predictions 

for future costs of electrical power. However, even for 

these scenarios, partial electrification may well become 

economically desirable during periods of intermittently 
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low pricing provided that the technical barriers are 

overcome. The relative cost of electrification compared 

with other alternatives, such as H2, will therefore depend 

on how the costs of each evolve into the future, both for 

retrofits and for novel technology options. In contrast, 

there are no fundamental technology barriers to the 

complete displacement of fossil fuels with H2 in current 

alumina processes, even though some research and 

technology development is needed to overcome the 

remaining barriers to implementation, beyond the 

requisite cost reduction to the price of H2. 

6. Research challenges and opportunities  

Key challenges and opportunities for research and 

technology development to support and accelerate the 

transformation of high temperature processes to operate 

with H2 are as follows: 

• NOx reduction: New combustion technologies 

are needed to achieve an ongoing reduction in NOx 

emissions despite the higher adiabatic flame temperature 

of H2 relative to natural gas, which otherwise would result 

in an increase in thermal NOx emissions. Ultra-low 

technologies, such as MILD combustion (Szego et al. 

2008) offer potential for this. NOx scrubbers, while 

possible, introduce additional expense and complexity to 

plant operation, particularly in a retrofit scenario. 

• New process development: The potential 

availability of both H2 and oxygen from one or more of 

the emerging water-splitting technologies offers the 

potential to undertake the processing in an atmosphere 

comprising mostly steam atmosphere, instead of nitrogen, 

and with lower CO2. This can offer potential for process 

improvements. For example, it offers the potential to 

lower the reaction temperature of calcination of CaCO3, 

the dominant reaction in the production of both cement 

and lime, due both to a lowering of the partial pressure of 

CO2 in the reactor and to a catalytic effect of the presence 

of steam (Silakhori et al., 2021).   

The potential to access oxygen at low-cost also paves 

the way for a range of oxy-fuel combustion technologies, 

which avoid NOx production and offer potential for 

higher flame temperatures. Nevertheless, further work is 

needed to understand how to best optimise a process plant 

for such operation. For example, the potential use of oxy-

fuel combustion with CO2 recycling for low-carbon 

cement production, has been estimated to increase 

production cost by €50/tCO2 (Carrasco et al., 2016, 2019). 

• Improved reliability and speed of numerical 

models: The bespoke nature of the sector, which follows 

from the need to tailor each processing plant to the 

location-specific nature of each type of raw material (e.g. 

iron ore, bauxite or limestone), will result in the need to 

model each process to de-risk the investment needed for a 

change in the process, even for a retro-fit process. 

However, the opportunity for further process 

improvement will accelerate the processes of plant 

upgrades or replacements, also bringing the need for 

reliable modelling to de-risk investment. This, in turn, 

brings a need for the further development of a range of 

modelling tools, spanning computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) to process models, such as those in the Aspen-

HYSYS suite of tools, owing to the limitations of current 

models. These limitations result from the large number of 

simplifications that are needed to model industrial-scale 

processes that involve multiple process components, 

many of which also operate with coupled and non-linear 

processes that employ turbulent flows with high 

temperature reactions, where length scales span some 

eight orders of magnitude. Yet more complexity arises for 

flows with suspensions of fine particles, whose numbers 

can exceed >109 in industrial reactors such as flash 

reactors, which are already used for calcination of alumina 

and cement and are under development for iron/steel. 

Hence, despite obtaining sufficient utility to become an 

integral part of engineering design, the limitations of 

available turbulence models result in significant 

uncertainty, particularly in industrial-scale flows 

involving such additional complexities. This, in turn, 

increases the cost and risk of implementing new 

technology, which will slow-down the implementation of 

net-zero CO2 technologies without a step-change in 

accuracy and speed of such models.  

The development of improved CFD models requires 

the joint application of both laser diagnostics and sub-

models suitable for operation in reacting, multi-phase 

flows, building on progress that has already been made in 

gas-phase combustion processes (Barlow, 2007).  Notable 

progress in this direction is the development of planar 

imaging methods to allow the measurement of the 

temperature of both the particle phase (Kueh et al., 2018) 

and the gas phase (Lewis et al., 2020) in a particle-laden 

flow under volumetric loadings of relevance to industrial 

processes, although these are yet to be performed 

simultaneously. Laser-based measurements have also 

been used to advance understanding of the effects of 

Stokes number in particle-laden flows (Lau and Nathan, 

2016; Lau et al. 2019). 

•  Reduced supply-chain costs: Research is also 

needed to increase knowledge of how to maintain safety 

while lowering the cost in the supply and utilization of H2 

throughout the supply chain, spanning production, 

transport, storage and utilization of net-zero H2.  

7. Conclusions  

Investment is needed to develop and de-risk a wide range 

of potential new technology options with which to deliver 

heat and reductants to the high temperature process 

industries with net-zero carbon emissions, since different 

options offer complementary benefits and alternative 

value proposition in different regions and/or different 

types of process.  In particular, net-zero H2, 

electrification, CCU/S, alternative fuels and the direct use 

of concentrated solar thermal heat all offer potential to 

contribute to meeting this challenge. Nevertheless, within 

the mix, the present evidence suggests that H2 is likely to 
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be an important, and potentially the most important, 

contributor to meeting these needs for this sector, due to 

the following: 

• It is the pathway closest to market for iron making 

in particular, which already constitutes a large 

fraction of the high temperature process heat 

demand; 

• There are no fundamental barriers and fewer 

technical challenges to either capacity to meet the 

demands for current high temperature process 

industries or the supply of energy at the necessary 

scale and energy density than the other options; 

• Hydrogen is well suited to be integrated within a 

hybrid solution, to provide thermal energy during 

periods when other options, such as electrification 

or stored thermal energy, are more expensive 

(Nathan et al. 2017); 

• Sufficient targets and investment plans are in place 

in enough countries to deliver the investment 

needed to lower the cost of net-zero H2 to the point 

where it is likely to be economically attractive for 

at least part of the solution. 

The relative significance of H2 relative to electricity will 

depend, in part, on the extent to which new low-cost 

production technologies become available that de-couple 

net-zero H2 production from green electricity. This is the 

production of H2 from renewable electricity will always 

result in H2 being more expensive than electricity on 

average, although even this route will result in H2 being 

cheaper during periods of intermittently high−cost 

electricity. Nevertheless, a range of options, such as 

photo-catalysis and methane pyrolysis, have strong 

potential to result in the cost of net-zero- H2 being cheaper 

than electrolysis.  

Further investment in research and technology 

development is also needed to support this transition. This 

includes the development of low NOx combustion 

technology for H2, the development of new high 

temperature electrification technology, the development 

of improved processes making use of new opportunities 

arising from new energy sources and the development of 

faster and more accurate numerical models utilising both 

laser diagnostics and computational fluid dynamics.  
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ABSTRACT 
Ammonia has found use in combustion applications since the original patent by Lyon (US3900554A) relating to its use for nitric 

oxide reduction in flue gases through selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR). It is also a well-established component in the production 

of fertilisers with correspondingly efficient manufacturing processes. The recent interest in the use of ammonia relates to its use as a 

hydrogen rich energy carrier. The current paper presents selected fundamental aspects of ammonia oxidation put in a chemistry related 

context. Implications for the translation of the resulting understanding to the study of turbulent combustion of ammonia blends in 

practical devices are outlined. It is argued that the comparatively low laminar burning velocities and flame extinction characteristics of 

ammonia are likely to result in more prevalent local extinction events leading to a greater prevalence of non-topological flame structures. 

Furthermore, the enhancement of the fuel reactivity through the blending with more reactive components, such as hydrogen and 

hydrocarbons, will impact the extent and effectiveness of the temperature window where SNCR reactions are active. It is further 

suggested that the direct interaction of ammonia fragments with aromatic species (c.f. aniline) and the condition dependent increase of 

nitric oxide may impact the propensity to form soot. It is shown that use of ammonia as part of fuel blends results in a fundamentally 

different flame structure for the formation of oxides of nitrogen. Finally, recommendations are made in relation to research directions 

that can deliver the understanding required for the optimal practical use of ammonia as an energy carrier. 

Keywords: Ammonia, Oxidation, Chemistry, Turbulence, SNCR 
 

1. Introduction 

The science and technology of ammonia combustion has 

recently been presented in a comprehensive paper 

prepared by Kobayashi et al. [1], while the state of 

understanding of the chemistry of nitrogen in combustion 

has been reviewed by Glarborg et al. [2]. The former study 

clearly outlines a substantial increase in emissions of 

nitric oxide as a key feature of the use of ammonia as part 

of fuel blends [1]. The levels were reported to reach 4000 

ppm even with modest levels (< 5%) of ammonia addition 

to methane. Such levels are clearly unacceptable and 

Kobayashi et al. [1] further identified significant 

discrepancies in the ability of different chemical 

mechanisms to predict basic (global) properties such as 

the laminar burning velocity and ignition delay times.  

 

Figure 1. Measured [8] spatial distribution of N2O in a 

burner stabilized NH3/NO/Ar flame (0.461 NH3/0.472 

NO/0.067 Ar; P = 7200 Pa). Computational results 

obtained with a wide range of chemical kinetic 

mechanisms as presented by Han et al. [4]. 

Recent work by Han et al. [3,4] explored mechanistic 

differences and identified some of the key sensitivity 

coefficients for different fuels blends featuring ammonia. 

However, in common with recent studies, investigations 

of the ability of different mechanisms to predict speciation 

data, e.g. from flame structures, was limited but served to 

illustrate sensitivities for potential key pollutants such as 

nitrous oxide as shown in Fig. 1. More extensive 

comparisons are essential in the context of understanding 

the impact of kinetic rate parameter choices on flame 

structures and certainly to correlate uncertainties in the 

chemistry with predicted pollutant emissions. To assess 

the accuracy of chemical kinetic mechanisms, global 

properties such as laminar burning velocities and ignition 

delay times [3,4,5] are important, but not sufficient. 

Comprehensive validation that includes speciation data 

obtained from laminar flames [6-8] and devices such as 

flow and stirred reactors [9,10] should be considered a 

routine requirement. This is particularly important for 

fuels such as ammonia that may lead to condition 

dependent mitigation of emissions of oxides of nitrogen 

through SNCR [11] as well as unacceptable, condition 

dependent, increases of the same pollutants.  It can be 

noted that, with exceptions, the chemical kinetic data used 

in the construction of chemical mechanisms often stems 

from compilations [12,13] based on older determinations. 

It may further be noted that some of the most useful data 

sets for laminar flames stem from work by van Tiggelen 

and co-workers [6-8] and McLean and Wager [14]. The 

ability to predict a comprehensive set of species profiles 

in premixed laminar flames was investigated by Lindstedt 

et al. [15,16] using these data sets. The example given in 

Fig. 2 illustrates the crucial conversion of NO and NH3 to 

N2 for the flame shown in Fig. 1. The current situation 
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points to the need for additional accurate speciation data 

to complement recent determinations of global parameters 

(e.g. ignition delay times and burning velocities). 

 
Figure 2. Measured [8] spatial distribution of NH2 (), 

N2O () and N2 () for the burner stabilized NH3/NO/Ar 

flame shown in Fig. 1 along with computational results 

[15]. 

 

Few studies of laminar diffusion flames featuring 

ammonia, either as dopant or fuel, have been performed. 

Lindstedt et al. [15] considered the data of Hahn et al. 

[17,18] and noted a particular difficulty with these flames 

concerning the exceptionally low rates of strain (< 10 s-1). 

Sick et al. [19] used a rate of strain of 121 s-1 to study the 

impact of ammonia dopant levels up to 1700 ppm on the 

amount of nitric oxide formed in counterflow methane-air 

flames using laser diagnostics. The major reaction paths 

and chemistry uncertainties were identified.  

Modelling studies of the SNCR chemistry of ammonia 

have been performed by Lindstedt et al. [15] and 

Klippenstein et al. [20] amongst many others. The 

developed and applied chemical mechanisms were found 

to reasonably reproduce the experimentally observed 

temperature windows and the impact of residual 

hydrocarbons [10,15] and oxygen levels [9,20] in the 

reactants. While the impact of the latter can be reproduced 

using N/H/O mechanism, the inclusion of residual 

hydrocarbons requires a C/N/H/O mechanism and the 

careful inclusion of reaction paths such as HCCO + NO = 

products. The impact of sub-mechanisms that include 

improved understanding of reaction sequences, such as 

that featuring NCN [2,21], needs to be assessed. It was 

noted that the onset of the SNCR reactions is very sharp 

and that the extent of the reduction window is strongly 

dependent on the reactant composition. 

Studies of ammonia oxidation in turbulent flames have 

typically featured more complex configurations with 

flows related to higher TRL levels [1]. Such studies are 

essential for providing overall guidance. However, for 

fuels such as ammonia that exhibit comparatively slow 

chemistries it can be expected that turbulence-chemistry 

interactions come to the fore. Such interactions can be 

expected to determine the degree of local extinction, 

flame blow-off as well as the actual emissions of oxides 

of nitrogen.  The increasing impact of local extinction on 

emissions of carbon monoxide and nitric oxide has been 

extensively investigated through the modelling of the 

well-established Sandia Flame A-F series [22,23]. It was, 

for example, noted that due to local extinction events, the 

highest Reynolds number case (Flame F) could not be 

reproduced using steady flamelet approaches [24]. For 

turbulent ammonia flames, such observations can be 

expected to become much more prevalent and at 

comparatively modest Reynolds numbers. Accordingly, 

targeted canonical data aimed at clarifying turbulence-

chemistry interactions and obtained in simplified 

geometries will probably be essential in order develop an 

understanding of the optimal conditions for the use of 

ammonia fuel blends. It has further been noted [25,26] 

that blending with ammonia reduces the emissions of soot 

substantially. However, at present it is not clear as to if 

this is related to changes in the radical pool, a temperature 

effect or due to the interaction of ammonia oxidation 

fragments with aromatic species, e.g. leading to aniline 

[27,28], or with the surface chemistry of soot [29]. 

In what follows, some of the key chemical reactions paths 

for ammonia oxidation are identified and briefly 

discussed with relevance to the overall oxidation of 

ammonia as well as to the reaction paths responsible for 

the SNCR behaviour. Flame structures of strained laminar 

opposed jet ammonia-air flames are contrasted with the 

corresponding methane-air flames. The importance of 

turbulence-chemistry interactions is illustrated through 

computations featuring the Sandia D and Cabra Flames 

with ammonia added to the fuel stream. The impact on 

soot formation is discussed in general terms. The paper 

concludes by outlining a route towards optimising the 

performance of devices operating using ammonia. 

2. Ammonia Oxidation 

The oxidation chemistry of ammonia is illustrated below 

using a range of ammonia-oxygen and ammonia doped 

hydrogen flames. The purpose is to explain of how 

different aspects of the chemistry impacts emissions of 

oxides of nitrogen in laminar and turbulent flames. 

Similar results to those presented have been obtained for 

a range of conditions [2,15,16,30,31] using detailed or 

systematically reduced chemistry. Examples of the 

accuracy that can be expected are given in Figs. 2 and 3. 
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Figure 3. Computed [30] and measured [6] species 

profiles in a low-pressure ammonia-oxygen flame with 

1% Argon at a stochiometry of 0.71 at a pressure of 4666 

Pa. 

2.1 Key Reaction Paths 

The principal initial H abstraction reactions from NH3 

proceed via H, O and OH reactions with the reaction rate 

constants comparatively well-established [12,13]. Under 

fuel-rich conditions the reaction with the H radical 

dominates, while under fuel lean conditions the 

importance of the O reaction increases. The subsequent 

fate of the NH2 (amidogen) radical is crucial in the context 

of NO emissions. This is easily appreciated by 

consideration of the dominant reaction paths. 

NH2 + H    = NH   + H2   (R1) 

NH2 + NO = N2   + H2O  (R2) 

NH2 + NO = NNH+ OH  (R3)  

Reaction (R1) tends to lead to oxides of nitrogen and the 

branching ratio R3/(R2+R3) is important in the context of 

SNCR. A detailed discussion has been provided by 

Klippenstein et al. [20]. The competing reaction NH2 + O 

features three product channels. 

NH2 + O = NH  + OH   (R4) 

NH2 + O = HNO  + H  (R5) 

NH2 + O = NO  + H2  (R6) 

The branching ratio for reactions (R4) and (R5) is 

important and could usefully be determined more 

accurately. This is arguably of particular relevance as fuel 

lean oxidation has become of increasing practical 

relevance and as the reactions are important for the radical 

pool in ammonia flames. A corresponding step to (R4) 

featuring the OH radical is also of importance [20]. 

The formation of NH (imidogen) via (R1,R4) can lead 

to a reduction in NO through similar channels as outlined 

above. However, it is also a dominant route to nitric and 

nitrous oxides. Given that the greenhouse gas potential of 

N2O is around 300 times that carbon dioxide, it would 

appear inappropriate to ignore the significant condition 

dependent increase in concentrations associated with the 

use of ammonia. The NNH chemistry leading to 

molecular nitrogen is now comparatively well established 

as discussed by Klippenstein et al. [20].  

The chemistries of the amidogen and imidogen 

radicals are of crucial importance in the context of SNCR. 

As outlined above amidogen tends to lead to the formation 

of molecular nitrogen, while further H abstraction to 

imidogen opens up routes leading to the formation of NO 

via direct oxidation (R8), 

NH + O = NO + H  (R8) 

Hence, the fate of amidogen is of crucial importance to 

the balance between NO formation and mitigation. 

Examples of computed concentrations of NH2 and NH are 

shown in Fig. 4. Abstraction reactions from imidogen can 

further lead to the N radical and thus provides a 

subsequent route to NO via the well-established 

Zel’dovich reaction sequence.  

NH + H     = N + H2  (R9) 

NH + OH  = N  + H2O  (R10) 

As exemplified in Fig. 4, the NH2 and NH chemistries can 

probably be considered reasonably well-established as a 

result of work related to the use of ammonia in a SNCR 

context. This includes the comparatively recent study by 

Klippenstein et al. [20]. Given the crucial nature of the 

associated reaction pathways, it is essential that any 

revised reaction rates are subject to a critical appraisal 

through a comprehensive validation process. As 

highlighted above, recent efforts are comparatively scarce 

in that regard with a preference for a focus on global 

parameters such as the laminar burning velocity and 

ignition delay times. As shown above in Fig. 1, Han et al. 

[4] presented partial results for a flame [8] computed with 

a range of alternative mechanisms. The predictive quality 

varied significantly for N2O. However, reasonably 

accurate predictions of this species as well as of amidogen 

and, crucially, the conversion to molecular nitrogen can 

be expected as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 4. Computed [30] and measured [6] amidogen and 

imidogen species profiles in a low-pressure ammonia-

oxygen flame in a low-pressure ammonia-oxygen flame 

with 1% Argon at a stochiometry of 0.71 at P = 4666 Pa. 

 = 0 corresponds to an adiabatic flame with 10% and 

23% heat losses also shown, the dot-dashed line 

corresponds to a burner stabilised flame. 

 

Figure 5. Computed [30] and measured [7] nitric and nitrous 

oxide profiles in a low-pressure stoichiometric hydrogen-
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oxygen flame doped with 3% NH3 dopant by volume at a 

pressure of 4600 Pa and with 63% Argon dilution. 

The ability to predict the formation of NO and N2O as 

a result of the introduction of ammonia is illustrated in 

Fig. 5 for a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen flame doped 

with 3% by volume of NH3. The formation route leading 

to N2O is important due to the greenhouse gas potential of 

nitrous oxide. Two competing reactions take place, 

NH + NO = N2O  + H  (R11) 

NH + NO = N2  + OH   (R12) 

with (R11) generally faster. A corresponding reaction 

featuring NO2 may also contribute at lower temperatures 

[20]. Nitrous oxide formed via (R11) will gradually lead 

to molecular nitrogen, for example via reaction with the 

H radical [16,20]. The expected dynamic balance between 

N2O and N2 formation is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

H + N2O = N2 + OH   (R13) 

The dynamics of the above reaction system becomes of 

significant importance in the context of turbulent flames. 

Kobayashi et al. [1] suggest that levels of N2O are much 

lower than NO in flames and this is true in the final 

product gases. However, actual emissions will depend on 

combustion conditions and the dynamics of the approach 

to the “final” burnt gas state.  A comparison of computed 

nitric oxide levels from strained stoichiometric methane-

air and ammonia-air flames computed in a back-to-back 

opposed jet geometry at atmospheric pressure is shown in 

Fig. 6. The conditions for the ammonia flame correspond 

to a rate of strain of 81 s-1 due to the low resistance to 

strain. The computed burning velocity was found to be 

fairly constant at around 8.2 cm/s from a rate of strain of 

20 s-1 to the point of extinction at 160 s-1. The value is 

arguably a bit high compared to the majority of 

experimental data which tends to report values around 7 

cm/s for the current conditions. However, the computed 

point of extinction agrees well with reported data [1].  

 

Figure 6. Computed nitric oxide mole fractions in stoichiometric 

strained methane and ammonia flames computed in a back-to-

back geometry at atmospheric pressure. The applied rates of 

strain were 120 s-1 and 81 s-1, respectively. 

The peak mole fraction of N2O in the strained 

ammonia flame reached a value around 1,140 ppm while 

remaining negligible (< 0.1 ppm) in the methane flame. 

The peak NO mole fraction reached in the same flame was 

1,850 ppm, an increase well in excess of one order of 

magnitude on the corresponding methane flame (136 

ppm). Furthermore, strongly elevated N2O levels were 

found to persist at temperatures beyond 1600 K before 

declining towards the final burnt gas state. The computed 

peak ratio of N2O/NO is hence around 0.6 and much 

higher than for the ammonia doped hydrogen flame 

(around 0.04) shown in Fig. 5. The ratio is, however, in 

broad agreement with experimental data reported for low-

pressure ammonia flames by MacLean and Wagner [14] 

as discussed below. The differences indicate the crucial 

role of the condition dependent dynamic balance between 

N2O formation and destruction channels.  

The levels of NO and N2O noted above are not 

acceptable in practical applications. As shown in Fig. 6, 

NO levels significantly exceed those of the corresponding 

methane flame at temperatures beyond 1000 K indicating 

that inside laminar flame structures the beneficial impact 

of NO reburn associated with SNCR reactions provide 

insufficient mitigation. The latter is discussed further in 

the following section. The high levels of nitrous oxide are 

of particular concern given the greenhouse gas potential 

and it appears that less attention than merited has been 

given to such emissions.  

It may further be noted that the low strain resistance 

of ammonia flames is accompanied by comparatively 

thick laminar flame structures as shown in Fig. 7. For 

example, the laminar flame thickness for the two flames 

shown in Fig. 5 were 0.48 mm for the methane flame and 

1.9 mm for the ammonia flame. The laminar flame 

thickness is here defined based on the thermal 5 – 95% 

thickness of the flame in the manner of Hampp and 

Lindstedt [35,36]. It may further be noted that at the point 

of extinction (aq  ~ 160 /s), the flame remains much thicker 

than would be expected from hydrocarbon flames. 

Accordingly, it appears more likely that turbulent eddies 

will be able to penetrate ammonia flame structures and, in 

particular, the wide preheat zone illustrated in Fig. 6. 

 

Figure 7. Computed thermal laminar flame thicknesses based on 

the 5 to 95 % temperature rise across strained counterflow back-

to-back stoichiometric ammonia-air flames. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of predictions and experimental data in 

the SNCR temperature window for NO as a function of 

temperature and inlet NO concentration in oxidation of NH3 

[20]. Inlet mole fractions: NH3 = 1000 ± 100 ppm, O2 = 40 ± 

1.2%, NO varying (25, 50, 100, 250, 500 ppm), H2O = trace, 

balance N2. Residence time (s) = 48.7/T (K). 

2.2 Impact of SNCR Reactions 

It is well established [11] that ammonia (or urea) can 

mitigate emissions of oxides of nitrogen in a narrow 

temperature window from around 900 to 1400 K as part 

of exhaust gas treatment. Yet, it is equally clear that the 

conditions experienced in conventional flames are 

sufficiently different for ammonia to be discounted as a 

credible energy carrier without appropriate mitigation 

measures such as catalytic aftertreatment for more modest 

scale installations or carefully selected oxidation 

conditions. For larger installations, the latter is of 

significant interest and, probably, essential due to factors 

such as cost and complexity. Many studies of the impact 

of temperature and reactant (exhaust) gas composition on 

SNCR have been performed. For example, Muris [10] 

studied the impact of hydrocarbon addition on the active 

SNCR temperature window and it was shown that the 

onset shifted by around 50 K towards lower temperatures 

with an onset at 1050 K. The experimental data obtained 

by Muris [10] was modelled by Lindstedt et al. [15] and it 

was shown that it could be well reproduced in an 

environment with excess oxygen. Kasuya et al. [9] 

considered the impact of residual oxygen concentrations 

on the SNCR temperature window. The data was 

modelled by Klippenstein et al. [20], as exemplified in 

Fig. 8, and uncertainties in the chemistry highlighted. The 

reduction of NO here appears in a narrow temperature 

window from around 1050 K to 1400 K.  

2.3 Systematically Reduced Chemistry  

It may readily be concluded that the complex 

relationship between the beneficial impact of ammonia on 

nitric oxide emissions and the detrimental increase 

associated with conventional flame structures requires 

exceptionally accurate chemical kinetic models as well as 

their implementation, without approximation, in 

calculation methods for turbulent flames. The latter will 

require the use of accurate (systematically) reduced 

chemistry. Such mechanisms can be derived as shown by 

Meyer [30] and Lindstedt and Selim [31]. An illustration 

of the expected accuracy is given in Fig. 9. 

 

Figure 9. Computed [30,31] and measured [14] peak NO and 

N2O concentrations in ammonia-oxygen flames at a pressure of 

2666 Pa and stoichiometries of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.4 Computations 

were performed using systematically reduced mechanisms. 

The data in Fig. 9 also shows that in contrast to current 

technological trends favouring lean premixed 

combustion, due to a desire to reduce emissions of both 

oxides of nitrogen and soot, the pathways leading to nitric 

oxide from the combustion of ammonia are favoured 

under such condition. By contrast, emissions of nitrous 

oxide are less impacted by the change in stoichiometry. 

Lindstedt and Selim [31] do not recommend a reduction 

below 5-step mechanisms for cases where nitrous oxide is 

considered important. Overall, it can also be noted that the 

peak ratio of N2O/NO varies from approximately 0.25 to 

unity. It appears that there are excellent prospects for use 

of reduced mechanisms for ammonia oxidation. 

2.4 Considerations for Turbulent Flames 

The piloted Sandia Flame A-F series probably represents 

the most studied turbulent flames to date, in part thanks 

due to the TNF Workshop series initiated by Bilger and 

co-workers. Amongst many others, Lindstedt et al. [24] 

studied three of the flames in the context of establishing 

how uncertainties in the chemical kinetics translate to the 

ability of predicting emission of nitric oxide. The above 

systematically reduced mechanism [30], validated using 

species data for a wide range of flames, is here applied to 

study Sandia Flame D with two revised fuel streams. The 

original flame features stable burning at a Reynolds 

number of 22,400 and a fuel stream featuring 25% 

methane and 75% air. The flame has been recomputed 

featuring the original fuel composition as well as two 

further cases featuring fuels streams of (i) 23.75% 

methane and 1.25% ammonia and (ii) 20% methane and 

5% ammonia to study the impact of ammonia addition on 

emissions in stably burning turbulent flames. It must be 

emphasised that no experimental data exists for the new 

cases and the computations show the predicted outcome.  

 The applied computational method is the same as that 

applied in past work [24] and features a transported 
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probability density method based on Lagrangian particles 

implemented using a parabolic approximation with the 

boundary layer resolved using 70 computational volumes 

and an average of 100 stochastic particles per cell. The 

impact of radiative heat losses is included. The applied 

chemistry featured 20 solved (H, O, OH, HO
2
, H

2
O, H

2
, 

O
2
, CH

4
, CH

3
, CO, CO

2
, C

2
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2
) and was comprehensively validated for ammonia 

combustion. The results are shown in Fig. 10 and indicate 

peak nitric oxide concentrations of between 2500 and 

4500 ppm for the case with 5% ammonia. The case with 

1.25% ammonia shows a corresponding reduction early in 

the flame. It can further be noted that the differences 

between the two cases reduce along the axial direction. 

Given that no experimental data is available, the 

corresponding computation performed for the flame 

without ammonia is shown in Fig. 11. It can be noted that 

the peak concentrations of NO increase by around two 

orders of magnitude when the fuel stream features 20% 

methane and 5% ammonia. A further interesting 

difference is that for the ammonia containing case, the 

amount of nitric oxide reduces by approximately a factor 

of two downstream in the flame. By contrast, for the 

standard flame, the peak concentration increases 

somewhat downstream. The qualitative difference is 

consistent with the much earlier formation of nitric oxide 

observed in laminar flame structures as illustrated in Fig. 

6. The experimental verification of this behaviour in 

turbulent flames remains to be accomplished. 

 

Figure 10. Radial profiles of NO mass fraction in mixture 

fraction space for Sandia Flame D with part of the methane in 

the fuel stream replaced by ammonia. 

The difference in behaviour of the two flames is 

further illustrated through the conditional pdfs of nitric 

oxide shown in Fig. 12. It can again be observed that for 

the original Sandia D flame the conditional pdfs move 

towards higher concentrations with downstream distance, 

while for the flame containing ammonia in the fuel stream 

the opposite trend is observed. For both cases, the 

conditional pdfs tend to narrow somewhat with 

downstream distance. The corresponding data for N2O 

shows that with ammonia present, the mass fractions peak 

for fuel rich mixtures at around 160 ppm at x/D = 15 and 

subsequently reduces to less than 5 ppm at x/D = 45. This 

further emphasises that the dynamics of the formation and 

destruction of nitrous oxide can become a key design 

consideration, particularly for cases where local 

extinction events come to the fore. The corresponding 

levels in the methane flame are around 0.1 ppm. Similar 

trends can be noted for computations of the auto-ignition 

stabilised Cabra flame [32]. The conditional NO profiles 

are shown in Fig. 13 and indicate that the substitution of 

5% of methane by 5% of ammonia leads to an increase 

approaching two orders of magnitude. The corresponding 

increase in N2O is even greater at a factor of around 400 

times. It may further be noted that for the case without 

ammonia, nitrous oxide concentrations peak for fuel lean 

mixtures. By contrast, with ammonia present, the peak 

moves to fuel rich mixtures due to ammonia oxidation. 

 

 

Figure 11. Radial profiles of NO mass fraction in mixture 

fraction space for Sandia Flame D with part of the methane in 

the fuel stream replaced by ammonia (right) and the unmodified 

flame (left) with the corresponding experimental data. 
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Figure 12. Measurements and computations of the conditional 

pdf’s (0.33 ≤ f  ≤ 0.41) of NO mass fraction at x/D = 15, 30 and 

45 for Flame D (left) and for Flame D with the fuel stream 

revised to contain 5% of ammonia. 

Jojka and Slefarski [33] studied the impact of nitric oxide 

emissions from swirl stabilised premixed methane-air 

flames with ammonia addition at an equivalence ratio of 

0.71. For the case with 5% ammonia addition, a peak 

value of 1950 ppm was recorded, broadly consistent with 

the downstream value discussed or the corresponding 

modified Flame D and the stoichiometric strained laminar 

counterflow ammonia flame discussed above. Hence, it 

appears clear, as pointed out by Kobayashi et al. [1], that 

new technical developments that revise the operating 

conditions for flames containing ammonia are required. 

Such operating conditions must be based on an 

understanding of the key chemical pathways responsible 

for the differences between the positive contribution made 

by the SNCR reactions and the increase observed under 

conventional combustion conditions. Furthermore, as 

highlighted above, the burning characteristics of ammonia 

suggest that turbulence-chemistry interaction will come to 

the fore and, as such, the presumption of specific 

topological reactive-diffusive structures (e.g. steady 

laminar flamelets) may prove inadequate.  

 

 

Figure 13. Conditional NO profiles for the original Cabra 

flame [32] (left) and for the corresponding flame featuring 

a substitution with 5% NH3 in the fuel stream. 

 

 

Figure 14. Conditional N2O profiles for the original Cabra 

flame [32] (left) and for the corresponding flame featuring 

a substitution with 5% NH3 in the fuel stream. 

 

Flameless oxidation has been successfully used to provide 

single digit NOx emissions through novel flame 

stabilisation techniques, based on matching of 

aerodynamic and chemistry timescales [34], enabling 

oscillation free combustion under exceptionally fuel lean, 

low temperature conditions as illustrated in Fig. 15. The 

design approach is in current use in gas turbines for power 

generation.  The final burner prototype is denoted Burner 

D in Fig. 15 and is compared with alternative designs. 

Stable operation was extended to below 1400 K – not 

inconsistent with the SNCR window. Hence, it would 

appear potentially possible to use ammonia as a hydrogen 

rich fuel carrier without an unacceptable increase in 

emissions of oxides of nitrogen.  
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Figure 15. Experimental measurements of emissions of 

oxides of nitrogen for Burner D type design with Rich 

Quench Lean Pilot (RQL) compared to other approaches 

[32]. 

 

Much of the work on the distributed combustion modes 

associated with flameless combustion has focussed on 

(ultra-) lean conditions [35,36]. For ammonia a further 

complication arises as indicated by Fig. 9, where it is 

shown that emission characteristics of oxides of nitrogen 

can be expected to improve under fuel rich conditions. It 

is unlikely that a diffusion flame mode of operation will 

prove acceptable with ammonia, due to the exceptionally 

high emissions levels, and the possibility of premixed rich 

combustion modes should be evaluated. This will also 

emphasise the need to understand the sooting 

characteristic of such flames should carbon containing 

fuel blends be used as [25,26]. Preliminary work on 

flameless combustion by Slefarski et al. [37] featured 

CH4/NH3 fuel blends with up to 5% by volume of 

ammonia and suggested that excess oxygen does indeed 

promote the formation of NO as highlighted above. 

Hence, it is likely that overall control of the mixing field 

will also become more critical when considering 

ammonia as a hydrogen rich energy carrier. 

3. Conclusions 

The above discussion highlights several issues that need 

to be addressed as part of a cohesive effort to enable 

successful and optimised use of ammonia fuel (blends) as 

part of (affordable) large scale installations for power 

generation. These include: 

1. The need to consider operating windows that 

ensure stable operation under (piloted) premixed 

conditions. 

2. It is necessary to consider potential emissions of 

nitrous oxide due to the high greenhouse gas 

potential. 

3. Turbulent flame data obtained in geometries such 

as the Sandia turbulent flame series with NH3 as 

part of the fuel stream. Data should include both 

NO and N2O under conditions with local 

extinction. 

4. Additional consideration should be given to the 

use of auto-ignition stabilised combustion such as 

Cabra related flames [32]. 

5. Past work on combustion regime transitions in 

premixed flames should be extended to consider 

fuel rich conditions. 

6. The chemistry of ammonia is comparatively well-

understood under SNCR conditions. However, 

more accurate rate determinations are required for 

critical pathways and pressure dependent 

reactions.  

7. The validation of chemical mechanisms must take 

into account speciation data. 

8. Currently systematically reduced mechanisms 

[30] for ammonia oxidation appear quite accurate, 

but further validation remains desirable. 

9. The combustion of ammonia under fuel rich 

conditions must be further evaluated through the 

impact on emissions of soot [25,26].  

The use of ammonia as a hydrogen rich energy carrier 

provides an opportunity for reducing global warming. 

However, this must not be achieved at the expense of the 

release of nitric oxide, a significant contributor to acid 

rain, or, nitrous oxide, a highly active contributor to global 

warming. The work programme outlined above is 

extensive and requires innovation. However, it is firmly 

based on past successes and, probably, essential to prevent 

a potential misjudgement in terms of how to deal with the 

impact of carbon dioxide on global warming. 
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ABSTRACT 

Real fuels are complex mixtures of hundreds to thousands of molecules, and it is intractable to understand fully the 

combustion kinetics of each of these compounds.  The combustion community has evolved various approaches for dealing 

with such complex mixtures, such as the use of multi-component surrogates mixtures, lumped fuel chemistry modeling, 

and short reaction mechanisms. Here we present recent efforts to develop a lumped fuel chemistry modeling approach 

based entirely on the functional group distribution in a real fuel mixture (denoted as FGMech).  Our approach starts with 

a modeling framework like the recent HyChem approach by Wang et al. at Stanford University.  This approach is 

generalized by establishing a workflow to establish model parameters without the need for any combustion experiments 

on the real fuel.  Model parameters are developed following a data science approach coupled with simplified regression 

and group additivity models.  This paper presents the effectiveness of the FGMech approach in modeling the combustion 

chemistry of various transportation fuels and heavy residual gasification.   
Keywords: surrogates, functional groups, kinetics, heavy fuels, combustion 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Predicting combustion behaviour of real fuels is 

challenged by the large number and complex chemical 

composition. Kinetic models for real fuels are large and 

unwieldy, making them prone to errors and difficult to 

utilize in device level numerical simulations. The 

complexity of kinetic models is increased when one has 

to model combustion across a broad range of temperatures 

and pressures.  Fortunately, at high pressures the number 

of possible reactions decreases, which makes it easier to 

derive simpler schemes.  Here, we present a new approach 

to kinetic modeling by using functional groups to develop 

the modeling framework. Our approach follows upon 

previous studies in the combustion community that 

demonstrated the relationship between functional groups 

and physical/chemical/combustion properties of fuels.  

We hypothesized that if regression models could be 

trained to predict important fuel properties based on only 

the fuel chemical functional groups, then it should be 

possible to also develop predictive chemical kinetic 

models using these same functional groups.  In this work, 

we demonstrate the capability of FGMech models to 

predict ignition and flame speed of real transport fuels, as 

well as the gasification of heavy residuals. 

2. FGMech methodology 

2.1 General description 

The basic structure of FGMech follows the HyChem 

approach [1], albeit the method of building the model and 

obtaining its parameters are different. An overall structure 

is shown in Scheme 1.  The model consists of a lumped 

reaction mechanism and a base mechanism. The base 

mechanism describes the pyrolysis and oxidation of small 

hydrocarbon and oxygenated hydrocarbon intermediates, 

while the lumped mechanism connects the fuel mixture 

with its decomposition products. The present FGMech 

base mechanism was adopted from the detailed high-

temperature mechanism of AramcoMech 2.0 [2] and the 

USC Mech II [3], respectively, to compare the influence 

of different base mechanisms on model performance. The 

lumped reaction mechanism for fuel pyrolysis was 

developed based on characterization of the fuel’s 

functional groups.  In doing so, we first need to obtain 

some chemical information on the fuel, which can be done 

by mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance, or gas 

chromatography, as examples. The stoichiometric 

parameters of lumped pyrolysis reactions are then 

calculated based on correlations using multiple linear 

regression (MLR), as described in the following section. 

The MLR model develops a relationship between a fuel’s 

functional groups and its stoichiometric parameters; the 

MLR was trained on pure component pyrolysis data and 

stoichiometries from a lumped mechanism for various 

fuels, and then tested on real fuel mixture pyrolysis data 

[4]. Thermodynamic data and the kinetic rate parameters, 

in FGMech, were estimated using the Benson group 

additivity (GA) method and rate rules developed for 

various pure fuels, respectively. Transport data is only 

needed for simulating combustion in transport-controlled 

regimes and play a lesser role in predicting most 

combustion properties. The functional group-based 

Joback method [5] was followed to estimate the normal 

boiling point, critical temperature and pressure, which 

were then used to calculate the Lennard-Jones parameters. 

The functional groups in real fuels were obtained by 

analyzing the actual molecules measured by 
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comprehensive detailed hydrocarbon analysis (DHA), or 

other quantitative analytic techniques. Such methods, 

based on gas chromatography, mass spectrometry, and/or 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy—to name a 

few—are routinely employed fuel characterization 

techniques. In this way, the number (i.e., counts) and mass 

fraction of functional groups present in a real fuel could 

be obtained from its constituent molecules. 

 

 

Scheme 1 – Structure of FGMech Method 

2.2 Stoichiometric parameters of lumped 
reactions 

A database, consisting of 123 datasets from the pyrolysis 

experiments of 44 neat fuels for CH4, benzene (C6H6) and 

toluene (C7H8) and 50 datasets from the lumped sub-

mechanisms of 50 neat fuels for H, CH3, C2H4, C3H6, 

C4H8 isomers, were constructed. 

MLR is a simple, easy to implement statistical technique 

that can be used to develop an empirical relationship 

between a dependent variable (y) and multiple 

independent variables (xi). In this work, MLR analysis 

was used to develop the mathematical relationship 

between the normalized peak mole 

fractions/stoichiometries of the key pyrolysis products (y) 

and their functional group features (xi), i.e. the weight 

percentage of paraffinic CH3, CH2, CH, C, naphthenic 

CH2, CH, aromatic CH, C, as well as the fuel molecular 

weight and branching index (BI). BI is a parameter to 

quantify the effect of branching in iso-paraffinic and 

ringed structures; details can be found in previous work 

by this group [6]. As seen from Eq. 1, INT represents one 

of key pyrolysis product, for example C2H4, the 

parameters b0-b10 can be obtained from MLR by fitting 

the relationship between 50 stoichiometries of C2H4 from 

50 neat fuels and the corresponding functional group 

information of these 50 neat fuels. Given the composition 

of the functional groups, the average molecular weight 

and the BI of a fuel mixture, the stoichiometry/yield of the 

key pyrolysis products can be predicted by Eq. (1). 

𝐼𝑁𝑇 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 × 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝐻3(𝑤𝑡%) + 𝑏2 ×

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝐻2(𝑤𝑡%) + 𝑏3 ×

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝐻(𝑤𝑡%)+𝑏4 ×

𝑛𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝐻2(𝑤𝑡%)+𝑏5 ×

𝑛𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝐻(𝑤𝑡%)+𝑏6 ×

𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝐻(𝑤𝑡%)+𝑏7 × 𝑎𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐶(𝑤𝑡%)+𝑏8 ×

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐 𝐶(𝑤𝑡%)+𝑏9 × 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡+𝑏10 ×

𝐵𝐼   (1) 

2.3 Rate parameters of the lumped reactions 

Following the HyChem approach [7,8], seven lumped 

reactions were used to construct the sub-mechanism for 

fuel mixtures. One is the unimolecular decomposition 

reaction and the other six are the H-atom abstraction 

reactions by H, CH3, OH, O2, O, and HO2. For the 

unimolecular decomposition reaction, we cannot 

precisely determine how the functional groups are 

connected to each other, so we adopted several surrogate 

components to represent the real fuels. The surrogate 

formulation was based on matching the functional groups 

of the real fuels. The final rate constant of R1 was the sum 

of the rate constants of each C-C bond dissociation 

reaction, except those of aromatic C-C bonds. For H-atom 

abstraction reactions, since the identity and quantity of the 

functional groups in real fuels can be obtained from 

structural characterization experiments, the rate constants 

of the H-atom abstraction reactions occurring on each 

individual C-H bond were added (excepting the aromatic 

C-H bonds), and the total rate constant was considered to 

be the final rate constant of each lumped reaction. 

3. Modeling gasoline and jet fuel 
combustion 

High temperature validation targets from 14 fuel 

surrogates and 12 real fuels were selected to validate the 

present FGMech approach. These targets include 

speciation data from pyrolysis and oxidation, ignition 

delay times, and laminar flame speeds. As mentioned 

previously, the FGMech approach was tested on two 

different base chemistry models. FGMech coupled with 

AramcoMech 2.0 [2] is denoted as FGMech-Aramco, 

while that coupled with USC Mech II [3] is FGMech-

USC. Kinetic models developed in the literature for 

surrogate mixtures and real fuels were also selected to 

compare against the validation targets, to better examine 

the model performance of the FGMech approach. Figures 

1 and 2 present the FGMech performance against the 

ignition delay times of six gasoline fuels and the laminar 

flame speeds of jet and rocket fuels. Good agreement are 

observed between the present predicted and previous 

experimental results. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of measured (symbols) and predicted 

(lines) ignition delay times for (a) FACE A/air [7], (b) 

FACE C/air [7], (c) FACE F/air [8], (d) FACE G/air [8], 

(e) FACE I/air [9] and (f) FACE J/air mixture [9] at f = 

0.5 and P5 = 20 and 40 atm. Solid and dotted lines 

represent predicted results of FGMech-Aramco and 

FGMech-USC, respectively. This figure is taken from 

[10]. 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of measured (symbols) and predicted 

(lines) laminar flame speeds of (a) Jet POSF 10264/air 

at Tu = 403 K and Pu = 1 atm [1], (b) Jet POSF 10325/air 

at Tu = 403 K and Pu = 1 atm [1], (c) Jet POSF 10289/air 

at Tu = 403 K and Pu = 1 atm [1], (d) RP POSF 5433/air 

at Tu = 403 K and Pu = 1 atm [1], (e) Jet POSF 4658/air 

at Tu = 400 K and Pu = 1-3 atm [11] and (f) S-8 POSF 

4734/air at Tu = 400 K and Pu = 1-3 atm [11]. Solid, 

dotted and dashed lines represent predicted results of 

FGMech-Aramco, FGMech-USC and HyChem model 

[1], respectively. This figure is taken from [10]. 

4. Modeling heavy residue gasification  

       FGMech methodology has also been used to model a 

heavy residue gasifier [12] operating on vacuum residual 

oil (VRO). Based on the residue H/C ratio, MW 

distribution and functional group analysis by NMR, a 

surrogate molecule C46H66 was formulated.  The FGMech 

stoichiometries and kinetics for the initial disintegration 

of C46H66 to smaller molecules (intermediates) were 

derived as per the procedure stated in the earlier sections. 

      The gasifier was modeled as an adiabatic flame 

followed by a PFR (plug flow reactor). The operating 

conditions [12] were: 38% of stoichiometric oxygen, 

residue: water ratio of 70:30 by weight, residence time of 

around 12 seconds and 19 bara pressure. The gasifier 

length and diameter were 300 cm and 30 cm, respectively. 

Temperature profile along the axis was measured in the 

plant [12] and was used as a model input to the PFR in 

ChemKin [13].   

 

       Figure 3 shows the simulated dynamics within the 

flame in the first few nano-seconds. The C46H66 residue 

disintegrates within 4 ns to form different intermediate 

species according to FGMech at adiabatic flame 

temperature of 1878°C and 19 bara. However, in the next 

few milli-seconds (Fig 3b), these intermediates react with 

O2 and H2O to form syngas components (Fig 3c). These 

syngas components further react in the PFR (Fig 3d) 

which changes their composition. 

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Formation of FGMech intermediates from residue 

in the flame at 1878°C, 19 bara, (b) Disintegration of those 

intermediates to form (c) Flame syngas, and (d) Flame syngas 

undergoing a change in composition along the PFR 
 

 

      The outlet composition of syngas measured in 

experiments from [12] are compared to the FGMech 

flame+PFR model syngas. The comparison is shown in 

Figures 4 and 5. It is to be noted that Sulphur in feed (~ 

4wt% of residue) has been modeled as atomic Sulphur. 

For its reactions, the FGMech model was appended with 

Sulphur sub-mechanism from [14]. Fig 4 shows a good 

match for products ranging from ~ 0.03 mol% (carbonyl 
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sulphide) to ~ 40 mol% (H2). Hence, FGMech has been 

applied to model heavy residue gasification. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Parity plot of simulated gasifier outlet composition 

(outlet of PFR) compared to experimental data. 

 
Fig. 5. Simulated gasifier outlet composition (outlet of PFR) 

compared to experimental data. 

 

This work was supported by the KAUST Clean 

Combustion Research Center.  

6. Conclusions 

This paper demonstrates that it is possible to build a 

chemical kinetic model with only adequate knowledge of 

the real fuel’s functional groups.  The feasibility of this 

modelling approach was demonstrated for oxidation of 

real fuels such as gasoline, diesel, and heavy oils.  The 

FGMech approach simplifies the development of 

chemical kinetic models for real fuels and results in 

smaller models.  In future work, FGMech needs to be 

extended to predict low temperature 

oxidation/combustion, and also be tested in computational 

fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Modelling nanoparticle synthesis in turbulent flames faces enormous challenges due to the large range of scales that need to be 

covered and a certain lack of detailed measurements that allow for an unambiguous assessment and validation of sub-models that 

describe specific aspects of the synthesis process. For this reason, a new burner for spray flame particle synthesis has been developed 

and a coordinated research programme attempts to characterize the burner and the process dynamics with the aid of a variety of 

measurement techniques and simulation approaches. We present predictions using a multiple mapping conditioning approach as being 

representative for the quality of current modelling attempts but also show selected experimental results that highlight issues, uncer-

tainties and challenges that can be associated with design, characterization and modelling spray flame nanoparticle synthesis processes. 

 
Keywords: spray flame particle synthesis, multiple mapping conditioning,  
 

 

1. Introduction 

For more than five decades, particle flame synthesis 

has been an established process for the production of 

nanoparticles such as carbon black, titania and silica. A 

large variety of nanoscale materials can be synthesized 

from combustion processes with purely gaseous 

precursors, but its use by industry seems to be restricted 

as e.g. metallic precursors need to be thermally pre-

evaporated first and limits in terms of particle 

characteristics that can be realized need to be accepted.  

To this respect, spray flame synthesis offers some 

decisive advantages: the precursor does not need to be 

pre-evaporated and a much larger number of metal 

precursors can be introduced into the process as solutes 

[1, 2]. Conventional liquid fuels or fuel mixtures can 

serve as solvents and an optimized process design can 

ensure the release of precursors in the hot reaction zone 

that would then allow for a good control of the 

temperature history during the synthesis process.  

Modelling these processes is, however, a significant 

challenge. The interactions between the flow field, the 

spray, turbulence, phase transition, precursor 

decomposition and particle formation are incredibly 

complex such that our understanding of the details of 

these processes is rather incomplete. Current modelling 

approaches are not overly successful in providing 

predictive tools for the simulation of flame synthesis 

neither for the characterization of particles from simple 

laboratory flames nor for up-scaling of small-scale 

applications to industrially relevant scales. The model 

deficiencies can typically be associated with the 

multiscale nature of the particle production process, and 

we need suitably designed experiments that allow for (1) 

the identification of the current models’ shortcomings 

and (2) to isolate certain process dynamics such that new 

sub-models can be validated.  

1.1 Modelling  

The major steps in spray flame particle synthesis are 

illustrated in Fig. 1.  These are primary spray breakup, 

evaporation, combustion, precursor (cluster) growth, 

particle nucleation, growth and agglomeration. All these 

processes overlap in time and space and cannot easily be 

separated such that interactions need to be accounted for. 

This poses the main challenges for the modeler.  Typical 

length scales can easily cover 6 orders of magnitude 

(from sub-nanoscale for chemical reactions to the 

dimensions of the burner) and this would be very similar 

for the time scales. Fast high temperature flame 

chemistry, a relatively slow precursor decay and the 

quite large time scales associated with spray formation, 

droplet evaporation, particle nucleation and growth 

cannot all be resolved and require modelling. 

       

Figure 1: Illustration of spray flame particle synthesis. 

▪ combustion 
▪ evaporation 
▪ secondary break up 

▪ evaporation 
▪ primary break up 

▪ cooling 
▪ particle growth 
▪ particle 

formation 

▪ pure gas 
phase 

▪ combustion 
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Suitable models need to include all of these processes 

but the entire range of scales cannot be bridged and 

simplifications need to be introduced. Even at laboratory 

scale, most studies of particle synthesis use two-

dimensional solutions of the Reynolds-averaged Navier 

Stokes equations (RANS) with a small number of 

reaction steps and a monodisperse distribution of the 

particles [3,4,5]. The modelling of high temperature 

chemistry and turbulence-chemistry interactions tends to 

be rather simplified and is based on global reaction 

mechanisms and semi-empirical turbulence combustion 

models such as the eddy-breakup model [6] or the eddy 

dissipation concept [7,8]. In a more recent effort Rittler 

et al. [9] introduced large eddy simulation (LES) coupled 

with flamelet chemistry to better capture the turbulence-

chemistry interactions in the gas phase. Schneider et al. 

[10] extended this approach by a sectional representation 

of the particle size distribution. 

We note that all the later studies use flamelet closures 

for the modelling of the averaged chemical source term 

and assume simple one-step chemistry for nucleation of 

the first particles. This may be an adequate 

approximation for some materials such titania where the 

chemical reactions leading to TiO2 are expected to be 

very fast. The assumption of a one-step process is, 

however, more than questionable for other materials 

such as SiO2 or iron oxides where either cluster growth 

forms larger precursors [11] that finally nucleate or 

where different oxidation states are formed at different 

times [12] during the flame synthesis process. In both 

cases, gas phase dynamics are rather slow and will be 

difficult to be tabulated. Also, catalytic reactions of 

precursors within the gas phase modifying the radical 

pool can be expected but are ignored when using 

tabulation methods. Combustion models that solve for 

the joint probability density function circumvent the 

problems associated with finite chemistry effects but 

tend to be computationally expensive. Sparse stochastic 

particle methods – called here multiple mapping 

conditioning (MMC) [13] – can provide a 

computationally affordable implementation as they 

unify the advantages of classical dense stochastic 

particle methods with the principle of conditional mixing 

from the conditional moment closure (CMC) model. 

Mixing of the stochastic particles emulate diffusive and 

turbulent mixing in composition space and can be 

conditioned on a characteristic reference space. This 

allows to reduce the number of stochastic particles 

drastically and renders PDF simulations of spray flame 

synthesis feasible. The original MMC model for non-

premixed combustion [13,14] was extend by Khan et al. 

[15] for turbulent spray flames and the next section 

describes further extension of this approach for the 

simulation of particle synthesis processes. The paper is 

intended to present selected results from MMC’s 

application to particle synthesis processes but its focus 

shall be on highlighting deficiencies in our common 

modelling strategies that are not limited to MMC and 

that can only be identified by a concerted measurement 

campaign of specific burner configurations that allow for 

an unambiguous characterization of the flow, the spray, 

the liquid breakup, the chemistry, nucleation and particle 

dynamics. 

1.2 Material Systems and Burner Design  

Model development requires reliable and rather complete 

sets of validation data. The material systems need to be 

selected carefully and the burner design should allow to 

isolate specific modelling aspects such that an assessment 

of computational sub-models is possible. In the 

combustion community coordinated efforts to provide 

such complete datasets exist and we name here the 

“Workshop on Measurement and Computations of 

Turbulent Non-Premixed Flames” that has been 

spearheading such activity for more than 25 years. Flame 

series have been established to investigate specific aspects 

as e.g. the Sandia flame C-F series with increasing local 

extinction to investigate turbulence-chemistry effects or 

the Berkeley vitiated co-flow series for the investigation 

of stabilization mechanisms. There is not such tradition in 

the community for particle flame synthesis. This 

community has long focused on the product 

characteristics but less on the production process itself. 

The burner design is strongly dependent on the kind of 

particles that are to be produced and all other aspects are 

secondary. A suitable validation case would, however, 

need to respect limitation of numerical simulations and 

limit the range of flow and time scales. The Berkeley 

burner as pictured in Fig. 2 provides an ideal setup with 

an adequate nozzle diameter that can easily be resolved by 

LES and RANS and the wide vitiated-coflow ensures an 

absence of recirculation zones that would induce large 

time scales associated with the recirculating eddies. In 

Sec. 3 we report on selected results from this burner where 

the inner nitrogen jet is seeded with silane (SiH4) as 

precursor of silica particles. The silane will react with the 

hot lean co-flow and silica particles will be produced. The 

heat release by the silane will be relatively low such that 

uncertainties with respect to modelling stabilization 

dynamics play a minor role in this application. 

For spray flame synthesis such a simple setup does not 

exist. For such applications, the so-called Tethis burner 

was used by many research groups for almost 20 years 

[16,17]. Simulations exist [9] but state of the art LES 

remains tricky since far spaced thin gaps for the dispersion 

and sheath gases make sufficient resolution extremely 

difficult.  These known deficiencies prompted a 

coordinated effort entitled “SPP1980: Nanoparticle 

synthesis in spray flames” where about 15 German 
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research groups collaborate to characterize flow, flame, 
Figure 2: Lab scale burner vitiated co-flow of Berkeley type 

used lifted flames. 

spray, and the particles in one specific burner, the so-

called SpraySyn burner. This burner is depicted in Fig. 3 

and consists of a central jet with an inner diameter of 

0.4mm for the injection of the liquid precursor material. 

The precursor is atomized by a coaxial flow of pure 

oxygen dispersion gas, which is injected at a flow rate of 

10 slm through the annular passage with inner and outer 

diameters of 0.7 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. This 

central injector configuration is embedded into a porous 

sinter matrix through which the pilot and sheath gases are 

fed. The pilot annular region underneath the sinter matrix 

has an inner diameter of 8 mm and an outer diameter of 

15 mm. Under standard conditions, it provides a premixed 

mixture of 16 slm oxygen and 2 slm methane. The 

nitrogen sheath gas is issued with a flow rate of 120 slm 

through the outermost annular region with an outer 

diameter of 70 mm. The standard conditions include 

material systems with iron pentacarbonyl or iron (III) 

nitrate as precursors and ethanol or xylene and their 

mixtures with 2-ethylhexanoic acid (2-EHA) as solvents. 

 
Figure 3: Geometry of the SpraySyn burner for spray 

flame particle synthesis. 

 

2. Multiple Mapping Conditioning 

As indicated above, several modelling strategies exist. 

LES seems most promising to capture all important flow 

dynamics and advanced combustion modelling strategies 

will either use tabulation or transported PDF methods for 

the closure of sub-grid scale interactions between 

turbulence, chemistry and particle dynamics. Here, we 

take MMC-LES computations as example for issues and 

challenges that can be associated with simulations of 

spray flame nanoparticle synthesis. 

2.1 Theory 

The temporal and spatial evolution of the particle size 

distribution can be described by the population balance 

equation, viz.  

𝜕𝑛𝑘

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑘 − 𝐷𝑘

𝑛𝑘

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) = 𝑆𝑘

𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝑆𝑘
𝑎𝑔𝑔

.    (1) 

The first source term on the right-hand-side represents 

particle generation by inception, i.e. phase change from 

the gas phase to the solid phase. The second term 

represents agglomeration and acts – on average – as sink 

term for the smaller particles and as a source for larger 

ones. This equation is implemented by a sectional 

approach, i.e. the size distribution is discretized by a finite 

number of size bins. 

In the multiple mapping conditioning (MMC) model the 

reactive scalar field and the sections of the PSD are 

transported by a field of sparsely distributed stochastic 

particles. The change in location ( d𝑥𝑖 ), composition 

(d𝜑𝛼) and mass (d𝑚) of each stochastic particle is solved 

as 

d𝑥𝑖 = [�̃�𝑖 +
1

�̅�

𝜕�̅�𝐷eff

𝜕𝑥𝑖
]

sp

d𝑡 + √2𝐷eff
sp

d𝜔𝑖,  (2) 

d𝜑𝛼 = [𝑆𝛼 − ⟨𝑀𝛼|𝑓⟩ − ⟨𝑆𝛼
evap

|𝑓⟩]d𝑡,  (3) 

d𝑚 = 𝑚⟨𝛱|𝑓⟩d𝑡,     (4) 

with  being the evaporation rate, M the micromixing 

term, Deff the effective diffusivity, ui the velocity in spatial 

direction i and f being reference mixture fraction. The 

flow and reference mixture fraction fields are solved by 

LES. For the spray, a Lagrangian point-source approach 

is used with a Spalding type evaporation model. This 

implies that a typical PDF simulation of spray flame 

synthesis requires an Eulerian solution for the 

conservation of mass, momentum and reference mixture 

fraction, a first set of stochastic particles that represent the 

(real) liquid droplets and a second set of stochastic 

particles that represent the instantaneous and local 

solutions of a fluid element and that store the data of the 

gas phase composition and (!) the size distribution of the 

real nanoparticles.  

2.2 Submodels  

Stochastic particle implementations in LES are usually 

costly as 10-20 particles per cell are requires. This usually 

prevents the use of detailed chemical kinetics or a 

sufficiently accurate discretization of the PSD. Therefore, 

a sparse particle implementation is used in MMC that 

requires the introduction of a reference variable and 

mixing conditioned on this reference variable. This is 

indicated by the expressions above. Modelling of the 

micromixing term M follows Curl’s mixing model but 

particle pair selection of particles ‘p’ and ‘q’ is 

implemented such that closeness in composition space is 

ensured, i.e. the square distance in mixture fraction and 

physical space (df and dx) 

𝑑𝑝,𝑞
2 = ∑ (

𝑑𝑥𝑖

𝑝,𝑞

𝑟𝑚/√3
)

2

3
𝑖=1 + (

𝑑𝑓
𝑝,𝑞

𝑓𝑚
)

2

    (5) 

is minimized. The parameters rm and fm are weighting 

constants. We expect the species composition to correlate 
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well with mixture fraction such that closeness in reference 

space also ensures closeness in composition space. For 𝜑𝛼 

representing a certain size bin, the source term includes 

the agglomeration term, that is here implemented by 

   ∫ 𝛽(𝑣 − 𝑣′ , 𝑣′)𝑁(𝑣 − 𝑣′, 𝑡)𝑁(𝑣′, 𝑡)𝑑𝑣′
𝑣𝑖+𝛿𝑣𝑖/2

𝑣𝑖−𝛿𝑣𝑖/2
≈

∑ 𝜒𝑖𝑗𝑘𝛽𝑖𝑗𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑗    (6) 

with ijk being a size dependent splitting operation 

following the implementation by Prakash et al. [18]. Key 

is the modelling of the collision frequency 

          (7) 

and a blending function between the expression for the 

free molecule regime and the continuum regime as 

  
Figure 4: Dependence of PSD solution on discretization 

(adapted from [20]). 

 

suggested by Fuchs [19] is used. These are standard 

models but a sufficiently fine discretization of the PSD 

needs to be ensured as the method imposes some 

numerical diffusion. Neuber et al. [20] tested the sectional 

method, the diffusion reduces for higher bin sizes (Fig. 4 

– left) but cannot be totally prevented. They established a 

relative independence of results on discretization for 60 

bins as shown in Fig. 4 (right).  

3. Results 

Here, some exemplary MMC results of particle synthesis 

with increasing complexity are presented.  

3.1 Particle Nucleation 

In a first study, Neuber et al. [20] investigated the MMC-

LES-PBE performance for non-reacting flows. The setup 

mimicked the experiments by Lesniewski and Friedlander 

[21] where a hot, nitrogen jet laden with dibutylphthalate 

(DBP) issued into a cold environment. Mixing of the two 

streams leads to cooling of the hot central jet and 

condensation of the DBP. Particles form and grow due to 

further condensation of the DBP from the gas phase on 

the particles. Figure 5 compares experimental results with 

simulations. Firstly, we note that MMC provides 

predictions as accurate as a (tuned) stochastic fields 

method where an Eulerian implementation for the 

stochastic solution of the PDF equation was used. It is also 

as accurate as a standard PDF method that uses 30 million 

stochastic particles compared to 480,000 used for MMC. 

Secondly, the figure demonstrates that the PSD can be 

approximated reasonably well but some issues related to 

the computation of the collision kernel may persist. The 

kernel for the continuum regime provides the best 

agreement despite the smaller droplets being in the free 

molecule regime. Uncertainties with respect to 

morphology can be excluded as all droplets should be 

nearly spherical. Original measurements were scaled to 

ensure consistency between the measured PSD and the 

averaged value reported for the centerline. 

3.2 Gas Flame Synthesis 

MMC-LES-PBE computations of the Berkeley 

configuration [23,24] assessed the model’s capability to 

predict the entire particle flame synthesis process. Figures 

6 and 7 compare computed with measured elastic light 

scattering (ELS) signals. We note the qualitatively good 

agreement of the signals in Fig. 6, but the planar 

measurements also highlight some notable differences. In 

the experiments, high signal strength is observed along 

the centerline only while computations indicate 

substantial particle formation (and thus signal strength) in 

 
Figure 5: Measured and predicted droplet number density along 

the centerline (left) and particle size distributions at z/D = 20 and 

r/D = 0 (right) (adapted from [20]). 

the shear layer between the cold silane loaded central jet 

and the hot vitiated co-flow. We also note in Fig. 7 that 

the dependence of particle formation on precursor seeding 

and co-flow temperature can be captured but quantitative 

agreement is very modest. It seems that some important 

effects are not captured despite state-of-the-art modelling 

of interactions between turbulence, chemistry and particle 

dynamics. Comparison with other existing computations 

show that good matches with experimental data are 

achieved for one specific flame condition only and some 

sort of tuning was needed. Accurate predictive 

simulations of flame series applied to nanoparticle 

production are not known and we conclude here that 

issues apparent in Fig. 7 are not unique to the MMC 

approach. 

3.4 Spray Flame Synthesis 

More recent simulations include the complexities of spray 

breakup, evaporation and combustible mixture 

preparation. MMC can capture spray combustion well 

[15] and first  simulations  of  spray  particle  synthesis are  
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Figure 6: Comparison of computed (right) with 

experimental (left) light scattering signals for the case 

with high silane seeding (adapted from [23]). 

 

 

Figure 7: ELS signal for silica synthesis from nitrogen jets 

doped with silane at different loadings in ppm (adapted 

from [24]). 

 
Figure 8: Measured (top) and computed (bottom) ELS 

signals from iron oxide particles for different precursor 

concentrations. From left to right: 0.2 mol/l, 0.5 mol/l and 

0.8 mol/l Fe(CO)5 in ethanol. 

presented in Fig. 8.  The setup corresponds to the standard 

setup of the SpraySyn burner with iron pentacarbonyl as 

precursor and ethanol as solvent. The top figure shows the 

measured ELS signal for three different precursor 

loadings, the bottom figure shows the corresponding 

simulations. We observe that the signal increases 

proportionally to the precursor loading (which is different 

to the pure gaseous case in Sec. 3.2) and this is similar in 

the simulations and the experiments. But overall, the 

agreement is somewhat disappointing. In the experiments, 

the highest signals can be found at around 100 mm 

downstream while in the simulations, the particles are 

formed right at the jet exit despite using a detailed 

mechanism with finite rate effects and possible iron oxide 

reduction and re-oxidation.  We anticipate here that other 

modelling efforts of the standard burner are of no better 

quality, be it RANS or LES based simulations. Here, we 

would like to take these rather humbling results as a 

motivation to discuss the need for an adequate burner 

design and a complete characterization of the flow, the 

spray and the flame. 

4. Discussion and Issues 

4.1 Burner Design and Material System 

We use the evidence of a clear deviation of state-of-the-

art computations from experiments to highlight the 

difficulties and enormous challenges that an adequate 

model validation faces. The first issue relates to the burner 

design. The burner is operated in steady-state and long 

exposure images suggest such an operating mode. 

However, instantaneous images reveal a pulsation with 

different frequencies of a flapping liquid jet, liquid 

shedding and flame response.  Figure 9 clearly 

demonstrates the pulsating character of the flame where 

the flame nearly extinguishes at times (second figure from 

the left) and is later reignited by the hot co-flow. This is 

primarily caused by the instationary spray breakup with 

 
Figure 9: Instantaneous shadowgraph images of the SpraySyn 

burner with standard conditions at two different times (reprinted 

from [25]). 

 

large ligaments shedding of with frequencies of about 650 

Hz. Figure 9 (right) illustrates the different spray 

characteristics at two different times with totally different 

droplet penetrations and droplet size distributions. It is 

easy to see that simulation of such a burner are extremely 

difficult to realize. The measurements shown above have 
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led to an improved burner design such that the spray 

breakup is more uniform and the formation of larger 

ligament shedding is prevented. Some preliminary 

measurements also indicate a much improved flame 

stabilization such that future modelling efforts will be 

directed to the new burner geometry.  

A further issue is related to the material system. 

Particle characteristics will depend on the dynamics of the 

precursor material. Heating of the solute/solvent mixture 

may lead to chemical reactions in the liquid precursor 

prior to nanoparticle formation or different vapour 

pressures may lead to preferential evaporation of the 

fuel/solvent such that rather large particles with 

undesirable characteristics remain after the evaporation 

process. The solute/solvent combination of iron 

pentacarbonyl in ethanol does not exhibit any of these 

adverse dynamics and usually, a good product quality can 

be obtained. However, Fe(CO)5 has a high volatility and 

is toxic such that it is not easy to handle in a lab 

environment. It is thus not well suited as a standard system 

and iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate (FNT) is taken instead as 

precursor by most research groups within the SPP1980 for 

the characterization of the SpraySyn burner and all related 

computations. However, the product quality is clearly 

inferior with a wide size distribution and some large, 

hollow particles as shown in Fig. 10 (top). It is 

conventional to replace ethanol by an ethanol/2-

ethylhexanoix acid (EHA) mixture as solvent. Addition of 

an acid is common practice for the generation of 

nanoparticles from spray flame synthesis because 

experience shows that pure solvents do usually not ensure 

a rather uniform size distribution of the product materials. 

TEM images of the iron oxide particles and corresponding 

particle size distributions confirm the need for the 

addition of the acid to the solvent. The particle size 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of particle characteristics with iron(III) 

nitrate nonahydrate as precursor dissolved in ethanol (a)-(c) and 

dissolved in an ethanol-ethylhexanoic acid mixture (d)-(f) 

(adapted from [26]). 

distribution from the FNT/ethanol/EHA mixture is much 

more narrow and the very large particles that can be 

observed in Fig. 10(b) totally disappear. 

Further Phase-Doppler measurements show that 

addition of EHA does not only affect the quality of the 

product particles but also has a direct influence on the 

droplet size distribution after breakup [27]. Figure 11 

compares spray characteristics from a pure ethanol flame, 

and an ethanol-EHA flame with and without the FNT 

precursor. We observe quite different spray 

characteristics for all cases. The differences vary with 

position in space, they highlight that only few single point 

measurements can lead to misconceptions and that 

complete characteristics are needed to quantify 

differences in flame and spray behaviour. The differences 

in droplet sizes will almost certainly affect (or be affected 

by) the evaporation and combustion process altering 

flame position and temperature histories of droplets and 

particles during the synthesis process. 

Single droplet measurements help to explain the 

different spray behaviour and reasons are best visualised 

by Fig. 12 that shows single droplet trajectories for 

different concentrations of a metal precursor in an 

EHA/xylene mixture. For all concentrations we observe 

single droplet combustion as apparent by the light region  

 

 
Figure 11: Radial profiles of arithmetic and volumetric mean 

droplet diameters at different downstream positions for the 

different liquid mixtures (adapted from [27]).  

around the droplets. The red circles indicate the moments 

of sudden droplet disintegration that can be associated 

with micro-explosions of the droplet. The illustration in 

Fig. 12 (b) attempts to explain the mechanism responsible 

for the explosion:  preferential evaporation leads to a solid 

shell formation at the droplet surface, followed by a 

pressure increase in the droplet and subsequent explosion. 

More recent unpublished results demonstrate a very 

similar behaviour (micro-explosions) for the standard 

FNT/ethanol/EHA mixture in the SpraySyn burner 

configuration, however, the recent interpretation of the 

micro-explosion phenomenon follows the more 

traditional view in that different vapour pressures and 

large Lewis numbers prevent homogenization of the 

mixture during the evaporation process leading to internal 

droplet boiling followed by a -explosion. A variation in 

precursor/solvent combinations demonstrates that such 

explosions are needed for the production of small, 

relatively uniformly sized nanoparticles and that in 

absence of these explosions the resulting product tends to 

be of minor quality due to the presences of much larger 

particles without crystalline structure. 
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Figure 12: Micro-explosions of single burning droplets for 

varying concentrations of the metal precursor in 2-EHA/xylene 

mixtures (from [28]). 

 

It is important to note that the addition of the acid and 

of the precursor does not only affect the dynamics of 

droplet evaporation and breakup but also the combustion 

process itself. Long exposure images of the SpraySyn 

burner with the solvent and with a precursor doped solvent 

mixture suggest totally different flame kinetics (cf. Fig. 

13). Simple visual inspection shows that combustion 

chemistry must be different and catalytic reactions of iron 

are likely to change the radical pool of the flame and thus      

 
 Figure 13: Flame images of the SpraySyn burner with solvent 

(left) and the precursor (right) solution (adapted from [27]). 
 

flame shape and the flame’s temperature field. It seems 

apparent that the kinetics of the acid and the precursor 

need to be included, however,  there is no known chemical 

mechanism for the oxidation of ethylhexanoic acid and 

the conventional one-step mechanism for particle 

formation omits all details of the effects of precursor 

solution and decomposition products on the flame. 

All issues presented here demonstrate the importance 

of such a concerted effort as envisaged in the SPP1980. 

We require a complete picture of the burner and flame 

characteristics for the design of a robust flame that can 

serve as a model validation test bed. Many of these issues 

were not expected at the start of the project and a 

continuous characterization using a plethora of 

experimental techniques allowed to identify certain 

sensitivities to the operating conditions.  These details are 

not known for many other flame configurations and we 

may wonder whether any agreement between existing 

simulations and measurements of these other particle 

synthesis processes is rather fortuitous or a sign of the 

existence of a predictive model at hand.   

 

4.2 Modelling Assumptions 

It is apparent that complexities in flame dynamics that 

were identified by the different experiments cannot all be 

included in the simulations. The chemistry is reasonably 

well established for ethanol, it is less certain for Fe(CO)5 

decomposition, it is usually much simplified for FNT by 

using 1-step kinetics and totally unknown (or ignored) for 

2-EHA. Effects of multicomponent evaporation is 

included by ideal mixture assumptions at best, micro-

explosions are ignored. Current work, however, attempts 

to establish breakup models that can be based on 

explosion time scale derived from experiments and that 

lead to modelling attempts similar to existing models for 

secondary droplet breakup.  

Further modelling uncertainty with rather unknown 

consequences for the final predictions are related to the 

particle dynamics and particle characteristics. All 

simulations assume power law scaling of the aggregates 

with constant fractal dimension. Typically, a constant 

fractal dimension of Df=1.8 is assumed as suggested by a 

variety of experimental studies. However, using Df=3 

without any further justification is also common. The 

modelling of the collision kernels for fractals as given by 

Eq. (7) is subject to scrutiny as even in the known regimes 

(free molecule and diffusion regimes) and in the absence 

of any turbulence (agglomeration by pure Brownian 

motion), the correct definition of a suitable collision 

radius is uncertain. Commonly, the radius of gyration is 

used to characterize the size of the agglomerates but this 

is known to be inaccurate [29]. And it is not only the 

modelling itself but uncertainties can also be associated 

with the postprocessing needed for comparison of 

simulations with experimental signals. Here, we take the 

ELS signals from refs. [23] and [24] as examples.  The 

computed ELS signal follows from 

𝑆𝐸𝐿𝑆
𝑎𝑔𝑔

∝ ∑ 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎
𝑎𝑔𝑔

𝑛𝑘
𝑁𝑠
𝑘=1                    

(8) 

with  
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and depend on the aggregate size, the primary particle 

diameter and the fractal dimension. For the largest 

particles in the power law regime, only the total particle 

number and their size matter but aggregation and the 

aggregate’s morphology no longer matter. Neuber et al. 

[24] assumed Df=1.8 in absence of any other data, 

however, different assumptions can lead to substantially 

different signal predictions as shown in Fig. 14.  

Further uncertainty is associated with the primary particle 

diameter. Typically, the simulations assume the primary 

particle diameter to be constant and equal to the particle 

diameter after nucleation. This would be of the order of 1 

nm. The downstream evolution of the particles is, 

however, not limited to aggregation and – especially in the 

early stages of growth – coalescence of the particles and 

surface growth can be assumed such that the final  

 

Figure 14: Computed ELS signal for SiO2 particle 

formation in the Cabra burner assuming different fractal 

dimensions (adapted from [24]). 

primary particle diameter is expected to be of the order of 

5-10 nm instead. The effect of a constant primary particle 

size can be seen in Fig. 15. It shows simple 0-D reactor 

computations of particle agglomeration using identical 

volume fractions but different primary particle sizes. We 

see that temporal evolution is notably different and will 

have an effect not only on particle dynamics and final 

PSD (the larger particles form smaller aggregates) but 

also on the postprocessed signal. It may thus be possible 

to match the experimental signal in Fig. 8 by assuming a 

larger primary particle size that leads to a substantial delay 

in ELS signal increase. Current efforts therefore focus on 

more detailed information on primary particle size such 

that such ad hoc assumptions with respect to dp,0 are no 

longer needed. 

 
Figure 15: Final particle size distribution and temporal evolution 

of the ELS signal for agglomeration in a 0-D reactor for different 

dp,0.  

5. Conclusion  

Modelling nanoparticle synthesis is extremely complex. 

Current modelling efforts can be tuned to provide 

adequate agreement with measurements but they tend to 

be far from being truly predictive. Unsolved key issues are 

related to precursor chemistry, nucleation and growth 

dynamics, but also to thermodynamic data of the solvent 

mixtures. Further, conventional tools do no capture 

specific dynamics such as -explosions that seem to be 

needed for good product quality. Many of these issues 

cannot be identified if only specific aspects of a spray 

flame synthesis process are investigated and we 

demonstrate here that a concerted effort using a plethora 

of state-of-the-art experimental techniques is needed to 

characterize a standard spray flame particle synthesis 

burner suitable for model validation.  
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ABSTRACT 
Multi-porthole injector arrays (MPIA) are a proposed method to promote boundary layer combustion with the goal to reduce skin 

friction and heat transfer within a scramjet. It is not known how resilient this method is to other flow disturbances, such as mainstream 

fuel injection through a porthole. Experimental studies were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of an MPIA to promote boundary 

layer combustion, while also investigating the effects of a porthole injector. Hydrogen was injected through each injector via two 

separate fuel systems. Skin friction measurements taken downstream of the MPIA showed reductions of skin friction up to 64%. Heat 

transfer data also showed reductions. The introduction of the porthole injector diminished the reductions achieved by the MPIA, however 

the skin friction remained below the unfuelled value for a portion of the flow path. The introduction of the porthole injector also 

increased the heat transfer to above unfuelled values. Schlieren imaging of the flow revealed the porthole injector allowed deeper 

penetration from the MPIA, spreading the layer of fuel away from the wall and diminishing its effectiveness to promote boundary layer 

combustion. 

Keywords: Hypersonic, Hydrogen, Multi-porthole Injector Array, Skin Friction, Boundary Layer Combustion 
 

 

Nomenclature 

St = Stanton number, non 

Q = Heat transfer, W/m2 

Re = Reynolds number, non 

M = Mach number, non 

h = Enthalpy, MJ/kg 

Φ = Equivalence ratio, non 

τ = Shear stress, N/m2 

T = temperature, K 

p = pressure, kPa 

u = Streamwise velocity, m/s 

Pr = Prandtl number, non 

c = Flow co-efficient, non 

r = recovery factor 

 

Subscripts 

0 = Stagnation 

∞ = Free stream 

f = Friction 

w = Wall 

aw = Adiabatic wall 

1. Introduction 

Drag reduction is a primary goal of hypersonic air 

breathing engine designers. Skin friction, or viscous drag, 

is a major contributor of drag on hypersonic vehicles. 

Approximately 25% of the total drag originates from the 

combustor through skin friction [1]. A reduction of this 

drag has the potential to yield large increases in engine 

efficiency. 

Boundary layer combustion (BLC) is a technique that 

reduces skin friction by injecting fuel into the boundary 

layer and allowing it to combust. This makes it well-suited 

for drag-reduction within a combustor [2]. Combustion is 

a critical aspect of BLC because it alters the temperature 

and composition of the boundary layer, potentially 

effecting turbulent transport [3]. 

Multi-porthole injector arrays (MPIA) are a proposed 

method to promote BLC by distributing the fuel over an 

area [4]. A distributed injection technique is preferred 

over point injection because it can replenish fuel as it is 

removed from the boundary layer via disturbances from 

the flow such as other injectors [5].  

Experiments were conducted to investigate the 

effectiveness of MPIA injectors in combustor-like 

conditions. A porthole injector was added to simulate 

typical mainstream fuel injection and to assess its effect. 

2. Experimental Model 

To replicate flow conditions within a scramjet combustor, 

a ducted model was designed to be tested in a Mach 4 flow 

within the T4 Shock Tunnel. Fig. 1 shows a cutaway of 

the flow path of the experimental model.  

The MPIA is in an injector plate within the bottom wall 

of the model, downstream of the porthole injector. The 

injector plate provides the capability to investigate 

different distributed injector techniques. The porthole 

injector is 2mm in diameter and perpendicular to the flow. 

The MPIA for these experiments is based on the design of 

Pudsey et al. [6]. Each injector type has a separate fuel 

system to decouple fuelling rates.  

Downstream of the injector plate are a series of pressure, 

heat transfer and skin friction gauges. These gauges are 

mirrored to the top plate and provide measurements of the 

flow without the effect of BLC. 
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The model has optical access to the flow via two windows 

down the side of the duct. Schlieren imaging was taken of 

the flow at various locations to visualize the structure of 

the shock structures, boundary layer and fuel penetration.  

 

Figure 1. Flow path of experimental model. 

2.1 Experimental Conditions 

The T4 facility with a Mach 4 nozzle was used to produce 

test flow equivalent to combustor entry conditions for a 

scramjet flying at Mach 8 in the atmosphere. Exit 

conditions for the facility nozzle are shown in table 1.  

Table 1. Tunnel Exit Conditions 

Mach Number, M∞ 3.42 

Stagnation Enthalpy, h0 (MJ/kg) 3.1 

Pressure, p∞ (kPa) 24.3 

Velocity, u∞ (m/s) 2264.5 

Temperature, T∞ (K) 880.0 

Unit Reynolds Number, Re 

(1/m) 

5.65e 6 

 

The fuelling rates for the porthole injector and MPIA are 

given in table 2. 

Table 2. Experiment Fuelling Conditions 

Injector Fuel Plenum p (kPa) Φ % Air  

Porthole Injector H2 1800 0.18 5.5% 

MPIA H2 900 0.15 11% 

 

Due to the fuelling procedure, small mass fractions of air 

were premixed with the fuel. These are indicated in the 

table above. This will slightly augment the penetration of 

the fuel plumes compared to pure fuel injection at the 

same equivalence ratio. 

3. Results 

3.1 Pressure Results 

Fig. 2 shows a compilation of the pressure measurements 

for the different fueling configurations. For the MPIA 

injection conditions, the pressure rise due to the extra 

mass flow and combustion was minimal. The variance 

from test to test captured a wider range of pressure values. 

This made it challenging to validate combustion was 

occurring from the pressure data. 

For the MPIA and porthole injection tests, robust 

combustion induced pressure rise was measured. The 

shock from the porthole injectors also reflected between 

the last two pressure transducers, resulting in the 

characteristic uptick in pressure from shock impingement, 

and is not necessarily combustion induced.  

 

Figure 2. Pressure measurements for various tests.  

3.2 Schlieren Images 

To gain better insight to the structure of the flow, schlieren 

imagining was used to visualize the shock structure and 

the penetration of the fuel and is shown in Fig. 3. The field 

of view captures the MPIA and the first skin friction 

gauge. The flow is from left to right.   

The MPIA fuelled image shows a layer of hydrogen as it 

is being injected from the MPIA and dissipating as it 

travels along the wall of the duct. The reflected shock 

from the MPIA impinges just upstream of the skin friction 

gauge. 

For the fully fuelled case a leading-edge shock impinges 

upon the porthole injector. This aided the penetration of 

the fuel into the centre of the duct. This can be seen in Fig. 

3 with large turbulent structures along the bottom half of 

the duct. This also allowed for deeper penetration from 

the MPIA injector and a more diffuse layer of hydrogen 

when compared to the case without the porthole injector.  

3.3 Heat Transfer Results 

All the heat transfer gauges are located more than 420 mm 

downstream of the leading edge. Considering the unit 

Reynolds number is 5.65 million, the boundary layer was 

fully transitioned and turbulent. The heat transfer data is 

presented as the Stanton number shown in Eq. (1) [7].   

𝑆𝑡 =
𝑄𝑤

𝜌∞𝑢∞(ℎ𝑎𝑤−ℎ𝑤)
                                               (1) 

The enthalpy value for an adiabatic wall is calculated 

based on a recovery factor and is given in Eq. (2) [7]. 

ℎ𝑎𝑤 = ℎ0 + 𝑟
𝑢∞

2

2
                                                  (2) 

For a turbulent boundary layer: r = 0.89 [7].  

The freestream values for the flow at the sensor location 

were based on the exit conditions from the tunnel nozzle 
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and multiplied to account for the area compression of the 

model and does not account for combustion.  

To validate the heat transfer values measured are 

reasonable, theoretical predictions for turbulent and 

laminar flow [8] are compared to the measured values in 

Fig. 4. The theoretical prediction is based on a flat plate 

with flow conditions at the sensing location. The 

measured Stanton number is approximately 7.1% larger 

than the predicted turbulent value.  

Injection of hydrogen via the MPIA reduces the heat 

transfer along the wall by approximately 10% when 

compared to the unfuelled case. This is in line with 

previous experiments that have shown reductions of heat 

transfer despite combustion occurring within the 

boundary layer [9]. This reduction is held along the entire 

measured flow path despite being potentially disrupted by 

a reflected shock upstream of the sensors.  

 
The addition of a porthole injector negates the cooling 

effects achieved by the MPIA, increasing the heat transfer 

when compared to the unfuelled case by 20%. This is due 

to either, the layer of fuel in the boundary layer being 

disrupted or the additional heat released from combustion 

overcoming any reductions created by the MPIA.  

  

Fig. 4. Stanton number for different injection schemes 

3.4 Skin Friction Results 

The skin friction values are presented as the skin friction 

co-efficient. The equation for this is provided in Eq. (3) 

[7]. 

𝑐𝑓 =
𝜏𝑤

1

2
𝜌∞𝑢∞

2
                                                           (3) 

To validate the skin friction gauge measurements, the 

Reynold’s analogy was used to relate the skin friction co-

efficient to the Stanton number for the unfueled cases. It 

does not apply for conditions where the boundary layer 

has been altered via the introduction of fuel. This relation 

is shown in Eq. (4) [7]. 

𝑆𝑡

𝑐𝑓
=

𝑃𝑟
−2
3

2
                                                                (4) 

Fig. 5 shows the converted heat transfer data and the 

measured skin friction values. To further validate the skin 

friction gauges were providing reasonable results, 

theoretical values for a turbulent and laminar boundary 

layer unaffected by fuel are included in plots. These are in 

good agreement.  

Fig. 6 shows the effect fuel injection has on the measured 

skin friction. For the hydrogen fuelled MPIA tests, the 

skin friction close to the injector was significantly reduced 

when compared to the unfuelled cases. A reduction of 

64% was seen consistently. These reductions nearly bring 

the skin friction down to levels seen in a laminar boundary 

layer. Curiously, these reductions were not maintained 

downstream, and the skin friction values quickly 
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increased to above the unfuelled case. A potential 

explanation is the introduction of fuel in the boundary 

layer encouraged separations in the flow due to the slower 

moving gas. Additionally, the shock generated from the 

MPIA  

 

Figure 5. Unfuelled skin friction coefficient values from heat transfer 

gauges and skin friction gauges.  

 

Figure 6. Skin friction coefficient for different injection 

schemes. 

impinges approximately on top of the second skin friction 

gauge. Unfortunately, this gauge is outside the field of 

view of the schlieren. There was a large spread of 

measured values at this location, possibly due to 

variations in the shock impingement location. It is not 

clear how much the skin friction increased by, but it is 

clear any reductions achieved by BLC have been lost.  

The addition of the porthole injector reduced the 

effectiveness of the MPIA in reducing skin friction 

relative to the unfuelled case. The skin friction close to the 

injector is still reduced compared to the unfuelled case, 

however it is only reduced by 28%. This indicates that the 

porthole injector disrupts the layer of fuel created by the 

MPIA or possibly diminishes the effectiveness of BLC 

reducing skin friction due to the mainstream flow already 

combusting. Further downstream the skin friction exhibits 

the same increase over the unfuelled case. 

 

4. Conclusions 

An MPIA was tested in a supersonic combustor and 

produced results that are comparable with previous 

hydrogen BLC experiments.  Skin friction is reduced 

significantly close to the injectors; however, the reduction 

quickly dissipates. None of the fuelling conditions 

reduced the heat transfer of the turbulent boundary layer 

to laminar levels as has been shown in previous film 

cooling studies [10]. This is likely due to additional heat 

released during combustion. This is in line with previous 

research of BLC. Based on previous studies that utilized 

slot injection to promote boundary layer combustion, a 

marginal decrease in heat transfer was seen [9], when 

compared to the large decreases of skin friction.  

Comparing the porthole injector on and off cases, it is 

clear the skin friction is affected. The porthole injector 

does diminish the effectiveness of the MPIA to reduce 

skin friction. The increase in heat transfer with the 

porthole injector to above unfuelled conditions, shows 

that skin friction reductions are still possible and solidifies 

the need to take skin friction measurements.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines the transient behaviour of the varying combustion modes of a Mach 8, scramjet combustor within a reflected 

shock tunnel. Flight-equivalent flows were delivered to the axisymmetric, cavity combustor via the T4 reflected shock tunnel. The 

combustor was fuelled with ethylene. Combustion modes were examined via static pressure sensors, with the full time-history of each 

sensor visualised. It was noted that, despite some sensors seeing measurement uncertainties during the test time, the progression to 

stable and steady combustion at supersonic, jet-wake anchored, and dual-mode conditions was achieved during the test time provided. 

Keywords: Supersonic combustion, scramjet, shock tunnel, dual-mode combustion 
 

 

1. Introduction  

Scramjets present an attractive means of access-to 

space, with the high speed, airbreathing engines 

capturing atmospheric oxygen, rather than carrying it 

onboard like conventional rocket-based systems. While 

advantageous, the scramjets only operate under a finite 

range of flight conditions, and test facilities must be able 

to reproduce these conditions to enable ground-based 

research. These test conditions are governed by three 

flow properties: enthalpy, total pressure, and test time 

duration. Test facilities are typically incapable of ideal 

performance across all three factors [1].  

Two primary test options are available: long duration 

direct-connect facilities, and short duration shock tunnel 

While direct connect facilities (such as arc-jet facilities 

ACT-I/II [2,3] shaded pink/blue in Fig. 1) can produce long 

duration test conditions at scramjet flight enthalpies, the 

total pressure achieved replicates high altitude flight 

beyond typical scramjet operation. Shock tunnels, such as 

The University of Queensland’s T4 facility can achieve 

Figure 1: T4 Shock Tunnel Operability Range (grey shaded region) with examined T4 conditions and 

flight-tests indicated 
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flight-relevant conditions for short durations (typically <5 

ms). These conditions correlate well with those examined 

in previous scramjet flight tests (see Fig. 1). However, such 

short durations raise questions of whether a shock tunnel 

can achieve stable combustion within a scramjet test 

model. This paper examines scram-mode (supersonic), jet-

wake anchored, and dual-mode (combination of sub- and 

supersonic combustion [4]) within an axisymmetric 

scramjet combustor at Mach 8, 27 km (79 kPa dynamic 

pressure) flight conditions.  

2. Methodology  

The T4 shock tunnel facility can produce test flows 

replicating Mach 5-15 flight-equivalent conditions [4-7]. 

In this study, T4 was operated in ‘semi-freejet’ mode. For 

this mode, flow at Mach 8 flight enthalpy is delivered to a 

test model and the test flow has assumed prior 

compression via a nominal inlet Mach 4 conditions. The 

experimental model inlet is contained entirely within the 

facility core-flow, and facility boundary layers are not 

ingested. This method of experimentation has been 

successfully utilised in prior scramjet combustion 

experiments in T4 [4-6]. The test flow conditions delivered 

to the test model are shown in Table 1. These conditions 

fit within the 20–30 km altitude and Mach 6–9 flight speed 

range that Urzay (2018) [1] asserts hydrocarbon fuelled 

cruise-mode scramjets will operate.  

Table 1: T4 test conditions 

 
The model was an axisymmetric scramjet combustor, 

shown schematically in Fig. 2. It consisted of a diffuser, 

isolator, fuel injectors, cavity flameholder and constant 

area and divergent sections. The diffuser provides 

additional compression of the T4 facility flow to scramjet 

combustor entry conditions, and the isolator inhibits 

unstart [8]. Fuel was injected 20 mm upstream of the 

cavity via 8x2 mm diameter injectors inclined at 45 deg, 

equispaced circumferentially about the combustor and fed 

via an annular plenum, ensuring sonic fuel injection. The 

cavity included a 45 deg front wall [9], 22.5 deg rear wall, 

with a length-to-depth (L/D) ratio of 4, and depth of 8 mm. 

Following the cavity, the combustor remained at a constant 

area for 90 mm (two duct heights), before diverging over 

three duct heights to an area ratio of 1.6 to limit thermal 

choking. Supersonic combustion of ethylene was 

examined, with fuel/air equivalence ratios (��) 

examined in this work documented in subsequent figures.  

 

 
Figure 2: Scramjet combustor model  

Pressure data was obtained at 32 streamwise 

locations. At certain axial locations, additional sensors 

were placed circumferentially (north, P5N, east, P5E and 

south P5S) to set to confirm flow axisymmetry. This is 

shown in Fig. 3, with the T4 facility supply pressure 

(PT4S) also indicated. Facility nozzle start-up, model start 

up and test time duration are indicated by regions (a), (b) 

and (c) respectively. Such test-times accurately establish 

steady combustion in scramjets [10], with T4 shock 

tunnel data agreeing with scramjet flight combustion data 

[11].  

Figure 4: Normalised pressure with the Mach 8 scramjet combustor 
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Figure 3: Measured pressure of T4 supply 

(PT4s) and combustor static wall pressure (P5) 

at same axial location 

3. Results  

Pressure data of a series of T4 tests (shots) are given 

in Fig. 4. These data represent averaged static 

pressureduring the test time. Uncertainty bounds are 

given as two times the standard deviation of the pressure 

measurement and hence present the measurement 

steadiness. Pressure is normalised to the sixth pressure 

sensor (P6) to account for shot-to-shot variability. 

Unfuelled shots display the lowest pressure 

measurements. With fuelling rates of 27% of 

stoichiometric, pressure increases to nearly three times 

that seen in the unfuelled case. Only small pressure 

increases are noted above the cavity. When fuelling 

increases to 52% of stoichiometric rates, the combustion  

induced pressure rise extends into the fuel injector wake 

(jet-wake anchored combustion). This also sees far greater 

pressure increases throughout the combustor, with large 

regions of measurement uncertainty. No combustion  

induced pressure rise is observed upstream of the fuel 

injector (indicated by the dashed black line). When 

fuelling rates are increased to 68% of stoichiometric 

levels, combustion-induced pressure rises propagate well 

upstream of the fuel injection location. This corresponds 

to dual-mode combustion, where both supersonic and 

subsonic regions are observed, and pressure rises (and 

hence information) propagate upstream. Larger pressure 

rises are also observed.  

For the dual-mode combustion case, large regions of 

uncertainty in the measurement are observed. Most 

notable for the most upstream sensor at approximately 110 

mm from the model throat. Large uncertainties are 

observed atop the cavity as well. While this indicates there 

may be some unsteadiness associated with the combustion 

field, it provides no assessment of the nature of this 

unsteadiness. To quantify this, a box and whisker plot may 

be utilised to assess the time history of each sensor. Figure 

5 displays data for each shot present in Fig. 4. The boxes 

display the interquartile range (25th, 50th and 75th 

percentiles), with whiskers representing the 5th and 95th 

percentile of pressure measurements during the test time.  

Like the standard deviation bounds given in Fig. 4, the 

box and whisker quartile ranges shown in Fig. 5 display 

little variance in the measurements for unfuelled and 

scram-mode combustion. Larger ranges are observed for 

the jet-wake anchored combustion case, most obviously 

for sensors located above the cavity and within the 

constant area portion of the combustor. However, for 

many of these sensors, the box and whisker plots are 

symmetric about the 50th percentile range. This indicates 

that, while the measurement contains some inherent 

unsteadiness, the measurement is fluctuating equally 

about a mean position.  

The dual-mode combustion case sees similar 

fluctuations about a mean measurement for most of the 

sensors. The primary exception is located at the inception 

of the dual-mode shock front, located at approximately 

110 mm from the diffuser throat. The box and whisker 

data here indicates that the sensor measured a reasonably 

constant reading, with the shock front only oscillating 

downstream (and hence inducing a lower pressure) for a 

short duration of the test time. Had the shock front moved 

further upstream during the test time, the sensor 

immediately upstream of it (at 90 mm) would have seen 

Figure 5: Normalised pressure with the Mach 8 scramjet combustor - Box and whisker 
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a sudden spike in the 95th percentile (top) whisker. 

Hence, it may be concluded that the shock front remained 

reasonably stable during the test time and that the dual 

mode combustion measured is indicative of a steady-state 

combustion flow field. The inherent instabilities for the 

unsteady dual-mode combustion flow field will likely 

always see some minor fluctuations, and these have been 

observed in these data.  

To further investigate the state and steadiness of each 

of these flow fields, the data may be represent using 

contour plots. These contour plots are x-t-p data, with the 

horizontal axis providing the displacement (x) through 

the combustor model (identically to that use in Fig. 4 and 

5). The vertical axis is the progression of the flow field in 

time (t), and hence moving in the positive time direction 

is indicative of moving forwards through the experiment 

time history. The contours represent the pressure field (p), 

normalised by that seen at the sixth pressure sensor (P6). 

These plots display the pre-test flow arrival, facility start 

up period, model start up period and test time. These are 

shown in Fig. 6.  

With no additional time needed to establish steady 

combustion, the unfuelled pressure field shows rapid 

progression to steady state. This steady period progresses 

well beyond the 6 ms represented in each plot, but the 

selected test time is held constant across each case for 

consistency. The scram-mode combustion field sees 

some combustion dynamics during the model start up 

period, before steadying between 3-4 ms ranges. The jet-

wake anchored combustion field propagates upstream 

during the initial facility and model start up periods 

before stabilising downstream of the fuel injector. The 

dual  

mode combustion field takes longer than all other cases 

to establish and stabilise, with the shock front (and hence 

sharp pressure increase) creeping upstream slowly. 

However, following 3 ms of test flow, the shock front 

stabilises and maintains a steady location. Minor 

fluctuations in the most upstream portion of the shock 

front are noted (110 mm), congruent with the 

observations in Fig. 5. These fluctuations are 

characteristic of a dual  

mode combustion front. The measurements shown here 

indicate that shock tunnels such as T4 can achieve steady 

scram- and dual-mode combustion during the test times 

provided and represent one of the only experimentation 

methods capable of replicating conditions which will be 

encountered under scramjet flight.  
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Abstract 
Supersonic combustion experiments at hypersonic flight-equivalent conditions are frequently conducted in reflected shock tunnels. 

A downside of these experiments is the amount of radicals within the test flow that are ingested by an experimental model. Combustion 

is particularly sensitive to the atomic oxygen radical, O, which can cause dramatic reductions in ignition length at very low levels. Test 

flow compositions are typically simulated using a 5-species chemical reaction scheme that includes N2, O2, N, O and NO, resulting in 

significant mass fractions of O. However, studies have not observed these levels of O, indicating that the effect of freestream radicals 

may not be as dramatic as previously thought. This paper presents the hypothesis that by neglecting species, such as NO2, the chemical 

pathways to accurately remove O were being artificially limited. By considering a 6-species reaction scheme that includes NO2, the 

authors show that the mass fraction of O becomes negligible at supersonic combustion test conditions. 

 
Keywords: Supersonic combustion, Testing facilities, Chemical kinetics, Scramjets, Hypersonics. 
 

1. Introduction 

Reflected shock tunnels (RSTs) are commonly used to 

conduct supersonic combustion experiments, such as 

within scramjet engines [1]. In such facilities, the test gas 

is processed by an initial, primary shock, then again by 

the shock reflected by the end of the shock tube. This 

produces a stagnant reservoir of test gas with high 

temperature and pressure, which is expanded through a 

nozzle to hypersonic conditions. 

A downside to RSTs is that the high temperature 

dissociates some of the molecules in the test gas, 

producing radical species such as atomic oxygen O, and 

nitric oxide NO. These radicals are not present in flight 

and can strongly influence chemical reaction rates. 

This is a concern, as the presence of radicals in the 

freestream can potentially have a profound influence on 

combustion experiments. Numerical vitiation studies in 

[2-4] show that adding O at mole fractions of order 10-4 

significantly reduces ignition delay over a wide range of 

temperatures and pressures. For example, adding O at a 

mole fraction of 0.0003 reduced the ignition length of 

hydrogen by 50-85 % over temperatures of 1000-1600 K, 

and pressures of 50-100 kPa, typical of scramjet 

combustor entrance conditions [4]. Conversely, the 

addition of 0.04 mole fraction of the NO radical has a 

negligible effect at temperature ranges 1200-1600 K 

regardless of pressure, although significant ignition delay 

reduction was observed at T ≤  1000 K or  

P ≫ 100 kPa [4]. In fact, NO radicals were observed to 

increase ignition delays at high P ≥  200 kPa or mole 

fractions above approximately 0.05 [2]. 

Given the above effects, sceptics may suggest (and 

have suggested) that RSTs are not appropriate for 

supersonic combustion experiments. However, there has 

been good agreement between ground testing in RSTs and 

flight experiments e.g. [5]. 

Based on evidence collected in this paper, it seems 

likely that many calculations of RST inflow conditions 

 

Figure 1. Test gas dissociation effect on engine 

pressure [6]. 

 

Figure 2. Scramjet model from [6] with dimensions in 

mm. 

 

Figure 3. Combustion efficiency from numerical 

simulations with and without freestream dissociation 

[6]. 
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reported in the literature are over-predicting the amount 

of radicals in the test flow. Scramjet experiments in [6] 

showed better agreement with numerical simulations 

when freestream radicals were removed. Figure 1 shows 

the pressure along a fundamental scramjet model (shown 

in Fig. 2) with dashed lines indicating the combustor 

entrance and exit. Blue dots indicate repeats of 

experimental data, with average experimental pressure at 

each location x in black. The dashed red line indicates 

numerical data computed using the US3D solver with a 

freestream flow of clean air, i.e. N2 and O2 at 77 % and  

23 % by mass, respectively. The solid green line presents 

numerical data with the freestream air composition 

calculated using 5-species (N2, O2, N, O and NO) 

chemical kinetics through the facility nozzle, resulting in 

NO and O mass fractions of 0.068 and 0.001, respectively. 

Including these radicals appears to incorrectly increase 

combustion rates within the numerical simulations, 

causing the effective combustion rate, shown in Fig. 3, to 

quickly reach the maximum value by x = 350 mm, over-

predicting pressure when compared with experimental 

data in Fig. 1. 

The answer to these discrepancies may have been 

hinted at in previous studies into the chemical 

composition of RST test flows, such as in [7,8].  Mass 

spectrometry in [7] reported “no monotonic species have 

been measured…even at flow conditions flow conditions 

where significant freestream dissociation is expected.” 

Reference [8] compares two sets combustion 

experiments, one performed in an RST and one using an 

expansion tube, a different type of facility that was 

predicted to have half the O concentration, however these 

experiments “showed no significant differences in 

combustion induced pressure that could be solely 

attributed to dissociation enhancement.” Conversely, 

similar experiments from [9] did observe an increase in 

combustion within an RST over that for an expansion 

tunnel. However, these experiments [9] were conducted at 

supply temperatures of 7880-8350 K, corresponding to 

Mach 17 flight conditions, well above the reasonable limit 

of scramjet operation at Mach 10-12. 

Further investigation is therefore warranted into the 

discrepancy between predicted RST test flow composition 

and experimental observation. We hypothesise that 

additional species should be considered within the 

chemical kinetics, to enable more chemical pathways to 

consume atomic oxygen, particularly NO2 which is 

excluded from the 5-species air models that are frequently 

used to analyse facility operation.  This paper will present 

this argument in a logical manner considering: 

equilibrium chemistry in the nozzle supply region; 

differences between two available air chemical reaction 

schemes; and finally, how the available species can affect 

the outflow composition.  

2. Nozzle supply gas composition 

Let us consider the gas in the nozzle supply region. In 

real experiments, the nozzle supply gas state is typically 

calculated using a state-to-state solver such as ESTCj 

[10]. These calculations take the initial state of the facility 

and process it with a sequence of compressible flow 

operations, assuming chemical and thermal equilibrium. 

For supersonic combustion experiments, typical pressures 

are 1-100 MPa and temperatures are 2000-5000 K. In this 

section we consider the composition of air test gas over 

 
Figure 4. Nitrogen dissociation. 

 
Figure 5. Oxygen dissociation. 

 
Figure 6. Ratio of oxygen to nitrogen dissociation 

 
Figure 7. Species variation with stagnation temperature at a 

pressure of 44 MPa. 
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this range, using a chemical equilibrium solver based on 

the NASA Lewis thermodynamic database [11]. 

Equilibrium dissociation within these ranges are given 

in Figs. 4-5 for pure nitrogen and oxygen, respectively, in 

the form of mass fraction of the atomic species. 

Highlighted in these plots at 3743 K is the average supply 

temperature of the experiments shown in Figs. 1-3 [6]. 

Due to the increased strength of the triple bond within the 

nitrogen molecule, dissociation is minimal until high 

temperatures, especially relative to that for oxygen. 

Figure 6 shows that, considered independently, oxygen 

dissociates orders of magnitude more abundantly than 

nitrogen at the temperatures considered, with pressure 

variation only occurring above 4500 K. 

Finally, variation of all significant species of 

equilibrium air at a wide range of typical RST nozzle 

supply temperatures is shown in Fig. 7. Here we identify 

an issue with previous methods. Chemistry schemes used 

to analyse these test flows,  e.g. [12], typically consider 

only 5 species, N2, O2, N, O and NO, excluding ions. Thus 

for increased O2 dissociation the only pathway for O 

consumption is through the production of NO, which 

requires an equal level of dissociation of N2, contrary to 

that shown in Fig. 6.  

As such, we should consider additional species, in 

particular the NO2 molecule, which has significant 

abundance in the nozzle supply region with a mass 

fraction of 0.001. This would allow the recombination of 

excess O with NO, which is plentiful, without requiring 

further dissociation of N2. 

The following section therefore analyses finite 

chemistry through an RST nozzle considering both a  

typical 5-species reaction scheme and a 6-species scheme 

based on the reaction scheme from [9]. 

3. RST nozzle simulation 

The test flow at the nozzle exit can be calculated in a 

number of ways. At low stagnation enthalpies, for 

equivalent flight conditions below Mach 8, an 

experimenter may approximate test flow conditions by 

equilibrium chemistry, e.g. using ESTCj [10] to expand to 

a measured pitot pressure, or known nozzle area ratio. At 

higher stagnation enthalpies, for Mach 8-12, chemical 

kinetics must be considered within the RST nozzle.  

In this paper, nozzle simulations are conducted using 

a 2D, axisymmetric, block-marching scheme called 

NENZFr, detailed in [13]. In short, NENZFr is a wrapper 

to produce nozzle simulations quickly using the open-

source Eilmer compressible flow solver [14,15]. A sample 

grid of blocks (not individual cells) for a Mach 7.6 nozzle 

is shown in Fig. 8. Wall functions are used, minimising 

the requirements for clustering, and turbulence (k- 𝜔 ) 

zones are used to transition the flow downstream of the 

throat. ESTCj is used to isentropically expand the nozzle 

supply condition to a sonic, Mach = 1, condition, which is 

used as the inflow condition to the NENZFr simulation. 

Finally, the flow at the exhaust of the nozzle is averaged 

over the inner 60 % of the radius to take the test condition, 

as the experimental model should not ingest the nozzle 

boundary layer, clearly shown along the wall in Fig. 8. 

There is some argument about the role of  

1-temperature (1T) and 2-temperature (2T) chemistry in 

such simulations, where differences between translational 

and vibrational temperatures are considered. However, 

  
Figure 8. Example nozzle grid from NENZFr [6]. 

testing at HEG [16] found that agreement between 

numerical and experimental data was worse when thermal 

non-equilibrium was considered. Therefore the current 

work only considers the thermal equilibrium, 1T, model.  

The traditional 5-species reaction scheme taken from 

Gupta et al. [12] (removing all ions, which should not 

appear these temperatures) is given in Eqs. (1)-(6). Refer 

to [12] for details regarding rate coefficients and third 

body efficiencies. In typical scramjet testing conditions, 

𝑇 < 5000 K, with a lack of atomic nitrogen, N, NO is 

produced through Eq. 6, whilst atomic oxygen levels are 

maintained through the forward reaction in Eq. (1). The 

scheme in [12] is intended to simulate air up to 30,000 K! 

This is clearly well above the temperature we expect to 

see in these experiments: approximately T ≤ 5,000 K. 

 

O2 + M ⇌ 2O + M  (1) 

N2 + M ⇌ 2N + M (2) 

N2 + N ⇌ 2N + N (3) 

NO + M ⇌ N + O + M (4) 

NO + O ⇌ O2 + N (5) 

N2 + O ⇌ NO + N (6) 

 

An alternative reaction scheme is proposed, adapted 

from the hydrogen/air combustion scheme in [9], and is 

shown in Eqs. (7)-(12). This scheme was produced by 

removing all molecules including the hydrogen atom, 

resulting in a reaction scheme for air containing 6 species: 

N2, O2, N, O, NO and (vitally) NO2. It is this extra NO2 

species that  allows oxygen to form a non-O2 molecule 

without an equal level of dissociated nitrogen, as required. 

Note that atomic oxygen, O, is consumed both in the 

forward reaction of Eq. (11) and the reverse form of Eq. 

(12). These reactions do not require or produce atomic 

nitrogen, which is always in low supply, as opposed to 

atomic oxygen consumption in Eqs. (4-6). 

 

2O + M ⇌ O2 + M  (7) 

2N + M ⇌ N2 + M (8) 

N + O2  ⇌ NO + O (9) 

N + NO ⇌ N2 + O (10) 

O + NO2  ⇌ NO + O2 (11) 

M + NO2  ⇌ NO + O + M (12) 

 

These two reaction schemes are referred to as the  

5-species scheme, Eqs. (1)-(6), and the 6-species scheme, 

Eqs. (7)-(12). One advantage of the 6-species scheme is 
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that it is, necessarily, consistent with the full hydrogen-air 

combustion scheme of [9]. If the 5-species scheme from 

[12] is used there will be a mismatch in equilibrium 

composition when the nozzle outflow is used as the inflow 

boundary condition for a numerical simulation of a 

combustion experiment. This was observed in [4], where 

the backwards form of Eq. (12) was found to be orders of 

magnitude stronger than other reactions in most scenarios. 

As a result, the combustion simulations would 

immediately begin consuming atomic oxygen to produce 

NO2, and approach the quasi-equilibrium composition for 

the 6-species reactions scheme. 

 4. RST test flow composition 

The compositions were calculated for a large number 

of experimental conditions used in the T4 RST at The 

University of Queensland, and are presented in Fig. 9, 

with N2 and N being removed for clarity. Results for the 

6-species simulations are presented as solid lines and 

filled markers, whilst those for 5-species are dashed and 

empty. The range of experiments consisted of different 

nozzle lengths and pressures, resulting in the non-smooth 

appearance of these traces when plotted against supply 

temperature for simplicity as in Fig. 9. 

 
Figure 9. Nozzle exit composition (N2 and N removed for clarity.) 

There are many observations to note from Fig. 9. First, 

the mass fractions of O2 and NO are consistent between 

schemes up until approximately 6000 K, in agreement 

with the previous experimental observations of NO in the 

test flows [7]. Second, O has been lowered to negligible 

values until approximately 5000 K, equivalent to Mach 12 

flight, the upper edge of relevance for scramjet testing. 

There is a corresponding increase in NO2 to 

approximately 0.001. Third, there is still O present at high 

temperatures. This may not be consistent with 

observations from [7], but agrees with [9]. 

At the nozzle supply temperature of 3743 K [6], there 

is now a negligible amount of O. This is consistent with 

the numerical simulations without radicals presented in 

Fig. 1, although these should be repeated with the 

chemical composition from the 6-species scheme. There 

is also minimal change in thermophysical properties at the 

nozzle exit at this condition, being approximately 2 % for 

temperature and < 1 % for density and velocity. 

We note that this reaction scheme was simply adapted 

from the Jachimowski scheme due to convenience and 

consistency. Ideally a new scheme would be developed 

that is tailored for scramjet testing conditions, including 

NO2 and other species identified in Fig. 7. Until then, the 

authors recommend using the 6-species scheme. 

5. Conclusions 

The high temperatures in a reflected shock tube 

stagnation region generate radicals that are not present in 

flight. Concerningly, atomic oxygen is known to 

significantly change ignition characteristics. Previous 

experiments that searched for atomic oxygen, or its effects 

on scramjet experiments, were surprisingly unsuccessful. 

This indicates that atomic oxygen production may be 

artificially increased in test condition calculations due to 

limited species considered in the 5-species reaction 

scheme. Changing the chemical reaction scheme to allow 

the consideration of NO2 effectively eliminates oxygen 

from the freestream up to flight equivalent Mach 12 flow; 

the edge of expected scramjet flight. It is recommended 

that such a 6-species reaction scheme is used to determine 

test flow composition for future simulations. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, a Focused Laser Differential Interferometer (FLDI) was used for the first time to measure the density differences, and, 

hence noise, generated due to supersonic turbulent combustion processes in a model 2-D axisymmetric scramjet engine. Measurements 

were taken at the front and back end of the combustor for unfuelled and reacting cases. The Power spectral density spectra plots show 

that the noise level generated inside the scramjet combustor for the unfuelled case is about two orders of magnitude more than that in 

the free stream. Further, at the rear end of the combustor, heat release due to supersonic combustion results in combustion-induced noise 

that is found to be higher than for the unfuelled case. Additionally, distinct tonal features were also observed for both cases. 

Keywords: FLDI, Scramjet, Supersonic combustion noise. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Scramjet engines operating in different flight envelopes 

are prone to generate noise along their flow paths. Noise 

is broadly defined as a disturbance created due to changes 

in flow properties, such as pressure, temperature, and 

density. Among these, accounting for aero-acoustics loads 

or acoustic noise generated due to sound-pressure 

fluctuations plays an important role in the efficient design 

of a reusable launch vehicle [1]. Hence, this noise needs 

to be quantified. 

In a subsonic combustor, for example, in a gas turbine 

combustor, the acoustic noise, or waves are found to travel 

upstream in the recirculation region. This upstream 

movement of sound waves often results in thermo-

acoustic instabilities and is found to occur also in scramjet 

combustors [2]. Maintaining a turbulent flow inside a 

scramjet engine can alleviate flow separation and, hence, 

could prevent thermo-acoustic instabilities. Thus, an 

experimental and numerical study was conducted in an 

inlet-fuelled scramjet engine to understand supersonic 

combustion in a turbulent environment [3]. In that study, 

turbulent structures generated downstream of the injector 

and at the front end of the combustor were visualized 

using the planar laser-induced fluorescence technique, 

measuring OH concentration. Nonetheless, maintaining a 

turbulent flow inside a scramjet engine has a negative 

effect. The turbulent boundary layers create high-intensity 

acoustic noise and, hence, acoustic loads. These acoustic 

loads are found to increase with Mach number, resulting 

in a potential for severe acoustic fatigue [4]. 

To measure these acoustic loads, researchers mostly rely 

on high-frequency pressure sensors, such as PCB-

132B38. However, its mounting arrangement in the test 

model hinders its performance [5]. Recently, the Focused 

Laser Differential Interferometry (FLDI) technique, a 

non-intrusive laser diagnostic technique, has been widely 

acclaimed for its ability to measure small density 

perturbations in hypersonic flows due to its high temporal 

and spatial resolution. Numerous experiments have been 

conducted in different supersonic and hypersonic ground 

test facilities and have shown that this technique is useful 

in measuring the level of free-stream turbulent 

fluctuations [6], in characterizing the instability 

frequencies over a slender body [7], and in measuring the 

turbulent wall boundary layer profile [8]. Using the FLDI 

technique, density fluctuations induced by a disturbance 

in the flow field can be determined. Assuming the 

turbulent compression or expansion process to be 

isentropic, the density fluctuations can be converted into 

pressure fluctuations or acoustic noise and, finally, 

corresponding sound pressure levels can be determined. 

The present study aims to experimentally quantify the 

acoustic loads generated in a model scramjet engine flow 

path using the FLDI technique. Acoustic loads are 

measured at the inlet, combustor and nozzle of a scramjet 

engine, tested in a hypersonic test facility. However, this 

paper focuses on the preliminary results obtained when 

measured inside a scramjet combustor. The FLDI results 

are shown in the form of power spectral density (PSD) 

spectra of density differences. Comparing the spectra at 

different locations enables an overview of the noise 

generated in the scramjet combustor to be ascertained. 

2. Experimental Design and Diagnostics 

2.1 T4 shock Tunnel and Scramjet Model 

Experiments were conducted in the T4 Stalker Tube at 

The University of Queensland. This experimental study 

was based on the results obtained from an earlier study on 

supersonic turbulent combustion in a scramjet engine [3]. 

Therefore, the same experimental test condition and 

scramjet engine model were used for the present study. 

The nominal free-stream conditions for the tests are 

shown in Table 1. A schematic of the 2-D axisymmetric 

scramjet engine used for the present study is shown in 

Fig. 1. The scramjet engine consists of a 6° and 15° 

compression ramp (acting as a forebody and intake of the 
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engine) and a 400 mm long constant area combustor 

followed by a 15° diverging nozzle. The combustor height 

is 16 mm. The forebody is 140 mm wide and the rest of 

the engine has a width of 75 mm. The sidewall covers the 

inlet and runs along the combustor and the nozzle. 

 Table 1. Nominal free-stream properties. 

Property Values unit 

Mach number (M∞) 7.27 ± 0.03 - 

Pressure (P∞) 2750 ± 130 Pa 

Temperature (T∞) 390 ± 15 K 

Density (𝜌∞) 0.0242 ± 0.0006 kg.m-3 

Velocity (u∞) 2890 ± 41 m.s-1 

Dynamic pressure (q∞) 100 ± 8 kPa 

Reynolds Number (3.07±0.08) × 106 m-1 
 

 

To achieve fully turbulent flow inside the scramjet engine, 

a saw tooth blade, acting as a trip, was attached near the 

end of the forebody. Hydrogen fuel was injected from a 

single porthole injector from the bottom intake surface 

only. The fuel was injected at an angle of 45° to the 

incoming flow and was located at the mid-span of the 

intake and 80 mm upstream of the combustor entrance. 

The scramjet model was instrumented with Kulite® 

piezoresistive pressure transducers to measure the static 

pressure at the centre plane of the bottom side of the 

scramjet engine and the fuel plenum pressure. 

2.2 FLDI Technique 

A schematic of the top view of the FLDI system is shown 

in Fig. 2. The FLDI system comprises identical optical 

arrangements on either side of the beam focus point. 

Starting from the laser side, the beam from a 200 mW, 532 

nm laser propagates along the z-axis, as defined in the 

coordinate system. The laser beam is then expanded using 

a convex lens (L1, f1=10 mm). As the beam expands, it 

passes through an aperture (A), making it a clean circular 

beam. The expanding beam then passes through a 

polarizer (P1), linearly polarizing the laser beam at 45° in 

the x-y plane. A Wollaston prism (W1) placed next to the 

polarizer splits the laser beam into two orthogonally 

polarized beams at an angle of two arcmins in the x-z 

plane. A field lens (L2, f1=300 mm), placed at 300 mm 

next to the Wollaston prism, focuses the two orthogonally 

polarized beams such that, at the beam focal point, the 

beams are separated by 174 µm along the x-axis (or in the 

streamwise direction). The laser beam then propagates 

through the optical system on the detector side, where the 

two beams are combined, repolarized, and refocused on 

the photodetector (D). The output of the photodetector is 

connected to an oscilloscope and the intensity of the 

combined beam is acquired as voltage. The FLDI signal 

was sampled at a rate of 5 MHz. Before every shot or test, 

a 90° phase shift is imparted between the two focused 

beams. Then, the voltage signal obtained during the 

steady test time of 1 ms is converted into a density 

difference using the method proposed in [7]. 

 
Figure 2. Schematic of the FLDI system, probing at the 

front end of the combustor. The flow is from top to 

bottom. The engine tested in the T4 is highlighted by red 

lines and only the bottom half of the engine is shown for 

clarity. 

 

The integration length, or the sensitivity of the FLDI 

system away from the beam focus, was determined by 

traversing a compressible air jet along the beam axis. The 

integration length was found to be 30 mm ± 1 mm, where 

the 1/e folding of the FLDI signal occurs at 15 mm on 

either side of the beam focal point. The FLDI probing 

locations were chosen based on the information obtained 

from Ref [3]. The FLDI was probed at streamwise 

distances, x, of 39, 210, and 339 mm from the combustor 

entrance. At each location, the FLDI was probed at 12 mm 

perpendicular from the combustor bottom wall and the 

combustor centre plane. The FLDI results were obtained 

for both unfuelled (fuel-off) and reacting cases at an 

equivalence ratio, 𝜙, of 0.23. Only the results obtained at 

the front (x = 39 mm) and rear end (x = 339 mm) of the 

combustor are discussed in this paper. 

3. Results 

3.1 Analysis of Wall Static Pressure 

The time-averaged, normalized distributions of wall static 

pressure obtained during the test campaign are shown in 

Fig. 3. 

 

The time-averaged model static pressure of a shot was 

first normalized by the mean nozzle supply pressure of 

that shot and then multiplied by the mean nozzle supply 

Figure 10. Schematic of the scramjet engine used in the 

present study. The FLDI probing locations are at x = 39 

mm and 339 mm (green dots). Also shown are the Kulite 

pressure sensor locations (red lines) connected to the 

combustor bottom wall of the scramjet engine. The flow 

Figure 3. Comparison of time averaged normalized model static 

pressure obtained from the experiments for the unfuelled and 
reacting case with the numerical simulations obtained from Ref [3]. 
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pressure obtained from all shots and renormalised by the 

mean ramp pressure (PR2). These normalized wall static 

pressures for unfuelled and reacting cases are also 

compared with the numerical simulation results [3], as 

shown in Fig 3. For both unfuelled and reacting cases, the 

wall static pressures from the present experiments are 

marginally lower than those from the numerical 

simulations. This is because the free-stream pressures at 

which the present experiments were conducted are 

slightly lower than those used in the numerical 

simulations. However, the experimental pressure data 

follows the same trends as in the numerical simulations. 

For the unfuelled or fuel-off case, the increase and 

decrease in the measured static pressures along the 

combustor, due to the presence of the shock train, follow 

the peaks and troughs in the static pressure curve obtained 

from the numerical simulations. 

The normalized wall static pressures for both cases are 

very similar at the front end of the combustor. This 

implies that substantial heat release from combustion does 

not occur at this location. For the reacting case, the wall 

static pressure begins to increase from the start of the 

combustor and deviates from the unfuelled case at x = 120 

mm. This shows that supersonic combustion is occurring 

at this location and further combustion occurs in the latter 

half of the combustor. The combustion-induced pressure 

rise is gradual and modest when compared to the 

unfuelled case in both the simulations and the 

measurements. This is due to injecting the fuel at an 

equivalence ratio well below unity. 

3.2 Analysis of FLDI Results 

The power spectral density (PSD) of the density 

difference is used as a metric in analyzing the FLDI 

results. By plotting the PSD spectrum, the power of 

fluctuations in the fluid flow at a given frequency can be 

explicitly determined. Since the measured density 

difference is directly proportional to the noise level, from 

the PSD spectrum, one can easily relate the change in 

density difference to the change in the noise level. 

The PSD spectra were computed using MATLAB’s 

Welch function. To compute the PSD spectrum, the signal 

was divided into segments based on a frequency 

resolution of 10 kHz with a 50% overlap and windowed 

with a Blackman window. Results obtained at frequencies 

from 30 kHz to 800 kHz are useful in inferring the noise 

level. This is because the signal at frequencies less than 

30 kHz is corrupted by the nozzle wall turbulent boundary 

layer and the upper-frequency limit is dictated by the 

measurement capability of the photodetector. In all the 

deduced spectrum plots, the spectrum rolls off at around 

800 kHz. Finally, it's well known that the noise generated 

inside the combustor can radiate in all directions. 

Therefore, the density differences measured by the FLDI 

technique are due to the noise radiated in the direction at 

which the two-laser beams are oriented at the focus; i.e., 

in the free-stream direction. 

Figures 4 and 5 compare the PSD spectra of the density 

difference measured at the front and rear end of the 

combustor for the unfuelled and reacting cases. Also 

plotted in Figure 4 is the free-stream PSD spectrum of 

density difference, measured at the nozzle centre plane 

and 247.5 mm downstream of the nozzle exit plane. For 

simplicity, the PSD spectrum of the no-flow (pre-trigger) 

data for the free-stream condition is plotted in Fig. 4 only. 

The no-flow PSD spectrum for other conditions looks 

similar to the free-stream condition and hence, they are 

not shown in the other plots. This spectral plot indicates 

that the density differences during the steady test time are 

nearly three orders of magnitude higher than the reference 

or no-flow case. Nearly the same signal-to-noise ratio is 

obtained for the rest of the cases. 

 
Comparing the PSD spectra measured inside the 

combustor with the free stream case, Fig. 4 indicates that 

the increase in the noise level generated inside the 

scramjet combustor for the unfuelled case is about two 

orders of magnitude more than that in the free-stream. 

This confirms that a significant amount of noise is 

generated inside the scramjet engine. Thus, inside the 

combustor, for the unfuelled case, the FLDI measures, a) 

the noise radiated from the turbulent wall boundary layer 

due to the trip, b) noise radiated as the flow is accelerated 

by the expansion fan created in the throat, c) noise 

generated due to interaction of the shock with the 

boundary layer and d) free-stream noise. 

 
From Figs. 4 and 5, it is clear that higher density 

fluctuations were measured at the front of the combustor 

than at the rear end for the frequency range of 100 kHz to 

800 kHz. This is due to the energy cascade. Early in the 

Figure 4. Comparing the PSD spectra of the density difference 

measured at the front and rear end of the combustor for the unfuelled 
case. The free-stream spectrum of the density difference is also shown 

for comparison. 

Figure 5. Comparing the PSD spectra of the density difference measured 

at the front and rear end of the combustor for the reacting case. 
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combustor, the large-scale turbulent structures that 

generate noise (vortices in the fuel plumes and boundary 

layers) are very energetic. Further downstream, the large-

scale structures break down to smaller eddies and their 

energies cascade. Also, the energy dissipates in the form 

of heat. Collectively, this results in lower density 

fluctuations at the rear end of the combustor than at the 

front end. Moreover, for the fuelled case, due to 

substantial heat release in the second half of the 

combustor, the mean density decreases and this may lead 

to lower density fluctuations. Another interesting feature 

to be noted from the spectra in Figs. 4 and 5 are the tonal 

content at the two different locations for the two cases. 

Apart from the peak observed at 321 kHz in Fig. 4 for the 

unfuelled case at x = 39 mm, the density fluctuations look 

similar to those at x = 339 mm. Similarly, the density 

fluctuations for the reacting case (Fig. 5) at the two 

locations remain the same. This implies, as the 

disturbance gets convected with the flow, the amplitude 

of the measured disturbance, or noise, may vary but not 

the disturbance wavelength. 

Now, let us compare the PSD spectrums of the density 

differences measured for both the cases at the front (Fig. 

6) and rear end (Fig. 7) of the combustor. Comparing the 

spectrum (Fig. 6) for the unfuelled case with that for the 

reacting case at x = 39 mm, the PSD is slightly higher in 

the frequency range of 30 kHz to 300 kHz. Although 

significant heat release does not occur at this location, due 

to the strong shock, chemical reactions (radical formation 

and creation of hotspots) occur in these regions [3]. Thus, 

the increase in the density difference (additional noise) 

measured for the reacting case must be mainly due to a) 

generation of a counter-rotating vortex pair (CVP) in the 

fuel injection process [3], b) shock-induced boundary-

layer separation upstream of the fuel jet, c) the instability 

and turbulent breakdown of the fuel plume-air interface, 

and d) interaction of the fuel plume with the series of 

shocks around the throat region. A significant difference 

in the spectra (Fig. 6) to note is that the unfuelled case 

produces a distinct tone at just over 321 kHz, but this does 

not appear in the fuelled case. Figure 6 also shows that, 

for frequencies above 300 kHz, the spectral curves lie 

over each other. This shows the additional tones generated 

in the reacting case early in the combustor are associated 

with high wavelength disturbances that have low-

frequency characteristics. 

 

Moving on to the rear end of the combustor, Fig. 7 shows 

that the density differences for the two cases are nearly the 

same at frequencies lower than 300 kHz. There is an 

increase in the density differences, and hence the noise 

level, for the reacting case compared to the unfuelled case 

for frequencies above 300 kHz. This increase in the noise 

level is attributed to heat release resulting from supersonic 

combustion, in addition to the mechanisms associated 

with fuel injection mentioned earlier. Interestingly, new 

tones are introduced that are not present in the unfuelled 

case. 

 

4. Conclusion  

Experiments were conducted to measure the noise 

generated in a scramjet engine using the FLDI technique. 

From the power spectral density of the density 

differences, the spectral characteristics of the noise 

generated in the combustor for unfuelled and reacting 

cases were analyzed. The spectral plot shows that the 

noise level generated inside the scramjet combustor for 

both cases are about two orders of magnitude more than 

that in the free-stream. Also, for both cases and in the 

measurable frequency range, the noise level at the front 

end of the combustor is higher than at its rear end. This is 

attributed to the presence of large-scale turbulent 

structures at the front end of the combustor. Finally, a 

significant amount of combustion-induced noise is 

generated, especially at the combustor rear end, due to the 

supersonic combustion process. It is concluded that noise 

is generated at each stage of the scramjet engine due to 

various flow phenomena and fluid interactions. In future, 

the measured density difference will be converted into the 

sound-pressure levels and will be represented in the terms 

of acoustic loads at a range of frequencies. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the first application of a novel multiple mapping conditioning model with a shadow position reference in LES/PDF 

modelling of a piloted premixed methane-air jet flame using detailed chemistry. The stochastic equations governing the temporal 

evolution of shadow positions encompass a diffusion coefficient correlated to the model parameter λ that represents the ratio between a 

reference turbulent propagation speed and the laminar flame speed. Therefore, in this approach, adjusting the actual turbulent 

propagation speed does not require varying the mixing constant, which could affect the flame’s inner structure and propagation speed 

at the same time. The obtained results show a significant difference between the predictions obtained for the inner structure of the flame 

using simple and detailed chemical mechanisms, which demonstrates the significance of incorporating detailed chemistry to obtain a 

more realistic prediction. Furthermore, the results demonstrate the sensitivity of the predicted flame length to the model parameter 𝜆. 

In contrast, the predicted inner structure does not show considerable sensitivity to 𝜆 variations as expected. 

Keywords: Premixed combustion, Multiple mapping conditioning, MMC-LES, Shadow position. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Reducing the environmental impact of energy production 

through the combustion of fossil fuels necessitates the 

construction of novel mixed-mode burners that augment 

premixing and generate a broad range of combustion 

regimes, including the premixed, partially premixed and 

stratified ones [1]. Therefore, robust and reliable 

numerical models should be developed to analyse and 

optimise these combustors, which could be validated 

against the existing experimental data [2]. 

Several methodologies are available for the numerical 

investigation of premixed flames [3-8]. Although 

flamelet-based approaches [3-5] are extensively used to 

simulate turbulent premixed flames, their application is 

limited to circumstances wherein the flamelet assumption 

is valid. In contrast, the chemical source terms are closed 

in the transported probability density function (PDF) 

approach [7, 8]; thereby, this methodology is not 

constrained by the validity of the flamelet assumption. 

Nonetheless, the application of  PDF models needs a 

closure for the conditional scalar dissipation term using a 

mixing model [9].   

Although different mixing models are available for this 

purpose, applying non-local mixing models in the 

flamelet regime may cause unphysical mixing across the 

flame front due to the significant coupling between 

mixing and reactions [9]. Therefore, substantial tuning of 

the mixing time scale constant in the PDF modelling of 

premixed flames will be required [7], which may affect 

the propagation speed and the inner structure of the flame 

concurrently. This problem can be circumvented by 

implementing a mixing model that enforces the localness 

relative to the flame front. Multiple Mapping 

Conditioning (MMC) [10] is a transported PDF method 

that conditions the mixing in a mathematically 

independent reference space; therefore, it is a suitable 

framework for this purpose. 

In MMC modelling of non-premixed turbulent flames, the 

mixture fraction is used as the reference variable to 

enforce localness in the composition space. This approach 

has matured to the point that accurate results could be 

obtained using a sparse set of Lagrangian particles [11]. 

The mixture fraction as the reference variable, 

nonetheless, does not prohibit the mixing of burned and 

unburned gases in premixed flames, and it is not suitable 

for premixed applications [12]. Therefore, different 

alternatives have been proposed as the appropriate 

reference variable for premixed flames [8, 13]. In this 

regard, Sundaram and Klimenko [13] proposed a shadow 

position reference variable that evolves based on a set of 

stochastic differential equations similar to those suggested 

by Pope for the Shadow Position Mixing Model (SPMM) 

[14]. Notwithstanding the similarity of transport 

equations, model parameters are different between the 

two approaches, and the turbulent diffusion coefficient in 

Pope’s SPMM is substituted with an effective diffusion 

coefficient proportional to the turbulent premixed flame 

propagation speed in the Sundaram and Klimenko’s 

model. Despite this difference in model parameters, the 

Premixed MMC mixing model incorporating the shadow 

position reference variable provides the desired 

characteristics of localness in composition space, linearity 

and independence like the Pope’s SPMM.  
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In the present paper, the premixed MMC mixing model 

with shadow position reference variables is for the first 

time applied to actual flame conditions in conjunction 

with a detailed chemical mechanism. In the previous 

works [15, 16], authors had investigated the piloted 

premixed flames using this model with a simple two-step 

chemical mechanism [17]. In the present work, however, 

the 22 species, 104 steps DRM – 22 chemical mechanism 

is used, which is a reduced version of the GRI1.2 and is 

shown to have superior predictions of ignition delay time 

and laminar flame speed in atmospheric conditions in 

comparison with DRM – 19 [18]. The present work 

investigates the effect of incorporating the detailed 

chemistry on the inner structure and turbulent propagation 

speed of the flame predicted by the MMC-LES model 

with shadow position reference variables. For this 

purpose, the results obtained from MMC-LES simulations 

of piloted premixed methane-air jet flame F3, 

experimentally investigated by Chen et al. [19], using the 

DRM – 22 detailed chemistry, are compared with those 

obtained with a 2 step simple chemistry in the previous 

works [15, 16]. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 MMC – LES model with shadow position 
reference variables 

The premixed MMC mixing model with shadow position 

reference variables can be represented stochastically as: 

𝑑𝒙𝑃 = [�̃� +
1

�̅�
∇(�̅�𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓)] 𝑑𝑡 +  (√2𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓) 𝑑𝒘𝑥

𝑝
 (1) 

𝑑𝜙𝛼
𝑃 = [𝜔𝛼(𝛟𝑝) + 𝕊(𝜙𝛼

𝑃)]𝑑𝑡 (2) 

⟨𝕊(𝜙𝛼
𝑃)|𝝃𝑝 = 𝝃⟩ = 0 (3) 

In these equations, overlines . ̃ and . ̅ respectively denote 

Favre and Reynolds filtered quantities, the superscript p 

shows a stochastic quantity, 𝑼  denotes the velocity 

vector, 𝜌  is the density, 𝒟𝑒𝑓𝑓  indicates the sum of 

molecular and subgrid-scale diffusivities, 𝑑𝒘 shows the 

independent Wiener process vector, 𝜔𝛼  indicates 

chemical reactions, and 𝕊 denotes the molecular mixing 

process. Equation (3) implies the conservation of 

conditional means throughout the mixing process in the 

shadow position, 𝝃 – space. 

The temporal evolution of shadow space reference 

variables is governed by Eq. (4) as: 

𝑑𝝃𝑃 = �̃�𝑑𝑡 +
𝒙𝑃 − 𝝃𝑃

𝜏𝜉

+  (√2𝒟𝜉) 𝑑𝒘𝜉
𝑝
 (4) 

In this equation, 𝜏𝜉  denotes the characteristic time 

corresponding with the relative movement of the turbulent 

flame front about its ensemble position and is set equal to 

the subgrid turbulent time scale in the conducted LES 

simulations. 𝒟𝜉  shows the effective diffusion in the 

shadow position space. The model aims to resolve the 

filtered position of the flame in the shadow position space; 

therefore, the propagation speed must increase therein to 

offset the reduced flame surface according to the mass 

conservation principle. Thus, the effective diffusion in the 

shadow position space, 𝒟𝜉 , is obtained as [13, 16]: 

𝒟𝜉 = 𝒟𝜆2 (5) 

where, 

𝜆 = 𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑙⁄  (6) 

In Eqs. (5) and (6), 𝒟 denotes the molecular diffusivity, 

𝑠𝑙  indicates the laminar flame speed and 𝑢𝑡  is the 

reference turbulent propagation speed. In contrast to the 

SPMM proposed by Pope [14], 𝒟𝜉  here is not linked to 

the turbulent diffusivity, but it is a specific premixed 

MMC model parameter which should be adjusted based 

on the ratio between the turbulent propagation speed and 

the laminar flame speed of the incorporated chemical 

mechanism [13].  

A k-dimensional tree algorithm that approximately 

minimises the distance between stochastic particle pairs 

in 𝝃 – space forms the pairs, which are mixed toward their 

weighted mean using a modified Curl algorithm [20]. The 

flame front evolution in the shadow position space closely 

follows its development in the physical space; therefore, 

Eq. (3) ensures that mean values are also conserved 

locally in physical space. Furthermore, enforcing 

localness in 𝝃 – space minimises the probability of mixing 

burned and unburned particles across the flame front, 

which, in turn, ensures the preservation of the flamelet-

like structure in physical and shadow position spaces [16]. 

 2.2 Implementation  

The MMC shadow position mixing model is implemented 

in the mmcFoam package that incorporates a hybrid 

Euler/Lagrange approach for LES/PDF modelling of 

turbulent combustion. Filtered pressure, filtered velocity 

and turbulent diffusivity fields are calculated using the 

Eulerian solver incorporating the Smagorinsky sub-grid 

scale model and the PISO pressure-velocity coupling 

algorithm [20]. Eulerian fields are, thereafter, interpolated 

to particle locations. The Lagrangian solver uses a 

fractional step scheme to solve the traditional set of 

stochastic Ito equations in addition to stochastic 

differential equations that govern the temporal evolution 

of the shadow position reference variable. 

In the simulations performed to obtain the results 

presented in the current paper, the reference turbulent 

propagation speed in Eq. (5), 𝑢𝑡, is set as a fixed global 

value of 1.56 𝑚/𝑠 , calculated using the cascade-based 

4/7 power-law with inputs based on the jet inlet conditions 

[16, 21]. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Simulation Setup 

The simulations are performed for the Bunsen flame F3 

investigated experimentally by Chen et al. [19]. The 

burner consists of a 𝐷 = 12 𝑚𝑚  central jet, which 
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delivers a stoichiometric methane/air mixture at room 

temperature. The bulk velocity of the central jet is 30 𝑚/𝑠 

that corresponds to the Reynolds numbers of 24200. A 

wide pilot with a diameter of 68 𝑚𝑚 encircles the central 

jet and is composed of an array of 1175  ×  1 𝑚𝑚 

diameter holes that provide stoichiometric methane/air 

products at the exit cold-flow velocity of 0.84 𝑚/𝑠.  

The computational domain is a cylinder with a length and 

width of 15 and 10 jet diameters, respectively. The utilised 

computational grid consists of 1 million grid cells, such 

that the smallest grids in the jet and pilot region are 0.5 

mm across. The suitability of the computational mesh 

quality for LES was validated by determining that the 

ratio between the resolved and total turbulent kinetic 

energies is more than 0.8 in 99% of the domain [22]. 

Boundary conditions are set as zero pressure gradient and 

fixed total pressure boundary conditions at inlets and 

outlets. Realistic velocity boundary conditions obtained 

from separate pipe flow simulations are enforced at the 

central jet. A continuous annulus releasing equilibrium 

products at a uniform velocity of 1.32 𝑚/𝑠  is used to 

model the pilot. The pilot temperature is not explicitly 

measured in the experimental study, and it is set as 

1785 𝐾 to consider losses to the wall here [7].  

Twenty stochastic particles per LES cell are used in the 

Lagrangian simulations, and, as mentioned earlier, 

chemical reaction rates are modelled using the 22 species, 

104 steps DRM – 22 chemical mechanism. 

3.2 Results 

Numerical simulations conducted by ANSYS-Chemkin 

for a one-dimensional freely propagating stochiometric 

methane-air premixed flames using the simple two-step 

and DRM – 22 chemistries showed their laminar flame 

speed to be equal to 40 𝑐𝑚/𝑠 and  30 𝑐𝑚/𝑠, respectively. 

Based on the global reference turbulent propagation speed 

of 1.56 𝑚/𝑠 , the global values for 𝜆 parameter will be 

equal to 3.9 and 5.2 for simulations using the simple and 

DRM – 22 chemical mechanisms, respectively.  

Figure 1 depicts the scatter plots of species mass fractions 

versus the normalised reaction progress variable at 

locations 𝑋 ⁄ 𝐷 = 2.5  and 𝑋 ⁄ 𝐷 = 8.5 . It can be 

observed that the results obtained for the scatter plots of 

𝐶𝑂2 and 𝐶𝑂 are qualitatively and quantitatively different 

between simulations performed using the DRM – 22 and 

simple chemical mechanisms.  F3 flame is in the thin 

reaction zone regime; thus, the smallest turbulent eddies, 

which are comparable to the size of the preheat zone, 

cause the thickening and broadening of this region [23]. 

This phenomenon is revealed in the results obtained for 

both mechanisms in the preheat zone, 𝑐 < 0.7. It can be 

seen that the scatter plots of 𝐻2𝑂2 , 𝐶𝑂2  and 𝐶𝑂  mass 

fraction show substantial deviation from the laminar 

solution in this region for results obtained using the DRM 

– 22 mechanism. For results obtained using simple 

chemistry, much less pronounced thickening can be 

observed in the scatter plot of 𝐶𝑂 mass fraction. 

The inner layer of the reaction zone is, nonetheless, not 

affected by turbulence since the smallest eddies are larger 

than its thickness [23]. The reaction zone is manifested by 

a sharp increase in the mass fraction of radicals 𝑂 and 

𝑂𝐻, 𝑐 ≈ 0.7, in scatter plots shown in Fig. 3.  It can be 

observed that the thin flamelet like structure of the 

reaction zone is also captured in the results depicted here.  

Figure 1 also shows that the simple chemistry results lack 

the detailed information obtained using the detailed DRM 

– 22 chemical mechanism. For example, predicted 𝐶𝑂 

mass fractions at  𝑐 = 0  and 𝑐 = 1 , using the simple 

chemistry matches those obtained using DRM – 22; 

however, apart from them, 𝐶𝑂 mass fractions are highly 

underpredicted using the simple chemistry. The scatter 

plot of 𝐶𝑂2  mass fraction also does not show any 

deviation from laminar premixed flame solution in the 

simple chemistry results. The noticeable difference at the 

tail end of the scatter plot at 𝑋 𝐷⁄ = 2.5 is due to the co-

flow and reaction products mixing, which cannot be 

completely eliminated in the data points.. 

The disadvantage of the detailed chemical mechanism is 

that its usage increases the computational cost 

substantially in intensive LES/PDF simulations required 

for premixed flames with more than ten stochastic 

particles per LES cell. For example, numerical 

simulations conducted for the current paper revealed that 

incorporating the DRM – 22 chemical mechanism instead 

of the two steps simple chemistry can increase the 

computational cost 20 – 30 times.  

 

 
Figure 1: Scatter plots of species mass fractions versus 

normalised reaction progress variable at 𝑋 𝐷⁄ = 2.5 and 

𝑋 𝐷⁄ = 8.5. Detailed chemistry results are obtained with 

𝜆 =  5.2. Simple chemistry results are obtained with 𝜆 =
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 3.9 . Dashed red lines illustrate the solutions obtained 

using ANSYS-Chemkin for a one-dimensional freely 

propagating stochiometric methane-air premixed 

 

Figure 2 shows 𝐶𝐻4 mass fractions at the mid-plane of the 

computational domain. Results show that the flame's 

length predicted by the detailed DRM – 22 mechanism 

with 𝜆 parameter set to 5.2  is slightly longer than the 

flame obtained using the simple chemistry with 

𝜆 parameter equal to 3.9. Therefore, it can be deduced that 

using a constant global reference turbulent propagation 

speed has not produced consistent results; otherwise, the 

flame lengths should be equal. Furthermore, results 

illustrated in Fig. 2 show that as 𝜆 rises from 3.9 to 7.8, 

flame length decreases, which means actual resolved 

turbulent propagation speed increases; however, the 

relationship between actual and reference turbulent 

propagation speeds is not linear and has not been 

calculated.  

 
Figure 2: Instantaneous contours of 𝐶𝐻4 mass fraction at 

the mid-plane of the computational domain for 𝜆 values 

of 3.9, 5.2 and 7.8 for DRM – 22 mechanism, and their 

comparison with the result obtained using the simple 

chemistry with λ equal to 3.9  

 

Figure 3 shows the scatter plots of CO mass fraction 

versus the normalised reaction progress variable for 

different values of model parameter λ at location 𝑋 𝐷⁄ =
8.5, where the normalised reaction progress variable is 

obtained as 𝑐 =  (𝑇 − 298) (2248 − 298)⁄ , and 𝑋 

denotes the distance from the central fuel jet nozzle exit. 

Illustrated results reveal that unlike the flame length and 

the resolved turbulent propagation speed, the inner 

structure of the flame is not sensitive to variations in 𝜆 

parameter. Following Seshadri and Peters [24], the inner 

structure of flame is specified as the structure of layers 

wherein the fuel and radicals are consumed. This ability 

to independently control the turbulent propagation speed 

and the inner flame structure independently is an 

important advantage of the MMC model over 

conventional PDF methods for premixed flames. 

 

 
Figure 3: Scatter plots of CO mass fractions versus 

normalised reaction progress variable for different values 

of 𝜆 at 𝑋 𝐷⁄ = 8.5. Results are for the detailed chemical 

mechanism. 

4. Conclusions 

A newly proposed premixed MMC mixing model with 

shadow position reference variables is utilised for the first 

time in MMC-LES simulation of premixed flames using 

the detailed DRM – 22 chemistry. Comparing the results 

obtained using detailed and simple chemistries 

demonstrated that incorporating the detailed DRM – 22 

chemical mechanism improved accuracy but substantially 

increased computational costs. Therefore, an efficient 

second conditioning approach proposed in [13] is 

recommended as future work to reduce computational 

costs. It has also been observed that the correct turbulent 

flame speed can be reproduced using the premixed MMC 

mixing model by adjusting the 𝜆 parameter, which does 

not affect the flame’s inner structure. However, the 

nonlinear dependency of the actual turbulent propagation 

speed resolved in the simulations to the 𝜆 parameter 

indicates that a fixed global value does not always 

produce an accurate result. A more rigorous approach 

wherein 𝜆 is calculated dynamically based on the resolved 

field data is also recommended as another essential task 

in the future development of this model. Local evaluation 

of 𝜆 can be done using an efficiency function similar to 

the artificial thickened flame models [8]. 
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ABSTRACT 
Newly-defined closures for the binomial-Langevin Multiple Mapping Conditioning (BLM-MMC) model are used to determine the 

proportion of stochastic particles that mix each time step. The parameter was previously treated as a constant. Two further developments 

were introduced to address the requirements associated with two-stream mixing configurations. First, the proportion of particles to mix 

is determined by requiring the MMC scalar variance to match the binomial-Langevin variance. To achieve this, particles are mixed 

using the Modified Curl’s model and a uniform random mixing amount until the scalar variance is lower than the binomial-Langevin 

variance. To exactly match the variance, the amount of mixing for the final particle pair is calculated via deterministic sampling from 

the distribution so compliance is guaranteed. Second, a standard Gaussian variable is introduced and defined so that the mapping 

function of the binomial Langevin scalar corresponds to its conditional mean. This conventional conditioning variable is introduced 

because its distribution is always continuous, whereas during the initial mixing period for two streams the probability density function 

of the scalar must be discontinuous, leading to segregated mixing. These changes are shown to correctly model non-reacting 

homogenous mixing of two distinct streams. 

 
Keywords: Multiple Mapping Conditioning,Two-Stream Mixing, binomial Langevin model, Curl’s Mixing. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Emission reductions have been achieved through research 

and application of combustion models [1]. Further 

improvements to combustion devices depend on the 

ability of combustion models to solve a wide variety of 

cases. The mixing of two streams with distinct values is 

the most challenging mixing scenario to model and can be 

modelled using a single mixture fraction whose 

probability density function (PDF) is represented 

mathematically by a double δ-function. Note that mixing 

more than two streams adds different complexity by 

requiring correlation of the joint PDF (JPDF). 

Multiple Mapping Conditioning [2-5] (MMC) is a 

framework, which is a higher level of abstraction than a 

model. MMC has the requisite attributes to handle 

challenging situations like extinction-reignition, which 

cannot be modelled using a single independent variable 

because the manifold [6] is at least 2-dimensional. 

The transport equations can be posed in either 

deterministic form (where the JPDF and conditional 

moments are transported in both physical and scalar 

space) or stochastic form (where stochastic particles are 

transported in both physical and scalar space, with the 

conglomeration of stochastic particles in a physical 

location used to determine the JPDF and conditional 

moments). If stochastic particles are used, then the main 

requirement for their transport is that their scalar values 

satisfy the JPDF. 

The RANS implementation of stochastic MMC [7-9] with 

a single conditioning variable implemented by the 

binomial-Langevin model (BLM) [10] provides an 

excellent model of combustion [7-9]. However, it has not 

previously been closed; this is addressed in Sect. 3.1 by 

defining the proportion of particles to mix during each 

timestep (and amount to mix each particle pair) which was 

previously unknown [8-9]. The utility of BLM-MMC is 

also improved for initially discontinuous two-stream 

mixing problems in Sect. 3.2. 

2. Background Theory 

2.1 Scalar Dissipation Rate 

The unconditional fluctuations of a scalar Z are 

'Z ZZ= −     (1) 

with 〈𝑍〉 the unconditional mean. The variance is 2Z    

and the mean scalar dissipation rate can be modelled as 

2N Z   =                    (2) 

where 𝜔 is the mixing frequency (i.e. the inverse of the 

mixing timescale). The rate of decay of ⟨𝑍′2⟩  for a 

homogeneous flow is given by 

2
2d

2 2
d

Z
N Z

t


 
= −   = −    (3) 

and the solution to Eq. (4) is: 

( )2 2

0 exp 2Z Z t   =   −   (4) 

where initial variance is ⟨𝑍′2⟩0 and normalised time is 𝜔𝑡. 

2.2 Stochastic MMC 
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The stochastic form of MMC provides an opportunity to 

model low probability effects important for extinction-

reignition. Homogeneous non-reacting stochastic MMC 

describes the transport of a non-reacting scalar Z in terms 

of stochastic particles (where * denotes a stochastic 

trajectory) and p identifies each particle 

d * dpZ S t=   (5) 

using a mixing model S, here obtained using the Modified 

Curl’s model [11-12], which is consistent with previous 

work [7-9,13-14]. The implementation of S requires the 

solution of the conditioning variable which in 

homogenous form is 

* 0d d  dp

k k klA t wb = +   (6) 

where  

0 2 klkl
k kl l

l l

A
B PB

B
P






 


= − + +

 
 (7) 

2 kl kib iB bl=   (8) 

where dw is the Wiener process, Ak is the drift coefficient, 

Bkl is the diffusion coefficient and 𝑃𝜉  is the PDF of ξ. 

2.3 Binomial-Langevin Model 

The BLM η transport equation [7-10] is 

* 1/2

bind d (2 ) dwp A t N B = +                 (9) 

where the drift A and diffusion B coefficients for a 

homogenous case are: 

( )*pA G  − =                (10) 

2
(* )
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1 1
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 = − − +  

     

              (11) 
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                (12)  

(* ) * *p p p   = −                 (13) 
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  (15) 

with 𝐾0 =  2.1 . The remaining variable 𝑑𝑤bin  is the 

binomial Langevin Wiener process [9-10]. 

2.4 Generalised MMC 

In conventional MMC, a (standard) Gaussian distribution 

is normally chosen for ξ, which results in a 

mathematically well-defined PDF  𝑃𝜉(𝜉) ; however, a 

satisfactory model for the inhomogeneous drift term has 

yet to be derived. Generalised MMC, used here, allows ξ 

to be any variable; therefore Eq. (6) is satisfied by virtue 

of the transport of that variable. The drift and diffusion 

coefficients in Eq. (6) can be defined based on the 

definition of ξ. In previous RANS implementations [7-9], 

ξ has been chosen to be η, a mixture fraction that evolves 

independently of Z via Eq. (9). 

2.5 Modified Curl’s Model 

Conditional scalar dissipation is modelled using a 

mixing model, S. The mixing model selected for BLM-

MMC is the Modified Curl’s mixing model [11-12] which 

mixes particles 𝑝  and 𝑞  (assuming they have equal 

weight) for any variable 𝜙 from timestep 𝑘 to 𝑘 + 1. 

𝜙𝑘+1
∗𝑝

= 𝜙𝑘
∗𝑝

+
1

2
𝛼 (𝜙𝑘

∗𝑞
− 𝜙𝑘

∗𝑝
)               (16) 

𝜙𝑘+1
∗𝑞

= 𝜙𝑘
∗𝑞

−
1

2
𝛼 (𝜙𝑘

∗𝑞
− 𝜙𝑘

∗𝑝
)               (17) 

where the amount of mixing is 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1.  BLM-MMC 

is largely insensitive to the distribution of 𝛼 and the value 

⟨𝛼⟩ = 0.5 is optimal [9] (therefore mixing all pairs and 

iteratively determining an appropriate 𝛼  is undesirable 

since this would produce 〈𝛼〉 ≠ 1

2
). If 𝛼  is a random 

variable, then any realisation from the distribution is 

valid—even if that realisation is not a random value—so 

long as the distribution of constrained values satisfies the 

distribution of 𝛼. Even so, a violation of the distribution 

would have negligible impact on the prediction of the 

scalar values by BLM-MMC. 

2.6 Particle Selection 

Particle 𝑝 may only mix with particle 𝑞 if it is closer 

than the mixing length. MMC produces physically 

realistic mixing by enforcing locality in scalar space in 

process S. This represents the transport of fluid parcels in 

physical space but limited to regions of similar 

composition (except for the occasional turbulent 

incursion). To achieve this, a conditioning variable 𝜉 is 

used by MMC to represent the scalar manifold [6]. The 

appropriate form of the mixing length is [9]: 

1/2( )B t= L                (18) 

where  

1
2

B
Z

N


−

 
=  

 


 


               (19) 

Particles can only mix once per timestep. An unmixed 

particle is randomly selected. A second particle is 

randomly chosen from all unmixed particles within the 

mixing length of the first particle. If there is no particle 

within the mixing length of the first particle, the particle 

closest to the first particle is selected. This allows the 

particle selection to work without knowing how many 

particles will be selected, which is important for Sect. 3.1. 

3. Improvements to the Model 

The closure of BLM-MMC [7-9] is completed by defining 

the proportion of stochastic particles that mix each 

timestep. The model is also extended to encompass two-

stream mixing with initially discontinuous properties. 
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3.1 A Complete Closure of BLM-MMC 

A method to calculate the proportion of particles to 

mix and the amount of mixing without requiring a user-

defined constant is described here. The previous solution 

[13-14] chose the desired value of conditional fluctuations 

as the input variable, and iteratively determined the 

proportion of particles necessary to achieve optimal 

agreement (see the last paragraph of Sect. 4 of [14]). The 

solution previously applied to BLM-MMC was to use a 

constant value of the proportion of particles throughout 

the domain, irrespective of the local mixing intensity and 

the Lagrangian computational timestep. 

The solution proposed here satisfies a consistency 

condition: mix pairs of particles until 〈𝑍′2〉 is equal to 

〈𝜂′2〉 . The mixing amount is chosen from a uniform 

random distribution for each pair until the realised amount 

of mixing would cause 〈𝑍′2〉  to fall below 〈𝜂′2〉  which 

indicates this is the last pair.  

To determine the amount of mixing for the last pair, let 
2 p

kZ  be the current variance accounting for mixing in 

this current timestep prior to particle p. The amount of 

mixing for the last pair is the solution of: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2 2
2 2

2 2

1 1

1

1

p p q

k k k

p q

k k

Z Z Z Z Z
n

Z Z Z Z
n



+ +

    =   − −   + −  
  

 + −   + −  
  

  (20)  

which is a quadratic equation for the unknown 𝛼 

following substitution of Eqs. (16)–(17). Solving Eq. (20) 

and taking the root where 0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1 gives 

1/2
2 2

2

2 ( )
1 1

( )p q

k k

n Z

Z Z




    −  
= − + 

− 
 (21) 

If  Δ𝑡 is so large that 〈𝑍′2〉 does not decay to 〈𝜂′2〉 after all 

particles have been mixed, then the mixing process needs 

to be repeated using multiple mixing timesteps, which is 

a standard feature of all Modified Curl’s models. 

3.2 Two-Stream Mixing 

If a double δ-function is mixed using 𝜉 ≡ 𝜂 then particles 

in the different streams will not be paired because ℒ in Eq. 

(19) is much smaller than Δ𝜂. This problem in previous 

work is rectified here. The following is a superior model 

for ξ: 

1. Define the mixing reference variable ξ to satisfy 

a standard Gaussian distribution (like the 

original MMC). 

2. The mapping function 𝐻(𝜉) is defined so that η   

maps to ξ: the mapping function 𝐻(𝜉)  is a 

monotonically increasing function so that 

𝜂(𝜉) ≡ 𝐻(𝜉)  =  ⟨𝜂|𝜉⟩. 
3. The mapping function 𝐻(𝜉) is used to determine 

the value of ξ for each value of η, i.e. 𝜉(𝜂) =
𝐻−1(𝜂). 

4. The reference variable ξ is used to condition Z. 

In practice, steps 1–3 are computed by sampling a value 
* p  from the standard Gaussian distribution for each 

particle, then sorting the values of * p  and * p  so * p  

monotonically increases with increasing * p . The 

relationship between Z and ξ defined by step 4 displays 

the same behaviour as previous work using standard, 

probabilistic MMC [13-14]. 

3.3 Closure of BLM Diffusion 

If 𝜂 is used as the conditioning variable Z in Eq. (15) [8-

9], Eq. (11) is always zero for homogeneous mixing, ergo 

there is only drift in Eq. (5) until there is inhomogeneous 

mixing. The proposed solution for BLM-MMC is to use 

the MMC mixture fraction 𝑍 as the conditioning variable 

to determine the range of possible values of 𝜂 to calculate 

Eq. (15). This provides a model with universal 

applicability. 

 

Figure 1: The mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis for 

Z (–) and η (--) vs normalised time. The horizontal solid 

yellow lines are the Gaussian PDF values in the skewness 

and kurtosis figures. The solid magenta line at the bottom 

of the kurtosis figure are the β-function PDF values. Each 

integer ωt (×) have the same colours as the lines in Figs. 2 

and 3. 

4. Results  

In the current two-stream problem, the PDF was 

initialised with two equal δ-functions at 0 and 1. The 

model was simulated for 𝜔𝑡 = 6  with Δ𝑡 =
𝜔𝑡

50
 and 𝑛 = 

40,000 particles. Figure 1 shows the mixture fraction 

moments. While BLM is not conservative, its error in ⟨𝜂⟩ 
is less than 1% at all times. The error between ⟨𝑍′2⟩ and 

Eq. (4) is less than 5% when the variance is 

significant,  while the absolute error is within 

10−3 at all times. The skewness always remains close to 

zero; while the kurtosis of 𝜂 correctly relaxes to Gaussian, 

Z constantly grows, but the error is only large once the 

variance is close to zero. The decay of the PDF of 𝑍 has 

been plotted in Fig. 2 with the 𝛽 -function PDF for 

comparison; this shows 𝑍 as initially a double 𝛿-function, 

with relaxation that resembles a Gaussian distribution. 

Figure 3 shows the same results for 𝜂. Comparing Figs. 2 

and 3, the kurtosis of 𝑍  is greater than 𝜂 due to the 

different processes involved, with the 𝛽 -function PDF 
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model being intermediate. Figure 4 shows that the 

correlation coefficient between Z and 𝜂 

( )
1/2

2 2
Z

Z

Z







  
=

    
             (22) 

is only small when the variance is low (the particles are 

close to fully mixing) so maintaining localness in η space 

is unimportant, and we effectively have Modified Curl’s 

model and not BLM-MMC performing the miniscule 

amount of mixing that remains. The lower values of 

𝜌𝜉𝑍 and 𝜌𝜂𝑍 are due to the non-linear error function 

behaviour of the mapping to ξ. The scatter plot of 𝑍 with 

its conditioning variable 𝜂 in Fig. 5 shows the production 

in conditional fluctuations (required for extinction-

reignition modelling) and corresponding decay in 

correlation from the initially perfect correlation. This is 

expected because conditional fluctuations ought to be 

generated (with consequential decrease in correlation) 

[14]. The relationship between Z and η is similar to 

previous results [13-14]. The error function is observed 

between η and ξ as expected because of the definition of 

ξ. 

 
Figure 2: Decay of the PDF of Z (solid lines); dashed lines 

indicate the β-function PDF. Each line is at an integer ωt, 

commencing from double δ-function PDF initial 

conditions. Colours are ωt,= 0—, 1—, 2—, 3—, 4—, 5—

, 6—. 

 

Figure 3: Decay of the PDF of η. As per Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 4: The correlation between η and Z (–), η and ξ (--

), ξ and Z (…) vs variance normalised by the initial 

variance. 

5. Conclusions 

A closure model for BLM-MMC was found by defining 

the number of particles to mix for each time step by using 

a random variable for the mixing amount and stops mixing 

when the variances of Z and η are equal. An improved 

method for defining the reference variable was also 

demonstrated to address the requirements for two-stream 

mixing: it is a standard Gaussian variable defined so that 

the mapping function of η is the conditional mean. This 

resolves the issue where a double 𝛿-function PDF of η is 

discontinuous and so restores the continuous PDF 

requirement for mixing. These modifications correctly 

model a non-reacting homogenous flow with an 

acceptable error. Future work will extend this method to 

reacting inhomogeneous cases and partially premixed or 

premixed reactant streams. 

 

 
Figure 5: Columns left to right: Scatter plot of Z vs η, Z 

vs ξ and η vs ξ. Rows top to bottom: ωt = 1 and 2. Straight 

lines on Z vs η and Z vs ξ are linear best fits. A random 

sample of 1,000 out of the 40,000 particles are plotted. 

The correlation coefficient ρ given by Eq. (22) for each 

pair of normalised time is ρZη={0.53, 0.20}, ρZξ={0.49, 

0.20} and ρηξ={0.96, 0.99}. 
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ABSTRACT 
Latest generation spark ignition engines are designed to achieve a high tumble ratio for enhanced mixing and faster flame propagation. 

The result is increased engine efficiency and higher power output. However, higher tumble flow magnitude might lead to increased 

cyclic variations, which would deteriorate the engine operation stability. The present study performs endoscopic high-speed particle 

image velocimetry (eHS-PIV) in production engines with varied tumble ratios to analyse the cyclic variations of flow field and spatially 

averaged flow magnitude. The experimental results showed that the higher tumble engine induces more intense lateral flow vectors 

during the piston compression, which causes a more complex flow structure near top dead centre than the lower tumble engine. From 

the data obtained for 100 engine cycles, the cyclic variations in the flow magnitude were measured initially lower for the higher tumble 

engine due to a more clearly defined flow structure. However, as the flow structure became more complex during the flow breakdown 

occurring near top dead centre, higher cyclic variations were measured in the flow magnitude for the higher tumble engine. This leaves 

an important task of flow magnitude and cyclic variation optimisation for the engine development. 

Keywords: SI engine, Tumble flow, Cyclic variation, eHS-PIV 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Spark ignition (SI) engines are continuously improved to 

achieve higher efficiency  and better fuel economy while 

further reducing air-polluting emissions [1]. Battery 

powered electric drives are currently increasing the 

market share in some countries thanks to the incentives 

and radical environmental policies; however, the demand 

for higher efficiency SI engines is strong due to their 

higher power density and energy density benefits as well 

as the need for petrol-electric hybridisation [2, 3]. 

High tumble flow is required to achieve high efficiency in 

SI engines because the intake air momentum can be 

preserved until the spark timing set near top dead centre 

and produce high turbulent kinetic energy to increase 

flame propagation speed [4-6]. The current generation of 

SI engines achieved the brake thermal efficiency increase 

from 35% to 41% compared to their predecessors, in 

which the high tumble flow played an important role [7, 

8]. To further increase the engine efficiency, much higher 

tumble flow can be considered, which however poses a 

significant challenge of increased cyclic variations [9]. 

This requires enhanced fundamental understanding of the 

in-cylinder flow and advanced diagnostics enabling time-

resolved, two-dimensional flow field information, which 

provides a strong motivation of research.  

For time-resolved flow field measurements in SI engines, 

high-speed particle image velocimetry (HS-PIV) was 

performed in custom-designed single-cylinder optical 

engines [10-13]. These studies provided crucial new 

information about the tumble flow formation. For 

example, the tumble vortex centre is not found at the 

centreline of the cylinder but more skewed to the exhaust 

valve side before it moves towards the spark plug during 

the piston compression [10]. Also, the higher turbulent 

kinetic energy preserved until the spark timing makes the 

most significant impact on the flame propagation speed 

[11].  

The HS-PIV was also applied to production engines via 

two rigid endoscopes containing a series of circular 

lenses: one for the laser and the other for the high-speed 

camera [14-16]. As the production engines require 

minimal modification and can be operated at realistic 

conditions using a commercial engine control unit (ECU), 

this endoscopic HS-PIV (eHS-PIV) has proven effective 

to investigate in-cylinder flow fields and their temporal 

evolution. 

The present study applies eHS-PIV to two engines with 

varied tumble flow intensities through the design change 

of intake ports. The focus is on the cyclic variations in the 

flow field and spatially averaged flow magnitude, which 

is performed using a 100-cycle dataset acquired for each 

engine.  

2. Experiment 

2.1 Engine specification and operating 
conditions 

In-cylinder flow measurement was conducted in two 

variants of a high-tumble production engine. The engine 

specification and operating conditions are summarised in 

Table 1. The engines adopt high-tumble design with 

straight intake port shape based on the inline 4-cylinder 

head with 16 valves. The displacement volume of both 

engines is 2,497 cm3 and the compression ratio is 13 with 

bore and stroke length of 88.5 and 101.5 mm. This sub-

square configuration is to enhance the tumble flow by 

extending its formation during the intake stroke. The 

steady-rig tested tumble ratio of the two cylinder heads 

was 1.1 and 1.5, which is more than three times higher 
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than the previous generation engines  [17]. The intake air 

was naturally aspirated and the air mass flow rate was 

controlled in real time using a commercial ECU to achieve 

the air amount for 200 Nm high load condition for both 

engines. Fuel injection was suppressed, and the engine 

was motored at at 2000 revolutions per minute using a 35 

kW AC motor coupled with engine crank. 

 

 

 

2.2 eHS-PIV setup  

The schematic illustration of the engine and eHS-PIV 

diagnostic setup are shown in Fig. 1(top). For PIV, glass 

hollow ball particles (TSI10089, SiO2) were added on the 

intake air flow using a fluidised bed type seeder (PIVTEC 

PIVsolid3). The particle size was selected considering 

larger particles produce high signal intensity but smaller 

particles flow better with the intake air. The oil passage 

blockage due to some particles flown into the crank case 

with a blow-by flow was another reason to choose smaller 

particles. Considering all these, the particle size was 

optimised at 10 𝜇m. 

For a PIV light source, a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG 

laser was used to generate 532 nm laser beams, which 

were guided into a rigid endoscope (LaVision 1108441, 8 

mm diameter and 200 mm length)  using a flexible laser 

arm (LaVision). The laser scope was designed to make a 

850 𝜇m thin laser sheet with 60o divergence through a 

series of cylindrical lenses. This laser scope was inserted 

between two exhaust valves to visualise the tumble plane 

of a pent-roof combustion chamber, which captures 

important flow fields. Due to the limited access of the 

laser scope through the production engine head, the laser 

sheet was induced with an angle leaving about 30% of 

near exhaust valve region unsighted yet resulting in the 

fully covered central area and intake valve region, which 

provides useful information of the flow field within the 

pent-roof chamber. To minimise laser beam reflection, a 

black paint was applied on the surface of piston top and 

pent-roof. 

High-speed imaging of the laser plane (i.e., tumble plane) 

was performed through a rigid camera endoscope 

(KarlsStorz 84583A, 3.8 mm diameter and 300 mm 

length) which was attached to a high-speed CMOS 

camera with a 50-mm c-mount coupler. Figure 1 shows 

the field of view achieved through the camera scope. The 

image was recorded on the 256 by 256 pixel plane of the 

Figure 1. Illustration of the endoscopic high-speed PIV (eHS-PIV) 

setup in a high-tumble engine (top). An example raw image shows 

the laser sheet coverage of the pent-roof chamber (bottom) 

Table 1. Engine specifications and selected operating conditions 

for eHS-PIV diagnostics 

Engine specifications and operating conditions 

Manufacturer and model Hyundai G4KIII 

Number of cylinders 4 

Displacement 2,497 cm3 

Bore/Stroke 88.5/101.5 mm 

Compression ratio 13 

Tumble ratio (steady rig) 
Lower tumble Higher tumble 

1.1 1.5 

Air induction Natural aspiration 

Engine speed 2000 rpm 

Engine load 200 Nm 

Endoscopic high-speed PIV (eHS-PIV) setup 

PIV seed Hollow-glass sphere (10 ± 2 µm) 

High-speed laser Quantronix HawkDuo@532 nm 

Laser endoscope LaVision Laser Endoscope 60°divergence 

Camera endoscope Karlstorz Borescope 84583A 

High-speed camera  VisionResearch Phantom v7.3 

Imaging frequency 35 kHz  
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camera sensor which provides a 140 𝜇m/pixel resolution. 

It should be noted that this is finer pixel resolution than 

the previous eHS-PIV measurement which successfully 

captured in-cylinder flow fields of other production 

engines [14-16]. Given the highly intense flow vectors 

expected in the high-tumble production engine [18], the 

laser repetition and imaging rate were synchronised at 35 

kHz – i.e. 28 𝜇s frame separation and 26.5 𝜇s of 
exposure time. 

2.3 Image post processing for vector 
calculation  

To extract flow vectors from high-speed particle images, 

a pair of consecutive images were processed using PIVlab 

[19], an open-source code written on Matlab. Firstly, the 

raw image obtained through the eHS-PIV was pre-

processed to enhance particle signals and to correct 

uneven signal intensity by applying limited adaptive 

histogram equalization (CLAHE). Then, a raw vector 

field was extracted through a four-step discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT) and a Gaussian 3-point sub-pixel 

estimator by defining the most apparent displacement of 

the particles between the image pairs. As the accuracy of 

the calculated vector is highly sensitive to the final 

interrogation window size of the 4-step DFT [20], it was 

optimised at 8 pixels with 50% overlap as discussed in 

detail in the previous study [14]. This was to provide fine 

vector spacing while minimising erroneous vector 

extraction caused by a narrow window size. The 

processed results provided 917 raw vectors at TDC. The 

eHS-PIV measurement and subsequent vector extraction 

was conducted between 40 crank angles before TDC (oCA 

bTDC) and 20 oCA after TDC (oCA aTDC) to show the 

flow field evolution near TDC timings at which the flow 

breakup occurs and the spark timing is set. To discuss 

cyclic variations, the measurement was repeated for 100 

cycles for each of the two engines. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Flow structure and cyclic variation 

Figure 2 shows flow fields of selected individual cycles 

and 100-cycle ensemble-averaged flow structure for the 

lower tumble (left column) and higher tumble (right 

column) engines at 40 oCA bTDC. Both engines show two 

large-scale flow components: a tumble vortex with the 

centre positioned towards the exhaust side [10] (red 

arrows) and a surging flow swinging with a larger arc 

(green arrows). The surging flow shows different 

development directions between the two engines. The 

lower tumble engine displays a vertical surging flow 

whereas the higher tumble engine shows a more lateral 

flow development. This surging flow surrounding the 

tumble vortex is much stronger for the higher tumble 

engine, which indicates it is a result of higher intake air 

momentum and a more lateral direction of the flow 

through a straight intake port.  

The individual cycle flow fields shown in Figure 2 exhibit 

significant cyclic variations. For example, it is seen that 

Cycle 15 of the lower tumble engine comprises a weak 

tumble vortex and a more vertical surging flow but Cycle 

95 shows a stronger tumble vortex and a more lateral 

surging flow. For the higher tumble engine, Cycle 35 

shows a strong tumble vortex located at the lower part of 

the measurement plane whereas other cycles have the 

tumble vortex at a higher position. This tumble centre 

position is related to the surging flow intensity; that is, the 

Figure 3. Individual cycle vector fields exhibiting the most 
significant cyclic variations and the 100-cycle ensemble-averaged 

vector field for the lower and higher tumble engines at 15 oCA 

bTDC. 

 

Figure 2. Individual cycle vector fields exhibiting the most 

significant cyclic variations and the 100-cycle ensemble-averaged 
vector field for the lower and higher tumble engines at 40 oCA 

bTDC. 
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cycles with a stronger surging flow forces down the 

tumble vortex position.  

Figure 3 shows selected individual cycles and 100-cycle 

ensemble-averaged flow field at 15 oCA bTDC. The flow 

structure at this time is very different to that at 40 oCA 

bTDC because the flow switch-over starts to occur at the 

end of piston compression. This is the time when the 

tumble dominant flow breaks down during which a large 

amount of turbulence is generated in a pent-roof 

combustion chamber. The flow intensity overall is much 

lower for the lower tumble engine but more importantly, 

the flow structure is weakly defined with only small-size 

tumble vortex is seen close to the pent-roof surface. In 

terms of the cyclic variations, however, the lower tumble 

engine shows high repeatability.  

On the other hand, the higher tumble engine in Figure 3 

displays a sudden introduction of a strong lateral flow 

towards the intake side. This is a result of the strong 

surging flow impinged on the exhaust side of the pent-

roof surface and directed back towards the intake side, 

which is termed as the bounce-back flow (purple arrows) 

[14-16]. As this strong bounce-back flow dominates, the 

tumble vortex is forced to move further upwards. The 

appearance of this new flow component in the higher 

tumble engine leads to a complex flow structure and thus 

the cyclic variations displayed in the individual cycles are 

much higher than those of the lower tumble engine.  

3.2 Flow magnitude and cyclic variation 

Figure 4 shows the spatially averaged flow vector 

magnitude development (top) and its coefficient of 

variation (bottom) measured for 100 individual cycles of 

the lower tumble and higher tumble engines. The spark 

timing for the selected operating conditions is set at 1.1 
oCA aTDC, which is illustrated on the plot. The trend 

observed for the flow vector magnitude is clear that at any 

crank angle, the higher tumble engine flow is much 

stronger than that of the lower tumble engine. The CoV of 

the flow magnitude, however, shows an opposite trend 

between 40 and 30 oCA bTDC. The CoV is higher for the 

lower tumble engine despite overall lower flow 

magnitude. From Figure 2, it is explained that the higher 

tumble engine has a much more defined flow structure, 

which relatively varies less. This is reversed at 30 oCA 

bTDC and later crank angles. The CoV of the flow 

magnitude continues to increase for the higher tumble 

engine whereas it gradually declines for the lower tumble 

engine. The increased CoV is explained by very complex 

flow structures shown in Figure 3 for the higher tumble 

engines.   

4. Conclusion 

This study performed a newly developed eHS-PIV in two 

variants of the high-tumble production spark ignition 

engine to analyse cyclic variations in the flow field and 

spatially averaged flow magnitude. It was found that, 

during the piston compression, the higher tumble engine 

comprises tumble vortex and surging flow components 

that are clearly defined and vary less than the lower 

tumble engine. The stronger flow magnitude of the higher 

tumble engine is maintained near TDC close to the spark 

timing. However, the flow breakup occurring at the end of 

the piston compression causes a more complex flow 

structure for the higher tumble engine and thereby 

significantly increasing the cyclic variations. From the 

new findings, a higher engine efficiency benefit is well 

expected for the higher tumble engine design. However, 

whether or not the increased cyclic variation is acceptable 

for a stable engine operation is left as an additional 

optimisation task. 
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ABSTRACT 
The current study investigated the influence of driving style and traffic conditions on real-world transient emissions and fuel 

consumption of a heavy-duty diesel engine. Six different transient engine cycles classified as timid, normal and aggressive at peak and 

off-peak hour were developed from the real-world measurements performed using Portable emissions measurement systems (PEMS) 

on an urban route. The on-road engine parameters were converted to laboratory engine parameters using the guidelines of the US Code 

of Federal Regulations, Title 40 Part 86. Gaseous and particle emissions and fuel consumption were measured and analysed for different 

driving styles and traffic conditions. The results have shown specific driving style has a significant impact on emissions than traffic 

conditions. Urban driving generates a lot of transient micro trips which significantly increase the turbocharger lag effects and overshoot 

emissions. 
Keywords: Transient cycle, NOx, CO, PM, Turbocharger lag. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

The Turbocharged diesel engines are currently the most 

preferred and widely used prime mover because of their 

high thermal efficiency, better fuel economy and low 

greenhouse gas emissions. There is no economic 

alternative to diesel engines in the case of heavy-duty and 

medium-duty transportation. Unfortunately, diesel 

engines produce a significant amount of gaseous and 

particle pollutant emissions that result in degraded air 

quality and pose a risk to the community and environment 

[1].  

The number of diesel vehicles is increasing rapidly. Strict 

emission legislation and standards are being implemented 

to control these detrimental engine emissions. In real-

world driving, the major portion of vehicle operation is 

transient in nature with a small fraction of steady-state and 

idling operation. However, to date, most of the 

investigation on IC engines focuses on steady-state 

operations [2]. The transient operation can be defined as 

frequent changes in engine speed and fuel injection, but 

these parameters remain unchanged during steady-state 

operation. Urban driving consists of a lot of transient 

events due to route features such as traffic signals, 

intersections, roundabouts and speed bumps. Emissions 

from the transient operation are also more readily 

produced compared to steady-state operation [2]. This is 

because the real-world transient operation is often linked 

to off-design turbocharger lag which results in poor air-

fuel ratio and overshoot emissions [3]. Concerning these 

issues, legislative authorities introduced transient test 

cycles such as NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) and 

WHTC (World Harmonized Transient Cycle) 

representing real-world scenarios [3]. However, several 

studies have found these laboratory-based transient cycles 

produce non-representative emissions and failed to 

accurately simulate real-world driving [4], [5].  

PEMS (Portable Emissions Measurement Systems) are a 

newly introduced technology that can accurately measure 

engine performance and emissions during real-world 

driving [6]. Legislative authorities have also implemented 

real-driving emissions testing using PEMS in the latest 

Euro 6 regulations to measure the actual vehicle emissions 

[6]. Transient cycle development from real-world 

measurement by PEMS can simulate the real-world 

emissions on a laboratory scale. Therefore, such real-

world-based transient cycles can minimize the 

discrepancy between laboratory and on-road 

measurements.  

To date, very few studies have focused on the 

development of laboratory-based real-world transient 

cycles due to the lack of an appropriate method of 

converting real-world measurements to laboratory cycles 

[2]. The guidelines presented in the US Code of Federal 

Regulations (CFR) of the domain normalised engine 

speed (%speed) and engine torque (%torque) can be an 

appropriate method of converting on-road measurement 

to laboratory cycle [7]. Multiple studies used this 

technique successfully to convert the real-driving 

measurement to a laboratory cycle [8].  

The current study has developed six different transient 

cycles from real-world measurements. The developed 

cycles were evaluated to investigate the change in 

emissions behaviour and fuel consumption depending on 

driving style and traffic conditions. These measurements 

will provide more realistic emissions factors and fuel 

consumption that reflect real-world operations. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Trip Selection and Cycle Development 

mailto:gmhasan.shahariar@hdr.qut.edu.au
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The current study investigated six transient engine cycles 

developed from real-world measurements conducted at 

the BERF (Biofuel Engine Research Facility), QUT 

(Queensland University of Technology) in Brisbane city. 

Thirty participant drivers completed two trips each on a 

12.5 km urban test route using a Hyundai iLoad diesel 

van. All the driving dynamics and engine parameters were 

recorded using miniPEMS manufactured by the Engine 

control and monitoring (ECM). Details of the test route 

and the vehicle can be found in our previous study [9]. Six 

representative trips were selected from these sixty trips 

based on driving style and traffic conditions using the EU 

RDE guidelines [6] and formed the basis of the laboratory 

investigation.  

According to the EU RDE guidelines, RPA (relative 

positive acceleration) and VApos (velocity × positive 

acceleration) are the best parameters to classify different 

driving styles which can be categorised as timid, normal 

and aggressive. According to RDE regulation guidelines 

during urban driving PRA ≤ 0.13 m/s2 and VApos ≤ 12 

m2/s3 refers to timid driving, 0.16 ≤ RPA < 0.2 m/s2 and 

15 ≤ VApos < 21 m2/s3 refers normal driving and RPA ≥ 

0.2 m/s2 and VApos ≥ 21 m2/s3 refers aggressive driving 

[6]. Figure 1 shows vehicle speed profiles for timid, 

normal and aggressive drivers during peak and off-peak 

hours. These six trips have been selected from the total of 

sixty trips to be representative of the three driving styles. 

The engine speed and torque recorded during real-driving 

measurements were normalised and transformed to the 

laboratory engine using the guidelines of the Code of 

Federal Regulations (CFR) 40 part 86 [7]. According to 

CFR guidelines, the %speed and %torque is converted by 

Equation (1) and (2) [7]: 

 

%𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = (
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑−𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑−𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
) × 100 (1) 

%𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑚 = (
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑚

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑚
) × 100 (2) 

The normalised engine parameters were converted to the 

actual engine parameters for the laboratory engine using 

equations (1) and (2). Then the converted engine 

parameters were uploaded to the DynoLog engine control 

system for the test run. 

 

 

Figure 1: Vehicle speed profiles for timid, normal and 

aggressive trips. (a) peak hour, (b) off-peak hour 

2.2 Experimental setup 

The experimental study was conducted at the BERF, QUT 

using a 5.9-liter six-cylinder four-stroke turbocharger 

heavy-duty diesel engine. Engine load was controlled by 

using a water brake dynamometer system. The engine 

control system can program different test cycles which 

provide the facility of running different custom-made 

cycles acquired from real-driving measurements. The 

detailed engine system specifications are provided in the 

previous studies of this research group [2].  

The gaseous emissions were measured using a Testo 350 

gas analyser at a 1hz sampling frequency. Particle 

emissions were measured using DMS500 fast aerosol 

mobility spectrometer. Each cycle was repeated twice in 

a warmed-up engine condition to quantify the reliability. 

Caltex ultralow sulphur automotive diesel fuel was used 

for the tests.  Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the 

current experimental setup. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

3. Results and Discussion  

Figure 3 shows instantaneous brake-specific NOx 

emissions for different driving styles for off-peak and 

peak hour trips. Several sharp peaks are visible during 

each trip and the peak locations are not the same although 

the on-road trips were performed in the same route. Urban 

transient cycles consist of a lot of stop-and-go transient 

micro-trip events. These transient micro trips vary 

significantly depending on the traffic condition and 

driving style can be seen in Figure 3. Sharp acceleration 
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causes a sudden load and engine speed increment which 

results in higher fuel injection and lower air-fuel ratio. 

This situation increases the formation of local high burned 

gas temperature which is the ultimate reason for high NOx 

emission formation. Moreover, a higher number of traffic 

signals and speed bumps in urban roads results in a high 

idling percentage during each cycle. A sudden load step 

from low initial engine speed just after an idling situation 

governs the fuel pump to respond rapidly but the 

turbocharger compressor air supply is not able to comply 

with this high fuel flow immediately. This situation is 

known as turbocharger lag, which results in a very low 

relative air-fuel ratio and leads to overshooting NOx 

emission formation. The number of such events is 

comparatively high for aggressive drivers compared to 

timid and normal drivers as aggressive drivers push the 

accelerator pedal more hardly after an idling situation in 

traffic signals. The turbocharger lag for this engine has 

been documented by Zare et al. [2] and is consistent with 

these results presented in the current study.  This is also 

reflected in Figure 3 where mean NOx emissions 

increased due to the increase in driving aggressiveness. 

All the cycles exceeded the corresponding Euro 3 heavy-

duty transient testing NOx limit (5 g/kWh), and the value 

is 2.06 times higher for off-peak hour aggressive driving 

and 1.92 times higher for peak hour aggressive driving. 

The on-road test performed using the 2.5 litre iLoad diesel 

van to develop the corresponding laboratory cycles is 

under Euro 5 emission standard. All the cycles exceeded 

the corresponding NOx emission limit (0.588 g/km 

including a conformity factor 2.1) except the timid off-

peak hour trip (0.54 g/km). The NOx emission factor is 

5.28 times higher for off-peak hour aggressive driving and 

4.32 times higher for peak hour aggressive driving. 

 

 

Figure 3: Instantaneous NOx emissions factors for 

different driving styles (a) off-peak hour, (b) peak hour. 

Figure 4 shows instantaneous brake-specific CO 

emissions during off-peak and peak hour cycles. It is 

evident that CO emission was also significantly impacted 

by driving style and aggressive cycles emitted more CO 

than timid and normal. Off-peak hour cycles generated 

comparatively higher CO than peak hours. This is because 

during peak hours due to congested traffic rate of sharp 

acceleration is lower which reduces the turbocharger lag 

effects. Therefore, CO emission can be an indication of 

in-cylinder combustion quality as it is a result of 

incomplete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels and 

aggressiveness driving increase the rate of incomplete 

combustion significantly. 
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Figure 4: Instantaneous CO emissions factors for 

different driving styles (a) off-peak hour, (b) peak hour. 

PM emission is strongly related to driving style where 

aggressive driving significantly increases the rate of 

turbocharger lag events which causes overshoot in PM 

emissions evident in Figure 5. During a sudden load step 

after idling an instantaneous air deficiency due to the 

turbocharger lag increases the ignition delay, lower 

oxygen availability, hence provides less time for soot 

oxidation in the expansion stroke after the diffusion 

combustion. This is the major cause of the overshoot in 

PM emissions during real-world transient operations. 

Moreover, such higher injection pressure increases the 

fuel jet penetration length leads to impinges on the 

cylinder wall and reduce the combustion chamber 

temperature. This also affects shoot oxidation and 

increases PM emission peaks. The location of these peaks 

corresponds close to that for gaseous emissions which is 

consistent with these peaks associated with turbocharger 

lags. 

 

 

Figure 5: Instantaneous PM emissions factors for 

different driving styles (a) off-peak hour, (b) peak hour. 

 

Figure 6 shows the fuel consumption for all cycles. 

Overall, trip duration has an impact on fuel consumption 

where longer cycles lead to higher fuel consumption. 

However, the driving style also has an impact on fuel 

consumption for transient cycles. For example, a normal 

off-peak hour cycle consumed less fuel than an aggressive 

off-peak hour cycle. On the other hand, timid peak hour 

cycle consumed more fuel than aggressive peak hours 

although the trip duration is higher for aggressive. 

Overall, normal driving shows better fuel economy than 

timid and aggressive cycles. 

 

Figure 6: Fuel consumption for all trips. 

4. Conclusion 

The current study investigated the impact of different 

driving styles and traffic conditions on emissions and fuel 

consumption using a heavy-duty test-bed engine. The 

study has found urban driving generates a higher number 

of transient micro trips which has a strong influence on 

emissions and fuel consumption. The impact of driving 

style is more prone than traffic conditions on emissions 

and fuel consumption. All the cycles exceeded the 

corresponding NOx emission limit, and the value is 2.06 

times higher for off-peak hour aggressive driving and 1.92 

times higher for peak hour aggressive driving. Therefore, 

implementing control over driving behaviour may have an 

impact on the reduction of emissions and fuel 

consumption. 
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ABSTRACT 
Bio-butanol is a potential fuel for compression ignition engines (CI) because of its beneficial physicochemical properties and its 

ability to be produced from agricultural waste through fermentation. The feasibility of using bio-butanol from biomass is not yet clear 

due to the high production cost caused by low yields and expensive processes for separating it from butanol-acetone (BA) fermentation. 

Instead using the intermediate fermentation products of butanol (that is BA) as a fuel has already been found to produce clean 

combustion. Butanol-acetone is, therefore, proposed as a fuel for CI engines which could lead to extra reductions in BA production 

cost, and could improve combustion by reducing temperature. Butanol produces in four isomers: n-butanol, iso-butanol, sec-butanol, 

and tert-butanol. The effects of iso-BA-diesel blends on combustion, performance and emission characteristics were investigated at 

three engine speeds and full load. The results were compared with neat diesel and 10% and 20% iso-BA-90% diesel blends. Brake 

power (BP) was slightly reduced while Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) increased for iso-butanol-diesel blends due to the low 

heating value. Exhaust gas temperature (EGT) and Nitrogen of oxide (NOx) emissions were reduced with the inclusion of iso-butanol 

in the test blends, relieving combustion and reaction temperature which resulted in NOx emissions reduction. Carbon monoxide (CO) 

emissions were reduced due to the high oxygen content. However, unburnt hydrocoroubn (UHC) emissions rose due to iso-BA-diesel 

blend showing higher UHC because iso-butanol has the most terminal C single bond H bonds, so the reaction rate of iso-butanol in 

butanol-acetone is lower, resulting in insufficient time to complete the reaction, causing an increase in UHC emissions. Thus, iso-

butanol-acetone could be a good alternative fuel for CI engines because of its production manner and reduced emissions. 

Keywords: iso-butanol, diesel engine, emissions. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Currently, concerns about environmental 

protection are being applied to the use of clean and 

renewable energy sources [1]. Reducing the particulate 

matter and carbon emissions of diesel engines has become 

a necessary goal to decrease global warming. One method 

to reduce the reliance on fossil fuel is to blend it with 

additives such as oxygenated fuels (methanol and ethanol) 

[2]. Recently it was reported that emissions reduction can 

be achieved by utilising a high alcohol chain, such as 

butanol, as an additive to diesel fuel. The structure of 

butanol includes carbon atoms classified into two chains, 

straight and branched, and it is divided to four different 

isomers: normal butanol (n-butanol), iso-butanol, 

secondary butanol (sec-butanol) and tertiary butanol (tert-

butanol). All butanol isomers can decrease internal 

combustion engine emissions because they are 

oxygenated. Conversely, using sec-butanol and tert-

butanol as an alternative fuel is unclear as their production 

processes are not yet established in bio butanol production 

[3]. Consequently, investigating iso-butanol and n-

butanol as potential additive fuels is an emerging research 

area. 

Karabektas and Hosoz [4] discussed the 

suitability of iso-butanol–diesel fuel blends as an 

alternative fuel for the diesel engine, and experimentally 

determined their impact on the engine performance and 

exhaust emissions using four different iso-butanol–diesel 

blends at full-load and different engines speeds. Their test 

results showed that brake power (BP) slightly decreases 

with the blends containing up to 10% iso-butanol, while it 

significantly decreases with the blends containing 15% 

and 20% iso-butanol. They found an increase in brake 

specific fuel consumption (BSFC) in proportional to the 

iso-butanol content in the blends. Though diesel fuel 

yields the highest brake thermal efficiency (BTE), the 

blend containing 10% iso-butanol resulted in a slight 

improvement in BTE at high engine speeds. The results 

also revealed that, compared to diesel fuel, CO and NOx 

emissions decreased with the use of the blends, while 

UHC emissions increased noticeably. 

Bio-butanol feasibility from biomass is not yet 

apparent due to its high cost of production caused by low 

yields and expensive processes needed to separate it from 

BA fermentation. Alternatively, intermediate 

fermentation products of butanol (that is BA) as a fuel 

have already been found to produce clean combustion [5]. 

Current research by our authors group has investigated 

nBA-diesel and ABE-diesel blends [4, 5], and found that 

the studied ABE blend reduced exhaust emissions. 

Recently, a study by [6] investigated the impact of a 

normal butanol-acetone (nBA) mixture as an additive for 

biodiesel fuel on spray and combustion characteristics. 

The experimental results revealed that all BA mixtures 

enhanced spray penetration, offered some improvement in 

brake power, and reduced the emission levels (UHC, CO 

and NOx) for biodiesel blends.  

The goal of the present study is to investigate the 

effect of iso-butanol-acetone (iso-BA) blends as an 

additive to diesel fuel on the performance and emissions 

of the diesel engine. 
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2. Fuel blending and stability test 

The analytical grade of iso-butanol (iso-B) and acetone 

(A) was used with (99.8% purity) and was obtained from 

Chem-Supply Australia. First, the BA blend was mixed 

with a ratio of iso-B: A 2.9:1 by volume to simulate BA 

fermentation industry production. Second, the two 10% 

and 20% iso-butanol-acetone (BA) ratios were blended 

with diesel fuel. The iso-BA with a conventional diesel 

blending was prepared by A 3000- rpm centrifugal tests 

to evaluate the long-term storage of the blends. ASTM 

standard method procedures were followed in the test fuel 

blend. Table 1 presents the fuel blend properties including 

density, kinetic viscosity, and heating value.  

Table 1. Fuel properties and the compositions of the test blend. 

Properties Density 
(kg/L) 

Kinematic 
viscosity (mm2/s) 

Lower heating 
value (MJ/kg) 

D100 0.82-0.86 1.9-4.1 42.8 

10iso-BA90D 0.837 2.21 41.5 

20iso-BA80D 0.833 1.9 40.2 

3 Experimental apparatus of engine test 

A single-cylinder, four-stroke, water-cooled engine, 

designed for experimental research work was used for the 

experiments. A direct injection (DI) system with a 

mechanical injector with a 3-holes nozzle was used. The 

tests were run at three engine speeds: 1400, 2000 and 2600 

rpm. The compression ratio was set at 18:1 ratio at full 

load. The specifications of the engine are summarised in 

Table 2. Engine loads were controlled using an electrical 

dynamometer by connecting it to the engine. A 

thermocouple transducer was inserted into the exhaust 

system and used to measure exhaust gas temperature 

(EGT).  

A schematic of the engine is given in Fig.1. Specific fuel 

consumption (SFC) for each fuel test was measured using 

a flow rate meter because of the density and heating 

values differences. Therefore, for each engine run the test 

blend properties were included for the accounting amount 

of fuel injected. 

Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) (in g/kWh) was 

calculated by:  

BSFC = SFC/BP…………………………. Equation (1).  

SFC = (g/h) was measured from each test blend using a 

flow meter. BP (in kW) is measured from each test blend.  

A Coda gas analyser model EGA0028 was used to 

measure emissions (NOx, UHC and CO) and it was 

annually calibrated. The engine was heated up until 

steady-state conditions using neat diesel. The experiments 

started by testing neat diesel, and then the different 

alcohol blends were tested: D, 10iso-BA90D and 20iso-

BA80D blends. The experiments were carried out in 

triplicate. 

 

Figure 1. G.U.N.T. Engine equipment. 

Table 1. Engine specifications. 

Engine specifications 

Number of cylinders 1 

Bore 90 mm 

Stroke 74 mm 

  

Connecting rod length 128 mm 

Capacity 470 cm3 

Nozzle injection pressure 300 bars 

Injection type Direct injection (DI) with 3-
holes nozzle 

Engine speeds test at full load 1400, 2000 & 2600 rpm 

Compression ratio test 18:1 

Table 3. Measurement equipment resolution and accuracy. 

Measurements Measuring 
rang 

Resolution  Accuracy 
(+/-) 

Pressure 
transducer  

0-250 bar 0.01 bar 1% 

Fuel flow 0-2 L/h 0.01 L/h 0.1% 

Thermocouple  0-1000ºC 0.01ºC 1C 

Load 
dynamometer  

 0.01 Nm 0. 3% 

Engine speed 0-3600 1 rpm 0. 3% 

Crank angle 
encoder 

720 0.1 0.1% 

NOx 0-1000 ppm 10 ppm 0.1%  

CO 0-10% 0.01% 0. 1% 

UHC 0-300 ppm 10 ppm 0. 1%  

4 Results and discussions 

4.1 Brake Power (BP) and Torque (T) 

Figures. 2 and 3 show the relation between BP and T at 

three different engine speeds and the various blend ratios 

of iso-BA-diesel blends. BP and T were slightly decreased 

for most alcohol blends compared to those of neat diesel 

due to the low heating value, see Table 1.  
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Figure 2. BP for the neat diesel and test blends. 

 

Figure 3. Torque for the neat diesel and test blends. 

4.2 Brake Specific Fuel Consumption 
(BSFC)  

 Figures. 4 shows the relation between brake specific fuel 

consumption (BSFC) of iso-BA-diesel blends and the 

diesel blend. Using high alcohol with low heating value 

compared with conventional fuel such as ethanol or 

butanol and ABE in the fuel mixture, resulted in increased 

fuel consumption. Therefore, needs more fuel to match 

the diesel fuel power [8, 9]. 

 

Figure 4. BSFC for the neat diesel and test blends. 

4.3 Exhaust gas temperature (EGT) and NOx 
formation 

 
Figure5. EGT for the neat diesel and test blends. 

 Figures5 shows the relationship between the EGT of iso-

BA-diesel blends and diesel at different engine speeds. It 

was observed that pure diesel gave the highest EGT at all 

engine speeds because iso-butanol and acetone have much 

higher latent heats and lower calorific values than neat 

diesel fuel (Table 1). Consequently, the EGT of 20iso-

BA-diesel blend was reduced by up to 5% compared to 

diesel. 

Figures 6 shows the relationship between the NOx of iso-

BA-diesel blends and neat diesel at different engine 

speeds. It was observed that neat diesel gave the highest 

NOx emission at all engine speeds because of its higher 

combustion temperature and lower oxygen content. iso-

BA-diesel blend gave lower NOx emissions than that of 

neat diesel due to the lower cetane number of iso-butanol 

[8, 9]. 

 

Figure 6. NOx for the neat diesel and test blends. 

4.5 UHC emissions 

Figure 7 shows that the usage of iso-BA increased the 

UHC compared to neat diesel. iso-BA-diesel blend 

showed higher UHC due to the molecular chain structure 

where the OH group and C single bond H positions are 

different to straight chain. The C single bond H bond 

significantly affected the reaction rate due to the different 

energy required for cracking the bonds or branches. 

Terminal C single bond H bonds had greater or higher 

energy compared to inner C single bond H bonds. In 

addition, the H-abstraction reaction was slower for a 

higher bond energy value which led to a low overall 
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reaction rate. Because iso-butanol has the most terminal C 

single bond H bonds, the reaction rate of iso-butanol in 

BA was lower, resulting in insufficient time to complete 

the reaction, causing an increase in UHC emissions [8, 9].  

 

Figure 7. UHC emissions for the neat diesel and test 

blends. 

4.6 CO and CO2 emissions 

Figures 8 and 9 show the relationship between CO and 

CO2 emissions for the tested fuels. It was observed that 

increasing the BA content reduced the CO emissions at all 

engine speeds due to the higher oxygen content in iso-

butanol blends, while CO2 emissions increased due to 

complete combustion. These results have an agreement 

with finding in Refs. [8, 9]. 

 

Figure 8. CO emissions for the neat diesel and test blends. 

 

Figure 9. CO2 emissions for the neat diesel and test blends. 

3. Conclusion  

This paper investigated the impact of the iso-BA-

diesel blend on engine performance and emissions.  

The tests were carried out at three engine speeds: 

1400, 2000 and 2600 rpm. The compression ratio was set 

at 18:1 ratio at full load. Some conclusions follow: 

• iso-BA blend is a promising renewable fuel 

produced via biomass fermentation. It has 

also benefited in relation to reduced butanol 

production. 

• BP slightly decreased while BSFC increased 

due to the low heating value of iso-BA 

blends. 

• EGT and NOx emissions decreased for iso-

BA blends due to reduced combustion 

temperature. 

• CO emissions reduced while CO2 emissions 

increased due to enhanced combustion. 

• UHC emissions increased for iso-BA blends 

due to a decrease in the reaction rate. 

• iso-BA-diesel blends, which are produced 

by environmentally benign processes, could 

be good alternative fuels for CI engines 

because of their production methods and 

emissions reductions. 
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ABSTRACT 

Dispersion calculations using computational fluid dynamics for problems on an industrial scale are very time consuming 

and carry irreducible uncertainty. Generally, for industry-based problems, it is necessary to examine the effect of a release 

whether it be toxic or flammable over a large area which makes detailed calculations prohibitively time consuming and 

expensive. With a view to speed up the process, a method for modelling the dispersion of species using a multi-density 

incompressible Navier-Stokes solver is introduced. The method is set up within exploCFD: a hybrid analytical-numerical 

toolchain that relies on the open source CFD solver SU2, which does not have a facility for multispecies calculations. The 

analytical method uses what is termed a false temperature to calculate the density of the released material.    The approach 

is approximate but is far more accurate than many methods in use in industry which rely solely on conservation of mass. 

The proposed approach is also much faster than using a Lagrangian approach for tracing the species.  The method is used 

to model some of the BA Hamburg tests as part of the validation of the methodology. The results show very good 

agreement with the experiment falling mostly within a fraction of a percent of the measured value.  The predicted results 

from this method overwhelmingly sit within the band 50%-200% of the measured values which is the most commonly 

used Model Evaluation Protocol metric for dispersion models. 
 
Keywords: Toxic Dispersion, Flammable Dispersion, Fast Dispersion modelling 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Industry dispersion problems usually cover a very large 

area. As an example, the gas cloud for the Buncefield 

explosion covered an approximate footprint of 120,000m2 

[1]. Even when the resultant gas cloud is much smaller, 

the area of interest is usually very large which makes 

detailed analysis of these dispersion problems 

prohibitively time-consuming.  

There have traditionally been two main approaches for the 

analysis of dispersion of toxic and/or flammable releases 

in complex environments. One approach uses analytical 

relations such as curve fits or continuity to calculate an 

approximate gas cloud size and location. This method 

usually does not account for obstacles such as walls, 

buildings, and process equipment which may be in the 

path of the emitted plume or the dispersing cloud and 

often has a significant effect on the evolution of the cloud. 

The other approach is numerical and usually involves the 

solution of the Navier Stokes (N-S) equations along with 

a turbulence model which can vary in complexity. The 

contaminant can be modelled using a Lagrangian model 

superimposed onto the wind solution obtained 

numerically.  Not surprisingly, traditional Lagrangian 

models can be even more computationally expensive than 

the N-S solution.  

It is generally accepted that CFD, which accounts for 

walls and obstacles, produces more reliable predictions of 

gas cloud compositions, locations and sizes but the 

method is time consuming and expensive. Both 

approaches have irreducible uncertainties, for example 

uncertainties arising from the impossibility of modelling 

infinite permutations of transient fluctuations of wind 

speed and direction. This and other uncertainties often 

result in significant local concentration deviations both 

temporally and in the time-averaged value from the 

constant wind direction case even for the most detailed 

approach.  

At the same time there has been rapid progress in hybrid 

analytical-numerical methods which utilise the analytical 

methods to calculate the source terms and then 

superimpose the results onto CFD calculations. The 

methodology has been applied successfully for gas 

explosions, dust explosions, explosive charge problems, 

and other explosions (see for example [2-6]). Hybrid 

analytical-numerical methods follow the same principles 

of the Fast Chemistry Limit model by Bilger (1980) [7]. 

Here we extend the hybrid methodology to dispersion, by 

coupling an incompressible solver to a simple analytical 

model relating density to species concentration. The 

method is incorporated into the software toolchain 

exploCFD: a fast dispersion and explosion modelling 

software which has been gaining popularity in recent 

years. We compare the results with the well-known BA 

Hamburg tests [8,9].   

2. The Hybrid Methodology of exploCFD  

The software exploCFD is an integrated toolchain 

implementing a hybrid methodology based on three 

interacting modules: (a) an easy-to-use module, which 

mailto:madhat@advanalysis.com
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converts a vector portable document format (PDF) file 

into a computational domain; (b) an open-source 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) engine interfaced 

with an analytical method; and (c) an open-source post‐

processor, here we use Paraview, but other viewers such 

as Tecplot can also be used.  

The pre-processor of exploCFD reads in a plot plan or 

elevation of the area of interest, and is used for onshore 

sites, vessels, and platforms. This saves the analyst the 

laborious effort of creating a geometry and a domain: a 

process which takes up the bulk of the analyst’s time. 

Drawings usually contain extra lines and information 

which are extraneous to the analysis (such as arrows, 

annotation text, etc.)  and can even hinder it. These the 

user can “exclude” from the analysis such that the 

software ignores them. All lines that are “included” are 

treated as walls. Since the analysis is 2-Dimensional the 

analyst is required to be judicious in the inclusion and 

exclusion of lines. This process reduces the time required 

for the setting up of a domain of even the most complex 

site to minutes rather than weeks required for the 

geometry creation in other packages.  Traditionally, 

exploCFD was configured such that an analytical method 

appropriate for the type of analysis sought, was 

implemented first and then the results fed as input into a 

CFD calculation. The analysis method varied depending 

on the desired analysis whether for gas explosion, dust 

explosion, High explosives (such as TNT) , BLEVE 

(Boiling Liquid Evaporating Vapor Explosion) or high-

pressure vessel rupture.  

With dispersion analysis, the pre-CFD analysis is simply 

to calculate the release density of the released material. 

This is fed as an input into the CFD solver. The solver 

used here is the open source SU2 solver which does not 

have a multi-species capability. Hence the analysis for the 

calculation of the release density requires the use of a false 

temperature strategy. This is elaborated in the Analytical 

Method section below.  

SU2 can be configured as a compressible solver which is 

the case for explosion calculations. However, for 

dispersion calculations, SU2 is configured as a variable 

density incompressible RANS solver.  

The default mesh element type is a 2D quad element, but 

other options are available including triangular or 

tetrahedral cells for three-dimensional geometries. 

Boundary layer refinement is typically ignored in 

industrial applications as the domains which are usually 

very congested, with thousands even millions of 

obstacles, and span at least tens of metres across, often a 

few kilometres in size. These domains are simply too 

large to afford this type detail in reasonable calculation 

time. This lack of boundary layer refinement negatively 

affects the accuracy of surface heat fluxes, which is the 

main parameter sensitive to boundary layer detail. The 

parameter is not of primary interest for explosion 

simulations.  

Mesh independence has been extensively carried out for 

exploCFD studies [2,3,5]. By contrast, CFD packages 

with sub grid models, recommend a cell size which cannot 

be changed. In those cases, mesh independence cannot be 

carried out. 

3. Analytical Method for Dispersion 

The analytical relations used for dispersion calculations 

are applied at two stages, both before and after the CFD 

calculations. The fastest configuration for dispersion 

calculations is an incompressible variable density 

configuration. Since the bulk of the flow in dispersion 

scenarios (with the exception of the area near the source 

of the release) is below a Mach 0.1 threshold, the 

approximation seems feasible. The first step needs to 

overcome the limitations of SU2 which has no facility to 

accommodate multiple species. A variable density is 

allowed but only one molecular weight is allowed. Since 

in dispersion calculations, one of the gas species which is 

in the domain before, during, and after release, is air 

(MW=29) and the released contaminant is necessarily by 

definition not air, this presents a challenge. The approach 

taken here to control the density by employing a false 

temperature strategy. We specify the temperature of the 

released material 𝑇𝑓  (denoted f for false) as follows:  

 

𝑇𝑓= 
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚

𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑙 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟
     (1) 

where 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚  is the atmospheric pressure, 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟  is the 

specific gas constant of air, the release density  𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑙  is 

applied at the inlet boundary is obtained by applying an 

isentropic expansion to the reservoir pressure according 

to:  

 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠  
(1 +

𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑛−1

2
𝑀2)

−1

𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑛−1
 (2) 

 

where: 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠  and 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠  are the reservoir pressure and 

temperature respectively, 𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑛 is the contaminant ratio of 

specific heats and 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛  is the contaminant specific gas 

constant and M is the Mach number.  

In other words, since only one material is allowed the 

question asked is: what temperature does air have to be at 

the inlet such that the density matches that of the 

contaminant?  Since the calculation is an incompressible 

one, and the release is prescribed at atmospheric pressure 

with little further expansion expected to occur, this false 

temperature strategy has little adverse side effects on the 

calculation.  

The correct contaminant temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡   at the inlet can 

be calculated at any time of course according to:  

𝑇𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑚

𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛
   (3) 

where 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛 is the contaminant specific gas constant.  
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As the calculation proceeds, the released contaminant is 

then mixed with the air and is diluted. As no further 

expansion is allowed by the incompressible variable 

density calculation, the volume fraction of the 

contaminant is simply a function of the dilution of the 

contaminant, and this is directly related to the density and 

hence 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙  the volume fraction of the contaminant can 

be calculated at any cell in the domain according to:  

𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
=

𝜌𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 −𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 

𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑙 −𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟 
   (4) 

The strategy is simple but works surprisingly well. 

4. The BA Hamburg Tests  

The BA-Hamburg tests [9] were carried out 

Meteorological Institute at the University of Hamburg in 

Germany, and involved releases of sulfur hexafluoride 

(SF6) gas in wind tunnels in various configurations 

(Figure 1); Ground-level continuous releases were 

conducted through. a circular opening, producing low-

velocity vertical flow through the wind tunnel floor.  

Different downwind configurations were tested, including 

unobstructed (flat and sloped floor) and obstructed cases.  

 

  Figure 11 The BA-Hamburg test Configurations taken 

from [9] 

5. Results   

Figure 12 and Figure 13 both show comparison between 

experiments and the model described in this paper (based 

on configuration f in Fig. 1 with an additional small 

obstruction). The results show a very good agreement, 

often within the uncertainty of the experiments 

themselves. The absolute error between predicted and 

measured results are found to be largely within 1 % with 

some exceptions most notably the sensor at a distance of 

0.613m in the BA Hamburg 4 tests. The absolute error for 

this measurement is about 3 percent from the average 

measurement in the tests though 2% from the maximum 

measured value.  

 

 

  Figure 12 Comparison between the model and tests BA 

Hamburg 3 Measurement locations in meters 0.613, 

0.920, 1.533, 1.839, 2.146, 2.376 

 

Figure 13 Comparison between the model and tests BA 

Hamburg 4, Measurement locations in meters 0.613, 

0.920, 1.533, 1.839, 2.146, 2.376 

Figure 14 shows the simulation results of the BA-

Hamburg 4 test (geometric configuration f), in this case 

the wind is vertical from the bottom of the domain to the 

top. The evolution of the flow with increasing time is 

shown in the plots clockwise from top left between times 

of 100s and 5000s. 

 

It is notable that though the simulated time was well over 

an hour and the domain is 2mx3m in size it is clear, as can 

be seen from the figure that the plume is skewed, and the 

flow has not yet reached steady state. Nevertheless, 

despite this, the results are still very close to the 

experimental measurements. Generally, the important 

metric used for Model Evaluation Protocols for 

dispersion models is that the predicted results should 

largely be between 50% and 200% of the measured 

values. This may seem a loose tolerance, however at such 

low concentrations, this often means a bandwidth of less 

than a percent. The results from this method 
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overwhelmingly sit within this band.  Interestingly the two 

points that do not fit in this category are at the highest 

concentrations, which may be either related to the still 

unsteady flow or due to experimental uncertainty.  

 

  

 
 

  
 

Figure 14   Simulation results of the BA-Hamburg 4 test 

(configuration f) top left: time=100s, top right: 

time=1100s, middle left: time=2100s, middle right: 

time=3100s, bottom left: time= 4100s, bottom right: 

time=5000s. All domains shown are 2m x 3m. 

 

6. Conclusion  

Detailed analysis of industry scale problems needs to be 

both rapid and reasonably accurate. A method for 

modelling the dispersion of species using a multi-density 

incompressible Navier stokes solver is introduced. The 

method is set up within exploCFD which is a hybrid 

analytical-numerical toolchain that relies on the open 

source CFD solver SU2, which does not have a facility for 

multispecies calculations.   The approach is faster than 

using a Lagrangian approach for tracing the species.  The 

method is used to model some of the BA Hamburg tests as 

part of the validation of the methodology. The results 

show very good agreement with the experiment.  The 

predicted concentrations are within 1% if the measured 

values. The predicted results from this method 

overwhelmingly sit within the relative error band   50%-

200% of the measured values which is the most commonly 

used Model Evaluation Protocol metric for dispersion 

models.  Interestingly the two points that do not fit in this 

category are at the highest concentrations, which may be 

either related to the still unsteady flow or due to 

experimental uncertainty.  
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ABSTRACT 
In micro/nanoscale flows the assumption of a no-slip condition at solid boundaries becomes invalid and slip conditions must be 

considered. The presence of this wall slip increases the development region in micro/nanoscale channels. This work derives analytical 

expressions for the velocity profiles and an approximation to the slip length in a channel in the slip flow regime for a channel with slip 

governed by wall reactions, such as adsorption, in the limiting case of very small slip coefficient. 
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1. Background 

When dealing with fluid-mechanical devices of the 

macroscale, the no-slip condition is generally used at 

solid-fluid boundaries. This assumption is based on the 

continuity assumption, which implies an infinitely 

divisible fluid, neglecting the microscopic detail of the 

individual fluid particles. As the mean free path (MPF) of 

the fluid approaches the characteristic length of the 

system, non-equilibrium effects near the boundary 

become more pronounced. The validity of the assumption 

of continuity is characterised by the Knudsen number, 

𝑲𝒏 =
𝝀

𝒓
, defined as the ratio of the MFP, 𝝀,  and 

characteristic length of the geometry, 𝒓.  

The assumption of continuity is considered valid when 

𝑲𝒏 < 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏  [1]. As the value of 𝑲𝒏  increases, the 

validity of continuous fluid equations, such as the Navier-

Stokes (NS) equations, begin to break down. In the slip 

flow regime, 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏 < 𝑲𝒏 < 𝟎. 𝟏 , a region of 

thermodynamic non-equilibrium, known as the Knudsen 

layer (KL), becomes prominent within a few MPF’s of the 

solid boundaries. In this region the NS equations are 

invalid, but due to the relatively small width of this region 

to the bulk flow, the NS equations can be used with 

sufficient accuracy if slip boundary conditions are 

introduced at the wall [1]. 

Initial investigations into this slip effect were performed 

by Maxwell [2], who modelled the particle-wall 

interaction through kinetic theory, postulating that a 

fraction, 𝛼 , of particles would undergo full 

accommodation with the wall, and the remaining would 

reflect specularly. This fraction, in turn, presents the 

average fraction of tangential momentum lost from a 

particle per collision, and is now referred to as the 

Tangential Momentum Accommodation Coefficient 

(TMAC). 

This reflection model, now known as the Maxwell 

reflection model, leads to an effective continuum 

boundary condition of the form  

𝑢𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝐶(𝛼)
2 − 𝛼

𝛼
𝜆

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
|

𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

(1) 

where 𝑦 is defined as the normal direction from the wall, 

and the subscript ‘wall’ represents the value attained at a 

solid boundary. The function 𝐶(𝛼) has been the source of 

much investigation [3] with different forms being 

proposed by various authors by differing analyses. Since 

few analyses have focused on this function in the regime 

of small 𝛼, 𝑐(𝛼) = 1 will be assumed, which agrees with 

the trend determined by Loyalka [4]. This is a departure 

from the nature of most works in this area, as in 

microscale flows 𝛼 generally lies in the range of 0.7 to 1 

[5,6] and as such, most published works focus on TMAC 

values of order 1. 

 

This work aims to investigate a limiting case of extremely 

smooth surfaces. The potential application of such an 

investigation is of flow through nanoscale materials such 

as graphene and single-walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNT). In SWCNT’s the energetically smooth 

potential landscapes of the carbon atoms lead to 

equivalent values of 𝛼 of the order of 0.001 [7] which may 

lead to the exceedingly high development length 

simulated in these nanoscale flows [8]. 

 

The Maxwell model has been criticised as 𝛼 cannot be 

determined a priori to experiment and due to the difficulty 

in measuring such a value [6]. For nanoscale flows, no 

direct physical measurements exist to the authors 

knowledge. A method for physically modelling this 

accommodation value was developed by Myong [9], this 

model, known as the Langmuir adsorption model, uses the 

Langmuir isotherm of a particular fluid-surface 

combination, which can be found catalogued easily, to 

determine the accommodation of the fluid molecules to 

the wall from the ratio of the rates of adsorption and de-

adsorption. In this work a general slip model for small 𝛼 
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will be considered, with the Langmuir slip model outlined 

directly. 

 

2. Governing Equations 

The evolution of this system is modelled by the 

incompressible, steady Navier-Stokes (NS) equations 

with a slip boundary condition [1]. The domain 

considered is the flow of a single species gas through a 2-

dimensional channel of width 2𝑟 as shown in Fig 1. The 

NS equations may be expressed in a dimensionless form 

as 

𝑈
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑋
+ 𝑉

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑌
= −

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑋
+

1

𝑅𝑒
( 

𝜕2𝑈

𝜕𝑋2
+

𝜕2𝑈

𝜕𝑌2
) (2𝑎) 

𝑈
𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝑋
+ 𝑉

𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝑌
= −

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑌
+

1

𝑅𝑒
( 

𝜕2𝑉

𝜕𝑋2
+

𝜕2𝑉

𝜕𝑌2
) (2𝑏) 

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑋
+

𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝑌
= 0 (2𝑐)  

where the following non-dimensional parameters have 

been used 

𝑋 =
𝑥

𝑟
 , 𝑌 =

𝑦

𝑟
 , 𝑈 =

𝑢

𝑢0

, 𝑉 =
𝑣

𝑢0

, 𝑃 =
𝑝

𝑝0

(3)  

Where the lowercase variables are the dimensional 

variables, with 𝑢  and 𝑣  as the velocity in the 𝑥  and 𝑦 

directions respectively, 𝑝 as the local fluid pressure, 𝜇 as 

the dynamic viscosity and 𝜌  as the fluid density. The 

Reynolds number has been introduced as 𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑢0𝑟𝜇−1. 

The initial conditions are considered uniform and are 

denoted as 𝑢(0, 𝑦) =  𝑢0, 𝑣(0, 𝑦) = 0 and 𝑝(0, 𝑦) =  𝑝0. 

In dimensionless form the initial conditions become 

𝑈(0, 𝑌) = 1           𝑉(0, 𝑌) = 0        𝑃(0, 𝑌) = 1 (4) 

The boundary conditions for 𝑌 = 1 at the solid boundary 

are given by a Maxwell-type slip condition 

𝑈(𝑋, 1) = −
1

𝜁

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑌
|

𝑌=1
              𝑉(𝑋, 1) = 0 (5) 

where 𝜁  has been introduced as the dimensionless slip 

coefficient as  

𝜁−1 =
2 − 𝛼

𝛼
𝐾𝑛 (6) 

Where as 𝜁 → 0 the boundary approaches the complete 

slip (Neumann) boundary condition and as 𝜁 → ∞ the no 

slip condition is obtained (Dirichlet). The TMAC, 𝛼, of a 

fluid-surface combination can be either measured or 

approximated by various methods [1,3,9]. Here it suffices 

only that this value is small, but the Langmuir slip model 

is outlined as a motivating example. 

2.1 Langmuir Slip Model 

Although, for this analysis, no physical estimate of the 

TMAC is required, a particular method is outlined. A 

popular method in the fields of micro/nanoscale 

engineering is the Langmuir slip model [9], which for a 

single fluid species reads 

𝛼 =
𝛽𝑝

1 + 𝛽𝑝
(7) 

where 𝛽 is the Langmuir constant. Using the definition as 

in [9] 𝛽 is defined 

𝛽 =
1

4𝜔𝐾𝑛

1

𝑝𝑟

(8) 

 
Figure 15: Channel Geometry 

where 𝑝𝑟 is some reference pressure and 𝜔 is a parameter 

which may be defined for isothermal flows as  

𝜔 = √
2

𝜋

4𝑐2

𝜋
exp (−

𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇
) (9) 

where 𝑇 is the fluid and wall temperature, 𝐸𝑎 is the heat 

of adsorption, 𝑘𝐵  is Boltzmann’s constant and c is a 

constant dependant on interaction potential of the gas. The 

flow is assumed to have no volume reactions, so 𝜔 is to 

be considered constant throughout the domain. This 

model acts in a similar manner to Maxwell’s, as the 

momentum loss is due to adsorption the molecules 

reflected from the wall leave either in a diffuse or specular 

manner, depending on if the molecule was adsorbed or 

not. 

Here the ‘smoothness’ of the wall is modelled by a small 

value of 𝛽 due to a large value of 𝜔. In the limiting case 

of very small 𝛽  Eq.(7) reduces to 𝛼 ≈ 𝛽𝑝 . Taking the 

reference pressure as 𝑝𝑟 = 𝑝0 allows for 𝛼 to be written 

in dimensionless form as 

𝛼(𝑋) =
𝑃(𝑋, 1)

4𝜔𝐾𝑛
(10)  

As the pressure drops over the channel length, the slip at 

the wall is reduced, this is the functional difference 

between this model and the Maxwell case for this 

analysis. The dimensionless slip may be expressed as  

𝜁 =
𝑃

8𝜔𝐾𝑛2
= 𝑃𝜁𝐿 (11) 

This leads to a boundary condition including the 

dimensionless fluid pressure 

𝑈(𝑋, 1) = −
1

𝜁𝐿𝑃(𝑋, 1)

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑌
|

𝑌=1

(12) 

This boundary condition is equivalent to that found in Eq. 

(5) divided by the dimensionless pressure. It will be 

shown in the next section that the difference due to this 

formulation does not have an impact at low orders of 

analysis. The benefit to this model is that it allows for an 

approximation to the TMAC if the Langmuir constant of 

the fluid-solid system is known. 

3. Asymptotic Analysis  

To analyse this problem systematically, the introduced 

dimensionless variables will be expanded in terms of 𝜁, as 
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𝑈(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑈0(𝑋, 𝑌) + ζ𝑈1(𝑋, 𝑌) + ⋯ (13𝑎) 

𝑉(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑉0(𝑋, 𝑌) + ζ𝑉1(𝑋, 𝑌) + ⋯ (13𝑏) 

𝑃(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑃0(𝑋, 𝑌) + ζ𝑃1(𝑋, 𝑌) + ⋯ (13𝑐) 

In this analysis the dimensionless slip parameter will act 

as the order parameter in the following asymptotic 

analysis. 

3.1 Zeroth Order Equations  

Introducing these expansions into the NS equations in 

Eqs. (2) and Eq. (13a) into Eq. (5) leads to the NS 

equations with the zeroth order boundary condition of  
𝜕𝑈0

𝜕𝑌
|

𝑌=1
= 0 (14) 

With no wall friction the initial flow profile does not 

develop through the channel, and as such, over the whole 

space the velocities are 𝑈0(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1 and 𝑉0(𝑋, 𝑌) = 0. 

Due to no flow evolution the pressure is constant over the 

channel and 𝑃0(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1. 

3.2 First Order Equations 

Introducing the expansions in Eqs. (13) into the NS 

equations and collecting the first order terms in 𝜁 lead to 

the system of equations 

𝜕𝑈1

𝜕𝑋
= −

𝜕𝑃1

𝜕𝑋
+

1

𝑅𝑒
( 

𝜕2𝑈1

𝜕𝑋2
+

𝜕2𝑈1

𝜕𝑌2
) (15𝑎) 

𝜕𝑉1

𝜕𝑋
= −

𝜕𝑃1

𝜕𝑌
+

1

𝑅𝑒
( 

𝜕2𝑉1

𝜕𝑋2
+

𝜕2𝑉1

𝜕𝑌2
) (15𝑏) 

𝜕𝑈1

𝜕𝑋
+

𝜕𝑉1

𝜕𝑌
= 0 (15𝑐) 

with initial conditions  

𝑈1(0, 𝑌) = 𝑉1(0, 𝑌) = 𝑃1(0, 𝑌) = 0 (16) 

and boundary conditions 
𝜕𝑈1

𝜕𝑌
|

𝑌=1
= −1  and 𝑉1(𝑋, 1) = 0 (17) 

With symmetry conditions at 𝑌 = 0 . These boundary 

conditions are applicable for either the Maxwell or 

Langmuir case, with the inclusion of the pressure term in 

the Langmuir slip model only having an impact on the 

second order correction. Immediately a steady profile of 

quadratic form can be found 

𝑈1,𝑠(𝑌) =
1 − 3𝑌2

2
(18) 

The pressure term can be eliminated from this system of 

equations by taking the derivative of Eq. (13a) with 

respect to 𝑌  and of Eq. (13b) with respect to 𝑋  and 

considering the difference of these equations. This leads 

to a simplified form of the vorticity transport equation as  

𝜕Ω

𝜕𝑋
=

1

𝑅𝑒
( 

𝜕2Ω

𝜕𝑋2
+

𝜕2Ω

𝜕𝑌2
) (19) 

where the first-order dimensionless vorticity has been 

defined as  

Ω =
𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝑋
−

𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑌
(20) 

The solution of Eq. (19) leads to a series solution of the 

form. 

Ω(𝑋, 𝑌) = −3𝑌 +  ∑ 𝐶𝑛 sin(𝑛𝜋𝑌) exp(𝐷𝑛𝑋)

∞

𝑛=1

(21) 

where  

𝐷𝑛 =
𝑅𝑒 − √𝑅𝑒2 + 4𝑛2𝜋2

2
(22) 

The boundary conditions given in Eqs. (17) have been 

applied to fix the value for the 𝑌  component of the 

solution. A weak boundary condition that the solution 

must be bounded as 𝑋 → ∞ has been used to derive the 

exponential form of the 𝑋 component of the equation. So 

far a series of constant terms in the above, 𝐶𝑛, have not 

been defined. To determine the form of these constants, 

the vorticity equation will be decomposed into its 

component velocity terms. Using the continuity equation, 

solutions for the corrections to the tangential and normal 

velocities may be found as 

𝑈1(𝑋, 𝑌) =
1 − 3𝑌2

2

− ∑
6(−1)𝑛+1

𝜋2𝑛2
cos(𝑛𝜋𝑌) exp(𝐷𝑛𝑋)

∞

𝑛=1

(23)
 

𝑉1(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑
6(−1)𝑛

𝜋3𝑛3
𝐷𝑛 sin(𝑛𝜋𝑌) exp (𝐷𝑛𝑋)

∞

𝑛=1

(24) 

It is worth noting that this normal velocity component 

does not satisfy the imposed initial condition, but this 

error vanishes as 𝑅𝑒 is increased, with the error at any 𝑌 

dropping below 1% at approximately 𝑅𝑒 = 326. In this 

regime, using the vorticity formulation, no assumptions 

are made of the pressure gradient in the normal direction, 

as is made in the works [5,9]. 

3.3 Boundary Layer Approximation 

It’s important here to note that in thin channels, which are 

the important cases for this analysis, the derivatives with 

respect to 𝑋 and 𝑌 are not of equal order. Following the 

standard analysis as in [4,8] we introduce the channel 

aspect ratio as a small parameter defined as 𝜖 = 𝑟𝐿−1 , 

where 𝐿  is the total channel length, where 𝐿 ≫ 𝑟 . 

Consider the coordinate transform 

𝑋 =
𝑥

𝐿
                     𝑌 =

𝑦

𝑟
 (25) 

then, discarding 𝜖2  terms as higher order, Eq. (19) 

becomes 

𝜖𝑅𝑒
𝜕Ω

𝜕𝑋
=

𝜕2Ω

𝜕𝑌2
(26) 

Considering the order relation, 𝒪(𝜖𝑅𝑒) = 1, as in [5,9], 

Eq. (26) admits the tangential velocity profile as 

𝑈1(𝑋, 𝑌) =
1 − 3𝑌2

2

− ∑
6(−1)𝑛+1

𝜋2𝑛2
cos(𝑛𝜋𝑌) exp (−

𝜋2𝑛2

𝜖𝑅𝑒
𝑋)

∞

𝑛=1

(27)
 

This profile has the same developed form as Eq. (23). In 

dimensional form the developed profile reads 

𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑣(𝑦) = 𝑢0 [1 +
𝜁

2
(1 − 3 (

𝑦

𝑟
)

2

 )] (28) 

Considering the same boundary layer approximation for 

Eqn. (15a) and substituting the solution found in Eqn. 

(27), the pressure gradient along the channel may be 

found to be linear, as  
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𝜕𝑃1

𝜕𝑋
= −

3

𝜖𝑅𝑒
 (29) 

Thus, in the boundary layer approximation, there is no 

pressure gradient across the channel. For an 

incompressible fluid, the dimensional pressure profile is 

linear, with the form  

 
Figure 16: Development of the boundary layer velocity 

profile with ϵRe = 1 and ζ = 0.01 
𝑝(𝑥)

𝑝0

= 1 − 𝜁
3𝜇𝑥

𝜌0𝑢0𝑟2
(30) 

This linear form agrees with the analysis in [5,9] when the 

assumption of incompressibility is made.  

4. Development length 

To characterise the development length in the channel, the 

99% development distance, 𝑥99 , will be derived. 

Traditionally this development length is defined by the 

relation 

𝑢(𝑥99, 0) = 0.99 𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑣(0) (31) 

Here, since the first order correction is of order 𝜁 , this 

definition cannot be used, as it is possible that 𝜁𝑢1 <
0.01𝑢0 , allowing zero or even negative development 

lengths. Instead the above definition is used with the 

correctional velocity 𝑢1. The maximum of this velocity is  

𝑢1,𝑑𝑒𝑣(0) =
𝜁𝑢0

2
(32) 

A simple analytical estimate of the development length 

can be obtained by approximating the flow by its lowest 

frequency mode. For the boundary layer expression 

derived in Eq. (26), this leads to a 99% development 

length of  

𝑥99

𝑟
= −

𝑅𝑒

𝜋2
ln (

0.01𝜋2

12
) =  0.4864𝑅𝑒 (33) 

The development length is independent of the slip 

parameter and only has a linear dependence on the 

Reynolds number. The reason for this is that, due to the 

definition of the development length in Eqn. (31) the 

criteria for development change as the slip parameter 

decreases. This is what leads to the difference in the form 

of the slip length compared to the works of [10,11], where 

the development length is expressed as a linear form with 

a non-zero constant term, as these works only consider 

relatively large values of the slip parameter, investigating 

the regime 𝜁 > 100, whereas the analysis outlined here is 

valid as 𝜁 → 0. 

 

6. Conclusions 

This work has investigated the velocity profile of a 

continuum fluid moving through a channel with wall 

friction due to wall reaction. In the case of low reaction 

rates, a boundary-layer approximation for the 

hydrodynamic development length was determined. The 

development length was shown to depend linearly on the 

Reynolds number and be independent of the slip 

parameter to the first order, depending on how the 

development length is introduced. This analysis could 

potentially be suited for cases where the effective wall 

effect is very low as in nanotubes or with super-

hydrophobic channels.  
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ABSTRACT 
Modelling turbulent reacting flows offers a spectrum of well-developed modelling methodologies of varying complexity and 

precision. We review major classes of combustion models and examine the possibilities of extending these models for modelling general 

complex systems.   
Turbulent combustion modelling, multiscale phenomena, chaotic order, complex systems. 
 

1. Introduction  

Combustion is, perhaps, the most common phenomenon 

involving intensive chemical reactions, having highly 

sophisticated modelling tools that have been developed 

over many decades. Quite often, these tools are general 

and may be used for modelling other complex systems, 

which are not necessarily directly related to combustion 

and may range from physical systems to social systems. 

Here we need to distinguish ontological and 

epistemological sides of this problem. Modelling of 

complex systems is a less developed but rapidly growing 

area of scientific enquiry and engineering application. 

From the epistemological (methodological) perspective, 

we are interested in modifying and adapting modelling 

tools and methods to simulate other processes, whether 

these processes are physically related to combustion or 

not. The existence of some broad similarities is sufficient.  

From the ontological (physical) perspective, any complex 

reality is formed, in one way or another, by numerous 

chemical kinetic processes that must be consistent with 

the fundamental laws of thermodynamics. This complex 

systemic reality is an emergent property of many 

reactions, it is not reduceable to these reactions but 

ultimately must be consistent with the fundamental 

properties of the reaction models.  

In this short article, we will try to address the ontological 

and epistemological sides of the problem examining both 

methodological and physical implications of models of 

varying levels complexities used in both combustion 

systems and general systems.  

2. Principal Modelling Approaches 

       This section presents major classes of models 

stressing those models that can be effectively used for 

both simulations of combustion [1] and modelling of 

general complex systems [2].  

2.1 Turbulent Combustion Models 

One of the most simple models used in reacting flows is 

the plug-flow reactor, which assumes an average uniform 

mixture that gradually evolves from the inlet of the reactor 

to its outlet [3]. This evolution is specified by the 

following ordinary differential equations for the average 

mass fractions  

( )i

i

d Y
u W

dx
= Y

    (1) 

This model may work as a reasonable estimate for slow 

reactions but is rather crude to handle intensive 

combustion processes.   

Another group are quasi-laminar models that evaluate 

special variations but neglect turbulent fluctuations. 

These models are governed by the conventional reactive 

scalar equations [3]  

( )
( )t ii

i i

D Yd Y
u Y W

dt





 
+  − = Y

 (2) 

Using average quantities. This approach is inaccurate for 

most realistic combustion processes. 

       Conditional models do take into account at least some 

of the turbulent fluctuations and are reasonably accurate 

but only for some classes of combustion processes that do 

not involve more complex phenomena such as extinctions 

and reignitions. CMC (Conditional Moment Closure), 

which is the most widely known example of the 

conditional models is given by the following equations [4] 

      
( )

2

2
| ...i i

i Z i

dQ Q
Z Q N W

dt Z


+  + = +


u Q

 (3) 

for |i iQ Y Z= , i.e. for the expectation of reactive scalar Yi, 

conditioned on a given value of the mixture fraction Z (see 

Ref.[4] for the complete form of the CMC equation). 

Here, 
2( ) |ZN Z Z=   is the conditional scalar dissipation, u 

is velocity and W is the source term. The conditional 

models are intermediate in their complexity and accuracy 

between quasi-laminar models and Lagrangian PDF 

models considered below.   

       The Lagrangian PDF (Probability Density Function) 

models are used for Monte-Carlo simulations of the 

probability density functions of reactive scalars. These 

models are formulated using stochastic differential 

equations  
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( ) ( )

( )

1
( ) ( ) ( )2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

a)   2

b)   , ,...

k k k

k k k m

i i i i

d dt D d t

dY W dt Y Y

= +

 = +  

x u w

Y M
  (4) 

The superscript k marks different particles and each of the 

particles possess a number of properties Y1, Y2,… . The 

Lagrangian PDF methods are analyzed in the seminal 

work of Pope [5]. The synergy of the PDF and conditional 

methods resulted in the MMC (Multiple Mapping 

Conditioning) approach, which involves adding 

stochastic equations for the so-called reference variables 

[6,7]  

       ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k

l l l ld a dt b dw t = +
   (5) 

to system (4) and conditioning the mixing operator M not 

only on physical coordinates x = (x1, x2, x3) but also on the 

reference variables 1,2,… 

       In this section, we use notations involving ensemble 

averages but the modelling approaches introduced above 

can also be used in conjunction with LES (Large Eddy 

Simulation) filtering. As the filtering scale decreases and 

approaches the Kolmogorov scales (the scales of the 

smallest vortices present in a turbulent flow) LES models 

approach DNS (Direct Numerical Simulations) --- a 

complete emulation of the turbulent reacting flows 

without modelling assumptions.  

2.2 Classes of Systems Models  

The most common models used for modelling of general 

systems is System Dynamics [8], which involves more 

conceptual casual loop diagrams and more specific stock 

and flow diagrams that help analysing complex systems 

while dividing them into familiar types of interactions 

between the elements involved. From the mathematical 

perspective, the models of System Dynamics correspond 

to a system of ordinary differential equations  

( )i
i

dy
F

dt
= y

     (6) 

which may be both linear and non-linear. We can easily 

see that the models of System Dynamics (6) use the same 

class of equations as those used by the plug flow reactor 

(1). The models based on ordinary differential equations, 

such as System Dynamics, are usually originated in the 

1960s and 1970s where typical computer power was 

sufficient only for solving ODEs. The recent decades are 

marked by the emergence of more detailed, yet more 

computationally expensive models that pertain to partial 

differential equations, account for motions in physical 

space and/or can simulate spatially inhomogeneous 

processes.  

While quasi-laminar (2) models can be used in general 

systems modelling, this is not common. The most 

comprehensive methods associated with systems 

modelling are the agent-based models [9]. These models 

involve movements of agents (deterministic and 

stochastic) and interactions between them. It is easy to see 

that these models correspond to the PDF models (4) of 

turbulent combustion, where modelling agents are 

represented by notional particles. For general systems 

modelling, the mixing operator M needs to be generalised 

to reflect various possible types of interactions between 

agents (particles). It would be reasonable to call more 

general versions of M the “interaction operator” [10]. 

These generalisations are considered in the next section. 

A class of models called Cellular Automata can be seen 

as a special case of agent-based models where agents 

interact with their neighbours without moving in physical 

space.  

While conditional and LES-type models are well-

developed for and extensively used in combustion 

modelling, application of these approaches to general 

systems seems quite promising but rather uncommon at 

present. Finally, we note that comprehensive DNS-type 

modelling resolving the smallest details of the processes 

under consideration is very difficult for turbulent 

combustion but practically impossible for complex 

systems due to their complex, multi-dimensional, multi-

scale and hierarchal nature.  

3. Major Features of Complex Models 

       This section outlines conceptual similarities and 

major differences that need to be bridged between 

combustion and systems modelling. In this context, a 

number of features need to be considered from both 

ontological and epistemological perspectives.  

3.1 Modelling Multiscale Processes 

Turbulent combustion processes have a wide range of 

scales, typically from 10-5 to 10-1s for turbulence and from 

10-9 to 1s for chemical kinetics [3]. Interactions of 

different scales is one of the major problems that turbulent 

combustion models need to deal with. For example, the 

Flamelet model [1] is very effective in dealing with fast 

localised reactions interacting with slower and larger 

turbulence, while MMC implements PDF treatment of 

smaller scales combined with conditional modelling at 

larger scales [7].  

While complex systems usually involve multi-scale 

interactions of systemic hierarchies, multiscale modelling 

is less common due to a dramatic increase of complexity. 

Modelling strategies for complex systems usually involve 

significant simplifications focusing on a particular time 

scale and on a particular level in the hierarchy of emergent 

systems. The range of nine orders of magnitude would 

correspond to the range of scales between 1h and 1M 

years. While modelling such a range is neither practical 

nor feasible, studying interactions between more close 

and more related scales is to become common in the 

future.  

3.2 Conserved Properties and Information  

Speaking about properties of systems and their elements, 

we need to distinguish conservative properties, which are 

preserved (or change due to transport, sinks and sources), 
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and information, which is not preserved and can be easily 

replicated or destroyed. The stock and flow diagrams of 

System Dynamics [11] distinguish stocks that change due 

to flows and feedback loop information that can be easily 

multiplied or divided by a constant.  

The quantities used in chemical kinetics are conservative 

and are either preserved (e.g. energy and elements) or 

change only due to reactions. The conventional mixing 

operator M is therefore conservative. While it can be 

easily generalized to handle information (for example, 

competitive mixing considered in [10]), this addresses the 

problem epistemically but not ontologically. The 

emergence of information from conservative properties is 

a principal step that needs explanation: information is 

used by biological and social systems must be based upon 

some chemical or physical transformations. It appears, 

however, that information emerges even in conventional 

reacting flows, specifically in premixed combustion.  

In turbulent premixed combustion (whose accurate 

modelling remains one the most difficult unresolved 

problems of the 20th century), the two major states (fresh 

and burned) are separated by a very thin transitional 

region, which we can overlook for this discussion. A fluid 

particle in the fresh state yf transits to the burned state yb 

when and only when it received a temperature boost from 

another burned particle, that is [10]  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

k l k l

f f f f

k l k l

f b b b

k l k l

b b b b

y y y y

y y y y

y y y y

+ → +

+ → +

+ → +
    (7) 

where we can assume that yf=0 and yb=1 --- in combustion 

such variable y is conventionally called the reaction 

progress variable. Possibility of extinction is not 

considered in this model. If we have many particles in a 

uniform container, then  

( )1
d y

W c y y
dt

= = −
   (8) 

where<y> and 1-<y> specify the average fractions of the 

burned and fresh particles, and the constant c is 

proportional to the probability of interaction between two 

particles.  Equation (8) corresponds to the BML (Bray–

Moss–Libby) model of turbulent premixed combustion 

and at the same time, this is the so-called logistic equation 

--- a model for the propagation of innovation or simulation 

of a simple epidemic [10]. It is easy to see that (8) can be 

integrated <y> = (1+e-ct)-1.  

       It is obvious that transformation (7) replicates 1 bit of 

information from particle “l” to particle “k”, which 

underpins the wide systemic applicability of the logistic 

equation given by (8). Therefore, while chemical kinetics 

deals with conserved properties it can emulate replication 

of information --- the principal element of all complex 

evolutionary systems --- even under conditions of 

common combustion processes. Distinction between 

conserved properties, information and signals is blurred. 

3.3 Emergence of Chaotic Order   

       One of the most principal assumptions known in 

modern physics is the hypothesis of molecular chaos of 

Ludwig Boltzmann. The main implication of this 

hypothesis is Boltzmann’s H-theorem that aligns kinetic 

equations with the second law of thermodynamics. 

Considering systems of notional particles or agents 

[12,13], the hypothesis of chaos can be expressed by 

P(y(k), y(l)) = P(y(k))P(y(l)), where P(y(k)) is probability of 

particle k having properties y(k). This hypothesis imposes 

severe constraints on the complexity of the system, 

restricting system behaviour to basic thermodynamics-

like randomness and prohibiting hierarchal multiscale 

dependencies. Further research into the particle systems 

indicates that dependencies violating particle chaos 

emerge under some conditions [12]. This generally is not 

desirable in conventional combustion simulations but can 

be instrumental in simulating complex systemic effects.   

3.4 Emergence of Intransitivity  

       Chemical kinetics is always compliant with the laws 

of thermodynamics, which enforces transitive total 

preorder of the states of the system as determined by 

increasing entropy (or decreasing Gibbs free energy) [3]. 

Therefore, kinetic systems usually relax towards 

equilibrium or partial equilibrium without oscillations. 

This is in contrast with many complex systems where 

cyclic behaviours are quite common [14].  

        We need to note that thermodynamic constraints 

mentioned above are unbreachable only for closed 

systems. External interference can, at least in principle, 

reduce systemic entropy. Yet, oscillations are not 

common for chemical reactions, even in open systems. In 

this context, the example of periodic evolution (in open 

systems, of course) of the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction 

[15] clearly indicates that neither thermodynamics nor 

reaction kinetics prohibits cyclic behaviour. While 

transitive competitions can be accounted for by effective 

thermodynamics [16], the emergence of intransitivity is 

an important step in developing the complexity of 

evolutionary systems. Intransitivity should be expected to 

emerge naturally in open systems [17,18].  

4. Topology and Networks 

       The models we consider in previous sections were 

formulated either for homogeneous conditions or for plain 

physical space. Numerical methods use uniform 

rectangular grids to represent the topology of plain spaces. 

Modern models, however, may need to deal with more 

complex topological connectivity. For reacting flows in 

porous media, this connectivity can be expressed by a 

complex network of pores of different sizes [19]. The 

models developed for turbulent combustion [20] can also 

be useful for evaluation of reactive transport in porous 

medium but, in the case of particle-based models, they 

need to replace random walk in the open physical space 
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with random walk on graphs that reflect the structure of 

the porous medium [21].  

       A general expression for Markov random walk on 

graphs is given by the following recurrent expression  

       
( 1) ( )n n+ =p T p     (9) 

for probabilities p(n) = (p1, p2, …, pk)(n) of particle location 

at nodes 1,2,…,k for the time step n. Here, T is the 

stochastic matrix (positive elements summing up to unity 

for each column), which specifies Markov transition 

probabilities.  

       For complex general systems, network structure 

appears to be even more important [22]. In such networks, 

localised links between nodes may be combined with 

long-distance connections. For example, using model (7)-

(8) for simulation of a simple epidemic may need to take 

into account not only local travel, which may be 

approximated by a conventional Brownian-type random 

walk (such as equation (4a)) but also occasional long-

distance (air-)flights. Considering representation of 

connectivity by a graph, these flights correspond to 

occasional connections between remote nodes. For such 

graphs, we face a new phenomenon called the small-world 

effect when the number of nodes nr in a graph grows 

exponentially nr ~ exp(cr) with the distance r from a 

selected central node [23]. This is in contrast with nr ~ r2 

for a localised grid on a two-dimensional surface. This 

small-world effect results in an exponentially fast 

propagation of epidemic making the modern 

interconnected world more capable of and more 

susceptible to the fast propagation of information and 

viruses.  

5. Concluding Remarks 

       Modelling reacting flows has been developed over 

many decades offering a spectrum of modelling 

methodologies with a wide range of complexity and 

refinement. While turbulence and realistic combustion 

kinetics are complex systems, modelling tools in 

combustion can always be checked against experiments or 

more detailed simulations. Reacting flows allow for a 

definite formulation of the problem, which is usually not 

the case with complex socioeconomic systems, where 

even formulation of the problem is subject to a substantial 

degree of ambiguity and experimental validation is often 

impossible. The set of tools used in general systems 

modelling is more limited involving System Dynamics 

(which, as the plug-flow reactor model in combustion, 

uses ordinary differential equations) and agent-based 

models (which are analogous to Monte-Carlo PDF 

simulations in combustion).  

      Considering the consistency of models for reacting 

flows and general complex systems, we examine two types 

of issues: physical (ontological) and methodological 

(epistemological). It is arguable that, while having 

numerous emergent properties, complex systems involve, 

at some basic level, transport and reaction and therefore 

must be consistent with the laws controlling reacting 

flows. Here we demonstrate that reacting systems do 

allow for the emergence of multiscale behaviour, 

information, chaotic order and cyclic intransitivity. 

Previously, we have demonstrated the emergence of 

cooperation in general intransitive systems with 

intransitive competition. Note that reduction of complex 

behaviour to the level of chemical reactions is usually 

either impossible or impractical and certainly not 

proposed or advocated here.  

      Hence, a practical approach to simulation of complex 

systems, which may involve not only physical but also 

social, economic and technological processes, should use 

extensive methodologies developed in combustion 

modelling in conjunction with necessary adjustments of 

these models to account for emergent properties of 

complex systems. In the context of agent-based models, 

conventional mixing needs to be replaced by more general 

interactions between agents. Competitive mixing [10] 

gives a good example of such generalisations.  
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ABSTRACT 
The defluorination of PFAS is investigated via thermolysis in a thermal steam-plasma reactor under a variety of experimental 

conditions including pollutant concentration, dosing rate and torch power. Accompanying computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulations were performed for PFBA destruction in order to assess the internal operation of the reactor and decomposition pathways. 

It was found that under most conditions, the thermal plasma torch was capable of achieving an excess of 99% defluorination, with the 

only trials failing to achieve this being those operating with a lower energy density. CFD simulations found that local thermodynamic 

equilibrium is achieved in the hotter regions of the reactor where the pollutant is completely destroyed, with trace quantities of unreacted 

PFBA persisting along the water-cooled reactor walls. These results indicate that as long as energy density and mixing are sufficient at 

the point of the pollutant injection, effective pollutant destruction can be achieved by the plasma reaction. 

 

Keywords: Perfluoroalkyl Substances, Thermal Plasma Destruction, Steam Plasma. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Poly- and perfluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) are a 

family of chemicals characterized by the presence of C-F 

bonds along a saturated carbon chain [1]. They possess a 

high degree of chemical and thermal stability, owing to 

the strength of the carbon-fluorine bond, with an average 

bond energy of 485 kJ/mol [2]. Due to their widespread 

use and stability, anthropogenic PFAS have now 

accumulated globally in soil and water sources [3]. 

Studies have also found specific PFAS to be 

bioaccumulative in humans [4]. Because of this, 

governments across the world have begun to regulate 

PFAS in drinking water and limit manufacture of specific 

species [5-6]. 

Several studies have reported partial destruction of PFAS 

contaminants via thermolysis at temperatures above 700-

1000 °C [7-9], although the recommended temperature for 

complete destruction is reported to be above 1500 oC. The 

majority of studies tends to report the apparent destruction 

of the parent PFAS species, although there is often no 

assessment as to whether the original C-F bonds are 

actually broken and fluorine species are stabilised into 

inert chemical. Since fluorine is a highly electronegative 

species, the presence of an oxidising environment in a 

thermal chamber is not necessarily suitable for fluorine 

reduction. 

While conventional thermal plasma processes based on 

argon or air can provide suitable temperature for PFAS 

dissociation, the presence of excess oxygen or argon can 

only aid as a heat carrier and does not play any role in 

fluorine stabilization, which requires excess hydrogen (to 

aid in the formation of HF). In the present work, we report 

the use of steam as the plasma carrier gas, to not only aid 

in heat deposition into the PFAS, but simultaneously 

provide a high concentration of hydrogen radicals to 

facilitate fluoride stabilization. While the PFAS includes 

a substantial amount of water in the waste solution, which 

can provide the necessary hydrogen radicals, the partial 

pressure of hydrogen radical reduces in the presence of a 

highly oxidising environment of air plasma. 

Additionally, the steam plasma offers numerous other 

benefits, primarily the near absence of gaseous by-

products, as most of the chemicals are recondensed after 

the plasma reactor. The purpose of this paper is to present 

experimental results for the destruction of aqueous 

solutions of PFAS species in a thermal steam plasma 

reactor. To better understand the kinetic processes within 

this system, these results are accompanied by 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) recreations of the 

physical system. 

2. Experimental description 

A 25 kW thermal plasma destruction system used in 

this investigation is depicted in Figure 1. Dry superheated 

steam (1-2 kg/hr) was used as a working gas for the 

plasma torch, utilizing a pin-shaped tungsten anode and a 

nozzle-shaped copper anode. The plasma arc was 

stabilised by swirling the arc due gas vortex formation 

which was achieved by tangentially feeding the plasma 

gas. The cathode was protected by Argon shield gas. The 

arc current was varied from 60-120 A to achieve the 

desired power level. A dilute solution (50-2000 ppm in 

water + isopropyl alcohol) of PFAS (i.e. PFOA, PFBA, 

PFBS or PFOA) was injected into the steam plasma flame 

via a controlled feed rate peristatic pump, at an injection 

port in the reactor wall, 0.2 cm below the plasma torch 

outlet. The product gas from the reactor was then 

quenched by spraying with liquid caustic to cool the 

gases, as well as neutralise the acidic gases (such as HF). 

The surface temperature of the plasma nozzle as well as 

the reactor was maintained at 110-120oC, by recirculating 

superheated water at 10 bar pressure through the plasma 

nozzle and reactor jacket. 
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Each test was conducted for approximately 1-2 hrs to 

ensure steady state is achieved. Liquid and gas samples 

were collected after cooling the outlet gas, in order to 

assess their composition. The degree of defluorination of 

PFAS was calculated using a fluorine balance, using the 

concentration of sodium fluoride in the storage tank, 

determined via titration. 

 
Figure 1: Experimental apparatus for the thermal plasma 

torch, reactor and spray chamber utilized for the thermal 

plasma destruction of PFAS 

3. CFD Simulation Setup 

The OpenFOAM computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

software package was employed to simulate the chemical 

kinetics and species dynamics within the thermal plasma 

reactor, using the balance equations for continuity, 

momentum, energy and species mass. The simulation 

domain includes a cylindrical plasma nozzle and the 

reactor. A 2-D mesh was constructed of the reactor based 

on its dimensions and by assuming circular symmetry at 

the cylindrical axis. 

The PFAS is injected radially into the plasma nozzle. For 

the purposes of these simulations, turbulence was 

calculated using a Reynolds-averaged method, with 

turbulence viscosity calculated using a k-ε model. Species 

transport properties were determined via the Sutherland 

model. The reactor inlet temperature and composition 

were given based on equilibrium conditions calculated 

using Gibbs free energy minimization, based on the 

specific energy of the working gas. The reactor walls are 

assumed to have a fixed temperature of 400 K, and a no-

slip boundary condition. The reactor outlet boundary is 

open, and assumed to remain at atmospheric pressure. The 

detailed boundary conditions are not listed for the sake of 

brevity. 

The kinetic data used to run this simulation was taken 

from various sources [10-12], describing the 

decomposition pathways of PFBS, the kinetics of 

fluorinated C1-C2 hydrocarbons and non-fluorinated 

combustion species. Model reduction was then applied to 

reduce the subsequent mechanism from 1883 reactions 

between 292 species, to 204 reactions between 43 species. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Experimental Results 

The current voltage characteristic of the plasma torch at 

various steam feed rates is shown in figure 2. The energy 

deposition into the plasma (and in turn, into the pollutant) 

can be set by adjusting the steam flow-rate and the arc 

current. The conditions and destruction efficiency of each 

experimental trial is reported in Table 2. 

 
Figure 2: Plasma V-I characteristic curve 

 

Table 2: Experimental conditions and resulting 

defluorination 
PFAS 

(ppm) 

Chemical Pollutant 

Dosing 

(mL/min) 

Power 

(kW) 
Pollutant 

Defluorination 

1270 PFOS 8.4 18 >99.5% 

1270 PFOS 8.5 12 >99.5% 

1270 PFOS 8.6 8.5 88.1 % 

1270 PFOS 8.5 6 84.15 % 

1392 PFOA 6 16 >99.5 % 

900 PFBA 7.7 10 98.4 5% 

900 PFBA 7.8 8 84.2% 

900 PFBA 7.5 14 >99% 

 

The above table shows the effectiveness of steam plasma 

for complete mineralization of several PFAS species, 

especially at high power deposition. The test conducted 

with different types of PFAS showed similar trends. The 

destruction efficiency dropped rapidly as the power was 
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reduced. The key requirement for effective destruction is 

the mixing of PFAS stream with the plasma jet. However, 

at low plasma power, the incoming PFAS stream tends to 

quench the surficial layer of the plume, resulting in a cold 

zone where the PFAS molecules are unable to breakdown. 

The minimal specific energy consumption (SEC) for 

destruction of PFAS is determined by normalising the 

energy deposition by the plasma to the pollutant 

destroyed. 

The minimal SEC was estimated to be 11.26 kWhr/kg 

waste feed. However, at this energy level, the destruction 

of PFAS was incomplete as fluoride balance could not be 

achieved, indicating that some intermediate species could 

be formed. The optimal SEC was estimated to be 19.25 

kwhr/kg, where complete mineralization of PFAS could 

be achieved with almost all the fluorine being converted 

to NaF. The SEC is based on the total mass of waste feed, 

and not the individual pollutant mass.  

The plasma process is indifferent to the type and form of 

PFAS pollutant loading, which was determined by 

conducting a test with actual PFAS waste obtained from 

the waste treatment operator. This waste is a concentrated 

product containing numerous PFAS components. 22 

PFAS components were identified in the waste via LC-

MSMS analysis, although there were other several 

isomers present which were not characterised. The 

concentration of each component ranged from 10 ppb to 

5000 ppb. Figure 3 shows the destruction efficiency of all 

the species in the waste stream mixture. 

 
Figure 3: Plasma destruction of PFAS concentrates waste 

4.2 Simulation Results 

In order to assess the internal behaviour of the reactor, 

OpenFOAM was utilized to recreate the reaction 

conditions of the 6th experimental trial. The concentration 

profile of fluorine species in the region of the reactor just 

below the torch outlet is shown in Figure 17. species in 

the upper region of the reactor at steady-state operation. 

Profiles show the sum of all fluorine species (left), 

fluorine species containing a C-F bond (centre) and 

fluorine species without a C-F bond). Due to the assumed 

circular symmetry of the simulation set-up, the centre of 

flow is in the left of each image, and the reactor wall is 

shown on the right, with the PFAS injection point 0.2 cm 

from the top of the reactor. 

 

 
Figure 17: Combined concentration profiles of  fluorine  

 

As the PFBA is injected into the high-temperature steam 

plasma plume, it is immediately decomposed through a 

number of elementary reactions, first involving the loss of 

its acidic functional group, followed by the breaking of 

carbon-carbon bonds and finally the destruction of the 

fluorine-carbon bond. This entire process occurs almost 

entirely within the first 2 cm of the reactor, producing 

unbound fluorine species, in the form of HF. This is 

consistent with the experimental data described in table 1, 

as trials in which the torch power was 10 kW or greater 

effectively achieved more than 98% defluorination. 

This immediate decomposition implies that the major 

reaction pathways within the system are so rapid relative 

to the velocity of the species: that the system is at a local 

equilibrium. This idea can be visualized by comparing the 

local centreline composition at any given point in the 

reactor of the present model with the equilibrium 

composition (calculated via Gibbs minimization) at the 

same temperature and atomic composition, as shown in 

Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Centreline concentration profiles of major 

PFAS decomposition species versus their equilibrium 

concentration at the same local elemental composition 

and temperature 

 

The validity of the equilibrium model can be observed in 

Figure 18, with the only slight differences between the 

equilibrium results and the centreline species 

concentrations occurring once the reactor has widened 

upon entering the lower reactor area, where the 

temperature subsequently dropped precipitously, due to 

the expansion of the reactor diameter beyond this location. 

Overall, it can be assumed that PFAS destruction (with 

respect to fluorine species in the system) can be 

reasonably predicted solely using the energetics of the 

system and the species’ thermodynamics, assuming the 

specific energy is high enough to ensure the bulk of the 

flow area achieves a temperature above 1400 K. As seen 

in table 1, when the torch power is below 10 kW, this 

condition is not met and local equilibrium does not apply. 

5. Conclusion 

Overall, thermal plasma systems demonstrate a high 

potential for the complete destruction of PFAS pollutants. 

Unlike alternate methods, thermal plasma is capable of 

achieving complete PFAS degradation, resulting in a 

consistent HF yield of over 99.9%. 

CFD simulations indicate that temperatures at the point of 

injection render reaction kinetics inconsequential, with 

initial PFAS decomposition being reliably predicted via a 

local equilibrium. Any unreacted quantities of PFAS 

species are the result of inlet material passing through the 

cooler regions of the reactor, with insufficient 

temperatures for complete degradation to occur. 
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Abstract 
Supercritical CO2 is already adopted in the industrial and power generation sector as a heat transfer fluid and its application is 

increasing worldwide. The concentrating rotating annulus turbulent flow is often encountered in external combustion turbomachinery 

utilizing supercritical CO2. In supercritical CO2 turbomachinery, the rotational speeds are high and there is a sharp axial temperature 

gradient.  Therefore, existing solutions cannot be readily adapted to this new problem.  The present study reports on supercritical CO2 

turbulent flow through a concentric annulus with the inner heated cylinder rotating and outer cylinder stationary. The computational 

mesh generation and solution for the given geometry were conducted using CFD fluent. The k-ω SST turbulent model was employed 

to obtain the simulation results. The entrance length axial velocity profile, turbulent characteristics, heat transfer coefficient, and friction 

coefficient were investigated along with varying clearance ratio and mass flow rate. The result showed that the one-fold increase in the 

annulus clearance causes an around the twenty-fold decrease in the entrance length to become the profile is fully developed.  The higher 

the mass flow rate greater the entrance length. The turbulent eddy frequency decreases with increasing clearance. The effect of clearance 

on the convection heat transfer coefficient and friction coefficient was found insignificant. 

 
Keywords: Concentric rotating annulus, Supercritical CO2 flow, Heat transfer coefficient, Friction coefficient. 
 

Nomenclature 

Cf Friction coefficient ro Outer radius 

C Radial clearance r Radial distance 

D Shaft diameter rpm Revolution per minute 

h Heat transfer coefficient Tw Wall temperature  

L Annulus length Tb Fluid bulk temperature 

Le Entrance length u Velocity magnitude 

m Mass flow rate  u̅ Average axial velocity 

MPa Mega pascal τw Wall shear stress 

qw Wall heat flux ρ Fluid density 

R Shaft radius ω Eddy frequency 

1. Introduction 

The supercritical fluid is a state of the fluid that exists 

at or above the fluid critical temperature and pressure. 

Carbon dioxide exists as a supercritical fluid when its 

temperature and pressure are maintained above its critical 

temperature and pressure (31.2 degrees Celsius and 7.39 

MPa) [1]. Supercritical CO2 has already attracted much 

interest worldwide as a novel heat transfer fluid in recent 

years due to its unique characteristics of the supercritical 

state. Its application is increasing in the industrial and 

external combustion power generation sector [2]. These 

sectors are often encountered the concentric rotating 

annulus flow and heat transfer to achieve the process and 

perfection. The heat transfer phenomena in such a 

configuration are greatly influenced by the turbulent 

properties of the fluid and centrifugal force due to 

rotation. The flow behavior and heat transfer 

characteristics through the concentric rotating annulus are 

investigated by the researcher. 

The Nusselt number and heat transfer coefficient has 

been investigated in a few of the literature [3-6]. They 

found that the heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt 

number increase with increasing the rotational speed. The  

effect of annulus clearance on the heat transfer coefficient 

and Nusselt number are investigated in the other two of 

the literature [7-8]. They found that the Nusselt number 

increases with increasing the annulus clearance and at 

high axial Reynolds number the effect of rotation is 

insignificant. The rotational velocity is dominated when 

the annulus clearance becomes narrower. Almost all the 

studies mentioned have investigated the forced 

convection heat transfer in the concentric rotating annulus 

for the air, water, oil, alcohol, naphthalene used as the heat 

transfer fluid with Taylor number around 105. The studies 

reported mostly for the electric machine. The turbulent 

flow heat transfer analysis with supercritical CO2 as the 

heat transfer fluid through the rotating annulus is the new 

inclusion in this study. This study aims to investigate and 

document the entrance length velocity profile 

characteristics, turbulent characteristics, heat transfer 

characteristics, friction characteristics parameters, and the 

effect of radial clearance and mass flow rate on the stated 

parameters. 

 2. Methodology 

The problem definition, parameters, numerical 

method, and simulation details are included in this 

section. 

2.1 Problem Definition and Parameters 

     The annulus configuration and the notations in this 

study are shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1, The annulus configuration and coordinate system 

 

The horizontal concentric annulus with the inner shaft 

rotating at 30,000 rpm and the outer cylinder stationary. 

The one end of the shaft cross-section is subjected to a 

uniform temperature of 600 degrees Celsius, and the heat 

is conducted through the shaft. The supercritical CO2 inlet 

temperature and operating pressures are 100 degrees 

Celsius and 14 MPa respectively and uniform inlet 

velocity at the one end of the annulus under the force and 

exiting through the other end. The diameter of the rotating 

shaft is 76 mm, and the thickness of the outer cylinder 

wall is 3 mm. The length of the annulus is two times the 

diameter of the rotating shaft. The z-axis and the x-axis 

are represented along with the axial and radial directions 

respectively. The conducted heat will transfer from the 

surface of the rotating shaft to the supercritical CO2 fluid 

by convection.  

The real gas data model has been activated in the CFD 

fluent to utilize the real gas CO2 properties. The shaft 

material has been chosen Inconel 718 aged (density 8,050 

kg/m3, thermal conductivity 22 W/m.K) [9] due to 

relatively low thermal conductivity materials. 

     The heat transfer coefficient can be computed by the 

following equation [10]. 

( )
w

w b

q
h

T T
=

−                                                             (1) 

where qw is the wall heat flux, Tw is the shaft wall 

temperature, Tb is the fluid bulk temperature. 

     The friction coefficient at the rotating wall can be 

computed by the following expression [11]. 

21
2

w
fC

u




=

                                                          (2) 

where τw is the wall shear stress, u and ρ are the velocity 

magnitude and density respectively at the mean position 

of the annulus cross-section. 

2.2 Numerical Method and Simulation 

     The computational mesh of hexahedral elements was 

developed using the Ansys workbench for the given 

geometry.  The multizone mesh method was used for 

better decomposition of the geometry during mesh 

generation. The inflation layer with growth rate factor 1.1 

near the wall has been added to evaluate the near-wall 

parameter precisely. The average orthogonality and 

skewness of the mesh have been checked and found 0.995 

and 0.0387 respectively which is a good agreement with 

the available literature [10-12]. The mesh independent 

study has been conducted without rotation and different 

mesh combinations. The variation of the convection heat 

transfer coefficient for different mesh combinations is 

shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1, Mesh independent study (C=1mm) 

Radial 

Mesh 
combinations  

(z, r) 

Average heat 

transfer 
coefficient,  

h (kW/m2. k) 

Axial Mesh  

combinations  
(z, r) 

Average heat 

transfer 
coefficient,  

h (kW/m2. k) 

350, 36 2.179 250, 50 1.820 

350, 50 1.838 300, 50 1.829 

350, 60 1.784 350, 50 1.838 

 

     The table depicted that as increasing the mesh size in 

the axial and radial direction, the average heat transfer 

coefficient remains nearly unchanged. In this regard, the 

mesh size consists of 350×50 in the axial and radial 

direction respectively has been used in this study.   

     The steady-state solver and k-ω SST (Shear Stress 

Transport) turbulent model have been used for the 

simulation. The second-order upwind and SIMPLE 

procedure has been introduced in the pressure-velocity 

coupling. The residual values of 10-4 have been used as 

the convergence criteria.  

     The numerical model developed in this study has been 

validated by comparing the CFD results with the available 

experimental results for the airflow through the rotating 

annulus under the given condition shown in Fig. 2. The 

comparison in Fig. 2 shows that the CFD computed wall 

temperature has a good agreement with the experimental 

results [8]. Hence the CFD model can be considered 

reliable for further computation. 

 
Fig. 2, The comparison of the internal wall temperature between CFD 

and experimental (airflow, 1.3 bar, 30°C, u=4m/s, heat flux= 900 W/m2). 

3. Results and Discussion 

     The effect of clearance ratio and mass flow rate on the 

entrance length velocity profile, turbulent frequency, heat 

transfer coefficient, and friction coefficient has been 

investigated and presented. 

3.1Entrance Length Velocity Characteristics 

     Figure 3 shows the dimensionless velocity profile in 

the entrance region of the annulus. The average velocity 

(u̅) was calculated by taking the sum of the instantaneous 
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axial velocity across the annulus cross-section for a 

particular axial position divided by the number of values.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3, Developing velocity profile in the entrance length  (a) Effect of 

clearance for m=0.21 kg/s; unbroken line represents for C/R=0.026 and 

dashes line represents for C/R=0.032 (b) Effect of mass flow rate for 
C/R=0.026; unbroken line represents for m=0.21 kg/s and dashes line 

represents for m=0.16 kg/s. 

 

     The profile at a distance of 0.5 mm from the inlet is 

relatively broken with non-uniform velocity and the 

velocity gradient is very steep near the annulus walls. This 

tells us the flow is little developed at this position. As the 

entrance length increase, the broken profile starts to 

develop until the profile becomes fully developed. The 

entrance lengths of 12 mm and 10 mm for the clearance 

ratio 0.026 and 0.032 respectively were found to achieve 

a similar fully developed profile for the same mass flow 

rate (Fig. 3a). The entrance length of 10 mm and 12 mm 

was found for the 0.16 kg/s and 0.21 kg/s mass flow rate 

respectively to achieve a similar fully developed profile 

for the same clearance. This implies that the smaller the 

annulus clearance greater the entrance length and the 

higher the mass flow rate greater the entrance length. 

3.2 Turbulent Characteristics 

     Figure 4 shows the turbulent eddy frequency as a 

function of the annulus length.  

 
(a) 

(b) 
Fig. 4, Turbulent eddy frequency (a) Effect of clearance; m=0.21 kg/s 

(b) Effect of mass flow rate; C=1mm. 

 

     Figure 4 depicted that the fluctuation of turbulent eddy 

frequency is very steep in the developing length and quite 

flat for the rest of the annulus length. This tells us the 

higher value of eddy frequency causes to increase in the 

local velocity gradient results in increased turbulent 

viscosity. The higher the clearance lower the eddy 

frequency (Fig. 4a) observed. The higher the mass flow 

rate lower the eddy frequency in the fully developed 

length (Fig. 4b) whereas the higher the eddy frequency in 

the developing length. 

3.3 Heat Transfer Characteristics 

     Figure 5 shows the convection heat transfer coefficient 

characteristics as a function of the annulus length. Figure 

5 depicted that the heat transfer coefficient decreasing 

with the annulus length. This is due to the transmission of 

higher heat flux experienced at the beginning of the fluid 

inlet. The effect of clearance on the heat transfer 

coefficient was found insignificant (Fig. 5a) for the same 

mass flow rate. 
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(b) 

 

Fig. 5, Heat transfer coefficient (a) Effect of clearance; m=0.21 

kg/s (b) Effect of mass flow rate; C=1mm. 

The higher the mass flow rate higher the heat transfer 

coefficient for the same clearance ratio predicted in Fig. 

5b. 

3.4 Friction Characteristics 

     Figure 6 shows the friction coefficient as a function of 

the annulus length.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Fig. 6, Friction coefficient (a) Effect of clearance; m=0.21 kg/s (b) 
Effect of mass flow rate; C=1mm. 

 

     It is seen that the friction coefficient decreases as the 

annulus length increases. This is due to the square of the 

fluid velocity dominated over the shear stress. Smaller the 

clearance ratio higher the friction coefficient except for 

the entrance length and the same mass flow rate. The 

higher the mass flow rate higher the friction coefficient 

except for the entrance length and the same clearance. 

4. Conclusion 

     This study intended to investigate the entrance length 

velocity characteristics, turbulent characteristics, 

convection heat transfer coefficient, and friction 

coefficient for the supercritical CO2 turbulent flow 

through the concentric annulus with the heated rotating 

inner cylinder and stationary outer cylinder. The Ansys 

fluent was used to obtain the computational mesh for the 

given geometry and the mesh was optimized using mesh 

independent study. The model was validated using the 

results obtained by CFD with the experimental results for 

a given condition. The k-ω SST turbulent model was 

employed to obtain the simulation results. The following 

conclusion is documented from this study:   

● Higher the annulus clearance lower the entrance 

length. The one-fold increase in the annulus clearance 

result is the twenty-fold decrease in the entrance 

length to become a fully developed velocity profile 

● The mass flow rate has an impact on the entrance 

length. The higher the mass flow rate greater the 

entrance length. 

● The turbulent eddy frequency decreases with 

increasing clearance and increases with increasing 

mass flow rate.  

● The convection heat transfer coefficient was found 

nearly independent of the annulus clearance and the 

higher the mass flow rate higher the magnitude of the 

convection heat transfer coefficient.  

● The smaller the clearance greater the friction 

coefficient, though the clearance effect was found 

insignificant. 
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ABSTRACT 

Supercritical CO2 turbine technology has already been introduced as the next-generation energy conversion technology 

utilizing supercritical CO2 as the working fluid where the heat of external combustion is transferred through the heat 

exchanger. The component development and optimum design of such technologies are often encountered to understand 

the supercritical CO2 flow behavior. The annulus flow is very common in supercritical CO2 external combustion 

turbomachinery. This study investigated the flow behavior of supercritical CO2 through the concentric horizontal annulus 

based on the ideal gas and real gas properties. The Ansys workbench was employed to generate the computational mesh 

and the steady-state k-ω SST turbulent model has been employed to obtain the solution in fluent. The model was validated 

using the experimental results. The axial pressure drop gradient and friction factor were investigated as a function of the 

Reynolds number and Taylor number. The stability of the Taylor-Couette flow was also investigated.  The result showed 

that the fluid properties have a significant effect on the pressure drop gradient whereas the effect is insignificant on the 

friction factor. The friction factor computed by the fluent were compared with the friction factor read from the moody 

chart and found a close agreement. The critical rotational speed found is 500 rad/s (Ta= 107) at which the flow transition 

expected from Couette flow to Taylor vortex flow through the annulus. 
 
Keywords: Concentric annulus, Supercritical CO2 flow, Pressure gradient, Friction factor, Taylor vortex. 
 

 

Nomenclature 

C Radial clearance ro Outer radius 

D Shaft diameter Tb Fluid bulk temperature 

DH Hydraulic diameter Ta Taylor number 
f Friction factor u Velocity magnitude 

L Annulus length ω Shaft speed 

MPa Mega pascal ρ Fluid density 
P Pressure  υ Kinematic viscosity 

R Shaft radius µ Dynamic viscosity 

Re Reynolds number   

1. Introduction 

The super-critical CO2 has received great attention over 

the last decade due to its unique properties such as it can 

produce a product with lesser residues compared to 

conventional solvent, act as a non-polar solvent, can be 

found in relatively pure form, non-flammable, non-toxic, 

inert and near ambient critical temperature is 31 degrees 

Celsius at a  pressure 74 bar introducing an attractive 

solvent for the temperature-sensitive materials [1-2]. Its 

application is increasing in the industrial sector: 

petroleum, food and pharmaceutical products, power 

generation sector: solar thermal plant, fossil plant, 

turbomachinery, heat exchanger, bearings and seals, 

piping, etc [3]. Flows through the concentric annulus are 

important in those applications [4]. The understanding of 

flow behavior through such annuli is important to 

optimize the hydraulic design and hence the analysis of 

flow behavior is required [5-6]. Such studies for super-

critical CO2 through the concentric annulus have not been 

addressed in the available literature. However, the fluid 

flows through the annulus geometry available in the 

literature. Most of the studies are reported for drilling 

applications and multi-phase fluid flows [5, 7-9]. Few of 

the literature studies the single-phase fluid flows through 

the annuli for the same application [6, 10-12]. They have 

analyzed the velocity and pressure characteristics of the 

fluid flows and also the effect of inner cylinder rotation 

on the flow behavior. There are also a limited number of 

studies reported with supercritical CO2 flows for the heat 

transfer purpose but they are for tube flow [13-16]. This 

study aims to evaluate the pressure gradient and friction 

factor of the supercritical CO2 flows through the 

concentric annulus and to investigate how the real gas 

results change deviation from ideal gas result while the 

Reynolds number and Taylor number change. The 

stability of the Taylor-Couette flow through the annulus 

has also been studied. 

 2. Methodology 

The physical geometry and numerical modeling details 

are described in this section. 

2.1 Physical Geometry 

      The physical geometry with nomenclature is shown in 

Fig. 1. The inner shaft diameter of 76 mm forms an 

annulus clearance of 1 mm with an outer wall thickness of 

3 mm. The horizontal annulus length is two times the shaft 

diameter. The super-critical CO2 inlet temperature of 100 

degrees Celsius and operating pressure of 14 MPa with 
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uniform velocity enter the annulus end and exit through 

the other end. 

 
Fig. 1, The physical geometry of the annulus configuration 

 

The solid shaft and outer wall material are Inconel 718 

aged having a density of 8,050 kg/m3. The z-axis is 

represented along with the axial or flow direction.  

The Reynolds number can be computed by the 

following equation [17]. 

 Re HuD


=   (1) 

where ρ is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity, DH is 

the hydraulic diameter (DH=2C), µ is the dynamic 

viscosity of the fluid. 

     The Taylor number can be computed by the following 

equation [18]. 

 

2 3

2

RC
Ta




=   (2) 

where ω is the shaft rotational speed, C is the annulus 

clearance, R is the shaft radius, ʋ is the kinematic viscosity 

of the fluid. 

     The friction factor in the annulus can be computed by 

the following expression [17]. 

 
2

4C dP
f

u L

 
=  

 
  (3) 

where dP is the pressure drop in the annulus, L is the 

annulus length, and f is the friction factor in the annulus. 

2.2 CFD Model and Simulation 

     The hexahedral mesh element was generated using the 

Ansys workbench for the computational domain. The 

multizone method was applied for the decomposition of 

the computational domain. The inflation layer has been 

added near to the walls with a growth rate factor of 1.1 to 

compute the near-wall parameter accurately. The average 

orthogonality and skewness value of the generated mesh 

were found 0.995 and 0.0387 respectively which is a good 

agreement with the available literature [11-12]. The mesh 

independent study has been carried out for different mesh 

combinations. The variation of the pressure drop gradient 

for different axial divisions is shown in Table 1. Table 1 

illustrates that the axial pressure drop gradient remains 

unchanged at the number of the axial division reached at 

350. In this regard, the number of axial division 350 has 

been used in this study.   

     The steady-state k-ω SST (Shear Stress Transport) 

turbulent model has been employed for the simulation. 

The second-order upwind and SIMPLE procedure has 

been introduced in the pressure-velocity coupling. The 

residual values of 10-4 have been used as the convergence 

criteria.  

The results obtained by the model developed in this study 

compared with the experimental results to validate the 

CFD model for a given condition shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Table 1, Mesh independent study (Re=104, Real gas) 

Axial 

division 

(z) 

Pressure drop  

gradient  

(Pa/m) 

150 546.0 

200 549.0 

250 550.5 

300 552.5 

350 554.0 

400 554.5 

 

 

Fig. 2, The pressure drop comparison between CFD and experimental 

(supercritical CO2 flow, 8MPa, flow rate= 0.8 kg/min). 

 

     The comparison was conducted with the available 

experimental results for the supercritical CO2 flows 

through the tube. The comparison in Fig. 2 shows that the 

CFD computed pressure drop has a good agreement with 

the experimental results [19]. Hence the CFD model 

developed in this study was validated. 

3. Results and Discussion 

     The pressure drop gradient and friction factor as a 

function of the Reynolds number and Taylor number in 

the context of an ideal gas and real gas properties have 

been investigated and presented. The analysis of the flow 

stability has been also included. 

3.1 Pressure Drop Gradient Characteristics 

     Figure 3 shows the pressure drop gradient 

characteristics as a function of the Reynolds number and 

Taylor number for the ideal gas and real gas properties. In 

Fig. 3a the pressure gradient increasing with increasing 

Reynolds number almost linearly for both of the gas 

properties. The pressure gradient with the real gas 

properties gives a higher magnitude compared to an ideal 

gas. This is due to the real gas properties hold higher 

density compared to the ideal gas which results in a higher 
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pressure gradient. At a relatively low Reynolds number, 

the real gas result gradually deviates from the ideal gas 

result, as the Reynolds number increases the deviation 

increases. In Fig. 3b the pressure gradient increasing with 

increasing Taylor number non-linearly for both of the gas 

properties.  

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3, Pressure drop gradient (a) Varying Re number, 

ω=0 (b) Varying Taylor number, Re=5×104. 

 

     The magnitude of the pressure gradient is higher due 

to the rotational effect of the shaft and the results with the 

real gas property give a higher magnitude compared to the 

ideal gas results similarly as Fig.3a.  

     At a relatively lower Taylor number, the rate of 

changes is smaller and the trends are quite flat. As the 

Taylor number further increases (Ta>109), the rate of 

changes is greater and the trends are steep. This may be 

due to the effect of the Taylor-vortex developed at a 

higher Taylor number. 

3.2 Friction Factor Characteristics 

     Figure 4 shows the axial friction factor characteristics 

as a function of the Reynolds number.  

 

Fig. 4, Axial friction factor with varying Reynolds number; ω=0  

 

 

 

     Figure 4 depicted that the annulus friction factor 

decreasing as the Reynolds number increasing for both of 

the gas properties. The friction factor changes with the 

real gas property show identical with the values for ideal 

gas for a given range of Reynolds number. The friction 

factor is then compared with the values read from the 

moody chart [17] for the corresponding effective 

Reynolds number and for the smooth tubes which gives a 

close agreement with the results obtained by the CFD 

simulation. 

 

3.3 Stability of the Taylor -Couette Flow  

     Figure 5 shows the wall shear stress as a function of 

the shaft rotational speed corresponding to the different 

axial Reynolds numbers to investigate the stability of the 

Taylor-Couette flow. As seen from Fig. 5 the shear stress 

increases almost linearly until the rotational speed ω ≤ 300 

and the changes are gradual. As the rotational speed 

increased beyond 300 rad/s the shear stress starts to 

increase with the changes are more distinct and continue 

up to the rotational speed of 500 rad/s. The further 

increase in the rotational speed shows the changes are 

almost linear and the trend is very steep for the rest of the 

data point. This tells us the rotational speed in between 

300-500 rad/s is the transition state from Couette flow to 

Taylor vortex and the critical rotational speed is greater 

than 500 rad/s. The higher the axial Reynolds number 

higher the shear stress predicted from Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5, Wall shear stress as a function of the shaft 

rotational speed at different Reynolds numbers. 

4. Conclusion 

     This study investigated the supercritical CO2 flow 

behavior through the concentric annulus using Ansys 

fluent. The k-ω SST turbulent model was employed to 

obtain the solution and simulation results. The pressure 

drop, friction factor were evaluated as a function of the 

Reynolds number and Taylor number using real gas and 

ideal gas properties. Finally, the stability of the Taylor-

Couette flow has been investigated. The following 

conclusion can be drawn from this study.  

• The pressure drop gradient changes are nearly linear 

with the Reynolds number whereas non-linear with 

the Taylor number. The pressure drop gradient for the 

real gas is higher than the ideal gas. 

 

• The friction factor for the real gas was found identical 

as for the ideal gas and found close agreement when 

compared with the friction factor read from the 

moody chart for the smooth pipes.    

• The critical rotational speed found greater than 500 

rad/s and increases with increasing Reynolds number. 
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Abstract 
The ignition and combustion characteristics of suspended single droplets of vacuum residues (VRs) were studied experimentally 

with a focus on the effect of asphaltene. Four VRs with different asphaltene content were tested and the droplet size, ignition delay time 

and flame duration were determined. Five stages of ignition and combustion of VRs were observed including (1) ignition of more 

volatile components evaporated from the droplet surface; (2) steay combustion of more volatile components evaporated from droplet 

surface; (3) splashing combustion of fuel vapours evaporated form droplet interior; (4) disruptive combustion due to the thermal 

decomposition of low volatile component (asphaltene) and (5) ignition and combustion of coke. The four VRs showed similar ignition 

delay time, suggesting that the ignition process of VRs was controlled by the vaporisation of more volatile components. 

Keywords: Asphaltene; Combustion; Droplets; Vacuum Residues. 
 

 

1. Introduction  

Vacuum residue (VR) can be used as a fuel for 

production of heat and/or power [1], which also 

provides simple and effective means to eliminate or 

minimize the hydrocarbon waste. In utilising VR as a 

fuel, the asphaltene, mainly composed of stacked large 

condensed aromatic hydrocarbons with paraffinic side 

chains, contained in the VR is the most problematic as 

it makes VR extremely viscous and the combustion of 

asphaltene contributed to the formation of coke, 

resulting in low combustion efficiency and high 

unburned carbon emission [2-4]. Previous studies [3-

5] on the heavy oils have suggested that the entire 

combustion process of a heavy oil droplet can be 

broadly divided into liquid phase combustion and solid 

coke combustion, where the liquid phase can be 

further subdivided into inner evaporation, thermal 

decomposition and polymerisation towards coke 

formation [4-7]. However, the ignition and 

combustion behaviour of VRs with very high content 

of asphaltene, were not fully understood and requires 

more detailed studies.  

In this work, experiments of suspended droplets of 

VRs were carried out in an effort to gain fundamental 

insights into the ignition and combustion 

characteristics of VRs with a focus on the effect of the 

content of asphaltenes. The ignition delay time and 

flame duration of single droplets of VRs as a function 

of initial droplet size and furnace temperature were 

investigated. The results will have some practical 

implications in the design of boiler fuelled with VRs 

and the control of emissions from the combustion of 

VRs.  

2. Experimental  

Four VRs from different refineries with different 

asphaltene content were used in the current study, 

which are Lower Zakum vacuum residual oil (LZ), 

Chinese Liaohe vacuum residual oil (LH), Arab 

Medium vacuum residual oil (AM) and Venezuela 

vacuum residual oil (VZ). Some of the salient 

properties of the four VRs are listed in Table 1.  

Single droplet combustion experiments of VRs were 

carried out using an experimental setup as shown in 

Figure 1 [8,9]. Briefly, the experimental rig consisted 

of a horizontal tube  

furnace (600mm in length and 40mm in diameter) with 

temperature control for providing a hot air 

environment, a droplet suspension system, a step 

motor for delivering the droplet into the furnace and a 

CCD camera for determining combustion 

characteristics.  

 
In a typical experiment, the tube furnace was heated to 

the set temperature, in which a VR droplet was ignited 

and combusted. The droplet was suspended on the tip 

of a silicon carbide fibre of 142µm in diameter which 

was fixed at the end of a quartz rod. The actual shape 

of the suspended droplet in the present 

experimentation was elliptical and a stated droplet size 

referred to a sphere-equivalent value determined as the 

cubic root of the product of the droplet width squared 

and the droplet length. A high speed CCD camera 

(Basler PIA-210gc) with exposure time of 200ms was 

used to capture the images of the entire process from 

Figure 1 A schematic diagram of the apparatus for 

experimentation of single droplet combustion  
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the moment when the droplet entered the furnace until 

it burned out. To determine the changing droplet size 

during combustion, the burning droplet was backlit 

with a 50W halogen lamp while being recorded on the 

CCD camera. A computer was used to operate the step 

motor and the CCD camera. In the current study, the 

initial droplet diameter varied from 0.5 to 1.0mm and 

the furnace temperatures were fixed at 973K and 

1023K, respectively. Using the optical images taken 

by the CCD camera, the ignition delay time and flame 

duration of the burning droplet were determined. The 

ignition was said to take place when the first visible 

flame appeared. The ignition delay time was defined 

as the time from the moment the droplet entering the 

furnace to the moment when ignition occurred. Once 

ignition occurred, a flame was formed surrounding the 

droplet. The total time that the visible flame lasted was 

taken as the flame duration.  

 

3. Results and Discussion  

Typical sequenced images of the ignition and 

combustion processes of suspended VR droplets of VZ 

in air at temperature of 1023K with and without 

backlight are illustrated in Figure 2. The initial droplet 

diameter was around 1mm measured prior to 

experimentation. The variation of the diameter of the 

backlit burning droplet shown in Figure 2 as a function 

of time was also calculated and presented in Figure 3. 

From the combustion phenomenon and the change of 

droplet diameter, the ignition and combustion of the 

droplets were divided into five stages in succession: 

(1) ignition: when the droplets were exposed to hot air, 

the droplets were heated and the more-volatile 

components were released. The vaporised components 

mixed with the surrounding air and when the mixtures 

reached the ignition condition, the droplets ignited and 

a visible flame appeared (No.1 in Figure 2). In this 

stage, the droplet diameter slightly increased due to the 

heating and swelling of the droplet (stage 1 in Figure 

3); (2) steady combustion: after ignition, the droplets 

burned quiescently for ca.0.2s, during which the flame 

was steady without distortion and deformation and the 

droplet was also nearly spherical with little surface 

distortion (No.2 in Figure 2). The droplet diameter 

experienced a rapid increase after ignition (stage 2 in 

Figure 3). This sharp increase in diameter was due to 

enhanced heating from the flame formed. These 

features indicate that it is most likely that vaporisation 

of the fuel occurred on the droplet surface during this 

steady combustion phase as both the droplet and the 

flame remained uninterrupted; (3) splashing 

combustion: After the steady combustion stage, spark-

like flashes (No.3 in Figure 2), also known as 

splashing, represented weak puffs of fuel vapours 

from the droplet surface [12] can be observed. In this 

stage (Nos. 3 and 4 in Figure 2), the flame size 

increased considerably and the flame shape were 

slightly distorted caused by the ejection of a few small 

fuel satellites from the droplet through the flame front. 

The shape of the droplet became slightly irregular. The 

droplet swelling generally made the droplet foam-like 

with small bubbles observed inside the droplet. 

Accordingly, the droplet size continued to increase but 

the increasing rate was slightly slower than that in the 

stage 2. The droplet size also fluctuated, indicating the 

swelling and contraction of the droplet. These features 

suggest that the evaporation of fuel inside the droplet 

occurred. As the burning progressed into the splashing 

combustion stage, the heat was transferred into the 

droplet interior and temperature inside the droplet 

possibly reached the boiling points of some lighter 

components, leading to the rapid generation of vapour 

within the droplet [10]. The shape of the droplet varied 

during this period, indicating that the droplet surface 

was still fluid enough with relatively low viscosity that 

can allow the vapours generated inside the droplet to 

pass through the droplet surface. As a result, some of 

the fuels ejected from the droplet surface, distorting 

both the droplet and flame and leading to the swelling 

and contraction of the droplet; (4) disruptive 

combustion: as the combustion progressed, ca. 0.38s 

(No.5 in Figure 2), the droplet exploded and the 

combustion became disruptive, leading to the 

considerable deformation of the flame and micro-

explosion of the droplet. It was also observed that a 

number of bubbles formed and grew inside the droplet. 

Accordingly, when the combustion changed from the 

splashing into disruptive combustion stage, the droplet 

diameter increased sharply again and reached a 

maximum value shortly (stage 4 in Figure 3), after 

which the droplet micro-exploded, leading to the 

droplet collapse. It is believed the disruptive 

combustion was caused by the thermal decomposition 

of heavy components (e.g. asphaltene). The thermal 

decomposition produced a large amount of gases, 

which swell the droplet, leading to a sharp increase of 

the droplet size [3,4]. Since the droplet surface became 

more viscous after the evaporation of more-volatile 

components in previous combustion stages, the gas 

trapped inside the droplet could not escape from the 

droplet easily, leading to expanse of the droplet size 

and the pressure build up inside the droplet. When the 

pressure build up was high enough, the droplet 

exploded and the flame deformed; and (5) coke 

ignition and combustion: After the thermal 

decomposition, the residue of droplet transformed into 

Table 1 Some key properties of the four VRs  
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solid coke particles (No.6 in Figure 2). Upon the flame 

extinction, the coke particles ignited and burned (No.7 

in Figure 2) until the end of the combustion (No.8 in 

Figure 2). 

 
Figure 4 shows the swelling ratio of the droplets 

against the initial droplet size for the four VRs at 

different furnace temperatures, respectively. The 

swelling ratio was defined as the ratio of the maximum 

droplet size during swelling to the initial droplet size. 

It is evident that, for a given VR, the swelling ratio 

remained constant regardless of the initial droplet size 

under the tested conditions. This suggests that the 

maximum droplet size increased nearly linearly with 

the initial droplet diameter. As can be seen in Figure 

4, for VR with higher asphaltene content, the swelling 

ratio was bigger. This confirms the previous 

discussion that the decomposition of asphaltene was 

responsible for the swelling of the droplet just before 

the droplet collapsed to form a coke. Higher 

asphaltene content in the VR, larger amount of gas was 

produced during the thermal decomposition process, 

leading to stronger swell of the droplet. It was also 

found that increasing the furnace temperature from 

973K to 1023K slightly increased the swelling ratio of 

the droplet of all VRs used in this study. In principle, 

a higher furnace temperature leads to a higher flame 

temperature and higher heating rate transferred to the 

droplet. As a consequence, the swelling ratio of the 

droplet was slightly enhanced at a higher furnace 

temperature.  
 

 

 
 

Figure 5 shows the ignition delay time of the four VRs 

against the initial droplet diameter at different furnace 

temperatures. It is observed that the ignition delay time 

of VR increased with increasing droplet size and 

decreasing furnace temperature. It is seen that there is 

no significant differences among the four VRs in terms 

of ignition delay time. This suggests that there was no 

direct correlation between the amount of asphaltene 

and the ignition delay time for VR. The VR are multi-

component mixtures and the volatility differences of 

different components is so large that it is most likely 

that the ignition process of VRs was diffusion 

Figure 2 Typical photographic sequences of the ignition 

and combustion processes of droplets of VZ at 1023K 

Figure 3 Variation in the diameter of the backlit droplet 

of VZ shown in Figure 2 as a function of heating time at 

1023K 

Figure 4 Swelling ratio of single droplets of the VR 

against initial droplet size at (a) 973K and (b) 1023K 
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controlled [12-15], in which the mass transportation 

inside the droplet is the limiting step. In the diffusion 

controlled ignition process, the more-volatile 

component from the droplet surface evaporates first 

and the evaporation is dominated by the more-volatile 

component in a thin layer on the droplet surface. The 

surface temperature is relatively low as it is controlled 

by the boiling point of the more-volatile component. 

Once the ignition conditions were met, the ignition of 

more-volatile components occurs. At this stage, the 

ignition delay time was controlled by the ignition 

characteristics of the more-volatile matter.  

 
 

The flame durations of the combustion of the four VRs 

against the initial droplet diameter are presented in 

Figure 6. It is seen that at both furnace temperatures, 

for all the four VRs, the flame duration increased as 

the droplet size increased. There was significant 

difference in the flame duration among the four VRs. 

The AM droplets showed much shorter flame 

durations than that of the other three fuels. This is 

consistent with some of the literature reports that the 

flame duration not only depends on the asphaltene 

content in the VRs but also the structure of asphaltene 

[4]. As the total amount of fuel vapours could either 

come from the evaporation of more-volatile 

components (maltene) or be generated from the 

decomposition of less-volatile components 

(asphaltene) in VR, both the properties of the maltene 

and asphaltene have to be considered to evaluate the 

flame duration. Note that the decomposition of 

asphaltene also resulted in the very strong disruptive 

and explosive combustion of the droplet as shown in 

Figure 2, which would enhance the heat and mass 

transfer and the subsequent improve the reaction rates 

of fuel vapours in air. 

 

4. Conclusions  

The whole ignition and combustion process of single 

VR droplets encompasses five stages: (1) ignition, 

mainly involving the evaporation and ignition of 

more-volatile components from the droplet surface; 

(2) steady combustion of fuel vapours evaporated from 

droplet surface; (3) splashing combustion of fuel 

vapours evaporated from droplet interior; (4) 

disruptive combustion due to thermal decomposition 

of low volatile component and formation of coke; and 

(5) coke ignition and combustion. Thermal 

decomposition of asphaltene resulted in the significant 

swelling of the droplet size, which was more profound 

for VRs with higher asphaltene content and at higher 

furnace temperature. The ignition delay time remained 

almost the same for the four VRs tested, suggesting 

that the ignition process of VRs was diffusion-

controlled and dominated by the vaporisation of more-

volatile components on the droplet surface. The four 

VRs showed significant difference in the flame 

duration, indicating both the content and structure of 

asphaltene played a significant role in the combustion 

process.  

Figure 5 Ignition delay times of single droplets of the 

VRs against initial droplet size at (a) 973K and (b) 1023K 

Figure 6 Flame durations of single droplets of the VRs 

against initial droplet size (a) 973K and (b) 1023K 
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Abstract 
The formation of carbonaceous nanoparticles that grow into soot presents an ongoing challenge to the combustion community. In 

particular, what is the mechanism by which the gas phase aromatic soot precursors cluster to form nanoparticles? This transition is 

critical to understand to inhibit the formation of these toxic combustion products, but also to synthesis new carbon nanodots, fullerenes 

or graphene in flames and plasma gas environments. In this paper, evidence for new localised π-radicals is shown using high resolution 

atomic force microscopy and electronic structure theory that form thermally stable bonds in flames. Evidence is also shown for a π-

diradical enabled by these localised π-radicals. These reactions occur in a barrierless chain reactions that are thermally stable. Finally, 

using ab initio molecular dynamics the reaction mechanism between colliding diradicals is revealed with a significant enhancement due 

to internal rotors. These species provide promising candidates for the clustering species involved in soot formation and provide some 

new strategies to reduce soot emissions.  

 
Keywords: Soot, Inception, Nanoparticle, diradical 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Soot pollution causes significant global heating [1] as well 

as negatively impacts human health [2]. There are also 

interesting new applications for carbonaceous 

nanoparticles for example fluorescent nanodots [3] or 

coherent spin systems for quantum computing [4].  

 Inception (or nucleation) is the transformation of the 

aromatic species found in the gas phase clustering to form 

carbonaceous nanoparticles [5]. In combustion modelling 

inception is often described as an irreversible dimerisation 

of pyrene [6]. While this provides roughly the correct 

order of magnitude for the flux of nuclei it does not have 

a physical significance (especially considering pyrene’s 

boiling point is ~400°C) [7]. Therefore, reactive 

mechanisms have been suggested to explain the rapid flux 

of nuclei formed in the flame [8].  

In this paper, high resolution atomic force microscopy and 

electronic structure theory is used to explore π-diradical 

species in soot nanoparticle formation.  

2. Methods 

2.1 Non-contact atomic force microscopy 

Details of the sampling and imaging can be found in 

previous publications [9, 10]. Briefly, soot nanoparticles 

were sampled from an ethylene premixed McKenna-type 

burner with C/O=0.67 then diluted to quench any 

reactions and collected on a quartz filter for 14 hours. A 

homebuilt STM/AFM setup operated under ultra-high 

vacuum and T=5 K. Flash heating evaporated aromatic 

soot molecules onto the substrate and a qPlus sensor 

functionalised with carbon monoxide was scanned across 

the molecules to image their bonding structure. 

2.2 Electronic structure calculations and 
molecular dynamics 

Hybrid GGA density functional theory B3LYP/6-

311G(d,p) was used to optimise the geometry of the 

species and the meta-hybrid GGA density functional 

theory M06-2X/cc-pVTZ to compute the final energies 

using the Gaussian 16 software package [11]. Bond 

energies have been found to be within 8 kJ/mol for this 

level of theory [12]. Singlet-Triplet energies were 

calculated using the same geometries with the DLPNO-

CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory in the ORCA software 

package [13], providing values within 3 kJ/mol for this 

level of theory [14]. Reactive dimerisation simulations 

were performed using a QM/MM simulation with the 

isoPAHAP [15] and OPLS-AA forcefield describing 

intermolecular and intramolecular interactions of the 

molecular mechanics. The quantum mechanical region 
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was described using the broken symmetry unrestricted 

method (BS-UM06-2X/def2-SVP), using ORCA 

software coupled to GROMACS [16]. This allowed the 

species to collide and react dynamically in collisions 

between aromatic radicals where the dynamics are 

described using Nosé-Hoover thermostats with a damping 

constant of 200 fs at 1500 K with a timestep of 1 fs. 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1 Localisation of π-radicals 

Figure 1 shows an imaged aromatic species. The chemical 

structure was deduced from multiple height scans and is 

also shown. Electronic structure theory was applied to 

determine that the ground state electronic configuration is 

an open shell triplet – a π-diradical. This is surprising as 

this molecule possesses a Kekulé structure in which the π-

electrons are all paired. The stability of this high spin 

ground states suggests these pentagonal rings allow for 

edge localised π-radicals [17]. This can be seen in the 

electron density isosurface (shown in blue Figure 1), 

which is concentrated on the pentagonal carbon atom with 

minimal spin concentration extending into the network.  

 

 

Figure 1 – (right) The atomic force microscopy image for 

a flame collected aromatic. (left) The optimised molecular 

geometry with the spin density isosurface shown in blue. 

 

 The reactivity of these species is almost identical to the 

monoradical [8] forming bonds of -245 kJ/mol 

barrierlessly between the similar sites. These are 

thermally stable bonds that will not degrade below 

2000K. Importantly they form another diradical after 

dimerising suggesting these species can sustain a chain 

reaction, which is a key aspect of a clustering species for 

explaining soot formation. We have called this 

mechanism polymerisation of aromatic rim-linked 

hydrocarbons (PARLH).  

2.2 Reactive dimerisation 

Another unique aspect of these species is their 

stabilisation by van der Waals interactions. They can bond 

which stacking and interacting via dispersion forces [8]. 

In order to determine what impact such an effect has 

during gas phase interactions a reactive molecular 

dynamics was developed using the QM/MM methodology 

[18, 19].  

 

 

Figure 2 – Frames from a collision between two π-

diradicals showing left to right the initial configuration, 

the stacked dimer and the crosslinked stacked dimer. 

 

Figure 2 shows the dynamics of a representative collision 

between two diradicals with two partially saturated rim-

based pentagonal ring sites (based on a separate imaged 

species). The collision shows the van der Waals complex 

that forms before any reactions take place. Internal rotors 

within the dimer allow for the reactive sites to approach 

each other and when they come within 3 Å form a bond.  

Such a mechanism involving internal rotors was recently 

proposed by Frenklach and Mebel [20]. Such an 

enhancement has been experimentally observed from 

benzyl where close to it’s condensation 

pressure/temperature the reaction surpassed the high 

pressure limit due to a van der Waals dimer forming [21]. 

Another interesting connection is that such localised 

multiradicals were first proposed in 1977 by Prof. John 

Abrahamson from the University of Canterbury, New 

Zealand [22].  

Another questions concern removing these sites and 

halting the PARLH pathway. While these radicals are 

edge localised they have some minor resonance stability 

that means they are unable to be removed with molecular 

oxygen [23]. Ozone, which is broken down to atomic 

oxygen radicals in the flame, is known react readily with 

these localised π-radicals [24] and has been found to 

significantly reduce soot emissions [25]. 

3. Conclusions 

Flame aromatics have been imaged using high resolution 

atomic force microscopy. Their electronic structure 

calculations predict open-shell π-diradicals. These 

radicals are edge localised on pentagonal rings from 

hydrogen being added or removed from the edge of the 

molecules. Bond energies suggest the structures formed 

would be thermally stable in flames and react in a chain 

reaction. ab initio molecular dynamics was used to reveal 

a van der Waals stabilised complex that allowed the 

reactive sites to rapidly find each other and become 

chemically knit together. Finally, ozone is suggested to 

provide a means to removing these sites and reducing soot 

emissions. 

https://www.blogger.com/blog/post/edit/6172620873343846436/6120443943659415892
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ABSTRACT 
The paper is part of a broader program aimed at investigating the effects of co-firing clean fuels such as ammonia or hydrogen with 

hydrocarbons. The focus is on flame structure and stability as well as soot formation in turbulent mixed-mode combustion, which is 

highly relevant in practical combustors. While it is known that the addition of ammonia suppresses soot, visual inspection of 

compositionally inhomogeneous flames of ethylene-ammonia indicates a subdued level of soot suppression. Measurements of soot 

volume fraction, 𝑓𝑣 and laser-induced fluorescence in selected UV and visible bands are made in selected flames to test this hypothesis. 

The paper reports measured profiles of 𝑓𝑣 and LIF with a brief discussion of the results. It is found that, with the addition of ammonia, 

the peak soot volume fraction for inhomogeneous conditions is higher than that at the homogeneous limit. 
 
Keywords: mixed-mode combustion, turbulent flames, compositional inhomogeneity, ammonia 
 

1. Introduction 

While interest in ammonia and hydrogen as green fuels 

(or powerfuels) is extremely strong, the transition to such 

fuels is barred with many obstacles, including costs as 

well as other practical issues such as production capacity 

[1]. It is evident in many scenarios that fossil fuels will be 

displaced through the gradual introduction of co-firing 

ammonia or hydrogen with hydrocarbons [2]. Such 

scenarios necessitate an improved understanding of the 

effects of these fuel blends on flame structure, stability 

and formation of pollutants with a particular focus on soot 

particulates. 

The addition of ammonia to hydrocarbon fuels is known 

to reduce the formation of soot, as shown both in laminar 

[3] and turbulent, compositionally homogeneous flames 

[4]. Mechanisms responsible for this reduction are starting 

to evolve, indicating ammonia reacts with carbon to 

produce HCN leading to the formation of other species 

[5]. What is not known yet is whether the introduction of 

compositional inhomogeneity affects this reduction of 

soot in turbulent hydrocarbon-ammonia blends. 

Turbulent mixed-mode (or multi-mode) flames are highly 

relevant, particularly in modern combustors where direct 

fuel injection is the norm, combustion intensity is high, 

and concentration gradients are common [6]. The Sydney 

piloted inhomogeneous burner is now well-established as 

an international platform for studying mixed modes of 

burning and for developing and validating relevant 

predictive tools [7]. 

Soot tends to form under considerably different 

conditions in non-premixed flames as opposed to 

premixed flames. On the one hand, soot growth occurs in 

very rich regions that are not present in premixed flames. 

Moreover, there is no oxidative attack on precursors 

formed during fuel pyrolysis. As a result, soot formation 

is enhanced by increasing flame temperatures in diffusion 

flames. Previous research has focused on the role of 

global mixing in soot formation by studying different 

burner types [8]. With the ability to vary the degree of 

compositional inhomogeneity, the Sydney burner 

presents a unique opportunity to study the effects of 

turbulent mixing on soot formation in a single burner 

geometry that is also highly amenable to simulations. 

This paper serves to extend the findings of previous 

measurements in C2H4/N2 and C2H4/NH3 flames to 

inhomogeneous conditions. Measurements of soot 

volume fraction, 𝑓𝑣 , obtained using laser induced 

incandescence, LII, are couple with time-resolved laser 

induced fluorescence, LIF, excited with picosecond laser 

pulses and collected at two wavelength bands as detailed 

in the next section. Mean centreline profiles of 𝑓𝑣 and LIF 

are presented within for a range of selected turbulent 

ethylene-ammonia flames with varying degree of 

compositional inhomogeneity. 

2. Burner and Flame stability 

The burner used in this study is a scaled-down version of 

the Sydney inhomogeneous piloted burner. The burner 

consists of two annular tubes, an outer tube with a 

diameter of 5.5 mm, and an inner tube of 3.0 mm, that is 

Table 3: Details of some operating condition 

parameters for the pointwise LII-LIF experiments. 

Fuel composition 𝐿𝑟 𝑈𝑏𝑜 𝑈/𝑈𝑏𝑜 

- (mm) (m/s) - 

75% C2H4, 25% N2 5 49 0.61 

75% C2H4, 25% N2 15 81 0.37 

75% C2H4, 25% N2 50 99 0.30 

75% C2H4, 25% N2 300 82 0.37 

75% C2H4, 25% NH3 15 69 0.43 

75% C2H4, 25% NH3 300 69 0.43 
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capable of being recessed within the outer tube. The level 

of premixing between the reactants in the annular region 

and the inner tube upstream of the nozzle exit is controlled 

by adjusting the recess length. With no recess ( 𝐿𝑟  = 

0 mm), reactants are fully inhomogeneous at the nozzle 

exit and at the maximum recess length (𝐿𝑟 = 300 mm), the 

reactants may be considered fully homogeneous. Flames 

are stabilized to the nozzle with the aid of an outer annular 

pilot stream, 13.5 mm in diameter, which issues burned 

products from 38 premixed flames stabilized on a 

perforated plate with 19 ×  0.9 mm and 19 ×  1.0 mm 

diameter holes. The burner is vertically oriented and 

centrally located within a wind tunnel of square cross-

section measuring 150 × 150 mm2. The entire burner and 

wind tunnel assembly is located on a 3-axis translation 

stage for sub-mm horizontal positioning and vertical 

movement over a range of 350 mm. 

The stability limits of four partially-premixed turbulent 

flames are presented in Fig. 1. In the baseline case, the 

fuel mixture consists of 75% C2H4 and 25% N2 (by 

volume). In the other three conditions, some amount of 

NH3 replaces N2 in the mixture, changing the overall 

composition but keeping the amount of C2H4 constant. In 

each case, the fuel mixture is injected into the burner inner 

tube, and air flows through the annular region. The air-to-

fuel volume ratio, 𝑉𝑎/𝑉𝑓, is fixed to 2, corresponding to an 

equivalence ratio of 𝜙𝑗 ~ 5.3 and a mixture fraction of 𝜉𝑗 

~ 0.32 in the homogeneous baseline case. The air coflow 

velocity, 𝑈𝑐𝑓 = 3 m/s, is the same for all conditions. The 

pilot is composed of a stoichiometric C2H4/air mixture 

with a heat release rate of 0.28 kW. All gas flow rates are 

controlled with Alicat MC-series mass flow controllers. 

The velocity at which the flame blows off, 𝑈𝑏𝑜, is a strong 

function of the recess length, as well as the jet 

composition. The peak stability is achieved at 𝐿𝑟 = 45 mm 

in all cases. The blowoff velocity is shown to decrease in 

proportion to the amount of NH3 substitution, an 

indication of the poor combustion properties of ammonia. 

It has been shown that the addition of ammonia tends to 

suppress the formation of soot in turbulent flames with 

homogeneous reactants (𝐿𝑟 = 300 mm) [4]. In this study, 

the effect of inhomogeneity on the production of soot is 

investigated in the cases of 25% N2 and 25% NH3. For the 

flames chosen for soot measurements, the bulk jet 

velocity, 𝑈 = 30 m/s, and Reynolds number, Re ~ 12,400, 

are held constant. Cases at four recess lengths are selected 

for study: the homogeneous case, a case near peak 

stability (25% N2 only), an inhomogeneous case at the 

same proximity to blowoff (𝑈/𝑈𝑏𝑜) as the homogeneous 

case, and a highly inhomogeneous case (25% N2 only). 

The six cases are summarized in Table 1. 

3. Measurements of LII-LIF 

The joint LII-LIF technique developed earlier [9] is now 

employed to probe selected axial locations on the 

centreline of the jets listed in Error! Reference source n

ot found..  The next two sections present a brief 

description of the optical set-up and data processing, 

followed by the results.   

3.1 Optical Set-up and data processing 

Time-resolved laser-induced emission (LIE) is employed 

in this study to understand the effects of reactant 

inhomogeneity on the production of soot in turbulent 

flames. This technique employs simultaneous point-wise 

measurements of elastic light scattering, laser-induced 

fluorescence (LIF), and laser-induced incandescence (LII) 

at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. While scattering data was 

collected during this experimental campaign, the results 

will not be discussed here. 

A schematic diagram of the LIE setup is shown in Fig. 2. 

The flames are probed by two lasers, focused at the same 

spatial location but separated temporally. A 10-Hz 

Nd:YAG laser (Ekspla PL-2250) with a pulse duration of 

80 ps is used to generate the UV (𝜆 = 266 nm) beam. The 

pulse energy is adjusted to 0.57 mJ to maximize signal 

while limiting fragmentation of gas-phase species. A 

spherical lens ( 𝑓  = 500 mm) focuses the beam to a 

diameter of 250 µm. A different 10-Hz Nd:YAG laser 

 

Figure 19: Stability limits for the reduced-scale 

Sydney inhomogeneous burner operating with 75% 

C2H4 and various 25% N2/NH3 mixtures. 

 

 

Figure 20: Schematic of experimental setup for LIE: 

LIF beam (λ  = 266 nm) with spherical lens (SL, 

f = 500 mm), LII beam (λ = 1064 nm) with spherical 

lens ( f  = 300 mm), beam dumps (BD), off-axis 

parabolic mirrors (PM), spectrometer with 200-µm 

slit (S), and 4 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). 
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(Spectra-Physics Quanta-Ray Pro-350) with a pulse 

duration of 8 ns is used to generate the infrared (IR) (𝜆 = 

1064 nm) beam, with a temporal delay of 900 ns relative 

to the UV beam. A 0.5-mm iris is used to isolate a uniform 

“top hat” portion of the 12 mm beam, and a spherical lens 

(𝑓 = 300 mm) images this iris onto the same volume as 

the UV beam at a diameter of 375 µm. The pulse energy 

is adjusted to 0.25 mJ, yielding a fluence of 0.23 J/cm2 at 

the focal point. A fluence test of the system in a laminar 

flame (not shown here) confirmed operation in the LII 

“plateau” region. 

The collection system is composed of two off-axis 

parabolic mirrors, a spectrometer of 0.5 m focal length, 

four fast photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) located at the focal 

plane of the spectrometer, and an oscilloscope. The slit 

width at the opening of the spectrometer is set to 200 µm. 

The measured probe volume is approximately 200 × 375 

× 500 µm. A Newport FSQ-WG280 filter is placed in 

front of the entrance slit to reduce the significant 266 nm 

scattering to levels within the dynamic range of the 

detectors. The four PMTs collect time-resolved signals in 

four distinct spectral bands. PMT1 (𝜆  = 266±15 nm) 

collects UV elastic light scattering. PMT2 (𝜆 = 355±15 

nm) collects LIF of nanoparticles in the UV, whereas 

PMT3 (𝜆 = 445±15 nm) collects LIF of nanoparticles in 

the visible range. PMT4 (𝜆 = 575±15 nm) is responsible 

for the detection of LII resulting from the IR beam. The 

oscilloscope is used to record data from all of the PMTs 

at a rate of 25 Giga-samples per second. 

Data is acquired along the centreline in the turbulent 

flames over the range 100 mm ≤ 𝑥 ≤  450 mm in 

increments of 25 mm. At each axial station, 8 sets of 600 

samples each are acquired. 

The LIE system is also used to acquire data in laminar 

premixed “flat” flames for LII calibration. Three of the 

flames are identical to the conditions reported in De Iuliis 

et al. [10], in which a McKenna burner with a bronze 

porous plug, identical to the burner at Sydney, was used. 

Flame A in that study is an ethylene/air flame with a C/O 

ratio of 0.775, a cold gas flow velocity of 5.84 cm/s, and 

a stainless-steel plate positioned 20 mm above the burner 

surface. This flame is chosen because it is one of the 

standard test cases for the International Sooting Flame 

Workshop [11] with a known soot volume fraction 

profile. All of the McKenna flames are probed at 

HAB = 14 mm, corresponding to 𝑓𝑣 = 1.78e-7 in Flame A 

[10]. 

3.2 Results  

The mean integrated signal intensity of the centerline LIF-

UV measurements in the 25% N2 cases are shown in Fig. 

3a. The nanoparticles detected by this technique are 

considered to be soot precursors. Each of the conditions 

produce a nearly Gaussian profile, with the peak signal 

achieved in the region 40 < 𝑥/𝐷 < 50. Longer flames (e.g. 

𝐿𝑟 = 15 mm) tend to have lower concentrations in the near 

field and peak further downstream of the nozzle. It is 

notable that 3 of the 4 cases have peaks of similar 

magnitude, whereas the flame with maximum stability (𝐿𝑟 

= 50 mm) has a peak signal roughly 25% greater than the 

others. Sirignano et al. [9] show that the LIF-visible signal 

is attributable to condensed phase nanoparticles less than 

10 nm in diameter. Therefore when the ratio of the LIF-

visible to the LIF-UV signal increases, the maturity hence 

size of the soot precursors can be interpreted as 

increasing. The LIF-visible profiles in Fig. 3b are similar 

in shape to the LIF-UV profiles, however, the peaks are 

somewhat closer in magnitude. 

In Fig. 3c, the four mean soot volume fraction profiles are 

shown to be more distinct from each other than either of 

the LIF profiles. All of the profiles peak in the region 55 

< 𝑥/𝐷 < 65. The magnitudes of the peaks are arranged in 

order of increasing inhomogeneity, with the peak of the 

most inhomogeneous case being a factor of 1.75 greater 

than the peak of the fully homogeneous case. 

Figure 4 presents the results for the two 25% NH3 cases. 

The trends are very similar to those observed in the 25% 

N2 cases. Soot and soot precursors tend to form more 

quickly in the homogeneous case, with the peaks of the 𝐿𝑟 

= 15 mm case occurring about 10 diameters further 

downstream. The peak magnitudes of the LIF profiles are 

nearly identical, whereas the 𝐿𝑟 = 15 mm case produces 

more than twice as much soot at its centreline peak than 

 

Figure 21: (a) Mean LIF-UV integrated intensity, (b) 

mean LIF-Visible integrated intensity, and (c) mean 

soot volume fraction along the flame centreline for 

the 25% N2 conditions. 
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the homogeneous case. The soot suppression effects of 

NH3 in turbulent ethylene flames was the primary focus 

of previous research [4]. The results presented here 

reinforce those findings. It is worth noting, however, that 

the magnitude of soot suppression is greater in the 

homogeneous cases (3.6) than in the 𝐿𝑟 = 15 mm cases 

(3.2). 

3.3 Discussion  

Ammonia addition to ethylene shows a significant 

reduction in soot formation compared with nitrogen 

addition. Increasing mixing rates lead to lower levels of 

soot production, as consistent with earlier research which 

showed an inverse relationship between soot production 

and global mixing rate [8], albeit in different burners. 

Compositional inhomogeneity results in a higher peak 

soot volume fraction than the homogeneous condition. 

Calculations of laminar counterflow flames with 

concentration gradients may provide reasons for this 

behaviour. 

4. Conclusions  

Measurements of soot and soot precursors were 

performed in turbulent flames of C2H4/N2 and C2H4/NH3. 

Increasing compositional inhomogeneity was found to 

have a modest effect on soot precursors but produced a 

significant enhancement in the peak mean soot volume 

fraction. The effects of inhomogeneity were greatest for 

the NH3 cases. 
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Figure 22: (a) Mean LIF-UV integrated intensity, (b) 

mean LIF-Visible integrated intensity, and (c) mean 

soot volume fraction along the flame centreline for 

the 25% NH3 conditions. 
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Abstract 
Carbon black (CB) was prepared by partial oxidation of spent tyre pyrolysis oil (STPO) using a drop tube furnace. The effect of 

process variables, including the reaction temperature (Treaction: 1100 to 1400°C), residence time (Rtime: 5 to 60s) and feedstock to oxygen 

ratio (F/O: 0.002 to 0.009 v/v) on the yield and elemental carbon content of CB were examined and optimised using the response surface 

methodology (RSM). Treaction and F/O were shown to significantly influence both the yield and elemental C content of CB. The CB yield 

was strongly influenced by Treaction and Rtime, while CB properties was critically determined by Treaction and F/O. The optimal Treaction, 

Rtime and F/O were 1330.8°C, 60s and 0.009. The corresponding CB yield and elemental carbon content under the optimum conditions 

were 53.5% and 95.7%, respectively. Furthermore, the CB showed reasonably low ash (<0.03%), volatile (~0.5%), sulphur (<0.7%) 

and high C (≥ 95%) contents. The BET surface area and indicative average particle size were ~ 14 m2g-1 and <150 nm, consistent with 

group 8 rubber-grade CB from fossil fuel feedstocks. 
 

Keywords: Carbon black, Partial oxidation, Response surface methodology, Spent pyrolysis tyre oil 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Carbon black (CB) is a widely utilised industrial filler 

responsible for the durability of rubber products, the 

colour of black dyes and inks, and conductivity in some 

electrical and conductive components. CB is 

manufactured from hydrocarbon-based feedstocks from a 

variety of well-established manufacturing technologies, 

including furnace, acetylene, lamp, thermal, and channel 

methods [1]. Spent tyre pyrolysis oils (STPO) have 

recently gained interest as a potential feedstock for CB 

production, due to both cheaper cost and attractive 

environmental outcomes, although results have so far 

been limited [2]. However, it has been demonstrated that 

CB production from STPO may be feasible using similar 

process conditions [2]. Process variables (i.e. reaction 

temperature, residence time and feedstock to oxygen ratio 

(F/O)) differ for each technology and target yields and 

properties of the product. CB yields varying (typically 

from 5 to 70%) due to a combination of the (i) 

composition and type of feedstock, (ii) manufacturing 

technologies adopted, and (iii) process variables used 

[3,4]. On the other hand, the quality and physiochemical 

properties of CB that determine utilisation in industry (i.e. 

primary particle size, elemental composition, surface 

functional groups, surface area, thermal stability and 

structural morphology) are controlled by the process 

variables [5,6]. As furnace reactors are the most widely 

utilised manufacturing technology, several studies have 

explored the effect of process variables on CB yield and 

physicochemical properties [2,7–11].  

However, as all aforementioned studies adopted 

classic univariate optimisation approach, none could 

determine the complex relationship between process 

variables and the yield and quality of CB. Univariate 

optimisation is limited as (i) it does not account for 

interaction between process variables and responses; (ii) 

the number of experiments is prohibitive with more 

variables; and (iii) the results highly depend on the 

selection of starting conditions [12]. As such, the response 

surface methodology (RSM) multivariate design of 

experiment (DoE) approach has been widely promoted for 

system, process and product optimization [12,13]. The 

DoE approach is powerful as it can be utilised to optimise 

process variables irrespective of manufacturing 

technology and feedstock.  

This contribution aims to evaluate the preparation and 

quality of CB from spent tyre pyrolysis oil (STPO). More 

specifically, the objective was to simultaneously evaluate 

the effect of the controllable process variables, on the CB 

yield and quality (elemental carbon content) of the CB 

produced and optimize the operating conditions using the 

RSM approach.  

2. Experimental  

2.1 Material and methods  

The STPO used in this study was from an industrial 

scale retort process produced in an inert environment at 

550°C by Keshi Technologies Ltd Pty. Preceding the 

experiments, the feedstocks were filtered using 

whatmanTM 1540-320 hardened ashless grade to remove 

the solid materials that caused clogging of the atomiser 

nozzle during initial experimental trials. The STPO was 

characterised for physicochemical properties after 

filtration as shown in Table 1. An electrically heated drop 

tube furnace was utilised for CB preparation to simulate 

industrial furnace technology. The experimental set-up 

shown in Fig. 1 is comprised of a reaction and/or heating 

chamber, an oil atomising system, a heat exchanger, and 

a CB collecting system. The heating chamber is a 1.2m 
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long hollow sintered alumina ceramic tube (ID=0.05m) 

vertically placed at the centre of a 0.8m length drop tube 

furnace. The temperature profile of the furnace reactor at 

a nominal operating temperature of 1350°C was measured 

by sliding a radiation-shielded S-type thermocouple up 

and down (Figure 1). The isothermal zone was found to 

be between 800 mm and 400 mm from the base of the 

furnace at 1350°C. The atomising system consists of a 

high pressure (~414bar) positive displacement piston 

pump capable of metering between 0.01 to 10 mL min-1 

of the feedstock, and a 127 µm single nozzle stainless-

steel atomiser attached to the ceramic tube reactor by a 

stainless cap. At the bottom of the reactor tube, a stainless-

steel back filter is cooled throughout the experiment by a 

water jacket heat exchanger maintained at <30°C by a 

chiller. The back filter housed a collector bag used to 

collect CB particle-laden flue gas with the aid of a 

centrifugal fan. The feedstock to CB yield (Y) and the 

residence time were calculated by [2]: 

𝑌𝐶𝐵 = 100 (
𝑚𝐶𝐵

�̇�𝑓 × 𝑡𝑠 ×𝜌𝑓
)    (1) 

𝑅𝑡 = 6 × 104 (
𝑉0

�̇�𝑐𝑔
)    

 (2) 

where 𝑌𝐶𝐵  is the CB yield in %, 𝑚𝐶𝐵 is the mass of the 

collected CB in g, �̇�𝑓  is the volumetric flow rate of the 

feedstock in mL min-1, 𝑡𝑠 is time in min, 𝜌𝑓 is the density 

of the feedstock in g mL-1,  𝑉0  is the volume of the 

reaction tube in m3, �̇�𝐶𝑔 is the volumetric flow rate of the 

carrier gas in L min-1 and 𝑅𝑡  is the residence time in 

second.  

 
Table 1. The physical and chemical properties of the STPO 

Properties  STPO Method 

Water content  0.4 ASTM D95 

Ash content  0.012 ASTM D482 

Carbon  87.0  

ASTM D5291 

 
Hydrogen  10.5 

Nitrogen  0.01 

Oxygen* 1.7 

Sulphur  0.7 ASTM 

D4294 

C/H ratio 8.3  

Density (kg m-3) 915 ASTM 

D1298 

Kinematic viscosity 

(cSt) 

4.8 ASTM D445 

Aromatics (wt %) 35.2 ASTM 

D5186 

*calculated by difference  

 

The elemental C content of all CB samples was 

assessed using a ThermoFisher Scientific FlashSmartTM 

CHNS/O elemental analyser. The surface area, particle 

size distribution, and proximate analysis of the CB 

prepared at optimal conditions were also assessed. 

Surface area was determined using Braunaner-Emmett-

Teller (BET) nitrogen adsorption and desorption 

analysers (Tristar II 3020). Particle size distribution and 

proximate parameters of the CB samples was evaluated 

by using Malvern Mastersizer and TGA Q5000IR 

instruments, respectively. The DoE was performed using 

JMP® (v. 15.2.0) statistical software, using Treaction (1100 

to 1400 °C), Rtime (5 to 60 second) and F/O (0.002 to 0.009 

v/v) as the process variables. The variables were 

determined by initial experimental trials and subject to 

limitations of the experimental system (i.e. maximum 

reactor operating temperature, minimum and maximum 

pump flow rates). The controllable design variables such 

as reaction temperature (Treaction), reaction time (Rtime), and 

the feedstock to oxygen ratio (F/O) were studied using a 

standard RSM based on BBD. The sequence of the 

experiment was run randomly to minimize the effect of 

the uncontrollable design process variables, including 

reactor and atomisation design limitations. The D-optimal 

was utilised to calculate the predicted responses of the 

RSM by minimising the maximum variance. Constraints 

were placed on the data included in the RSM to prevent 

optimisation of data that would compromise the utility of 

the product, the economic feasibility of the process, or did 

not meet minimum ASTM standards. Analysis of samples 

was restricted to CB samples with BET surface area >7 

m2 g-1, volatile matter <6%, carbon content >88%, ash 

content <0.38% and CB yield ≥ 28% [3,14,15].  

 

 
Figure 1. Experimental step-up used for the CB preparation  

 

While the CB yield (𝑌1) and elemental C content (𝑌2) 

are the primary responses considered, the range of 

controllable process variables and their coded range are 

shown in Table 2. To study the relationship between the 

responses and the three independent process variables, 26 

experiments were required (considering one replication 

and one centre point). Regression analysis was applied to 

fit the empirical model with the experimental data. An 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate the 

fitness of the model and identify interactions between 

process variables and responses. F-Ratio and P-values 

were used to assess the significance of the quadratic 
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model for each feedstock. The F-Ratio is the ratio of 

explained variation to the unexplained. An F-Ratio value 

greater than 1 indicates that the model will explain at least 

some of the variation in the response. Therefore, the 

higher the F-Ratio value, the better the capability of the 

developed model to explain the variations in the response. 

Similarly, a model is said to be significant if 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 > 𝐹 

(P-value) is less than 0.05. 

 
Table 2. Controllable process variables and their coded levels 

Process 

variable 

Unit Code Levels 

  - 0 + 
Treaction °C A 1100 1250 1400 

Rtime s B 5 32.5 60 

F/O - C 0.002 0.0055 0.009 

3. Result and discussions  

The experimental results and predicted responses is 

given in Table 3. The range in CB yield determined from 

the experiments is between 27.6 to 60.7%. The same trend 

is observed for the C contents, which range from 88.1 to 

97.6%. The maximum variation between the experimental 

and predicted CB yields are 2.7% and 1.3%. The value of 

 𝑅2 for the CB yield and C content models are 0.98 and 

0.95. The variation between the 𝑅2and 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2  is less than 

~0.04 for each response. The high  𝑅2 value (i.e., close to 

unity) and reasonable agreement between the predicted 

and adjusted  𝑅2 implies that the model can satisfactorily 

account for the experimental data [16].  

Table 3.  Experimental and predicted results for the CB  

Run Variable YEXP 

(%) 

CEXP 

(%) 

YMODEL 

(%) 

CMODEL 

(%) A B C 

1 1250 5 0.009 57.3 91.9 58.9 82.3 

2 1250 60 0.002 47.2 96.9 46.2 97.1 

3 1100 5 0.0055 41.0 88.7 39.9 88.2 
4 1250 5 0.002 52.2 95.0 53.4 95.3 

5 1250 32.5 0.0055 51.5 93.5 52.3 93.5 

6 1100 32.5 0.002 27.6 89.5 29.3 90.7 
7 1400 5 0.0055 52.2 95.0 53.7 94.8 

8 1100 32.5 0.009 36.6 86.9 38.2 87.9 

9 1100 32.5 0.002 29.9 89.7 30.1 90.2 
10 1100 60 0.0055 29.7 89.7 30.1 90.2 

11 1250 60 0.009 52.9 93.2 52.1 94.4 

12 1100 60 0.0055 31.8 91.2 30.1 90.2 
13 1250 60 0.002 45.3 97.4 46.2 97.1 

14 1250 32.5 0.0055 53.0 93.5 52.3 93.5 

15 1400 60 0.002 49.2 97.6 49.4 96.7 
16 1250 60 0.009 51.0 95.4 52.1 94.4 

17 1250 5 0.002 55.0 95.8 53.4 92.3 

18 1100 32.5 0.009 39.0 88.7 38.2 87.9 
19 1400 32.5 0.002 47.3 97.6 49.1 97.2 

20 1400 32.5 0.002 51.9 97.1 49.1 97.2 

21 1250 5 0.009 60.7 92.5 58.9 92.3 
22 1400 60 0.0055 48.9 95.4 49.4 96.7 

23 1400 5 0.0055 54.1 94.1 53.7 94.8 

24 1400 32.5 0.009 52.0 95.1 51.5 94.4 
25 1100 5 0.0055 39.7 88.1 39.9 88.2 

26 1400 32.5 0.009 52.1 94.2 51.5 94.4 

Note: YEXP and CEXP are the experimental yield and carbon content, 
respectively. YMODEL and CMODEL are the yield and carbon content, 

respectively, predicted by the model. 

 

The quadratic models suggested for the responses (CB 

yield and elemental C content) are shown in Eq. (3) and 

(4) based on the ANOVA results after the removal of 

insignificant terms. Positive and negative signs in front of 

the terms in Eq. (3) and (4) is an indication of synergistic 

and antagonist effect, respectively [16]. The F-Ratio of 

the quadratic models are 94.0 and 37.7 for CB yield and 

elemental C content, with a P-value of <0.0001.  

 𝑌1 = 52.59 + 8.28𝐴 − 3.51𝐵 + 2.83𝐶 + 1.37𝐴𝐵 −
1.65𝐴𝐶 − 9.92𝐴2   (3) 

 𝑌2 = 94.49 + 3.25𝐴 + 0.99𝐵 − 1.41𝐶 − 0.01𝐴𝐵 −
0.01𝐴𝐶 − 1.99𝐴2   (4)  

The correlation of the actual and predicted values of the 

response is showed in Fig. 2.   

 
 

 
Figure 2. The correlation of actual and predicted value of the response 

(a) CB yield and (b) C content 

 

Generally, CB yield increased with increasing Treaction and 

F/O ratio but decreased with increasing Rtime for both 

feedstock. Increasing Treaction ensures that all volatile 

matter content is converted into CB for an enhanced yield. 

However, CB yield began to decrease after Treaction reached 

~1315°C, which was matched by a rise in CO and H in the 

off-gas. Similarly, as the Rtime was increased there was 

evidence of CB oxidation, in which CB was converted 

back into gaseous products (H, CO, CO2 and CH4). 

Together, this suggests that higher reaction temperatures 

or longer retention time may enhance the occurrence of 

secondary reactions (.i.e., Boudouard and water-gas shift) 

after volatiles are consumed at the expense of the yield 

[7]. Increased O2 (low F/O) was also shown to decrease 

the yield by facilitating CB reaction with excess oxygen. 

Nonetheless, decreased CB yield was compensated by 

higher total elemental C, which could arguably suggest 

better quality CB production. These observations are in 

agreement with previous reports on CB production, albeit 

using single variable deviation methodology [2,7,11]. 

Higher Treaction, higher F/O ratio (i.e. lower oxygen content 

in the feedstock), and lower residence time enhances the 

feedstock-to-CB yield conversion. This observation is in 

line with the experimental observations of Wójtowicz et 

al. [2], which found a ~60% decrease in the CB yield 

when the carrier gas oxygen concentration was increased 

from 0 to 25%. Higher Treaction, longer residence time and 

lower F/O ratio (i.e. higher oxygen in the feedstock) were 

shown to enhance the quality of the CB by increasing 

elemental C content, at the expense of the yield. The 

assessment of process variable importance revealed that 

Treaction has the strongest effect on CB yield and C content. 

In fact, more than 78% of the changes in the responses 

(CB yield and C content) can be attributed to the effect of 

the Treaction, emphasizing its importance during CB 
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preparation. However, the second determinant variable 

differs between yield and C content. CB yield was more 

strongly dependent on Treaction and Rtime, where more 

carbon is converted or lost at higher temperature and 

longer reaction times. C content is critically determined 

by the Treaction and F/O, where higher temperatures and 

oxygen concentrations allow the conversion of the 

volatile matter content of the decomposing feedstocks. 

In an effort to optimise both yield and C content, a 

statistical desirability function was used to acquire a 

compromise between the process design variables and 

responses. The desirability function algorithm searches 

for a combination of Treaction, Rtime and F/O ratio within a 

set limit that simultaneously maximises CB yield and C 

content. An optimal yield of 53.5% and C content of 

95.7% was calculated for optimal conditions of 1330.8°C, 

0.009 and 60s. This optimum conditions were obtained at 

a maximum desirability of 0.5. The models was then 

experimentally verified using three additional 

experiments conducted under the optimum conditions. 

The experimental results are 53.6±1.1 (for CB yield) and 

96.0±0.6 (for elemental C content), which are comparable 

with the predicted results, with errors of less than 2%. 

Other properties of CB produced under the optimum 

conditions, which affect practical utilisation, are also 

evaluated in Table 4. Overall, results of the proximate and 

ultimate analysis presented in Table 4 were consistent 

with fossil fuel-based commercial CB [3]. The BET 

surface area (13.9 m2g-1) produced under optimal 

conditions is within the range of group 8 rubber grade CB 

(11 to 20 m2g-1) [17]. Table 4 shows a wide particle size 

distribution (PSD) for the prepared CB, although this is 

only a reflection of aggregate or agglomerate sizes and not 

primary particles [14]. Nonetheless, the obtained value 

suggest that the average particle size of the CB will mostly 

likely be less than 150 nm. There is strong possibility that 

average primary particle size of the CB at optimal 

conditions will be within recommended range for group 8 

rubber-grade CB (100 - 200 nm) [17], which suggest that 

the CB samples may be suitable as a substitute (in whole 

or part) for semi-reinforcing filler grade CB [17].  

 
Table 4. Produced CB properties  

Parameter  Proximate analysis 
Ash content (wt %) 0.023±0.01 

Volatile matter content (wt %) 0.50±0.1 

Moisture content (wt %) 0.31±0.1 
Fixed carbon content (wt %) 99.2±0.1 

 Ultimate analysis  

Carbon content (wt %) 96.0±0.6 

Hydrogen content (wt %) 0.6±0.1 

Sulphur content (wt %) 0.3±0.2 
Oxygen content* (wt %) 3.1±0.3 

 Particle size distribution 

D10 (nm) 150±0.00 
D50 (nm) 420±0.02 

D90 (nm) 1490±0.04 

*calculated by difference 

4. Conclusions  

It was found that the quantity and quality of the CB was 

significantly influenced by the Treaction and F/O ratio. 

Higher Treaction enhanced the occurrence of secondary 

reactions, which decreased the CB yield but led to an 

improvement in the quality of the prepared CB. Longer 

Rtime decreased yield of CB, but enhanced the quality by 

increasing C content. Higher F/O improved CB yield at 

the expense of quality and vice versa. Using response 

surface methodology, process conditions that would 

optimise CB yield and elemental C content were 

identified and verified using experimental data. At the 

optimal Treaction, Rtime and F/O ratio of ~1330.8°C, 60s and 

0.009, CB samples exhibited yield and physicochemical 

properties that were consistent with literature data for 

commercial CB from fossil fuel feedstocks.  
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ABSTRACT 
Biomass combustion at the lab scale is mostly performed using fixed bed configurations. In the counter current configuration, 

combustion air is staged and supplied both from beneath the packed fuel bed (primary air, Qp) and above the fuel bed (secondary air, 

QS). The location and amount of secondary air significantly influences combustion efficiency through combustion of post-bed volatiles 

in the freeboard. However, secondary air can also lead to instabilities which affect freeboard temperatures and may lead to incomplete 

combustion and noise-pressure coupling, both of which should be avoided. This paper into combustion instabilities examines the role 

of primary and secondary freeboard height along with secondary air staging ratios QS/(QS+QP)=0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, spanning globally 

fuel rich (QS+QP=300 L/min) or stoichiometric combustion (QS+QP=560 L/min). Results show that introducing secondary air at the 

later stage of 550mm downstream of the packed bed and QS/(QS+QP)=0.75 and 0.50 causes instabilities at both rich (300 L/min) and 

stoichiometric (560 L/min) conditions. Instabilities were also observed at rich conditions (300 L/min) if the secondary air is located 

closer to the packed bed (300 mm). The variation in post-secondary air freeboard height (secondary freeboard) did not generate any 

instabilities. Once initiated, the occurrence of these combustion instabilities was irregular (erratic) not periodic.  

Keywords: Fixed bed combustion, Biomass, Wood Pellets, Freeboard Height, Instabilities-. 
 

 

Nomenclature 

Qp= Primary Air (L/min), Qs= Secondary Air (L/min) 

QT = Total Air (L/min), LI = Primary Freeboard (mm) 

LII = Secondary Freeboard (mm),𝐵𝑟 . = Burning Rate (kg.m-2.s-1) 

∆𝑡 = Time Difference (seconds) 

∆𝑚 = Mass Difference of fuel for selected time range (kg) 

A = Cross-sectional Area of Fuel Bed (m2), Ti = Instantaneous Freeboard 

Temperature (°C), Ta = Average Freeboard Temperature (°C), mi = 

Instantaneous Fuel Mass (kg),  

ma = Average Fuel Mass (kg) 

Introduction 

Fixed bed combustors are mainly used at the smaller 

scale, incorporate a packed bed situated above a stationary 

grate, and are utilized in laboratory research or domestic 

heating appliances. Interest in fixed bed combustion stems 

from the small horizontal gradients that exist across their 

cross-sections and downward burning of solid fuel beds, 

both of which bear similarity to the fuel conversion in 

larger scale (commercial) moving grate combustors used 

for heat and power [1, 2]. Biomass conversion in fixed bed 

combustors is mainly affected by three factors: fuel 

thermochemical properties, fuel morphology (form), and 

operational conditions such as residence time, air staging 

(distribution of secondary and primary air) as well as the 

occurrence of instabilities such as chanelling and non-

isotropic fuel shape [3-5]. 

Fuel combustion in a fixed bed occurs over two zones: the 

first zone is located above the fuel grate as a packed bed 

of solid fuel particles, and a secondary zone comprising 

the entirety of the space above the fuel bed known as the 

freeboard. When secondary air is used in the freeboard, 

the freeboard can further be divided into a primary 

                                                           

1 Burning rate is defined as kg of fuel ignited per cross section area and 

time (kg.m-2.s-1). 

freeboard (upstream of the secondary air) and a secondary 

freeboard (in the downstream). Key performance 

indicators to predict the efficiency of biomass combustion 

include (i) burning rate1, (ii) ignition rate2, (iii) reaction 

front thickness, (iv) fuel bed temperature, (v) freeboard 

temperature, and (vi) gaseous / particulate emissions [1, 

6].   

Volatiles distribution on fuel (packed) bed surface is 

influenced by the primary air during combustion [7]. The 

role of primary air is very important since with the 

increase in oxygen supply, both the burning rate and the 

ignition front velocity increases [8]. However, gaseous 

emissions are mainly affected by the flow rate of 

secondary air [9]. Selective distribution of secondary air 

placement and its overall contribution to air staging needs 

to be carefully selected. This is because incomplete 

combustion products (from fuel bed) are further reacted in 

the freeboard region after mixing with the secondary air 

[10, 11]. 

Despite various studies on secondary air positioning and 

distribution, the effects of secondary air on combustion 

instabilities, which manifest themselves as a sudden 

temperature drop as well as a puffing noise in fixed bed 

configurations, warrant further investigation. This study 

focuses on the influence of air staging under both rich and 

lean conditions on combustion instabilities. Additionally, 

effect of secondary air (QS) to total air ratio Qs/(Qs+QP) 

is also be examined at stoichiometric and fuel rich total 

air flowrate. 

Methodology 

Combustor: Figure 1 shows the fixed bed (batch type) 

combustor consisting of three parts namely, a plenum for 

2 Ignition speed is defined as the speed of flame front propagation in the 

length of combustor (m/s). 
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introducing primary air (Qp), the combustor column of 

which its unoccupied length constitutes the total extent of 

the primary (LI) and secondary (LII) freeboards, and a 

secondary air (Qs) assembly which can be adjusted for 

depth of penetration into the combustor column. This 

combustor column is made of 310 stainless steel (rated 

upto 1150 °C), has an inner diameter of 202 mm, a 

maximum freeboard length of 1500 mm, and a wall 

thickness of 8.5 mm. Column walls have multiple 

thermocouple ports which are positioned to enable 

acquisition of both axial and radial temperature data. The 

total length of freeboard (LI+ LII) can also be changed, 

independent of fuel bed height, by using a variable height 

spacer (100 mm, 350 mm, and 450 mm) to elevate the fuel 

bed above the flow conditioning grate at the top end of the 

plenum. The plenum itself has a diameter of 202 mm with 

two side ports to supply primary air. The steel grate has 

circular perforations with a total open area of around 32%. 

Secondary air (QS) is introduced into the freeboard 

through a ring having eight 3 mm diameter holes. The 

spacer contains another steel grate similarly having an 

open area of 32%. 

Instrumentation: Air flowrate is regulated using four 

calibrated flowmeters (make: Influx, model: LV2S15-AI 

27, accuracy ± 5% full-scale). To acquire freeboard 

temperatures, data from a single 300 mm long and 3 mm 

diameter N type thermocouple is reported from 50 mm 

below the secondary air injection point (make: TC 

Measurement, model: 2I-Nickel-Silicon-Magnesium). 

The thermocouple was connected to a high-density 

thermocouple module (make: National Instruments, 

model: NI 9213) mounted on the data acquisition system 

(model: cRIO-9074XT). Temperature data was recorded 

at a frequency of 0.2 Hz via a Labview interface (version: 

2014). Fuel mass loss was measured by mounting the 

combustor on a load cell (make: Wedderburn, model; 

SUK300) having a range and sensitivity of 0.1-300 kg and 

100 gram, respectively. The load cell was assembled onto 

a hydraulic lift and its data logged using a digital indicator 

(make: Rinstrum, model: RAR320A) via its 

Rinstrumview software. 

Fuel and Test Conditions: Commercially available 

cylindrical biomass pellets (model: Maxiheat Hard Wood 

Pellets,) having bulk density of 713.6 kg/m3, a diameter 

of 6.5 mm and (as supplied) lengths of 5-40 mm were used 

as the fuel. This fuel has volatile matter, fixed carbon, and 

ash content of 78.41%, 14.11% and 0.86%, respectively 

(dry basis). Fuel moisture content was 6.6%. 

Additionally, the ultimate analysis of fuel yielded 45.8% 

carbon, 48.8% oxygen, 5.39% hydrogen and 0% nitrogen. 

Fuel is manually fed into the combustor column via three 

side ports (60.3 mm in diameter). For each test the 

combustor is charged with a batch of 3.9 kg fuel which 

then forms a nominal bed height of 150 mm. Fuel is 

ignited through the same side ports with the help of 15 mL 

of methylated spirt (96% ethanol) and a hand-held butane 

flame torch. Details of the experimental conditions tested 

are listed in Table 1. To examine instabilities, experiments 

were conducted in two stages. In the first stage, three 

primary freeboard heights (LI=200 mm, 300 mm, and 550 

mm) are investigated by keeping secondary freeboard 

height (LII) constant at 700 mm. In the second stage, the 

secondary freeboard height (LII= 1050 mm,800 mm and 

700 mm) is varied by keeping primary freeboard height 

(LI) constant at 200 mm. Thus by changing spacer heights 

and adjusting the location of the secondary air ring, with 

respect to fuel bed, different primary and secondary 

freeboard heights are achieved. 

To find the stoichiometric range of combustion air, 

experiments were conducted to measure the burning rate 

using primary air only at 350 L/min, 420 L/min, 490 

L/min, 560 L/min, 600 L/min, 720 L/min, and 840 L/min 

(QS=0 L/min). Similar approaches to identify the 

stoichiometric air (in batch type combustors) using 

burning rate is used in other studies [3, 12]. Based on the 

burning rate (kg-m-2-s-1), which is calculated using Eq. 1, 

Figure 2 shows that stoichiometric combustion in the 

packed bed occurs at a flowrate of 560 L/min. 

  𝐵𝑟 . =
∆𝑚

∆𝑡.𝐴
               (1) 

With the above in mind, any partitioning of the total air 

(e.g., 560 L/min) into supplying both the primary and 

secondary air obviously renders combustion inside the 

bed subject to less than this (e.g., 560 L/min) and so the 

combustor is operating in rich mode. The total air flowrate 

(QS+QP) of 560 L/min was then selected as the baseline 

case, with 300 L/min being fuel rich. The effect of 

secondary air to total air ratio (Qs/Qs+Qp) at various 

secondary air and primary freeboard heights was 

subsequently investigated for the occurrence of 

combustion instabilities. In this context, these instabilities 

are in the form of a sudden, loud, and recurring “puffing” 

noise that is clearly audible, resolved in the load cell data, 

causes a sudden drop in freeboard temperature, thus likely 

leading to incomplete combustion, and also manifests as 

a visible flame which momentarily extends beyond the 

combustor exhaust pipe. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 3 shows the wide array of conditions tested and 

those few tests where instabilities were also observed (the 

aim of was to resolve the dynamic range over which these 

instabilities would be avoided in later testing within the 

research program). These tests were conducted using 

three ranges of Qs/(Qs+Qp)= 0.25, 0.50, 0,75 and two total 

air flowrates QT=300 L/min and 560 L/min, over a range 

of primary and secondary freeboard heights (LII/LI). 

Instabilities were observed at the fuel rich condition 

(QT=560 L/min, Qs/(Qs+Qp)= 0.50, Qp=280 L/min) for a 

low LII/LI= 1.27. This condition effectively meant that the 

packed bed was not only operating under rich conditions 

but that the introduction of secondary air (through the 

ring) only occurred at a late stage in the combustor 

column as the secondary freeboard length (LII) is 

relatively small compared to the other conditions in 

Figure 3. Additionally, at an even richer condition through 

the packed bed (QT=300 L/min, Qs/(Qs+Qp)=0.75, Qp=75 

L/min) the dynamic range where instabilities occurred 

widened to include LII/LI=1.27 as well as LII/LI=2.33, 
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corresponding to secondary injection point distance of 

550 mm and 300 mm from the packed bed. 

Instabilities during these conditions occurred at the start 

of steady state period (temperatures inside the packed bed 

and freeboard had stabilized). When initiated, these 

instabilities also caused a sudden drop in freeboard 

temperatures in addition to being audible and visible. It 

would therefore appear that the introduction of higher 

secondary air flowrate, as evidenced by greater values of 

Qs/(QS+QP) results in lower temperatures due to 

convective cooling thereby promoting incomplete 

combustion. These instabilities were preliminary related 

to the secondary air flowrate and distance between 

secondary air injection point and fuel bed top (primary 

freeboard). Interestingly, the change in post-secondary 

zone height (secondary freeboard, LII) does not affect the 

occurrence of instabilities.  

Readings from the load cell upon which the entire 

combustor sits were also perturbed when these 

combustion instabilities occurred. Figure 4 shows that the 

load cell data were steady for stable case (LII/LI =4) in 

comparison to the unstable cases where the (net) fuel mass 

suddenly jumped, coinciding with the occurrence of an 

instability. Additionally, for the unstable experimental 

conditions, the freeboard temperatures, as shown in 

Figure 5, also become irregular during combustion 

instabilities as compared to the stable case (LII/LI =4). 

Further scrutiny of the time occurrence for these peaks 

(load cell data) and troughs (temperature data) determined 

that the time-period for the instabilities was not regular, 

with them occurring every 30 to 110 seconds after their 

first appearance. 

Whilst the operational conditions where these combustion 

instabilities occur have been identified, the underlying 

causes for them warrant further research. Mechanisms 

leading to them may include irregular post bed 

combustion of volatiles as well as the occurrence of 

thermo-acoustic coupling due to the temperature 

distributions at some conditions.  

5. Conclusion 

Experiments were conducted in a fixed bed biomass 

combustor to determine the effects of changing primary 

and secondary freeboard height, secondary air to total air 

ratios, and air flowrates, on the onset of combustion 

instabilities. The following conclusions are made: 

(i) The primary freeboard height (LI) impacts the 

likelihood of combustion instabilities occurring. 

Introducing secondary air at a distant location from the 

fuel bed (LII/LI =1.27) resulted in instabilities at 

Qs/(Qs+Qp) = 0.75 and 0.50 for a total air flowrate of 

300l/min and 560 L/min respectively. When the 

secondary air is introduced even closer to the bed (LII/LI 

=2.33) instabilities only occurred with the richest 

conditions tested (Qs/(Qs+Qp) = 0.75, QT=300 L/min). 

(ii) The secondary freeboard height (LII) does not affect 

the onset of instabilities. (iii) The time period of 

combustion instabilities appears to vary, even for the 

same condition, indicating that once initiated they are 

irregular (erratic) rather than periodic.  

For future work, analysis of gaseous emissions data for 

the investigated conditions is recommended. 
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Table 1: Experimental conditions at 560l/min and 300l/min 
Qt 
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Qp 

(L/min) 

Qp 

(%) 

Qs (%) LI 

(mm) 

LII 

(mm) 

 140 25 75 200 700 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
560 

280 50 50 200 700 

420 75 25 200 700 

140 25 75 300 700 

280 50 50 300 700 

420 75 25 300 700 

140 25 75 550 700 

280 50 50 550 700 

420 75 25 550 700 

140 25 75 200 800 

280 50 50 200 800 

420 75 25 200 800 

140 25 75 200 1050 

280 50 50 200 1050 

420 75 25 200 1050 

 75 25 75 200 700 

 
 

 
 

 

150 50 50 200 700 

225 75 25 200 700 

75 25 75 300 700 

150 50 50 300 700 

225 75 25 300 700 

75 25 75 550 700 
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300 

150 50 50 550 700 

225 75 25 550 700 

75 25 75 200 800 

 150 50 50 200 800 

 225 75 25 200 800 

75 25 75 200 1050 

150 50 50 200 1050 

225 75 25 200 1050 

 

 

Figure 1: Fixed bed biomass combustor 

(1) Primary air ports, (2) Plenum, (3) Spacer, (4) Fuel bed, (5) Secondary 

air, (6) Fuel ignitor port, (7) Freeboard thermocouple ports, (8) Top 

flange, (9) Exhaust pipe, (10) Thermocouple location in this data, (11) 
Load cell and lift platform, and (12) Spacer (enlarged view). 

 
Figure 2: Burning rate at different primary air flowrates through the 

packed bed (no secondary air flowrate). 

 
Figure 3: Instability operational range. 

 

 
Figure 4: Instability traceability from fuel mass data 
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Figure 5: Instability traceability from freeboard temperature data 
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ABSTRACT 

Torrefaction is a thermal pre-treatment method used to enhance the thermochemical, hydrophobic, and grindability 

properties of raw biomass. It is typically undertaken in an inert or oxygen deficient environment. In this study, the 

sensitivity of woody biomass fuels to two types of heating commonly reported in torrefaction research were investigated. 

Biomass fuel, in the form of 6.5 mm pellets torrefied at 300 °C was subjected for 30 minutes in a tube furnace to either a 

(i) (sudden) “constant heating” or a (ii) “staged heating” involving a gradual ramp-up. This paper analyses torrefied fuel 

properties through TGA (and indictor of thermochemical properties) and an immersion testing method (to assess 

hydrophobicity). Thermogravimetric profiles highlighted the elimination of hemicellulose and the decrease in the cellulose 

fraction in both torrefied samples from (i) and (ii). However, the extent of degradation in holocellulose fraction of biomass 

was much higher in samples torrefied using (ii) staged heating compared to (i) constant heating. Furthermore, staged 

heating also showed better hydrophobicity than the latter. The overall results highlight the need for research (into torrefied 

biomass) to also report the temporal evolution of heating when studying torrefaction due to its apparent effect on the 

overall properties of biomass. 
 

1. Introduction 

Biomass is considered the only renewable resource that 

can be used directly into existing coal-fired power plants 

for heat and power applications [1]. However, the low 

energy and bulk density of biomass, as well as its 

heterogeneous composition, hydrophilic nature, and 

associated transport and storage challenges, effectively 

limit the use of biomass fuels as a substitute to 

conventional solid fuels [2]. Although wood pellets offer 

the potential to improve the bulk density of woody 

biomass [3], densification of raw biomass into pellets 

does not impart any difference in the poor hygroscopic 

properties of biomass nor does it improve the fuel ratio 

(Fixed Carbon/Volatile Matter), resulting in lower 

combustion efficiency and more pollutants [4, 5].  

Torrefaction is an emerging thermochemical pre-

treatment technology carried out at a temperature range of 

200-300 °C, under inert environment, to enhance fuel 

properties and address the challenges associated with raw 

biomass [6]. Several studies have also been carried out on 

torrefaction under non-inert environments [7, 8]. The 

produced torrefied solid fuel contains a higher energy 

density due to the reduced moisture content and release of 

lighter volatiles (CO2, CO, H2O) [9]. Thus, the percentage 

of fixed carbon increases which also improves the overall 

fuel ratio. The destruction of hemicellulose fraction 

during torrefaction, which binds cellulose and lignin 

microfibrils greatly, improves the grindability of the 

biomass [10]. This makes biomass more brittle and easier 

to grind when subjected to constant [11], or staged heating 

[10], whilst also reducing the specific energy 

consumption up to 85-95% [1, 10]. Torrefaction also 

allows greater co-firing ratio of biomass with coal [12]. 

Also, the elimination of hemicellulose which has the 

highest moisture affinity during torrefaction improves the 

hydrophobicity of the torrefied product [8]. Other merits 

include, better combustion characteristics compared to 

untreated biomass due the resulting low oxygen content 

(in the torrefied fuel) which favors steady burning during 

combustion [9]. 

Whilst numerous studies have reported the benefits of 

torrefaction pre-treatments on solid fuel properties, these 

torrefied samples were mainly produced in tubular 

furnaces [10], Thermogravimetric Analysers (TGA) [5], 

fluidized beds [8], or by using convective heat transfer [7].  

Variations in the time evolution of heating via various 

methods, even when the torrefaction temperatures are the 

same, can potentially affect torrefaction performance. The 

time evolution of temperatures over time (in slow heating) 

so as to reach a desired torrefaction temperature cannot be 

ignored as during this period biomass continues to 

decompose, thereby affecting final fuel product properties 

when compared with torrefaction under constant time-

temperature conditions [11]. Despite this, the role of 

heating methods on torrefied fuel properties has gained 

very limited attention in the literature.  

Therefore, the main objective of this work is to compare 

the effect of torrefaction pretreatment on thermochemical 

(combustion, pyrolysis) and thermophysical 

(hydrophobicity) characteristics of same biomass fuel 

when subjected to two different heating methods in a tube 

furnace: (i) sudden “constant heating” at the torrefaction 

temperature or (ii) “staged heating” involving a gradual 

ramp-up to the torrefaction temperature.  
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Biomass Fuel 

Commercially available Australian pelletized wood 

(source: Maxiheat Pellets) was used as a biomass fuel in 

this work. The pellets had a diameter of 6.5 mm and 

lengths less than 50 mm (as received basis). However, to 

unify pellet lengths tested in this study, all (raw) pellets 

subjected to torrefaction had a fixed length of 7 mm. This 

was achieved by grinding them down (and flattening) with 

sand paper. Biomass pellets length was fixed as this can 

affect their torrefaction properties when thermally treated 

[13]. To provide a dry basis for the pellets torrefied in the 

experiments, raw wood pellets were oven dried to 103 ± 

1 °C for 16 hours and kept in sealed bag to avoid any 

moisture uptake or the effects of direct sunlight. The fuel 

contains 6.62% moisture (as received) whereas 78.41% 

Volatile Matter (VM) and 14.11% Fixed Carbon (FC). 

Furthermore, the fuel has 45.88% carbon (C), 48.8% 

oxygen (O), 5.39% hydrogen (H) and insignificant 

amount of nitrogen. The values for FC, VM, C, O and H 

are reported on dry basis. As the same raw fuel was used 

to produce the torrefied solid product under both constant 

and staged heating, the effect of fuel properties on the 

final product could be neglected.  

2.2 Tube Furnaces 

Two different electric (laboratory scale) horizontal quartz 

tube furnaces were used to achieve the torrefaction under 

both (i) sudden “constant heating” or a (ii) “staged 

heating” involving a gradual ramp-up to the same desired 

temperature. In this study, a severe torrefaction 

temperature (300 °C) was chosen for comparison due to 

its maximum influence on torrefaction performance 

indicators [13]. Prior to each test run, the quartz tube was 

purged with N2 gas to maintain a non-oxidizing 

environment. Figure 23 shows the time evolution of 

temperature in both types of torrefaction process. 

For constant heating in torrefaction (i), a horizontal split 

electric furnace housing a single 12.7 mm internal 

diameter quartz tube was heated (without pellets) to 300 

°C at 10 °C/min. The quartz reaction tube (carrying 10 g 

biomass pellets) was then immediately placed into the 

furnace. In this way, the biomass was torrefied by 

subjecting it to a sudden heating. After holding the 

samples for 30 min at the desired temperature (300 °C), 

the quartz tube was taken out of the tube furnace and 

allowed to cool down to room temperature. After cooling, 

the torrefied pellets were collected from the quartz tube 

and placed in airtight plastic bags for further analysis. 

Under staged heating in torrefaction (ii), 5 g of wood 

pellets were loaded into the quartz tube inside a 40 mm 

internal diameter tube furnace. The furnace containing 

quartz tube was then heated from ambient temperature to 

300 °C at the same rate of 10 °C/ min. Then, the samples 

were similarly kept at desired torrefaction temperature for 

30 min after which the samples were allowed to cool. It is 

important to note that once sample temperatures drop 

below 200 C, cooling temperatures and time become 

insignificant [14]. 

2.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis TGA 

The pyrolysis and combustion testing of torrefied samples 

was conducted in a TGA device (make: PerkinElmer, 

model: TGA 4000) equipped with a standard furnace with 

a maximum operating temperature of 1000 °C (± 1 °C). In 

each test, torrefied wood pellets were ground to pass 

through a 1mm sieve with a 10 mg powdered sample then 

collected and reacted inside the TGA under different 

environments. Initially, the torrefied samples were heated 

from ambient temperature to 105 °C at 15 °C/min and held 

for 5 min to ensure removal of free moisture. The 

temperature was then ramped up to 850 °C at 15 °C/min. 

Pyrolysis was achieved in nitrogen whilst air was used for 

combustion, with both carrier gases flowing at 45 ml/min. 

The sample mass was continuously recorded as a function 

of temperature and reported on a dry basis. Each test 

condition was performed at least twice to ensure 

reproducibility of experimental results. 

2.4 Immersion Testing 

To investigate the effects of undertaking torrefaction, 

under both (i) sudden and (ii) staged heating (ii), on the 

water affinity of biomass pellets, both raw and torrefied 

pellets (i, ii) were immersed in water for up to 48 hours. 

The immersion test was carried out at room temperature 

using a 100 ml flat bottomed container filled with 50 ml 

of distilled water. A single raw or torrefied pellet was 

immersed in water for each torrefaction heating condition. 

The initial weight was recorded before immersing for 

different time intervals (1, 2, 6, 16, 24, and 48 hours). 

Once each of the different time intervals was reached, 

excess water was drained, pellets were removed from the 

container, wiped with dry cloth, and weighed. The 

difference in initial weight before immersion and final 

weight after immersion was recorded and taken as the 

amount of water uptake and reported as a weight % basis. 

Pellets were then returned to the water container using 

fresh water and remained immersed until the next 

weighing (time) with the weighing process concluding 

after 48 hours.  The test at each condition was performed 

at least twice, with average values were reported. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Thermal Stability: Figure 24a presents the impact of the 

different heating methods (constant temperature, staged 

temperature) during torrefaction on the thermal stability 

during pyrolysis of both raw and torrefied biomass. 

Firstly, both torrefied samples retained more residual 

mass compared to raw biomass. Additionally, mass loss 

shifted towards higher temperatures compared to raw 

biomass, indicating improved thermal stability as a 

consequence of torrefaction, particularly from staged 

heating. These changes could be attributed to the partial 

removal of weak functional groups (e.g. C-H and O-H) 

[5]. The increase in mass loss for raw samples could be 
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linked with the combined decomposition of hemicellulose 

and cellulose compared to torrefied biomass [15]. Figure 

24b similarly presents the thermal stability of torrefied 

biomass samples under the two heating methods 

employed (constant temperature, staged temperature), but 

under combustion conditions. It can be seen that unlike 

raw and constant temperature torrefaction, there is no 

significant band (tilted down) observed before 350 °C, 

which confirms that cellulose is more greatly consumed 

during staged temperature torrefaction.  

Figure 3 represents non-isothermal decomposition rates of 

raw and torrefied biomass samples under pyrolysis 

(Figure 25a) and combustion (Figure 25b) environments. 

As seen, no shoulder is observed before 300 °C in both 

cases (pyrolysis and combustion) indicating the 

elimination of the hemicellulose component of biomass 

during torrefaction. Moreover, the sharp decrease in peak 

height at around 350 °C (Figure 25a) indicates that the 

samples torrefied with staged heating experienced more 

volatile release and holocellulose decomposition during 

torrefaction [16]. It is well established that the torrefaction 

degree is largely depended on temperature as compared to 

time [12]. Therefore, the extent of decomposition cannot 

merely be linked with increased time (torrefaction time + 

ramp up time) in staged heating torrefaction due to heating 

up to the desired temperature. The low lignin peak height 

at around 495 °C (Figure 25b) further confirms the lower 

decomposition of holocellulose components in samples 

torrefied at constant temperature. 

The typical thermal decomposition range for 

hemicellulose is 225-325 °C [17], for cellulose 305-375 

°C [17], whereas lignin decomposes in between 250-500 

°C [17]. In general, hemicellulose is more reactive than 

cellulose and lignin [5]. The elimination of the 

hemicellulose shoulder and strong decrease in cellulose 

peak at 350  °C (Figure 25a and Figure 25b) reflects that 

the samples torrefied under staged heating can be 

considered as more homogenous and thermally stable 

compared to samples torrefied at constant temperature. 

 

Hydrophobicity: The highly hydrophilic nature of raw 

biomass hinders its outdoor storage and long distance 

transportation [18]. As seen in Figure 26, raw biomass 

pellets disintegrated in few a minutes when contacted with 

water. Contrary to this, torrefied samples remained intact 

even after 48 hours of complete immersion in water. 

However, the differences in heating methods become 

more apparent after 48 hours of immersion with samples 

torrefied using staged heating remaining afloat and 

showing better resistance to water uptake compared to 

constant temperature heating. Geometrical changes in 

solid fuel subjected to torrefaction are well evident in the 

literature [13]. In the current study, staged heated pellets 

underwent more diametrical shrinkage and reduced pellet 

density (8.4% and 33.3%) as compared to constant heated 

pellets (5.5% and 29.4%). The change in relative densities 

could be linked with the (gravimetric) floatation behavior 

of the samples. Figure 27 presents the water uptake rate 

of samples torrefied at 300 °C under different heating 

modes. The samples torrefied with staged heating showed 

low water affinity than those torrefied at constant 

temperature. This could be linked with the higher 

percentage of lignin which remained in the staged 

torrefaction due to intense destruction of biomass 

hemicellulose and cellulose fractions during torrefaction. 

Furthermore, the removal of hydroxyl (OH) group in the 

torrefied samples leads to reduction of hydrogen bonding 

sites, and hence decreases the water affinity of the 

samples [4]. The better hydrophobicity of the staged 

heating samples is a very useful torrefaction performance 

indicator that confirms more preferential storage and long 

distance transportation compared to raw biomass. 

4. Conclusions 

The significance of considering the particulars of any 

heating method used in torrefaction has been shown. 

Torrefaction improved the overall thermal stability and 

hydrophobicity of biomass samples compared to raw 

biomass. However, significant variations were observed 

in mass loss, pyrolysis and combustion behavior of the 

samples torrefied under different heating. Staged heating 

showed greater decomposition of less thermally stable 

fractions (hemicellulose and cellulose) as compared to 

constant temperature heating. This change increased the 

percentage of lignin in the material which not only possess 

better thermal stability but also lower moisture affinity. 

The outcomes of this study suggest that despite known 

decomposition temperature ranges of individual biomass 

constituents, torrefaction performance indicators (mass 

loss, hydrophobicity, thermal stability) are significantly 

influenced by the heating method. Care should be taken 

when reporting or comparing between the results of 

samples treated through different torrefaction process. 
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Figure 23 Typical time evolution of temperature using 

two types of tube furnaces: (i) sudden “constant heating” 

or a (ii) “staged heating” involving a gradual ramp-up. 

Peak temperature is 300 C. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 24 TGA curves of (300 C, 30 min) torrefied samples under (a) 

pyrolysis (N2) and (b) combustion conditions (air). 
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Figure 25 DTG curves of (300 C, 30 min) torrefied 

samples under (a) pyrolysis (N2) and (b) combustion 

conditions (air). 

 

 
Figure 26 Water immersion testing of (300 C, 30 min) 

torrefied biomass pellets under constant heating (i) and 

staged heating (ii). Left: after 24 hours of immersion. 

Right: after 48 hours of immersion. 

 

 
Figure 27 Water uptake of (300 C, 30 min) torrefied 

biomass pellets under constant heating (i) and staged 

heating (ii). Results for water immersion testing are also 

given
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